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About the Cover

The cover shows the electricity planner's perspective which can be viewed as a pyramid.

The different levels of the planning process are represented vertically. Ever more detailed
information analyses are required as the planner moves from top to bottom. First, at the policy level,
general characteristic data and analysis provide decision makers with a broad understanding of the
options available, giving the pros and cons of economic, health and environmental aspects of various
electric power technologies and associated policies. Second, the system level requires a more
detailed understanding of electric power systems, forecasting the rate of growth in electricity demand
to meet capacity expansion requirements with different fuel options and generating plant candidates.
Analyses at this level include traditional least cost planning techniques, and methods of evaluating
the health, environmental and social costs resulting from selected expansion strategies. Third, at the
project level, analyses are highly specific, calling for ever more detailed data on project costs,
emissions and other burdens resulting from plant construction and operation. This final analysis
must be aligned with policy and system levels, otherwise there is the risk of failing to account for
broad policy issues and their impact on existing and future power plants in the total system.

Horizontally, each level represents the increasing complexity, comprehensiveness of analysis, and
degree of uncertainty in the information provided. The available technologies range from proven
technologies, e.g. fossil fuel and nuclear energy systems, to state of the art, new and emerging
technologies, e.g. clean coal technologies, advanced nuclear power plants and renewable energy
systems under development. The parameters related to health and environmental aspects range from
quantitative information on emissions to qualitative effects on landscape, quality of life and so on.
The complexity of the analysis ranges from conventional methods for cost comparisons to more
advanced methods such as multicriteria techniques for incorporating quantitative and qualitative
environmental indicators.
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FOREWORD

Comprehensive comparative assessment studies of electricity options and strategies rely upon
methodological approaches integrating technical, economic and human health, environmental and social
aspects, and on comprehensive, reliable and up-to-date information covering all relevant characteristics
of the energy chains for electricity generation. Often, however, the information available for national or
regional studies cannot be directly compared or adapted to new conditions because it has been collected
in different formats or is based on different assumptions. Some countries, particularly developing
countries, lack sufficient resources to explore the benefits of applying new technologies and to carry out
comprehensive comparative assessments of different energy sources.

The inter-agency joint project on databases and methodologies for comparative assessment of
different energy sources for electrichy generation, in short DECADES, was established at the
beginning of 1993, when nine international organizations (EC, ESCAP, IAEA, HAS A, IBRD,
OECD/NEA, OPEC, UNIDO and WMO) agreed to join their efforts towards a common objective of
enhancing the capabilities for comparative assessment of different energy sources in the process of
planning and decision making for the electricity sector. One of the major achievements of the project
is that an integrated software package fcr use on personal computers (PCs), called DECADES Tools,
was developed to provide senior analysts and energy planners with an easy to use tool for carrying
out decision support studies for the power sector. These tools consist of:

• several databases providing a comprehensive, harmonized set of technical, economic and
environmental data for energy chains that use fossil fuels, nuclear power and, renewable energy
sources for electricity generation,

• a data management system which provides user friendly access to the DECADES databases,
• an analytical software designed to access the information stored in the databases for analysis of

costs and environmental burdens at the power plant, full energy chain and electric system levels,
and

• a decision analysis tool.

The DECADES Tools were developed jointly by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) under contract with the IAEA funded by extrabudgetary
contribution from the US Government to the IAEA, and external consultants, working under contract
with the IAEA.

The DECADES Tools User's Manual is published as part of a series of technical reports and
documents prepared in the framework of the DECADES project. The Joint Steering Committee for
the project hopes that these software tools will contribute to the process of strengthening and
improving the capabilities for the design and implementation of sustainable strategies in the power
sector, in particular in developing countries and countries in transition to market economies. The
Secretariat of the Joint Steering Committee would be grateful to receive comments from readers, in
order that future versions of the DECADES Tools can be improved.

The IAEA officer responsible for the preparation of the User's Manual and the DECADES Tools
software was I.F. Vladu of the Planning and Economic Studies Section, Department of Nuclear
Energy. The manual was prepared with contributions from V. Podinovsky of Warwick Business
School and G. Conzelmann and V. Koritarov of ANL. Many other experts participated in the review
of the manual and contributed to its improvement. In particular, Z. Tomsic, F. De Braga, J. Hoffer, I.
Arone, J. Balajka, A. Mumtaz and S. Hamelaine were helpful in finalizing the publication.

Finally, a special acknowledgement is given to all the DECADES users who tested the beta versions
of the software and provided valuable suggestions for enhancing its user friendliness and capabilities
to address different comparative assessment issues.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The complexities facing today's energy planners and decision-makers,
particularly in the electricity sector, has increased. They must take into account a
range of factors related to the entire fuel chain of the energy source, including
their technical and economic performance and their impact on health and
environment. While: costs remain a key factor, the options and strategies for
electricity generation must be measured in many comparative ways. This fact,
together with the needs of many countries to define their energy and electricity
programmes in a sustainable manner, has provided the basis for a growing
interest in the development and application of improved data, tools and
techniques for comparative assessment of different electricity generation options,
particularly from an environmental and human health viewpoint.

The DECADES Project

In order to promote international co-operation in efforts to address these issues,
the inter-agency joint project on databases and methodologies for comparative
assessment of different energy sources for electricity generation, called
DECADES, was established at the beginning of 1993. Nine international
organizations agreed to join their efforts towards a common objective, namely:
to enhance capabilities for comparative assessment of different electricity
supply options and strategies in the process of planning and decision making
for the electricity sector. The project is meant to promote the development of
sustainable strategiss, which provide energy services required for supporting
economic growth and improving quality of life, while minimizing the health and
environmental impe.cts from energy supply. Besides the need to focus the efforts
on realistically achievable targets, the choice of the electrical power sector was
motivated by the irr portance of this sector in terms of sustainable development.

The participating organizations are: the European Commission (EC), the
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRDAVorld Bank), the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), the Nuclear Energy Agency of the
OECD (OECD/NEA), the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), the Unitec: Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Other international organi-
zations, such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the
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World Health Organization (WHO), are contributing to the project within their
area of expertise. The International Energy Agency of OECD has attended some
of the DECADES activities as an observer.

All the above organizations have mandate and expertise in the field of
energy/electricity system analysis and health and/or environmental impact
assessment. The co-operative framework for carrying out the project has allowed
pulling together a broad range of information and know-how, as well as to reflect
and investigate the viewpoints from experts with different scientific
backgrounds. The information sharing and exchange has not only enhanced the
quality of the outcome but also their credibility and usefulness, through helping
to ensure that all energy sources - fossil, nuclear and renewable - are treated
consistently and objectively.

The comparative assessment framework, as defined within the DECADES
project, covers activities such as establishment of inventories (technologies,
fuels, materials), assessment of economics performances, human health and
environmental impacts at power plant, full energy chain and electricity
generation system levels, valuation and internalization of external costs
associated with generating electricity, macro economic impact analysis and
decision making (Figure 1.1). Comparative assessment is a multidisciplinary
activity requiring expertise in energy and electricity planning, life cycle analysis
(LCA), risk analysis, health and environmental impact analysis and decision
theory.
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The DECADES project structure (Figure 1.2) identifies the major tasks included
in the work program adopted for the project. The first phase of the project (1993-
1997) focused on establishing databases and information systems to support
comparative assessment, developing analytical tools, and providing training and
support to developing countries in conducting comparative assessment studies.
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FIGURE 1.2: DECADES Project Structure

The DECADES Tools (RTDB, CSDB, HEIES, DECPAC), developed in the first
phase of the project, consist of databases and analytical software (DECPAC) that
can be utilized by a wide range of users at the national, regional and international
levels to evaluate ixade-offs between technical, economic and environmental
aspects of different electricity generation technologies, chains and systems.

This user's manual addresses issues related to the DECADES Tools. It assumes a
working knowledge of Microsoft® Windows™ PC operating system and
Paradox for Windows relational database management system.
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DECADES Databases

RTDB

CSDB

VSDB

The DECADES project requires a comprehensive and consistent set of
information for comparative assessment of different energy sources for
electricity generation. Such a set of data is broad and complex and includes a
number of data already compiled and stored in existing databases. Therefore,
DECADES databases were designed in a modular fashion.

The DECADES project databases include:

• Technology Inventory Databases containing technical and economic data as
well as emissions and other burdens for electricity generation chains:

• Reference Technology Database (RTDB) containing generic data on
technical, economic, and emissions parameters of energy chains that
use fossil fuels, nuclear power, and renewable energy sources for
electricity generation. RTDB addresses all levels of the chain, from
resource extraction to waste disposal (Figure 1.3). RTDB provides
quantitative and qualitative data on electricity generation chains. At
present, the database contains data for about 300 technologies,
characterized according to their level of maturity (e.g., matured,
commercially deployed, demonstration stage, etc.). The database is
continuously updated by IAEA to reflect the changes of the
technologies related to electricity generation.

• Country Specific Databases (CSDBs) storing data on electricity
generation technologies for a country or region which are not stored
in the RTDB. CSDBs follow the structure and format of RTDB, but
are intended to be used for country or regional case studies. CSDBs
are accessed by the analytical modules to carry out studies at the
energy chain and electricity generation system levels. Some of the
broadly used technologies stored in CSDBs are also included in the
RTDB. Some twenty-five countries have developed CSDB,
containing a total of more than 2,500 technologies.

The CSDB contains a Demonstration Country database which may
be used for practicing the techniques described in the manual,
evaluating the DECADES software capabilities or as a source of
default data. All the examples presented in the manual are based on
the Demonstration Country database.

• Vendor Specific Database (VSDB) will have an extended structure
capable of accommodating commercial equipment and facilities
currently operated in energy chains for electricity generation and on
specific projects for electricity supply system expansion, including
their costs and health and environmental characteristics. Its structure
will be based on the RTDB (not included in Phase I).
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FIGURE 1.3: A Graphical Representation of a Generalized Fuel Chain

The technology databases are described in detail in Chapter 7 - Managing
DECADES Data.

I OXDB • Toxicology Database (TOXDB) storing data on dose response relationships
and coefficients, for selected toxic emissions and releases from the energy
chains described in RTDB. This information can be used to calculate impacts
associated with emissions from the different electricity generating chains.
Toxic substances included in the TOXDB reflect the current knowledge of
their potential health and environmental impacts. The data are from UNEP
and WHO databases which cover most of the chemical substances emitted at
all levels of the energy chains for electricity generation. TOXDB will be
complemented by information on the toxicity of radio-chemicals emitted by
electricity generation chain facilities. Tests have been made to access the
International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals (IRPTC-PC) database,
the PC version 2.0, from the DECADES Control Centre. The structure,
content and use of this database is not in the scope of the manual.
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HEIES • Impacts Database (HEIES) containing information on health and
environmental impacts associated with different energy related facilities and
fuel chains. HEIES data is collected from literature surveys and results from
case studies, modeling or direct measurements, and categorized according to
health and environmental risk indicators, including severe accidents, for the
chains and technologies covered by RTDB. The HEIES database is included
in the DECADES software distribution. For more information on this
database see HEIES User's Manual.

D M S Database Management System (DMS) allows a user friendly access and display,
printing, query and transfer of numerical data from DECADES databases to the
analytical tools or other external models. The DMS is implemented using the
commercially available desktop database management system (Paradox for
Windows) and it is flexible to accommodate the evolution of the structure and
content of the databases.

DECADES Analytical Software - DECPAC

The specific objective of the DECADES software is to provide the users with an
easy to use tool for carrying out decision support studies for the power sector.
The DECADES analytical software (DECPAC) is designed to access information
stored in the DECADES databases for analysis and comparison of costs and
environmental burdens at the power plant, energy chain and electric system
levels. Its design focuses on user friendliness, enhanced environmental analysis
capabilities, extensive reporting capabilities, and short running time for
optimizing electricity generation system expansion strategies over a period of
several decades.

The DECADES tools support three levels of analysis:

• Plant-Level Analysis is used for preliminary screening of different electricity
generation options. Emission factors for main air pollutants are estimated
based on fuel characteristics and power plant performances. A modular
representation of pollution abatement technologies allows for user-
specification of appropriate abatement technologies for a given power plant.
Power plant characteristics are adjusted to account for abatement technology
effects on capital cost, fixed and variable operating & maintenance costs,
plant capacity, plant efficiency, reagent consumption and waste generation.
Simple cases can be defined to compare power plants in terms of annual
electricity generation costs, air emissions (direct and associated to materials
used in construction and decommissioning of the power plant), solid waste
generated and land use. Fore more information on this type of analysis see
Chapter 9 - Performing Power Plants-Level Analysis.
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• Chain-Level Analysis provides general data and analysis sufficient to present
a broad view of the major tradeoffs between technical, economic, health and
environmental aspects of energy chains. It supports the comparative
assessment of full energy chains for electricity generation, from resource
extraction to waste disposal. A flexible interface facilitates rapid
construction of energy chains and ensures the validity of energy chain
representations. Chain level results include: mass flow of fuels and waste,
levelized cost of electricity generation and quantities of environmental
burdens such us air pollution and total greenhouse gas emissions (CO2

equivalent), water effluents, solid waste generation and land use.
Environmental burdens from auxiliary materials such as electricity, fuels and
materials for construction and dismantling are also calculated. Direct
comparisons of different energy chains are possible using a side by side
display, combined with simple access to emissions, residuals and economic
data. Scenarios in which a fixed demand is met by a given mixture of energy
chains, can be established and evaluated in terms of annual air emissions,
solid waste and land use. For more information on this type of analysis see
Chapter 10 - Performing a Chain-Level Analysis.

• System-Level Analysis allows users to quickly screen electric generation
system expansion strategies and to conduct comprehensive studies to
develop mixes of energy chains which meet electricity demand for a country
or region. The system level planning tool contains three electric system
analysis options, ranging from preliminary analysis tools based on screening
curves to sophisticated least-cost optimization with dynamic programming.
It has core features derived from the IAEA's WASP model with an enhanced
graphical interface, improved computation of environmental residuals (e.g.,
air pollutant emissions, land use and waste generation) and extensive
reporting capabilities. The environmental residuals are estimated taking into
account the ful' energy chains composing the system. The cost effectiveness
of different air pollutant abatement strategies is also estimated. For more
information on this type of analysis see Chapter 11 - Performing a System-
Level Analysis,

The DECADES Tools have the potential to provide the decision-makers with a
wealth of valuable information on costs and environmental burdens, whether the
comparison is limited to power plants, full energy chain or in the context of
alternative expansion plans for generating system as a whole. Comparing these
alternatives is a complex problem. Therefore, a Decision Analysis Module
(DAM) which is solving multicriteria decision analysis problems is included in
DECPAC.
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Some Illustrative Applications of the DECADES
Tools

The following section illustrates some applications of the databases and software
developed in the Phase I of the DECADES project for comparative assessment
studies.

Comparison of Power Plants

Figure 1.4 compares the net generating efficiency values of several types of
power plants (conventional as well as those under development) included in
RTDB. It may be noted that while significant improvements in the generating
efficiency may be obtained for the conventional technologies based on gas, the
expected efficiency improvements for the other conventional technologies appear
to be only marginal. However, new technologies, with different combustion
processes and advanced power cycles, would allow exceeding the best
performance of conventional technologies.
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FIGURE 1.4: Comparisons of Net Generating Efficiency for RTDB Technologies1

Source: Constructed Using RTDB

1 PC- Pulverized Coal, AFBC- Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion, PFBC-Pressurized Fluidized Bed Combustion, IGCC-Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle, GSB-Gas Steam Boiler, GTCC-Gas Turbine Combined Cycle, PAFC-Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell, MCFC-
Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell, SOFC-Solid Oxide Fuel Cell, OSB-Oils Steam Boiler, DIESEL- Diesel Engine, PHWR-Pressurized Heavy
Water Reactor, PWR-Pressurized Water Reactor, APWR- Advanced PWR, BWR-Boiling Water Reactor, ABWR- Advanced BWR, GCR-
Gas Cooled Reactor, HGCR-High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor, LMR-Liquid Metal Reactor, FBR- Fast Breeder Reactor, WSB-
Wood Steam Boiler, AFBC-b - Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion using biomass, IGCC-b - Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
using biomass, ST-Solar Thermal, PT-Parabolic trough, PD-Parabolic dish/Sterling, PVAm-Photovoltaic Amorphous, PVTf-Photovoltaic
Thin Film
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The generating efficiency data are strongly influenced by the characteristics of
the fuel used, maintenance of the power plant and other local conditions. Plant
efficiencies vary from country to country and in many countries are lower than
the values presented in Figure 1.4 for coal, oil and gas technologies. Similar
comparisons can be carried out for other technical parameters such as forced
outage or scheduled maintenance.

Figure 1.5 illustrates a comparison of the CO2 emission factors for the following
types of power plants: pulverized coal with flue gas desulphurization (PC+FGD),
pressurized fluidized bed coal combustion (PFBC), integrated coal gasification
combined cycle (IG CC), gas turbine combined cycle (GTCC) and oil fired steam
turbine (OSB). The power plants have the same size (500 MW) and the coal fired
plants use similar fuels. The highest CO2 emissions result from the coal fired
options. These technologies show a considerable range of CO2 emissions as a
result of variations in efficiency of power generation. The CO2 emissions
obtained from the GTCC plant are less than half of those from the coal options.
The emissions from oil fired units are within the spread of the natural gas and
coal results, and depend upon the quality of heavy oil used. The emission factors
presented indicate a strong dependency on the fuel used, generating efficiency,
pollution control measures included in different designs, and other factors. From
this point of view, the emission factors presented in Figure 1.5 are given for best
current technologies and good quality fuels. In future these factors will be
reduced as the new technological development will become commercially
available and as new air quality regulation will be adopted. Similar comparisons
can be carried out for other pollutants such as SO2, NOx, particulate, etc.
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FIGURE 1.5: CO2 Emisssions - Power Plant Level
Source: Constructed Using RTDB

The economic comparative assessments carried out at the power plant level using
the data stored in RTDB and CSDBs show that nuclear power is a competitive
option for generating electricity. Figure 1.6 shows the total capital requirements
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for pulverized coal fired plants (PC), oil steam boiler plants (OSB), gas turbine
combined cycle plants (GTCC) and nuclear (PWR, PHWR) plants in several
countries. As expected, the total capital requirements per unit capacity vary from
country to country, but the range is not large for similar technologies.
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Figure 1.7 illustrates the variation of electricity generation costs for the possible
candidates for electric system expansion in a typical energy importing
developing country situation (Pakistan). Here nuclear power appears to be a less
expensive option for supplying the base load.

FIGURE 1.7: Annual Production Costs at 10% Discount Rate
(DCOAL Domestic coal, COAL: Imported Coal; F0L3, F0L6: Fuel Oil (300 and 600

Combined Cycle, WFGD: Pulverized Coal + Wet Scrubber, NUCL: Nuclear)
Source: CSDBs, 1996

, GTIG: Gas Turbine, CCIG:
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Comparison of Chains

Figure 1.8 illustrates CO2 emissions for typical solid and liquid fuel chains,
several gaseous fuel chains (gas steam boiler, gas turbine simple cycle, gas
turbine combined cycle, steam injected gas turbine) and nuclear. The
contributions of the power plant and of the rest of the chain are presented
separately. It is seen that among the fossil fuel chains, the one corresponding to
gas turbine combir ed cycle plant has the lowest emission of CO2. The CO2

emissions from the nuclear chain are partially due to the emissions of CO2

resulting from the production of steel and concrete used in the construction of the
power plant and other facilities and partially due to the combustion of fossil fuels
used in the operation of the various fuel cycle facilities associated with the
nuclear power plant. All the emissions listed here are calculated for an equivalent
full power operation of the specified type of power plant without taking into
consideration the interactions with other chains and the generation dispatching
specific to a real ele ctricity system. Significant differences may result when such
interactions are taken into consideration, as is provided at system level analysis.
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FIGURE 1.8 CO2 Emisiiions - Full Chain
Source: RTDB

As is the case for the power plant level comparisons, the results obtained using
CSDB chains may differ to some extent from country to country. Even in a given
country some chairs may be based on domestic fuels and the others on imported
fuels for which the mining step may be omitted from consideration. In some
cases composite transportation steps such as for combined sea and land
transportation have to be considered. Some countries also have power plants that
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use a mix of fuels (e.g. coal and oil) or that switch from one fuel to another (e.g.
oil to gas) in different periods of the year.
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FIGURE 1.9 Greenhouse Gas Emissions - Full Chain
Source: IAEA

The maximum and minimum greenhouse gas emissions for energy chains using
fossil fuels (solid, liquid, gaseous), nuclear power and renewable energy sources
(hydro, wind, solar and biomass) are illustrated in Figure 1.9. The ranges were
determined based on the values reported to IAEA in different meetings or
published in recent life cycle analysis (LCA) or evaluation of external costs
studies.
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FIGURE 1.10 Direct Radioactive Emissions to Air (Hard Coal and Nuclear)
Source: GaBE

It may be also pointed out here that the very low levels of radioactive emissions
from routine operation of nuclear energy facilities (Figure 1.10) are generally
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considered to be harmless for human health and the environment as the public
exposure due to ;hese emissions are far below those from the natural
background. Furtheimore, in the case of nuclear power, the external costs arising
from ensuring safety, and for radioactive waste management and decommi-
ssioning of facilities, are internalised by including them explicitly in the price of
electricity generated by nuclear power. On the other hand the external costs
arising from the adverse environmental and health impact of other energy
sources have not yet been properly estimated and, as such, still remain to be fully
internalized.

Comparison of Power System Expansion Strategies

The DECPAC software can be used to determine environmentally sound least-
cost expansion plans for electricity generation systems or to analyze whether a
particular project fits into the robust long-range least-cost development plan for a
country or region. It can also be used in an iterative manner to investigate least-
cost methods to reduce environmental burdens (e.g., minimum system costs to
meet targets for reducing sulfur dioxide or greenhouse gas emissions).

Figures 1.11, 1.12and 1.13 respectively show a typical electric system expansion
plan (evolution of the installed capacity by fuel groups and capacity added by
fuel groups) and the corresponding total system cost.
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FIGURE 1.11 Total Installed Capacity in Thermal System (DECPAC Optimization)
(UGN-Lignite, GTGO-Natural gas, FOIL-Fuel oil, CO-2-lmported coal, CO-1-Domestic coal, NUC-Nuclear)

(Demonstration Country Case)
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FIGURE 1.12 Capacity Added/Retired in Thermal System by Fuel Group
(UGN-Lignite, GTGO-Natural gas, FOIL-Fuel oil, CO-2-lmported coal, CO-1-Domestic coal, NUC-Nuclear)

(Demonstration Country Case)
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FIGURE 1.13 Total System Cost (Constant 1997 Price)
(Corresponding to the Expansion Plan in Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.12)

The optimization of the expansion plan is performed taking into consideration
the capital investment costs, the operation and maintenance cost, the fuel cost,
the fuel inventory cost and the cost of energy not served. The cost results can be
displayed separately for each of these categories.

Once the optimum expansion plan has been developed, DECPAC allows for the
calculation of air emissions, land requirements and production of solid wastes,
year by year and step by step, for every energy chain included in the system, so
that the totals for the entire electricity system are given. Figure 1.14 shows, a
typical case of annual SO2 emissions of existing plants as well as for new plants
added to the system in the optimized expansion plan.
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FIGURE1.14 S0x Emisiiions in Croatia (Full Energy Chain)
(PLO2 - Imported Coal Candidate Power Plant, ELZ1, ELZ2, TZO1 - Existing Coal Power Plants)

Source: DECADES Case Studies

Case Studies

In the first phase af the DECADES project, twenty country case studies on
comparative assessment of alternative strategies and policies for electrical power
sector were carried out, supported by IAEA through a Co-ordinated Research
Programme (CRP). The studies sought to identify electricity generation
strategies that would meet the objectives of environmental protection, in
particular reduction of atmospheric emissions at acceptable costs. A broad range
of issues such as: assessing the potential role of nuclear power in reducing the
greenhouse gas emissions; effects of CO2 taxation and/or emission constraints on
future generation irix and impact of privatization and deregulation of electricity
sector on electricity system expansion strategies and others have been addressed
in these case studies. Some twelve scientific teams from different Member States
have tested the use of the DECADES Tools for carrying out case studies within
the CRP. In 1996 other fourteen countries joined the DECADES project and
started the preparation of CSDBs.
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Recommendations for Further Reading

Chapters 2 and 3 of the manual are connected to the installation of the
DECADES Tools. Chapter 2 describes the hardware and software requirement to
run the software and Chapter 3 presents the installation process.

Chapter 4 introduces some basic elements of the Paradox database management
system. If you are familiar with Paradox you can skip this chapter.

Chapter 5 describes the log-in process, presents the types of DECADES users
and describes the functions of the DECADES Control Centre. It further indicates
what to do to test some of the software features.

Chapter 6 presents the database selection process. It also indicates the steps to
follow to establish a new Country Specific Database.

Chapter 7 presents in details the main and support DECADES databases focusing
on describing the process of entering, updating and maintaining these databases.

Chapter 8 describes the database customization process. This chapter is
addressed to Advanced Users and Database Administrators.

The next three chapters 9, 10 and 11 present the capabilities and limitations of
the power plant, full energy chain and system levels of analysis. Each chapter
contains information related to the software manipulation, technical background
and example of results.

Chapter 12 describes some useful utilities used for creating backups or restoring
the databases, creating aliases or working with multiple versions of the
databases, etc.

Chapter 13 shows you how to close a work session and exit the software.

Chapter 14 presents the approach used to integrate the economic and
environmental factors using a decision Analysis tool. The decision interval
methodology and the Decision Analysis Module software are described in detail.
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Common User Interface Terminology

DECADES software runs under the Microsoft® Windows™ version 3.1,
Microsoft® Windows™ version 95 (or higher) operating system and adheres to
Windows graphical user interface (GUI) standards. Most Windows applications
operate in a similar manner. Once you are proficient in one Windows
application, you wi'i find it easy to learn other Windows applications. To learn
more about working in the Windows environment, please consult your Windows
documentation. Certain terminology is commonly used to refer to Windows
applications. Throughout this manual, the following terms are used:

Term Description

Click

Cursor

Dialogue box

Double-click

Drag

Form

Left-click

Press

Position the cursor over the item of choice with the mouse and
quickly press and release the mouse button.

The graphical arrow icon that you move around the screen with
the mouse. The cursor reflects the status of a program. For
example, it changes into an hour glass icon to inform you that
the application is busy with a calculation or file operation.

A type of window in which you enter fields of data. A dialogue
box is typically used for only a short period of time and then
closed.

Position the cursor over the item of choice with the mouse and
click twice in rapid succession. Double-clicking is usually done
with the left mouse button unless stated otherwise.

Position the cursor over the appropriate graphic, press and hold
the left mouse button, move or drag the graphic to a new
location, and then release the left mouse button.

A Window's screen capture. Used to display and edit data from
one or several tables. Forms let you see as much (or as little) of
your data as you want in the format you prefer.

Position the cursor over the item of choice with the mouse and
click the left mouse button once.

Push down a specific key on the keyboard.
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Pop-down Refers to the menus in the menu bar at the top of the screen
menu directly under a window's title bar. To pull down a menu, click

on the menu name with the left mouse button while holding
down the button. Move the cursor up or down to highlight
different menu choices.

Right-click Position the cursor over the item of choice with the mouse and
click the right mouse button once.

Select Selecting an object usually means to point to it with the cursor
and either left-click or double-click.

Toolbar A row of buttons and/or controls. In many cases, the toolbar is
free-floating and can be dragged to any location on the screen.

Conventions

This manual uses document and keyboard conventions to help you locate and
identify information.

Document Conventions

To help you locate and interpret information easily, this manual uses consistent
visual cues and a standard key combination format.

This Represents

bold

Italic

Commands and the switches that follow them (you must
type commands and their switches exactly as they appear),
control menu commands, and command buttons.

Placeholders that represent information you must provide.
Italic type also signals a new term. An explanation
precedes or follows the italicized term.

ALL CAPITALS The names of computers, printers, directories, and files.

I A series of menu choices. File I New means File, then
choose New form the menu that appears.

SI A series of steps to be followed in order to perform an
action.
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Keyboard Conventions

Key combinations and key sequences appear in SMALL CAPITALS in the
following format:

Notation Meaning

KEY1+KEY2 Hold down the first key while you press the second key. For
example, "Press CTRL + C" means that you press CTRL and hold
it down while you press C.

KEY 1, KEY 2 A comma (,) between key names means you must press the
keys in sequence - for example, "Press ALT, FlO" means that
you press and release the ALT key, and then press and release
the FlO key.

Specific Terminology

There are two glossaries provided at the end of the manual: one for general terms
and one for database related terms. Consult these glossaries for any specific
terms fond in the manual.

An on-line glossary is also provided with the software containing some 600
definitions for terms related to comparative assessment.

Reporting of Troubles

Every effort has besn made to ensure that DECADES Tools works properly and
smoothly. If you experience any problem which persists, please contact:

Iulian Florin VLADU
Planning and Economic Studies Section
Division of Nuclear Power
International Atom.c Energy Agency
Wagrammer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Fax: (+43)1-20607, Tel: (+43)1-2060 22773
E-Mail:F.Vladu @ iaea.org
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C H A P T E R 2

DECADES Hardware and Software
Requirements

To install and execute the DECADES Tools, you need the following computer
system resources:

Central Processing Unit (CPU)

Although the DECADES software can run on a personal computer with a 486
processor, it is recommended that you use a Pentium™, PentiumPro™ or
Pentium II™ processor for the speed and capacity these machines offer. Because
the database management software runs in the Windows environment, high-
speed processors like Pentium 166 MHz, Pentium 200 MHz and Pentium 233
MHz are preferable.

Memory Requirements

A minimum of 12 megabytes (MB) of random access memory (RAM) should be
installed to run the DECADES software (it runs on 8 MB RAM machines, but
very slowly). To obtain maximum performance, run the software on a machine
with 16 MB or more of RAM. A disk cache of 2 MB can improve the
performance of your system. Use the SMARTDrive program supplied with the
MS-DOS® operating system to create a disk cache for Windows version 3.11.

Caution Avoid starting other Windows applications while running the
DECADES software. If you run the software under Windows 3.11 you
may want to use MemMaker to optimize the base memory of your
system.

Hard Disk Capacity

The disk space occupied by the application depends on the databases and
modules you install. The standard configuration contains Paradox for Windows
version 5.0 or later (20 MB) and DECADES Computer Tools (100 MB). As an
alternative, you can use Paradox for Windows 5.0 Run Time version (delivered
with the database management system), which needs only 6 MB of disk space.
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Additional free space is needed on your hard disk to store temporary answer
tables to queries, or reports created by Paradox. It is recommended that you have
6 to 8 MB of free space on the hard disk containing your private directory
(DECADESVPRIVATE).

To improve Windows performance (Figure 2.1), use Control Panel (1), Enhanced
application (2) and Virtual Memory (3) from Windows Program Manager to
create a permanent (4) 8 MB or higher swap file (5). Also select the 32-bit disk
access option (6) and the 32-bit file access option (7) for Windows for
Workgroups. If you are using Windows for Workgroups 32-bit file access
option, remove the SMARTDrive disk-caching program from your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file because the disk cache is performed by Windows (8).

Remember that the file cache memory reduces the size of the memory used by
Windows. If you have 12 MB of RAM and 2 MB is reserved for cache, then
Paradox can use only 10 MB of RAM.

Control Panel
Settings Help

Fonts Mou<eColor

Printer International Da e/Time NeMorl

Dn -er

Enhanced

"Device Contention"

Com3
LPT1

O Always Warn

O &evei Wain

(?) Idle (in sec.)

fDisk Status

Disk Access: Using 32-bit Disk Access

File Access:

Swapfile Settings
Drive: C:
Size: 20,475 KB
Tjipe: Permanent

Drive C: 32-Bit

Permanent

New Swapfile Settings ~

Drive:

Ivpe:

Space Available;
Maximum Size:
Recommended Size:

New Size:

24.571 KB
20.496 KB
20.496 KB

n K.B

E3 Use 32-B it D isk Access El U se 32-Bit File Access <-

Cancel

Virtual Menmrv. .

Cache Size: 4.096 H KB <-

FIGURE 2.1: Hard Disk Preparation
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Video Monitor

DECADES software is designed for a Super Video Graphics Array (Super VGA)
monitor using 800 pixel X 600 pixel resolution. It can also be used on a VGA
(640 pixel X 480 pixel resolution) monitor without scrolling the image because
the forms are limited to this dimension. In VGA resolution, you can still display
two simple energy chains side by side and compare the technical, economic, and
environmental aspects of the steps in the chains. For good quality screen images
of the pictures stored in the database, a 16.7 Mil. colors, or at least 256 colors,
display is required (2 MB Super VGA card).

Note You should not use higher resolution with Windows large fonts.

Software Requirements

The majority of the DECADES databases are implemented using Paradox for
Windows version 5.0 relational database management system. It is recommended
that you run DECADES under the full version of Paradox in order to take
advantage of the data querying, exporting, and reporting facilities. If you do not
have this version, you can use the Paradox for Windows 5.0 Run Time version
(delivered with the DECADES Tools) but you will not be able to construct
custom queries or reports or to export the data from the database in other formats
(Lotus®, Microsoft Excel, etc.). Also, without the full version of Paradox you
won't be able to adapt the databases to some particular user needs.

In order to run Paradox, one of the following must be installed on your
computer: Windows for Workgroups 3.11, or Windows 95 or Windows NT™.
Although Paradox 5.0 can run under Windows 95 or Windows NT, it is not
designed to take advantage of the 32-bit environment, and there are no
significant improvements in performance. If you are using a network, the best
choice is Windows for Workgroups 3.11 or Windows 95, which incorporates the
network software and requires less memory as Windows NT. A new version of
the DECADES Tools is under preparation using Paradox 8.0. Although, a 16 bit
version of Paradox 7.0 exists and can run under Windows for Workgroups the
future versions of DECADES Computer Tools will be developed only for
Windows 95 and Windows NT.

Most of the diagrams included in the pictorial part of RTDB were constructed
using MSDraw (Word 2.0) and were stored in the database as OLE objects.
Therefore, it is recommended to install MSDraw on your machine.
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CHAPTER 3

Installing DECADES

Before installing the DECADES Tools, install the Paradox version 5.0 (or
higher) database management system on your computer, following the procedure
indicated in the Paradox documentation (Getting Started Manual). Pay attention
to the possible type of configuring of the Paradox software: local-only
configuration, server-only configuration, and combined configuration (consult
your database administrator for workstation installation). See Appendix 14 for
instruction on installing Paradox Runtime.

After installing Paradox customize it according to your working environment and
prepare it for working with the DECADES Tools. Start the ID API Configuration
Utility programme provided with Paradox, click the System folder tab in the
ID API Configuration Utility dialogue box and increase the
MAXFILEHANDLES to 100. If you plan to share the DECADES databases
with other applications such as QuattroPro or Delphi, select Local Share - True
and add the SHARH.EXE command in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. You can
experiment with different buffer sizes to improve the performance of Paradox
(Minbufsize and Maxbufsize). If you install the application on a network,
remember to precise the network control directory - NETDIR (Figure 3.1). This
directory should be identical for all the users accessing the databases on the
network (e.g., x:\DECADES\PDOXNET).

Urivi.'i N.lllli:

New Driver

I'pf.f ripiinn'

: _ , . ' -

1

Pfli-ir )rivi:r

" i

I'arfiiiiPtpri:

• • € ' i :

' . - » >•

•i

1 ' . 1 ' • • .

Modify this
directory

FIGURE 3.1: IDAPI Configuration Utility Form

After you install the DECADES Tools (see below), you may also want to
customize the DEFAULT.DB file that contains the default settings applied to all
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the tables in the database that do not have a table view file. To do so, start the
standard Paradox, select from the pop-down menu File I Open 1 Table - and open
from the private directory (:PRIV: alias) the table DEFAULT.DB. The settings
are presented in Figure 3.2.
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FIGURE 3.2: Default Table Configuration

Modify this setting to suit your preferences. You can use other fonts (default is
9 point Arial), formats for short, date, memo or formatted memo fields, colors,
grid aspect, record marker, etc. Inspect the DEFAULT table and modify the
settings (Paradox User's Guide - Chapter 4, Viewing Data), then save the
modified version by selecting Properties 1 View Properties | Save from the
table pop-down menu.

Note Access the Control Panel I International Settings (Regional Settings in
Windows 95) and set, if necessary, the decimal symbol used by Windows
is to point (".").

Automated Installation

Introduce the DECADES Tools CD in your CD drive and use the File Manager
(Windows 3.11) or Explorer (Windows 95/NT) to execute the Setup.exe
program. Follow the instruction presented on the screen.
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Note The current version of the installation program will not create the
DECADES program group and application icons. To create them proceed
as described below.

Manual Installation

If you have the diskette version of the program you may install the software
using a series of commands.

Start Paradox and select File I Open | Form... from the Paradox window menu
bar. The Open Document dialogue box is displayed (Figure 3.3). Insert the first
DECADES disk in drive A and select A: from the Drive (or Alias) list (1).

File Name:

1 lie 1 ypc
'l-dims1-

l)|ipn Mole

' i View Diit.j
' Di-.iiiui

(IK

Drive |ui Alin-T)

Dpi.-n A<.

i" 01 III

(;h.irnn: 1 .ihlc

i. Lcinrul ' Aluiics

- "

Hcli) 1

1

FIGURE 3.3: DECADES Installation from the Paradox Window

The File Name list (2) displays the INSTALL.FDL (FSL) form. Select this form
and click the OK button (3). The DECADES-Install form is displayed
(Figure 3.4). Select the Drive on which the DECADES System Files will be
installed (1) from the list of local and network drives available on your machine.
The Capacity and Free space on the selected drive are displayed. The size of the
free space should s.atisfy the conditions described in the Hard Disk Capacity
section of Chapter 2. Select a Drive for the DECADES Private Directory Files
installation from the, list (2). If you choose not to install in the root directory of
the selected drive, change the Root Path.
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FIGURE 3.4: DECADES-lnstali Form

Click the Install button (3) on the DECADES-Install form to start the
decompression and installation. Insert the other DECADES disks as they are
required and press Y.

Si To create DECADES program group and application icons in Windows
3.11 (Figure 3.5)
1. In the Program Manager window, select File I New... from the pop-down

menu. The New Program Object window opens.

2. Select the Program Group option in the New Program Object window
and click the OK button. The Program Group Properties window opens.

3. In the Description field of the Program Group Properties window, type
the name of the group (DECADES) and click the OK button. Resize the
new DECADES program group window.

4. Drag (press CTRL and select with the cursor) the Paradox icon into the
DECADES program group window. A copy of the icon is created.

5. Modify the properties of the newly-created icon by selecting
File I Properties... from the Program Manager menu bar to open the
Program Item Properties dialogue box. Change the Description to
DECADES and the Command Line to:
C:\PDOXWIN\PDOXWIN.EXE -q i
C:\DECADES\PRIVATEVDECADES.INI -p
C:\DECADES\PRIVATE
CtNDECADESNPROGRAMNDECADES.FDL

Note Write all in one line. If you work with the Run Time version of Paradox,
replace C:\PDOXWIN\PDOXWIN.EXE with
C:\PFWRUN5\PDXRWIN.EXE in the Command Line.
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6. Click the Change Icon... button in the Program Item Properties dialogue
box to open the Change Icon dialogue box. To modify the program item
icon, click the Browse... button in the Change Icon dialogue box. The
Browse dialogue box opens.

Options Window Help
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Properties..

rNew Description: | DECADES

(Sraup File: /[\
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E h-mg E r arq>- Book Configuration

Alerter Utility

Ite n

Description |PECADES|

Command Line: C:\PDOXWIN\POOXWIN.EXE -q

Working Directory: j C:\PPOXWIN

Shortcut Key: None

d Bun Minimtzec

Ghaage ita a

File Name

Current Icon

Pjreciones.

I c:\decades\privQte

& ducades
^ private

List Files of lype:
Icon Files Ssi c: ms-dos_6

FIGURE 3.5: Program droup and Program Items

7. Select the file C:\DECADES\PRIVATE\DECADES.ICO in the Browse
dialogue box and click the OK button. Click the OK button in the
Change Icon dialogue box, then click the OK button in the Program Item
Properties dialogue box.

8. You may want to include the DECADES Help file in the program group.
To do so, select File I New from the Program Manager pop-down menu,
select Program Item in the New Program Object dialogue box, click OK,
then click Browse in the Program Item Properties window and select the
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WINHELP.EXE file from WINDOWS directory in the Browse window.
Click OK to close the Browse window. In the Program Item Properties
window, change the Description to DECADES Help and add to the
Command Line the name of the help file:
C:\DECADES\PROGRAM\DECADES.HLP and click the OK button.

To create shortcut for DECADES in Windows 95/NT (Figure 3.6)
1. Drag the Paradox icon on the desktop,

Click on the shortcut name and change its name to DECADES,
Click the right mouse button and select Properties,
Click on the Shortcut folder from Properties dialogue box,
Type in the same line as for point 5 above in Target,
Click the Change Icon., button,
Select the DECADES icon as from \DECADES\PRIVATE directory
Click to OK button to apply the changes.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

General Shotted J

O f t DECADES

Target tppe; Application

Target tacaferc PDOXw'IN

larget: I t \PDOXWIM\PDOXWIH.EXE

Start ire |C\PDOXWIH

Shortcut fcejc j N one

Run j Normal window

Find Tatgei...

OK J ta

•21*1

-q -i c:\decadec\pnv

j Change Icon... j

fleet ' ;

FIGURE 3.6: Modification of the Shortcut Properties

Use a text editor to include modify some system files as follows:

CONFIG.SYS
FILES=100

Windows SYSTEM.INI file:
[386 Enhanced]
DEVICE=C :\WINDOWS\DOSXNT.386
DEVICE=C:\WINDOWS\MMD.386
(These drivers are included in \DECADES\DECPAC directory and you should
copy them in \WINDOWS directory).
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Note The modifications to CONFIG.SYS and SYSTEM.INI files described
above are still required under Windows 95/NT.

After Installation

The following directory structure is created on the hard disk selected to install
the DECADES software:

Decades

C:db

Chain

Energy

- Location

Load;:

Map

Plant

Study

Techno

D am

. „ Decpac

Ca:ellO1
Ca;eliO8

Pdoxnet
Private
Program

Icon
Referen
Rtdb

Chain
E nergy

Techno

Root directory for all software modules and databases
Country specific database main directory

Country specific energy chains sub-database
Country specific fuels and materials inventory
World regions, countries, country regions, and town tables

Historical hourly loads files (use by Preload)
Library of maps

Plant comparisons directory
Study and case specific database
Country specific technologies database
Decision Aiding Module
System analysis modules

Studies
Cases....

Paradox lock files (use to control the access over a computer network)
User private directory in network environment (to be copied on a local drive)
Working directory for databases application, help system, Control Centre

Icons directory
References database
Reference technology database main directory

Reference energy chains database
Reference fuels and materials inventory
Rpfprenre tprhnnlnnips tahles

In order to maintain consistency among the databases implemented in different
countries, it is recommended that you preserve this directory structure.
However, in special situations it is possible to work with different versions of the
databases, located on different drives or to include a path to the root directory.
See Chapter 12, DECADES Utilities for more information.

If the software is installed on a network drive then remember to create the
DECADESXPRIVATE and DECADESNDECPAC directories on your local drive
and to copy the content of the these directory from the network to your local
directories. Modify also the "-p" (private) option in the DECADES icon
command line to point to your local drive. For an installation where Paradox is
located in drive M (network), the DECADES software is located on drive P
(network) and the private directory is on drive C the command line is:
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M:\PDOXWIN\PDOXWIN.EXE -q -i
P:\DECADES\PROGRAM\DECADESJNI -p C:\DECADES\PRIVATE
P:\DECADES\ PROGRAM\DECADES.FDL

Note Write all in one command line.

Start the Paradox Engine Configuration Utility (file \DECADES \PROGRAM\
PXENGCFG.EXE), click the resources limit button and specify the maximum
values for resources as follows:
Open Tables=64
Record Buffers=90
Record Locks=90
Open Files=90
Swap Buffer Size=150

After making the modifications, click the OK button. Click the SAVE TO
WIN.INI FILE button to save the changes and exit the program.

Note The utility program SAVEPDOX is provided in \DECADES\PROGRAM
to recover after a Paradox crush. Run this program after a crush to close
the open databases. If you do not run this program you get the message
"IDAPI busy" and you cannot restart DECADES without restarting
Windows.
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CHAPTER 4

Paradox Basics

The main objective of this chapter is to give some basics on Paradox relational
database management system which was used to implement the DECADES Data
Management System (DMS). For a detailed description of this software see the
Paradox User's Guids and Paradox Reference Guide. If you are already familiar
with this software you may consider to skip this chapter.

In Paradox, the database components that store, display, retrieve, and present
data are called objects. The main objects you work with in Paradox are tables,
forms, queries, and reports. You might also work with ObjectPAL scripts and
libraries, data models, or SQL files. Paradox uses icons to represent objects
(Figure 4.1).

llllll Tables contain data. Scripts are pieces of ObjectPAL
code that perform operations in
response to actions

Forms display data for editing. Libraries store ObjectPAL code
and let you share code among
forms, scripts, and other
libraries.

Reports display data in a format
designed for printing.

T Queries retrieve selected data
and display it in table format.

FIGURE 4.1: Common desktop Icons

SQL files let you write SQL
code to execute against either
SQL or local data.

The Project Viewer helps you
manage your files visually.

Tables
Paradox arranges data in tables. Tables have rows and columns. Each row
contains information about a particular item (like an energy group). This is called
a record. Each column contains one category of the data that makes up a record.
This is called a field (e.g., GroupKey, GroupName, GroupAbr). Figure 4.2 shows
how tables organize data into records and fields.
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FIGURE 4.2: A Table - Energy Groups

This row is one record. All the
information in this row pertains
to the same group of fuel.

This column is one field. It
contains one category of
information about each energy

Temporary tables

Certain Paradox operations create temporary tables that last only until you
change your private directory or end the Paradox session. Paradox stores all
temporary tables in your private directory. You can edit and query a temporary
table as you would any other table. If you want to save one of these tables, you
must rename it.

Caution You should not use any reserved temporary table name as the name
of an object you create. If you do use a temporary table name,
Paradox deletes your object when you change your private directory
or end the Paradox session. Temporary table names are listed in
Table 4.2

Forms
Sometimes it is more convenient to work with the data from your tables one
record at a time, rather than with an entire table full of data. Forms let you see as
much (or as little) of your data as you want in the format you prefer. A form can
display several records from a table or even records from several tables at the
same time. As you see in this manual the term 'form' is used in relation with the
displaying data from a databases. Another term used in Windows programming
is 'dialog box'. Although the dialog box can display data from a database it is
usually used to get the user's input such as an answer to a question, or to display
messages.

The form shown in Figure 4.3 displays records from several tables for an
electricity system expansion case. When you view data in a form, you see the
same data as in the table, but Paradox arranges it differently. If you edit data in
the form, Paradox updates the data in the table.

A form can have several pages. To move from one page to another use the
Paradox toolbar or menus. Some of the DECADES forms have folder tags.
Click on these tags to access another page.
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FIGURE 4.3: A Form - Case Data

Reports
Many people need to see their data in printed reports. Paradox reports are
flexible and powerful. You can sort and group records, calculate fields and totals,
and arrange your data in an almost infinite variety of formats.

16 September. 1997

Plant Plant
Number Name

3 FC01
4 FCO2
5 FOIL
6 F-GT
7 FLIG
8 I MPT
9 VCOA

10 VFOL
1 1 VNUC

Fuel
Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
0

Capacity
Unit
[MW]

293.00
294.00
400.00
100.00
294.00

1.00
575.00
600 00
900 00

. . .

Fuel Report

Vear:
No. of
Units

6
3
4
8
1
1
0
0
0

1997
Capacity

Total
[MW]

1.758.00
882.00

1,600.00
800.00
294.00

1.00
0.00
0 00
0 00

i

Electricity
Production

[GWh]

7,433.00
6,279.00
4.038.00

9.00
1.903.00

0.00
0.00
0 00
0 00

. . . . I

-jOjXl

Capacity
Factor

[%]

48.27
81.27
28.81

0.14
73.91

0.00
0.00
0 00
0 00

J

FIGURE 4.4: A Report - Technology Summary

Reports, like forms, take advantage of Paradox's design features and tools. Using
these tools, you can customize your reports to look just the way you want. And
because it's so easy to link tables together, you can combine data from several
tables into one report that communicates exactly what you want. The default
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reports provided with the DECADES tools are in an open format and you can
customize them to serve your needs. Figure 4.4 shows one of the many
DECADES report designs.

Queries

Scripts

A Paradox query is a question you ask about the data in your tables. You can use
queries to:

• Find or select data from a table
• Combine data from more than one table
• Perform calculations on the data in a table

Paradox is using a Query By Example (QBE) language to give you a simple, yet
powerful, way to ask questions about a table's data. In the Paradox Query
window, you choose which tables you want to ask questions about. Then you
enter an example of the data you want, and Paradox gives you an answer based
on your example. This is called query by example.

Figure 4.5 shows a query that gives examples of the fields you want to see
(CountryName), the conditions (to belong to world region No. 3 and to have a
CSDB established) and the answer Paradox returns (in Answer table).
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FIGURE 4.5: A Query - Countries with CSDB Established in Latin America Region

Paradox provides powerful live query views that let you define and run a query
that generates a live editable view of the data you described in the query. When
you edit the live query view, you actually change the data in the table you
queried. Live query views give you a simple way to limit your view of data to
just what you need to work with.

Scripts are pieces of ObjectPAL code that you can create to perform operations
automatically (ObjectPAL is the Paradox application language). ObjectPAL
code is usually attached to objects in forms, but you can also create standalone
scripts that perform operations you specify independently of a form. Paradox
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runs this type of script directly from the Desktop, not from triggering an event on
an object in a form. The scripts are not used in the DECADES Tools.

Libraries
A library is an object you can use to store commonly used ObjectPAL code. This
lets you easily share code among forms, scripts, and other libraries. Several
libraries are used by the DECADES Tools to store methods and procedures
which are accessed from more than one form. In some cases ObjectPAL code
was stored in libraries to overcome the limitation in code size for one form.

Libraries were developed for:

• Implementing the Control Device Sub-module calculation (CDSM);
• Read/Write ASCII files in WASP format;
• Perform general actions such as selection from a list.

SQL Files
An SQL file is an object that contains code you write in SQL (Structured Query
Language). This language, which is characteristic to client/server database
applications may be used as an alternative to QBE. The SQL query
corresponding to the QBE query presented above is shown in Figure 4.6.

SELECT DISTINCT CountryName
FROM ":LOCATION:CO JNTRY.DB"
WHERE
(WorldRegKey = 3)
AND (CSDBAv = 'Y')
ORDER BY CountryName

™J .:i.::::::;:H^:;liiiiiilli! _ j

FIGURE 4.6: A SQL Query - Countries with CSDB Established in Latin America Region

You can use the SQL Editor to write SQL code to perform operations on remote
data using Borland SQL Links. You can also write query scripts using SQL that
you can run on local Paradox or dBASE data.

File Extensions for Paradox Objects

Table 4.1 lists the f.le extensions of all files used by Paradox. Several files can
be used to describe a Paradox object. Therefore use only the Paradox utilities to
copy, delete, rename the objects.
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TABLE 4.1: File Extensions for Paradox Objects

Extension Type of object

CFG Configuration file
DB Paradox table
DBF dBASE table
DBT Memos for a dBASE table
DM Saved data model
FAM Paradox's listing of related files (like a table's .TV file)
FDL Delivered form
FP Form or report printer style sheet
FSL Saved form
FT Form or report screen style sheet
FTL Temporary file created then deleted when you save a form
INI Configuration file
LCK Lock file
LDL Delivered library
LSL Saved library
LTL Temporary file created then deleted when you save a library
MB Memos for a Paradox table
MDX Maintained index of a dBASE table
NDX Non-maintained index of a dBASE table
PX Primary index of a Paradox table
QBE Saved query
RDL Delivered report
RSL Saved report
RTL Temporary file created then deleted when you save a report
SDL Delivered script
SQL Saved SQL file
SSL Saved script
STL Temporary file created then deleted when you save a script
TV Table view settings for a Paradox table
TVF Table view settings for a dBASE table
TVS Table view setting for SQL data
VAL Validity checks and referential integrity for a Paradox table
Xnn Secondary single-field index for a Paradox table, numbered
Ynn Secondary single-field index for a Paradox table, numbered
XGn Composite secondary index for a Paradox table
YGn Composite secondary index for a Paradox table

Using Working Directories

A Paradox working directory is the directory containing the tables and objects
you are currently working with. For example, if you are working with tables,
forms, reports, and queries in the C:\DECADES\PROGRAM directory,
C:\DECADES\PROGRAM is your working directory. The working directory
controls which files Paradox displays in File I Open or File I Save dialog boxes.
In DECADES the working directory is \DECADES\PROGRAM.
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Note Paradox uses the :WORK: alias for the working directory. Even if
you have assigned an alias to a directory, by default Paradox uses the
:WORK: alias for whatever directory is currently your working
directorv.

Using Private Directories

In a multi-user environment, temporary tables such as Answer or Inserted
(created as a result of a query) or different selection tables used by DECADES
must be stored in a non-shared (private) directory or they could be overwritten
by other users. Every person who uses Paradox on a network must identify a
private directory where Paradox can place temporary tables. Table 4.2 lists and
describes Paradox temporary tables.

TABLE 4.2: Temporary Tables

Name Created during Contains

Answer Query

Changed CHANGETO query or Add operation (update)
Unchanged copy of changed records

Crosstab Running a crosstab object in a form

Deleted DELETE queryDeleted records

Errorchg CHANGETO queryRecords that couldn't be
changed

Errordel DELETE queryRecords that couldn't be deleted

Errorins INSERT queryRecords that couldn't be inserted

Export Export operationThe table specification of
exported fixed-length text

Import Import operationThe table specification of

imported fixed-length text

Inserted INSERT querylnserted records

Keyviol Restructure or Add operation (append)

Locks FilelMultiuserlDisplay Locks

Pal$src LanguagelBrowse Sources

Problems FilelUti .itiesllmport or Restructure

Results from a query

Results of a crosstab

Records with duplicate
key values

All active locks on a
table

List of source code,
objects, and methods in
your form

Unconverted records

Note Paradox assigns your private directory the alias :PRIV:. Paradox
overrides any other alias you may have specified for a directory as
long as that directory is your private directory. In DECADES the
private directory is \DECADES\PRIVATE (on a local drive).
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Using Aliases

An alias is a name you can assign as a shortcut to a directory or remote database.
Suppose you have a collection of tables, text files, scripts, forms, reports, and
graphics all in one directory where you are working on an application. This
collection of files is located in a directory called \DECADES\RTDB\ENERGY.
Using the Alias Manager dialog box, you can give that full path a name an alias.
For example, if you create an alias for this directory called :ENERGY:, you can
use :ENERGY: instead of the full path when you need files from. The list of
aliases used by DECADES is show in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3: Aliases used by DECADES

Alias Use

:ENERGY:
:ENERGY1:
:TECHNO:

:TECHN01:
EMISSION:
:EMISSION1
:LOCATION:
:MAP:
:PLANT:
:PLANT1:
:CHAIN:
:CHAIN1:
:STUDY:

:REFEREN:
:STUDYFILEDIR:

•.CASEFILEDIR:

:DECPAC:

:ICON:
:PROGRAM1:

:HEIES:
:DATA:

RTDB - Energy Sources database
CSDB - Energy Sources database
RTDB - Technologies database

CSDB - Technologies database
RTDB - Technologies database (comp. with old versions)
CSDB - Technologies database (comp. with old versions)
CSDB - Country data
CSDB - Country maps
RTDB - Plant comparison data and scenarios
CSDB - Plant comparison data and scenarios
RTDB - Chain data and scenarios
CSDB - Chain data and scenarios
CSDB - Electricity system data and scenarios

References database
Current study directory

Current case directory

Directory where the executable files are located (local)

Directory containing the icons used in maps
DECADES working directory

HEIES root directory
HEIESVDATABASE directory

Aliases give you several powerful advantages:

• You can avoid typing long path names.
• You can connect to or disconnect from your remote database server.
• File references within forms, reports, and ObjectPAL scripts can use alias

names rather than full paths. This makes your applications portable. You can
move the entire application without recoding all references (just change the
alias definition). Used this way, an alias is a variable for a directory path.
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You can change the definition of an alias at any time. When you do, all Paradox
objects that refer to the alias will automatically refer to the new definition of the
alias. For example, you can design a complex multi-table form using files on
your computer's hard disk, referencing tables with an alias. When you are ready
to share the form on a network, you move the tables on which the form is based
to a network directo:ry and redefine the alias to point to that directory. The form
then knows where to find the tables.

Paradox Toolbar Functions

In the Data Management System the Paradox Toolbar is not hidden and you can
use it to perform specific actions like open and print forms or reports, exchange
of data with other software using the Windows clipboard, locate values or move
to other records, begin or end Edit or Field View mode, open or close the Project
Viewer, specify filtering condition for the data displayed, etc.
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FIGURE 4.7: Paradox Toolbars Used in the Data Management System

A floating two column toolbar is used to maximize the screen space available to
display forms and reports. You can choose another layout for the tool bar by
selecting Properties I Desktop Properties from Paradox menu. If you are using
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the Runtime version of Paradox 5.0, only a fixed toolbar located under the menu
bar is available. Figure 4.7 summarizes the toolbar buttons in the mostly-used
modes: Form, Report, and Query windows. For more information about using
the toolbars, see the Paradox User's Guide.

Use the Form Toolbar to browse the data in tables (Last Record, Next Record
Set, etc.) or to locate a value. For example, if the cursor is positioned in the
facilities table frame of the Manage Technologies form (RTDB), to access the
AP 600 reactor data click the Locate Field Value button on the Form Toolbar,
introduce your search criteria (AP..) and then click the OK button. The cursor is
positioned on the AP 600 record.

Before entering/modifying any data you have to enter Edit model. To do so
press F9 or click the Edit button on the Paradox Toolbar. If you are not in Edit
mode and you try to modify data an error message is displayed in the status bar
(Not in Edit mode) together with a warning beep.

Working with Paradox Objects

To open one of the Paradox objects (usually tables, forms, reports, and queries)
select File I Open and the respective type of object from the Paradox menu
(Figure 4.8). A dialog box will be open which will allow you to select the object
you want to open. You may need to use the aliases pop down list to indicate the
location of the object.

FIGURE 4.8: Opening Paradox Objects

Note To start the DECADES Control Center open the form named
DECADES.FDL (see Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 5

Getting Started
This chapter describes how to start the DECADES software, the types of
DECADES users, the DECADES Desktop and the main elements of the
DECADES Control Centre.

Starting DECADES from Windows

To start DECADES, double-click the DECADES group icon in the Program
Manager window or click the icon and press ENTER. Double-click the
DECADES icon (in the DECADES program group window). A disclaimer is
displayed and you are asked to agree with its content. Click the I agree button
and the DECADES Desktop is loaded and you are asked to specify a User Type
from the pop-down list on the Login form. For Advanced user and Database
Administrator a password is required.

tlserType: (Database Administratorl j»J

Enter Passwaid: f

pif Don't show the di»<;

beginner
Aavanced

UtfLogin:J25>5/97 I ^ ^ OK |fc-ei|

User Type: (Advanced

. Enter Password; j " " " v j

jx Don't sh«iv 8 » disclaimer next time

UKt Login; j^5/5/97

i d

1
FIGURE 5.1: Form for Usier Types and Password

Note For the first time you log in the Set-up form is displayed. See
Chapter 12 for details on setting up the aliases to DECADES
databases;.

Access Rights for Various Types of Users

There are three types of DECADES users - all have the same DECPAC system
analysis capabilities, but each user has different database (RTDB and CSDB)
table and field access rights (insert and delete, data entry, update, read only).
One of the key features of the RTDB database structure is its flexibility to
accommodate, without modification, new categories and characteristics to be
stored. This flexibility offers great power for an experienced user, but can
permit inexperienced users to delete and destroy data. The user types and their
data access rights arc::
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Title bar

Menu bar

• Beginner - is only able to introduce, use, and maintain data. No password is
required for you to log in as a beginner user.

• Advanced - has the same data access as a normal user, and can select new
characteristics and introduce new categories for technologies and energy
chains. A password is required for you to log in as an advanced user.

• Database Administrator - customizes the list of characteristics for energy
sources and technologies and the base energy chains, and is responsible for
maintaining the data integrity, including creation and management of
periodic backups and managing the multi-user (network) environment. A
password is required for you to log in as a database administrator.

After you select a User Type from the pop-down menu and enter a password (if
necessary) click the OK button on the Log in form. The DECADES Control
Centre appears, as shown in Figure 5.2. Clicking the Cancel button will close the
DECADES Control Centre form and the control will be returned to Paradox. By
default, the last database used will be automatically selected in the Control
Centre. If you run the software for the first time the Set-up form will be
displayed (see Chapter 12 Utilities).

Ext Heip

Paradox toolbar DECADES Control Centre Form
Minimize and
Maximize buttons

six]

UNfDO
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Desktop window border

Status bar Cick la Select a database „

FIGURE 5.2: DECADES Desktop
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When you point to a. button or box on the DECADES Control Centre form, a
help message is displayed in the DECADES Desktop status bar to inform you
about the actions that button or box executes if clicked.

DECADES Control Centre

Participating
organisations

Project

information

box

Database

information

The DECADES Comrol Centre provides access to the DECADES databases and
the analysis modules used in the DECADES project.

EC ESCAP

§ Jlc UNIDO
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DICADES
AN INTER-AGENCY PROJECT ON DATABASES AND
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OF DIFFERENT ENERGY SOURCES FOR ELECTRIC I T /

GENERATION
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Start

j mtJT" Utilities:
L

Exit

Action
" buttons

FIGURE 5.3: DECADES Control Centre

DECADES Control Centre contains a group of buttons with the logos of the
organizations participating in the DECADES project, an information box, a
group of action buttons, and a database information field.

You can click an organization's logo button for additional information about that
organization (Figure 5.4).

Organization : International Atomic Energy Agency

Address : Wagramer Stasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Tel: [43 1) 20 60 22774 Fax: (4311 20 60 7

FIGURE 5.4: Organization Information

You can access general information about the DECADES project by clicking on
the information box. The information is organized in topics that can be browsed
by clicking on the tab folders (Figure 5.5).
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FIGURE 5.5: DECADES Project Information

Action Buttons

Step Results

Establish a CSDB

Screening of Generation
Options

Full Energy Chain
Comparisons

Electricity System
Expansion Planning

A comprehensive inventory of energy related facilities,
fuels, materials, air quality standards, etc. A flexible
database to be used with different models.

A set of candidates for electricity system expansion.
Assessment and comparison of annual electricity
production costs, levelized electricity production costs,
main air pollutants, waste generated and land use.
Cost effectiveness of pollution abatement.

Assessment and comparison of emissions associated
to the full energy chain taking into account
construction, auxiliary matreials and energy
requirements. Levelized elctricity generation cost and
impact assessment.

Least cost expansion and assessment of
environmental burdens associated to it. Cost
effectiveness of abatement technologies.

FIGURE 5.6: Flow of Actions for Using the DECADES Tools

The DECADES Tools may be used for simple actions such as consulting the
databases to find emission factors for a power plant to performing a full
electricity system expansion planning taking into account economic and
environmental factors. Figure 5.6 illustrates the flow of actions for using the
DECADES Tools.
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The DECADES Connrol Center's action buttons follow this flow. Click an action
button to execute the desired function:

Allows you to specify a database, RTDB or a CSDB, in order to start an
application or manage data. The database selection process is explained in
Chapter 6.

Allows you to manage characteristics and numerica l values for energy sources
and technologies contained in the specified database. Managing D E C A D E S Data
is described in Chapter 7.

Allows you to select a type of analysis (plant-, chain-, or system-level) to be
executed. Performing a Plant-Level Analysis is described in Chapter 9,
performing a Chain-Level Analysis in Chapter 10, and performing a System -
Level Analysis in Chapter 11.

Should HEIES be the database selected then the Start button will activate HEIES
application which allows you to review the results publ ished in different studies
on health and environmental impacts associated with electricity generation. The
application supports user defined filters on fuel type, step in the energy chain,
health or environmental indicator, geographical locat ion of the fuel chain
facilities, study, etc.

Allows you to access utilities for archiving and restoring the RTDB or CSDB
databases, log in again, viewing the settings of D E C A D E S device drivers and

system specific information, displaying summaries of the databases contents and
customize the characteristics for energy sources, materials and technologies.
Detailed instruction is provided in Chapter 12.

Allows you to exit ot.t of D E C A D E S .

Caution the Control Centre stores information on the user type, password,
database and country selected, screen characteristics, open libraries,
aliases, and others. Therefore, this form has to remain open during
the operation of the software.

The remaining chapters of this manual explains in detail the functionality of
each action button.
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What To Do Next?

At this point you may wish to:

Consult RTDB

Use the Select Database button from the Control Centre to select RTDB (see
Chapter 6 - Selecting a DECADES Database). Click then Manage Data button
and select the type of sub-database you want to browse. The corresponding
'manage' form is displayed. See Chapter 7 - Managing DECADES Data for
details on browsing, reporting and querying the DECADES databases.

Get a First Impression on Analytical Capabilities

Use the Select Database button from the Control Centre to make the
Demonstration Country database the current database.

Click the Start button and select Power Plant I Air Pollutants from the pop-down
list to experiment the air pollution control devices calculations (See Chapter 9 -
Performing Power Plant Comparisons, Subchapter Assessment of Air Pollutant
Control Devices). Click Start button and select Power Plant I Comparisons to
access the examples for technical, economic and environmental comparisons.
Use the Decision Aiding Module (DAM) to integrate the economic and
environmental aspects into the decision process.

Click the Start Button and select Chain I Assessment from the pop-down list to
view/assess energy chains using solid fuel, nuclear power and renewable energy.
See Chapter 10 - Performing a Chain Level Analysis for more details.
Experiment with assessing a chain of each type of energy source relevant for
your situation. Click the Start button and select Chain I Comparison to browse
the comparison cases established for the Demonstration Country. For more
information on chain comparison see Chapter 10.

Click the Start button and select System I Assessment to experiment with a
electric system expansion case. Select one case (see Chapter 11 - Performing a
System Level Analysis) and view its input data and results. Experiment with
running the case in screening and in optimisation mode.

Establish a New CSDB

Proceed as is described in the next Chapter - Selecting a DECADES Database.
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CHAPTER 6

Selecting a DECADES Database

Select Xechnotogie& DB • Before starting an application or managing the data from a
database, you must select one of the databases installed on your
computer. The current version of the program, DECADES Tools
version 1.0, is distributed with the technology databases (RTDB
and CSDB-Demonstration Country).

Reference Technology Database (RTDB)

0 To select the RTDB
1. Click the Select Database button in the DECADES Control Centre,
2. Click Technologies DB on the pop-down menu,
3. Click RTDB on the pop-down menu.

The DECADES Control Centre database information field is updated to reflect
your selection. If you do not select a databases or you press ESC when the pop-
down menu is displayed, the database information field contains icon
representations of the main energy sources.

Country Specific Databases (CSDBs)

To select a CSDB
1. Click the Select Database button in the DECADES Control Centre,
2. Click Technologies DB on the pop-down menu,
3. Click CSDB on the pop-down menu,
4. Select a country from the list on the Databases for: form (Figure 6.1).

You can use the vertical scroll bar to browse the countries, press the first
letter of the country name to jump directly to the first country in the list
that starts with that letter, or use the PAGE DOWN/PAGE UP keys. The
list contains only the countries for which a CSDB exists. If the list does
not contain your country name then proceed as described bellow under
the Subchapter - Adding a New Country to the CSDBs list.

5. Click the OK button at the bottom of the Select a Country form. The
database information field in the DECADES Control Centre is updated
with the name of the country you select (Figure 6.1).
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FIGURE 6.1: Selecting a DECADES CSDB

If the name of your country is missing from selection list then a CSDB does not
exist for it. The general steps to create a new CSDB are indicated below.
However, you have to read the rest of the manual to accomplish this task.

Note For identification purpose a two letter code is attached to each country.
The code use for the Demonstration Country is XX

Creating a New Country Specific Database (CSDB)

U Add the new country to the CSDBs list
1. Click the Select Database button in the DECADES Control Centre,
2. Click Technologies DB on the pop-down menu,
3. Click CSDB on the pop-down menu,
4. Select New Country form the list on the Databases for: form (Figure

6.2),
5. Click the OK button at the bottom of the form,
6. Select the world region where the new country is located and choose

OK. The list of countries without a CSDB from the world region is
displayed,

7. Select the new country from the list and click OK. An empty structure
for the new country is created in the database.
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FIGURE 6.2: Creating a f Jew CSDB

El Create energy sources database for the new country
1. Borrow categories for energy group, source, and type from the

Demonstration Country,
2. Add/delete categories as required,
3. Borrow one energy source subtype for each energy source,
4. Add new subtypes from scratch or copy from other countries databases,
5. Check the numerical values,
6. Add textual descriptions and references to the source of information,
7. Customize, if necessary, the characteristics defining each energy source.

El Create materials database for the new country
1. Borrow the materials from the Demonstration Country database,
2. Add new subtypes from scratch or copy form other countries databases,
3. Modify the emission factors and/or energy intensity values, if required.
6. Add textual descriptions and references to the source of information,
7. Customize, if necessary, the characteristics defining each material.

El Create the reference chains
1. Copy from RTDB a reference energy chains for each energy source,
2. Modify the chain name, type and select the energy source for the chain.

El Create the technology database
1. Borrow categories for each step of the reference energy chains from the

Demonstration Country,
2. Add/delete the categories as necessary,
3. Borrow a fEcility for each technology subtype from the Demonstration

Country,
4. If you have WASP case data files then you may consider to import these

data in the database (See Chapter 11 - Performing a System-Level
Analysis, Subchapter Fuel Group Data). In this case you have to input
in the database all the facilities (thermal and hydro) included in the
WASP case (use the same names as in the files),

5. Add new facilities as required,
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6. Select the fuels for the power plants, indicate the development level and
indicate the abatement technologies included, if any,

7. Check/ estimate the emission factors,
8. Add textual description and pictorial information,
9. Add references to the source of information, and
10. Customize, if necessary, the characteristics defining each technology.

Complete the reference chains
1. Select facility for each step in the chain,
2. Type in the transportation distances.

Note To create the users chain it is recommended to follow the procedure
described in Chapter 10 - Heading - Defining New Chains.

Detailed information on how to accomplish the tasks described above is given in
chapters 7 to 11. For more information on each of the base CSDB sub-databases
see Chapter 7 - Managing DECADES data. In addition to these sub-databases
you have to establish/customise your own support databases (references, climate
factors and environmental standards).

Additional data will be stored in the CSDB as you proceed with the creation of
power plant, chain and system-level cases. Update the CSDB with the data
required by these cases (see Chapters 9, 10 and 11).

Toxicology Database (ToxDB)

Select this database if you have it installed on your computer. Click the Start
button in Decades Control Centre to execute the ToxDB application. For more
information on ToxDB application see ToxDB User's Guide.

Health and Environmental Impacts of Energy
System Database (HEIES)

Select this database if you have it installed on your computer. Click the Start
button in the DECADES Control Centre to execute the HEIES application. For
more information on HEIES application see HEIES User's Guide.
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Managing DECADES Data

Energy Chains

Standatde

The Manage Data button allows you to introduce and manage data
for the selected database. Clicking the Manage Data button in the
DECADES Control Centre displays the pop-down menu containing
a list of available database management options.

Note The general action buttons are context sensitive and act differently based
on your user status and database selection.

Energy sources, materials (construction, decommissioning and auxiliary) and
energy technologies are basic elements of an inventory database (RTDB or a
CSDB). These energy sources, materials and technologies are connected together
in various combinations to create power plants and energy chains. The CSDB
includes also a database storing information specific to an electricity generation
system for a country or region (Figure 7.0a).

In addition to main databases some support databases are implemented in
DECADES. A general references database keeps track of the sources of
information for the data stored in the main databases. The climate factors
database stores global warming, ozone depletion, and acidification potentials.
The national and regional emissions standards related to electricity generation
are stored in the standards database.

Main Databases

RTDB

CSDBs

\/ :

\ / ;

j : Energy Sources Inventory."

! j Materials Inventory -.
\ i ' • • - , • > - • • • ••"/., •/'""

\ Technologifis Inventory "T

Power Plants

Energy Chains

— Electricity .'Systems

(Products) ;

(Processes) ]

Basic Components !

Additional Components

Support Databases

References

Climate Factors

Emission Standards

FIGURE 7.0a: RTDB/CSDB main sub-databases
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Storing the data in databases offers a number of important advantages, compared
to traditional file approaches. These benefits include:

• minimal data redundancy by integrating the data files in a single logical
structure in which any data item occurrence is recorded only once;

• consistency of data based on minimal redundancy and special referential
integrity rules managed by the database system;

• integration of data through the logical structure which permit logical
relationships between associated data entities;

• data accessibility which provide multiple retrieval path for each data item
and ad hoc queries;

• sharing of data by different users view of the same integrated logical
structure;

• uniform security, and integrity control.

In DECADES Tools the transition from files to databases was done using
database design techniques such as database normalisation and conceptual design
(Figure 7.0b).
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FIGURE 7.0b: From Files to Databases (Present Situation for Models such as WASP)
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As a result the information contained in files (e.g, FIXSYS.dat) was divided and
stored in many tables which are in the third normal form. These tables are
combined in data models used in forms, reports or queries.

The data model shewn in Figure 7.0b consist of tables represented by boxes
connected in relationships represented by lines. By convention a "one to one"
relationship is represented with a line ended by a simple arrow and a "one to
many" relationship :.s represented with a line ended with a double arrow. The
"many to many" relationships have no special representation. They are included
in the data models by adding an intermediary table. For more information on
the DECADES database design see Appendix 1 and the database related terms in
the Glossary.

Energy Sources

.--. .- . »

When you select the Energy Sources option, the general form used
to introduce/update values for energy sources is displayed (Figure
7.1). The RTDB form is similar but does not contain the Country
field.

The categories box in Manage Country Energy Sources form
(Manage Generic Energy Sources for RTDB) classifies the energy
sources on four levels:

Category box

Selected countr
(CSDB only)

Energy source
icon

Values Box

Characteristic
group

Source
characteristics

Add and delete
buttons

Group (e.g., fossil fuels, nuclear, renewable, others),
Source (e.g., solid, liquid, gaseous),
Type (e.g., lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous), and
Subtype (e.g., low volatile, high volatile).

;A
Turkey Law S
Turkey High S
Poland Low S

S jlphwr Content
N+«jgen Content
0-wqen Content

Remark for the
current value

Characteristics
value

FIGURE 7.1: Energy Soirees Management Form
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The categories used in the Demonstration Country are shown in Table 7.1. See
Appendix 4, 5 and 6 for summary, crosstab and complete reports of energy
sources stored in the Demonstration Country.

Note The Select button is visible only when the cursor is positioned in Values
box, Characteristics table view.

You can use the general action buttons, Add and Delete, to customise the list of
categories (group, source, type and subtype) to reflect the energy sources
relevant to your country or region.

M To add a category
1. Position cursor in the respective table view (e.g., Source),
2. Press the Add button (a new category key is created and recorded in the

database),
3. Type in the name of the new category,
4. Press the Edit button on the Toolbar, or press F9 to end the edit mode.

Note If you log-in as beginner adding a subtype will result in an automatic
addition of all characteristics selected for that subtype (see adding
values bellow).

Ki To modify existing data
1. Position the cursor in the desired place,
2. Press the Edit button,
3. Do the modifications,
4. Press Edit button to end the edit mode and register the modified fields.

y To delete a category
1. Position cursor in the respective table view (e.g., Source),
2. Press the Delete button. Answer "Yes" to the confirmation message.

Caution Deleting a category destroys all the data available for sources, types,
subtypes, and technologies in that category. You cannot undo deleted
records. As the current position of the cursor in the table views is not
highlighted read carefully the confirmation message before pressing
Delete.

Although you can customise the names of the categories (e.g. hard coal instead
of bituminous) it is recommended to use for the beginning the same name as
those used in RTDB and the Demonstration Country database. Be aware that the
category abbreviations (see Figure. 7.11 and Table 7.1) are used to recognise a
category. Therefore, if you create new categories give the same abbreviations as
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those used in demoastration country or do not modify the abbreviations if you
copy the categories.

If you are working with a CSDB, you can copy categories from
another country database or from the RTDB by clicking the Borrow
button and select Categories. Select the database from which you
copy the; categories from the list of databases available on your
system.

Note As a good practice it is recommended to delete the categories (groups,
sources, types and sub-types) which are not used in your country or
those for which data are not yet available. Avoid also to give duplicate
names to different categories (e.g., type I, type II for lignite and type I,
type II for natural gas).

IS! To copy the enurgy sources subtypes and corresponding characteristics and
values from another country or the RTDB to the current country
1. Click the Borrow button and select Subtypes. Choose a country from

where you want the subtypes copied (you may chose your own country).
An information message is given and Manage Country Energy Sources
form changes to Copy Destination form (Figure 7.2).

•'- ::.-*iQUsl

Poland tow S

_J
m Valw«

^__ J ' J Doublechcf. on the *ubs.vpeo to copy
]Phy:ical y* i •*>{ in the Cop? Source torn1

OK

Checf-

Msx

^^^^^r^^^^^^^:^^

Niiogera Content 0 672
0 43.77

P^Qu:

Unit

FIGURE 7.2: Copying Fjel Subtypes

2. Choose OK and double-click the subtypes in the Copy Source form you
want to copy (Figure 7.3). Click Yes in the opened message box to copy
the subtype;.

3. If the energy source subtype already exists you may still copy it (is not
overwriting the existing fuel). Modify then manually the sub-type name
and. the values which are different.
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4. If by oversight you are trying to copy the fuel subtypes to inappropriate
fuel sources, select Yes in the opened message box, and the subtypes are
copied automatically to the correct sources.

Notes Borrow I Subtype... feature copies the energy sources subtypes and values
to the Copy Destination form and also updates their corresponding
characteristics.
By default the fuel subtype will be copied to the first type of the correct
sources. If this position is not correct you will have to move the subtype
to the correct type.

Huctear -|_j SaoeousFsjef i
Renewable

Mafctare Content
A'>h
Fixed Cssben Puts Cat's

FIGURE 7.3: Copy Source and Copy Destination Forms

Double-click fuel
Subtype to copy to
the Copy
Destination form

Closing Copy
Source form
switches Copy
Destination form
back to Manage

- County Energy
Sources form.

(SI To add only one numerical value (for a characteristic which is not
displayed in the values table)
1. Position cursor in characteristic values or unit of measure field (Select

button becomes visible),
2. Click the Add button,
3. Choose the Group of characteristics and the name the Characteristic

(Figure 7.4),
4. Choose the characteristics,
5. Click the OK button.
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Physical

Cost

Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Flour Content

FIGURE 7.4: Selecting the Characteristic

Note The list of characteristics depends on the current energy source.

The new characteristic is displayed in the Characteristics table, enter the Edit
mode (F9) and introduce the minimum, average and maximum values.

The order of the characteristics is dictated by the introduction order in the
characteristics table (see Chapter 8 - Customising the Databases). In this way,
you always see the characteristics in the same order, regardless of the order in
which the values are introduced.

Energy source

icon and name

Selected

button

Select/Unselect

All button

SoMFuel

j Proximate Analyti; ~

P Qfo« Cafe* Value [HHV]

p NetCatatfcV*sfLHV)

f" ' Moisiute Content:

ix 'Ash

f Fmi Cafbon, Pure C oke

, MJ.4 g

Current

characteristic group

Characteristic name
and unit of measure

FIGURE 7.5: Characteristics Selection Form

y To introduce multiple numerical values for a subtype
1. Click the Select button (Figure 7.1). The Source Characteristics form is

displayed and the button becomes Copy,
2. Check the pertinent Source Characteristics or press Select All for all the

characteristics (the button becomes Unselect All, and you can undo the
selection) in Figure 7.5,

3. Click the Copy button from Manage Country Energy Sources form
(Figure 7.1) to copy your selection to the values table.
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If you have several characteristics to select, inspect the list by using the scroll
bar or PAGE DOWN/PAGE UP keys and click the selected buttons (or press the
space bar) to check the desired characteristics.

When you have done your selection, switch to Manage Country Energy Sources
by clicking somewhere inside the form, by minimising the Source Characteristics
form (do not close it), by pressing CTRL+TAB or by selecting Manage Country
Energy Sources from Windows menu. The Select button in the Manage Country
Energy Sources form becomes Copy. Press the Copy button to update the
characteristics list, enter Edit mode and introduce the numerical values.

Double-click on the average value to calculate the arithmetic mean of minimum
and maximum values.

The average value, which may be an expert judgement and not the simple
arithmetic mean of minimum and maximum values, is used in

Note

calculations.

The following algorithm is used by DECPAC when reading a value from the
database:

1. If an average value exists then it is used in calculations,
2. If a minimum value exists and the maximum value is missing then the

minimum is used in calculations,
3. If a maximum value exists and the minimum value is missing then the

maximum is used in calculations,
4. If both minimum and maximum value exists and the average is missing

then the arithmetic mean is calculated and used in calculations.

To introduce several subtypes with the same characteristics, add the subtype in
the normal way, then move the cursor in the Characteristics field and press the
Copy button. If you change the energy source and the selection form (Source
Characteristics) is still open, the list of characteristics will be updated for the
current source and all characteristics are unselected. When you close the Energy
Sources Management form the selection form is also closed.

Tip To move to another country energy sources database highlight the country
code, click the Paradox Toolbar Locate Field Value button, and type in the
new country abbreviation. Or use the Change Country I With Data...
menu option.

Description of the assumptions or conditions considered can be attached to every
numerical values. As these remarks will be printed in reports try to keep them
reasonably short.

The numerical values are grouped in different categories. The category for the
current numerical value is displayed in a pop-down menu (Figure 7.6 upper part).
To jump to the numerical values corresponding to another category click the
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category down arrow ^ for the list of categories available for the current energy
subtypes and select new category (Figure 7.6 bottom part). You can also use the
PAGE UP/PAGE DOWN keys to browse through the numerical values.

GHKS Calorific value
Net Calorific Value fLHV) .

Proximate Analysis
^Ultimate Anal'jM: Ash

Carbon Content
Sulp-iut Content

Carl: ap Content
plut Content

Nitre gen Content
Oxytien Content
Hydiogan Content
Chlo be Content
Flou Content

Jump

FIGURE 7.6: Characteristics Group Pop-down Menu

Checking the Values

Some of the fuel characteristics are used to estimate the air pollution emission
factors of power plant using fossil fuels. Therefore, the consistency of these
values is essential. To check the values position the cursor in the subtype field
and click the Check button.
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FIGURE 7.7: Checking the Fuel Characteristics Solid and Liquid Fuels

The sum of fuel elements expressed in percent of weight should be 100
(proximate as well as ultimate analysis). If different, the button Adjust C% is
displayed. Click the button to adjust the carbon content of the fuel. The
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estimated heat value of the fuel is also calculated and displayed for comparison
with the values included in the database. Significant differences between these
values indicate inconsistencies between the heat values and the chemical
composition of the fuel.

The composition of the fuel should be introduced in the database on "as
received" basis. If the values have been given on other basis (e.g., ash free or
water and ash free) click the corresponding button from Convert box (Figure 7.7)
button to convert these values to as received basis.

Use the buttons from Chemical Composition box to display the values on
different basis (as received - with moisture and ash, dry basis - water free and
organic bases - water and ash free).

A similar form is displayed for gaseous fuels (Figure 7.8). The sum of the
component gases, expressed in percent of volume should give 100. If different,
the button Adjust CH4 content is displayed. Click this button to adjust the
methane content. The heat values are also calculated for comparison with the
values stored in the database.

Note The modification you make to these values are not stored in the database.
You should make these modifications manually.

_ 71 x
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FIGURE 7.8: Checking the Fuel Characteristics - Gaseous Fuels

References

R-ef.

C H Ref.

You can assign a main reference to the source of information to every
energy source subtype and additional references to every single
numerical data, if different from the main one. Position the cursor in
the desired place (subtype or numerical data) and click the Ref. button
to select a reference or to view/modify or delete a reference.
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If a reference was not already given, you have two options: to Select a new
reference or Same as p_rior (the same reference as for prior subtype or numerical
value). Choose Select to display the References form. If a reference already
exists, then you also have two options: to View the reference or to Delete it.
Choosing View also display the References form (Figure 7.9).

You can store as a reference to the information source the title of a publication,
editor, ISBN code, the number of pages and the year of publication. You can
specify one or mors authors and the organisation or company which they are
representing.

El To select a reference
1. Browse through the references or use locate techniques (CTRL+Z or

Toolbar buttons) to find the desired reference. If it does not exist, then
proceed as below (add new reference),

2. Close the References form. When you close the form, the current
reference is, stored in the database as source of documentation for the
energy source subtype or the numerical value.

O To modify the reference
1. Enter Edit mode,
2. Place the cursor to the relevant field,
3. Type in the changes,
4. Exit Edit mode.

The Environmental mpacts of Production and Use of Energy. Part IV. The
Comparative A : :e» ment of the Environmental Impact-? of Energy Source;
Comparative Data cnlEmicaon, Residual; and Health Hazard; of Energy Sources
1

Editor: United Nations Envronmental Programme Rep ERS-14-85 Nairobi

ISBN. |

iiiililiili

United Nations Environmertal
Programme - UNEP

FIGURE 7.9: Reference 3 Form

To introduce a new reference
1. Click Add button,
2. Type the new references,
3. Position the cursor in the Authors field. Click the Add button again to

select/add authors. The Authors form (Figure 7.10) is displayed,
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4. Browse through the authors list or use locate techniques (CTRL+Z or
Toolbar buttons) to find the desired author. If it does not exists then
proceed as below (add new author),

5. Continue for the next author,
6. Close the References form. When you close the form, the current

reference is stored in the database as source of documentation for the
energy source subtype or numerical value.

Note To change a reference you should first delete the old reference and then
proceed as indicated above for introducing a new reference.

By clicking the Report button, you can print several pre-defined reports of the
references database.

S To add an author
1. Click Add button,
2. Type the new author data,
3. Close the form.

ANSPAUGH. LR.

iRisk estimates of impacts from energing tar sands
jtechnoiogie:

f.

Editor:

saw.

Health Risk Energy Technologies, AAAS Selected
Symposionum 82, Westview Press, Boulder, CO

FIGURE 7.10: Authors Form

Text
Textual description can be attached to a category (group, source, type or
subtype). To view or modify the description click the Text button. The
corresponding text form is displayed (Figure 7.11). Enter the Edit mode and
introduce the text. Use the right mouse button to select other fonts, paragraph
alignments or line spacing. You can keep the font management form open for
easy modification of the font typeface, size and style. Click Properties I
Horizontal or Expanded Ruler from Paradox Menu to further customise the text
by introducing tabs, indents, etc.
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Textual
description for
groups of energy
sources

Abbreviation
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Worldwide, coal reserves are very large, and
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countries, coal is an
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reflected in its cost)
established conversion
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Select region where
energy source
subtype is from
(CSDB)

Abr

FIGURE 7.11: Textual Description Forms
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Note Use the Windows clipboard to copy and paste text from and to the
database.

TABLE 7.1: Abbreviations Used for Energy Sources

Group
Name Abr.

Source Type
Name Abr. Name Abr.

Fossil Fuel FOS Solid Fuel

Gaseous Fuel

Liquid Fuel

SFL
SFL
SFL
GFL
GFL
GFL
LFL
LFL
LFL

Lignite
Bituminous
Sub-bituminous
Natural Gas
Liquids (NGL)
Oil Gas
Crude Oil
Fuel Oil
Diesel

LIG
BIT
SBI
NG
NGL
OG
CRD
FOL
DIE

Nuclear NUC Uranium UR
UR

Natural
Reprocessed

UR
MOX

Renewable REN Biomass BIO Energy Crops CRP
BIO Waste WST

Geothermal GEO
Hydro HYD
Solar SOL
Waste WST Municipal waste MW
Incineration WST Industry waste IW
Wind WIN

Others OTH Energy ENG Electricity
Heat
Mechanical

ELT
HEA
MEC
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As you can modify the name of the groups, sources, type and sub-type of the
energy sources the abbreviations are used in creation of graphs, crosstabs and
queries (Figure 7.11). Do not modify them. Use the same abbreviations as
those used in the Demonstration Country database presented in the Table 7.1.

Images

Wind speed map
over Europe

Textual
description

When storing pictorial information, such as wind speed or sunshine maps for
wind and solar energy sources, place the cursor in the subtypes field, and click
the Image button in the Manage Country Energy Sources form.

Note If the cursor is positioned in another table, it is presumed that you want to
add the image for the current subtype.

A warning message is displayed if there is no image available and you will be
asked if you want to introduce one. Otherwise the image form is displayed
(Figure 7.12).

Every image has a name, textual description, and type. For one energy source
subtype (commercial name) there could be several images. To browse them, use
the Toolbar buttons (information displayed in the status bar indicates the number
of images and the number of the current image).

_l

"'Kid resource: at 50
meter- above She ground n
Europe

The re;ource. refer to the power present in the wind A wind
turbine can utilize between 20 and 30% of the available recource.
The resources are calculated for an air density of 1 231 g m-3
corresponding to the standard sea level pressure and a
temperature ot 15 C Air density decreace' with heigh, but up to

Image type

Activate
OLE
server

FIGURE 7.12: Energy Source Image

Click the Image button to Magnify, Reduce or to select a Best Fit for
the image.
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To modify an image, click the Image button and select Activate Server or
double-click the left mouse button over the image field. The OLE server is
activated and in place editing is activated. Do the modifications and click outside
the image area to close the server application.

0 To load the image in the original software used to produce it
1. Enter Edit mode,
2. Click the right button of the mouse,
3. Select Open (Bitmap) Image from the menu (see Figure 7.13),
4. Do modifications,
5. Close the image and choose Yes to store the modifications to the

database.

To introduce a new image move to Windows™ Program Manager and start the
software you are using to produce or manage the image. Then create, load or
scan the image. Copy a selection from the image or the whole image to the
Windows Clipboard and use ALT+TAB, CTRL+ESC or Switch to., to move to
DECADES application.

Press the Add button and click the right mouse button over the image field.
Select Paste from the displayed menu. Exit Edit mode and the image is
introduced to the database using your image software as OLE Server.

•
O o

?• fM'-j-X:

v»f gremttj tev«?l for ftv

plain3 At n sea cos**

1

FIGURE 7.13: Energy Source Image Using Paint as OLE Server

y To copy an image from another country database or from RTDB
1. Position tb.3 cursor in the image you want to copy and click the Copy

button from the Paradox Toolbar or press CTRL+INS keys.
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2. Position the cursor on the destination field and Enter Edit mode,
3. Click the paste button on the Paradox Toolbar or press CTRL+DEL.

Note After several image modifications, especially if you delete images, it is
recommended to pack the image table (:ENERGY: or :ENERGY1:
Comm_I). Open the table and use the Paradox menu (Table I Restructure
Table) or the Toolbar display restructure table dialogue box. Check the
Pack table check box and close the dialogue box.

Reports

•ype Or •

You can get written information from the energy sources database. See
Appendices 4, 5 and 6 for samples reports from the Demonstration
Country database.

Click the Report button for a list of pre-defined reports:

• Summary Report of energy sources,
• Full Report with numerical textual and pictorial information (Figure 7.14),
• Current Type Crosstab report for Screen or Printer.

Energy Sources -CSDB |

Demonstration Country

A

XX

Fossil Fuel
The fossil fuels are responsible for most ofthe CC2 and other greenhouse emissions attributed to energy an
generation at the World level. More than 60% of 932 produced in Europe in 1994 at° ^"touted to electricity t.
Although significant quantities of NOx are produced by fossil power plants the n'J ^ jnutce of pollution
contributing to acid rain formation is attributed to the transportation sector.

The following categorization ofthe fossil fuels is used in the Demonstration County d;
and liquid fuels. Detail description ofthe energy sources types and subtypes inc/jdec

Solid Fuel
Click to print
the report

e solid fuels ,gasei*"
databaseibllwows:

Lignite

Rank A

Use move buttons to — ^ i •!
browse the report

>?rou Characterise ( Minimum Average Maximum Observation:

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Net Calorific Value CLHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content

15
4

4 99
39 5

38 irat •*.

FIGURE 7.14: Energy Sources - Full Report

Full Report is based on query and grouping of the information. This technique
produces no errors but is time consuming. You can open the report as
ENERGY.DB (ENERGYl.DB) under SOURCEL.RSL name directly using the
Paradox Toolbar.
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Crosstabs

When you print large reports you should consider that, the report generator
creates a metafile on the hard disk and then these files are sent to the printer by
Windows™. Therefore, you should provide sufficient space on your hard disk to
accommodate this file. If you run out of disk space and you are running
Windows 3.x you can experiment with deselecting the Use Print Manager option
in the Control Panel Program Manager or, alternatively, print sequential groups
of pages from the report.

If you desire to see the energy sources information in a format similar to a
spreadsheet, click th.3 Report button in the Manage Country Energy Sources form
and select (Energy Source) Type Crosstab I Screen from the pop-down list. A
summary for the current energy source type is constructed and displayed (Figure
7.15).

Crosstab table shows the energy sources subtypes in columns and energy source
characteristics in rows. The characteristics introduction order is maintained in
the Crosstab table.

Use the vertical and horizontal scroll bars to browse the characteristics and
energy subtypes.
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FIGURE 7.15: Crosstab for Bituminous Coals

The list of characteristics compiled for the table is a sum of all the characteristics
for the current fuel sub-type (e.g., bituminous coals) for which values were
introduced in the database.
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Si To export the crosstab data to a table
1. Click the Export button from the Cross Tab form,
2. Indicate the name of the table in Save Crosstab Table As dialog box

(Figure 7.16), and
3. Click OK.

Queries

You can use this table to export data to a spreadsheet program (Quarto, EXCEL,
Lotus) or to a text editor. To export the table data use the Paradox export
features (Tools I Utilities I Export from the main menu).

New I An H.iifif:

JGWPDG
SHELP.DB
E1D.DB
SLOGO.DB
m PRODUCT.DB
EST.DB
mSTANDARD. DB
ST.DB

iSTREREQ.DB
UTRMULT.DB
@:PR1V:_REPXY-1.DB
E:PRIV:_REPXY-2.DB
- PKIV HEK/C't' J.DB

DiiL-cttme

i. \di:c .d.:s'

L-OICON

Alutos

d
Uiivt: toi

FIGURE 7.16: Save Crosstab in a Table

Click the Report button in the Manage Country Energy Sources form and select
Type Crosstab I Printer from the pop-down list. A similar cross tab report is
prepared in a printing format.

Note If you select Type Crosstab report, you should select the print range
manually to avoid printing repeated pages, because Paradox version 5.0
and 7.0 repeats the crosstab report on several pages.

You can query the databases in the Manage Country Energy
Sources form:

by clicking the buttons, display lists, etc. for background queries, which you
cannot modify or customise;
by pressing the Query button for pre-defined queries in a standard table
format;
by using the Paradox QBE or SQL query languages for ad-hoc queries (you
have to be familiar with the database structure; the tables in the database and
the significance of the fields in the tables, see Appendix 3).
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FIGURE 7.17: Answer Table for All Energy Sources (Demonstration Country)

Select Sources characteristics to perform the predefined query and display the
ANSWER.DB table with all the energy sources in the database (Figure 7.17).
You could export this table in different formats or use it as an input table in a
refined query.

Processed Fuels

The energy sources database contains primary as well as processed fuels such as
fuel oil and diesel. For these fuels, in addition to heat value and chemical
composition the emission factors for main air pollutants, expressed in grams of
pollutant per litre of fuel (diesel oil), per kilowatt hour (electricity) or per kilo
Joule (heat) are stoied in the database. These factors are used in calculating the
emissions associated to the use of fuels in different steps of the energy chain.

FIGURE 7.18: Emission Factors for Energy Production
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Following the same structure used for primary energy sources an artificial group
of energy sources (Others) is used (Figure 7.18) to store emission factors
associated with electricity, heat and mechanical power production. Several
electricity mixes (e.g., present situation, Union pour la Coordination de la
Production et du Transport de d'Electricite (UCTPE) mix in Europe, future -
ecological scenario) may be stored in the database. These emission factors are
used to calculate indirect emissions associated with electricity used by different
processes of the fuel chain or in producing the materials used to construct the
energy chain facilities.

Data Model

The data model used in Manage Country Energy Sources form (CSDB) is shown
in figure 7.18a. A similar model is used in RTDB with the difference that the
Country table is missing.

coursfry.db * ' gioup.db ' ""** source.db j

i r"~T , —
** tjipe,db •* commname db t J2 comittJMJb

^ «fti*rj"***^ Ah

FIGURE 7.18a: Energy Sources Data Model

The following tables are used in the model:
country .db
group.db
source.db
type.db
commname.db
comm_v.db
sourcec.db
comm I.db

contains country information
contains the energy groups
contains the energy sources
contains the energy sources types
contains the energy sources sub-types
contains the numerical values
contains the characteristics
contains the images related to an energy source sub-type

The table commj is included in Figure 7.18a to illustrate the complete data
model for energy sources. However, this table is not used in Manage Country
Energy Sources form. See the DECADES Working Document No.4 for more
information on the DECADES data models and data dictionary.

Tip To display the data model associated with a form or report use the
Paradox menu Tools I Data Model designer. The Data model form will be
displayed and synchronised for the current form or report.
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Materials

1." .V, -.

The results of life cycle analysis studies carried out in the recent
years highlighted the significant contribution of emissions
associated with the production of construction, decommissioning
and auxiliary materials to total emissions of some energy chains.
In this respect solar, wind and hydro energy chains are good
examples.

Therefore, in DECADES indirect emissions associated with the production of the
materials used in constructing, operating and decommissioning the energy chain
facilities are considered and these data, if available, can be stored in the material
database and used in assessing the full energy chain emission factors. However,
a detailed assessment of these emissions is not in the scope of the DECADES
Tools.

The Demonstration Country contains default data for materials such as steel
(high alloyed, low alloyed, unalloyed and recycled), cement, concrete, reinforced
concrete, glass, glass-fibre reinforced plastic, copper, aluminium, aluminium
recycled, plastics, r itric acid, fertilizer, silicon, lead and zinc that can be used as
default data. These data (see Appendix 7) were compiled from different compa-
rative assessment and LCA studies.

When you select the Materials option by clicking the Manage Data button in the
Control Centre, the general form used to introduce/update values for materials is
displayed (Figure 'M9). The RTDB form is similar but does not contain the
Country field.

Type in textual
description for
a material

FIGURE 7.19: Materials! Management Form
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Three categories of data can be stored in the materials databases:

• Data on direct emissions factors (emission occurring in material production
processes);

• Data on energy intensity (to allow for estimation of emissions associated
with the production of the electricity used for producing energy intensive
materials such as silicon);

• Aggregated emission factors (e.g., greenhouse, acidification, ozone
depletion).

Click the Report button (Figure 7.19) and select (energy source) Type Crosstab I
Screen to view the data stored in the Materials database in a format similar to a
spreadsheet (Figure 7.20).

FIGURE 7.20: Materials Crosstab Form

Proceed as described above for energy sources to add, delete, borrow, produce
reports, give references, etc.

The emission and the energy intensity associated with the production of
materials used in the Demonstration Country are shown in Table 7.2.
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TABLE 7.2: Emission Associated with Materials Production

Emission

Material

Aluminium

Aluminium Recycled

Cement

Concrete

Copper

Fertilizer

Glass

Glass-fiber reinforced

High Alloyed Steel

Low Alloyed Steel

Nitric Acid

Plastics

Reinforced Concrete

Silicon

Steel Recycled

Unalloyed Steel

co2

g/kg
4,000

1,500

420

900

CH4 N,O,

g/kg
3

g/kg

Energy

Intensity
kWh/kg

45

i 1
0

10

40 ', 17
3

6 : 2

! 22

; 502

8

co2

equivalent
g/kg
40,000

2,600

2,400

450

10,000

24,000

3,000

6,000

21,000

7,500

2,000

6,000

600

362,000

3,000

7,200

For more details on the emissions associated with the production of materials see
Appendix 7.

Data Model

The data model used in Manage Country Materials form (CSDB) is shown in
Figure 7.20a. A similar model is used in RTDB with the difference that the
country table is mis;>ing.

country.db materrai.db inateriav.db
nrateriac db

FIGURE 7.20a: Materials Data Model

The following tables are used in the model:
country.db : contains country information
material.db : contains the materials
materiav.db : contains the numerical values
materiac.db : contains the characteristics
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Energy Technologies

In the RTDB/CSDB, technology refers to all the energy related processes used in
the energy chain, starting with primary energy source extraction and ending with
waste disposal. For each technology there are technology types, and for every
technology type several typical facilities. Facility refers to a single unit from a
multiunit design. Several units, of the same or different types, are referred as a
plant.

Ufa
Enetgjr'Soutcec

Materials

Energy Chains

.Reference;

Climate iactotc

Energy chain
box

Energy chain
diagram

Facility name

Selection of
numerical
values' type

To access the technologies data, click the Manage Data button in
the Control Centre and select Technologies from the pop-down
menu. The Manage Technologies form is displayed (Figure 7.21).

Technology Energy group Technology subtype Technology subtype
and source box / abbreviation /

Energy type
and subtype
selection box

Abatement
controls,
facility status
and year of
availability
Facility
abbreviation

_ Facility
textual
description
Facility data
box

Numerical
values

FIGURE 7.21: Technologies Management Form

The form contains the following main elements:

Technology categories box

FG31 lea chain for Dare-nt facility fuel: (8 View P Setect

ISe/teral coal
Gaseous F
Liquid Fuel

Controfc lnd.:ix PART (x

Pulveiised Coal

fflf Technics C Economic C Environmental

Output Capacity (N«tJ
Output Capacity (MW

Schedufed Maintenance

Energy group and source box. Use the tables containing the energy source
group and the energy source to indicate the energy chain (e.g. click
Renewable - Hydro to display the hydro chain).
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Energy type and subtype selection box. Use the tables in this box to
view/select the fuel for the current facility (see below).
Chain box. This box displays the first chain from the chains database for the
selected energy source. Browse the steps of the chain to display all the
technologies introduced in the database for that step. Please note that this
does not imply that the current chain is defined by all these technologies. In
this case the chain diagram is used only to provide a convenient way to
manage the technology database.
Technology categories box. Use the tables from this box (technology,
technology type and facility abbreviation) to add or browse the technology
database.
Facility data box. Displays the numerical values for the current facility.

O To browse and modify the numerical values for a facility
1. Highlight the Energy Group and Source (the first chain available for the

selected source is displayed),
2. Choose a step in the chain (the list of technologies is updated),
3. Browse the technologies, technologies types and facilities,
4. Use Characteristics Type push button to display technical, economic or

environmental values for the current facility,
5. Highlight the respective field,
6. Enter Edit mode,
7. Do the modification,
8. Exit Edit mode.

12! To add technobgies, technology types and facilities
1. Chose the Energy Group and Source,
2. Choose a step in the chain,
3. Position the cursor in the technology, technology type or facility field,
4. Click the Add button and type in the name of the technology, technology

type or facility abbreviation.
5. Exit Edit mode

Type in the abbreviations for technologies and technologies types (Figure 7.21).
Use the same abbreviations as in the Demonstration Country database as they
will be used in querying the database. Define additional categories as required to
distinguish between the different types of facilities stored in the database (e.g.
real units and integrated units or exiting units and future units). Type in the
Facility Name and a. short description.

Note In order to maintain the compatibility with WASP names associated to
thermal power plants or hydro projects, it is recommended to limit the
facility abbreviation to 4 characters (Figure 7.21)
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c
D

P

L

I

O

Commercial

Demonstration

Pilot

Laboratory

Idea

Obsolete

For each facility you can specify its development status and an estimated year of
market availability. The one-letter status codes are given in the Table 7.3:

TABLE 7.3: One-letter Status Code for Technologies

M Mature Significant commercial experience available (several

operating commercial units)

Nascent commercial experience

Concept verified by integrated demonstration unit

Concept verified by small pilot facility
Concept verified by laboratory studies and initial
hardware development

No system hardware development

Not available for new projects

In some cases, the data stored in the database refers to facilities equipped with
pollution control devices. In that situation, check the corresponding abatement
controls boxes (Figure 7.21) and indicate the inherent control and efficiency of
the devices in the technical parameters of the facility (see below for selecting
characteristics and introducing values).

In DECADES it is possible to describe the abatement technology as a separate
step in the energy chain. See Chapter 9 Performing a Power Plant Comparison
for details on constructing a module - power plant + abatement technology and
on assessing the module characteristics.

121 To delete technologies, technology types or facilities
1. Chose the technology, technology type or facility,
2. Click the Delete button.

SI To move facilities from one technology type to another
1. Double-clicking on that facility. Choose Yes in the opened message

form,
2. Select the technology subtype to which you want the facility to be

moved, and
3. Double-click the technology subtype.

SI To add one numerical values for the current facility
1. Position the cursor in the characteristic, value or unit of measure field

(Select button becomes visible),
2. Introduce a value for only one characteristic by clicking the Add button,
3. Select the characteristics and introduce the values.
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To add several numerical values for the current facility
1. Position the cursor in the characteristic, value or unit of measure field

(Select button becomes visible),
2. Introduce a value for only one characteristic by clicking the Add button,
3. Introduce values for several characteristics by clicking the Select button

(Figure 7.22, the characteristics selection form, is displayed). Press the
Select All button to choose all the characteristics in the list that you want
to copy for the current facility in the Manage Technologies form. The
Select All button becomes Unselect All and you can press it again to
unselect all the characteristics. If you have several characteristics to
select, inspect the list using the scroll bar or PAGE DOWN/PAGE UP
keys and click the check boxes (or press the space bar) to check the
desired characteristics.
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FIGURE 7.22: Technical, Economic and Environmental Characteristics Forms

Note You should be in the Edit mode when you make your selections.

4. After you have made your selection, press the form's minimize button
(do not closie the form), and the Select button in the Manage Technology

form becomes Copy. Click the Copy button to update the characteristic
list. Enter Edit mode and introduce the numerical values (minimum,
average and maximum) and the comments associated to these values.

Note The average value, which may be an expert judgement and not the simple
arithmetic mean, is used in calculations. Note also that Fixed O&M Costs
is expressed in US$/kWe.yr (in WASP this value is expressed in
US$/kWe.month).

To introduce several facilities with the same characteristics, add the facilities in
the normal way, using the Add button, then move the cursor in the
Characteristics field and click the Copy button. Introduce the numerical values
and add short comments to the values to clarify the assumptions made, the
exchange rates used, the quality of the data, etc.
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For environmental values use the characteristics group pop-down edit list to
browse the numerical values (See Energy Sources).

If you change the technology, the technical characteristics are changed
accordingly. Technical characteristics are different for various technologies but
the same with a given technology type.

The economic or environmental characteristics list will also change when you
change the technology. For different steps in the chain there are environmental
characteristics with the same name, e.g. CO2, but the unit of measure changes,
e.g. g/kWh for level VI - Electricity Generation, and g/t for level II - Mining.

Selecting/Viewing the Fuel

The values introduced for facilities are, in many situations, strongly dependent of
the fuel used. The technical performances, economic characteristics and the
environmental performances of a power plant changes when the fuel is changed.
Therefore, the fuel for which the data are given should be indicated.

IS To select a fuel for a facility
1. Click the Select push button (see Figure 7.23)
2. Position the cursor on the fuel desired and double-click. The fuel is

selected,
3. Click the View push button to see the selected fuel.

i'el. « View H Select

IBiruminou: (General coai

' Cuireri facility fuel. CView ti'.Select

Rank A
Turkey Low S

Sub-btuminous M Tutkey High S

FIGURE 7.23: Viewing/Selecting the Fuel (Technologies Management Form)

Note For each plant - fuel combination you should introduce a new facility in
the database.

References

Ret

Delete

You can assign a main reference to the source of information to every
facility and additional references to every single numerical data, if
different from the main one. Position the cursor in the desired place
(facility or numerical data) and click the Ref. button to view/modify,
delete or select a reference (see Chapter 7- Managing DECADES Data,
heading - Energy Sources, sub-heading - References).
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Checking the Values

When you select the Electricity Generation step in the chain (level VI) the
Emission Factors button becomes visible. By pushing the button (see Figure
7.21) you are able to view combustion calculations and air pollutant emission
factors for the current facility's solid and liquid fuel choice (Figure 7.24), or
gaseous fuel choice (Figure 7.25).

Rue Sas Volume:

E-Facial

Value :• Horn 0 8 1 Calculate d Values

FIGURE 7.24: Solid and Liquid Fuels Combustion Calculations

The form is used to verify/estimate the emission factors for main air pollutants.
The flue gas volume is calculated based on the theoretical flue gas volume
adjusted with the value of oxygen in the flue gas (real volume wet basis). The
default values for oxygen are 6% for solid and liquid fuels boilers, 3% for gas
boilers, 15% for gas turbines and 11% for biomass (wood combustion).

The efficiency of the power plant is calculated from the average incremental heat
rate, minimum load heat rate, net capacity and minimum capacity. For gaseous
fuels the specific weight of the gas is calculated.

Stoichiometric equations, based on fuel composition, are used to calculate the
emission factors. The results are presented in different units of measure.
Double-click on the fuel name to display the fuel composition.
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Inherent control factors, or retention factors, can be defined for each pollutant.
These factors are dependant on the type of technology used and were introduced
to take into consideration the quantities of pollutant retained in the solid waste.
The efficiency of pollutant control devices included in the power plant can be
given for SO,, NOX and particulate emissions as well as for other pollutants. For
more information on the calculation algorithms see Chapter 9 - Performing a
Power Plant Comparison, heading - Estimation Combustion and Emission
Factors.

pGT

Emission foctms

Fuel Used jNatural Gao 2

% vol 0s Rant Efficiency:

Irfeertf Abatement Clean Ski £-Facto

FIGURE 7.25: Gaseous Fuels Combustion Calculations

Some emission factors (blue colour in the form) such as nitrogen oxides cannot
be calculated starting from the fuel composition. The emission factor of NOx is
influenced by the temperature of the flame (thermal NOx), concentration in air
(air NOx) etc. For these factors the value stored in the database is converted to
different units of measures and displayed taking into account flue gas volume,
plant efficiency, inherent controls and abatement efficiency (right to left in the
form). It is also possible to introduce a value specific to the technology used in
the power plant or given in national air quality standards and the corresponding
emissions factors are calculated (left to right in the form).

Note Double-click on an emission factor (g/kWh column) to store its value in
the database.

Text
You can include textual information for technologies, technology types and
facilities. Position the cursor in technology, technology type or facility table
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frame and click the Text button (see Figure 7.21) to access these descriptions
(Figure 7.26).

Topic: General Characten;hi <

jl. Pulverized Coal + Flue Gas Desulphumatutn Power Plant

The plant is a seawater-cooled, conventional pulverised coal-fired steam plant
with limestone/gypsum lue gas desulphurisation. The net power output is 500
MM and the fuel is a bituminous coal (Fig1 shows a schematic of the process)

A boiler module provides steam for a condensing stearn turbogenerator. Flue
gas from the boiler module, (after particulates separation in electrostatic
precipitators) is cooled, scrubbed in a flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) unit,
reheated and then sent to the stack. The plant includes all the necessary auxiliary
power, water and waste treatment systems. Sea water is used for cooling in the
condenser. The boiler is a conventional drum-type, utilising natural circulation
NO:; control is by cornbus;tion measures only.

1 :Summarv of key results for a fuel cost of 2$/GJ
Plant S02 Size

(•*>) (Mm)

Efficiency Specific Cost CO2 emissions Power cost
(%) ($/MiV) (kg/miwh) (mills/With i

« * Delete!

FIGURE 7.26: Technology Subtype Textual Description Form

Topic: General Characteristics The text is divided into topics. To access
one topic, click the Topic list and select the
desired topic. The text window is updated to
point to the selected topic.

Click the Add button to attach a new topic (Figure 7.27). A dialogue box is
displayed with a pre-defined topic number. Type in the name of the topic and
click OK.

• OK "j X Cancel I

FIGURE 7.27: Input the Text Topic Dialogue Box

Click the Delete button to erase the current topic or all the topics for the current
facility (select Current or All topics from the pop-down list).
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Using the Search button, you can search the text for a given string or search and
replace it with another string. The standard Paradox dialog box is displayed
(Figure 7.28). You can perform a simple text matching or use the wildcard
characters contained in the following table for an advanced text matching search.

Wildcard Operation
St-jrch Tor

Rc|(l.iCt.- W

x l.ase cencitive

x At1vctm:erl PnUetn Match Help

Images

Match either the characters before
or after the vertical bar

Match any characters contained
within the brackets

Match any characters not contained
within the brackets

Group contained characters

Use following wildcard operator as
regular character

FIGURE 7.28 Search and Replace Dialogue Box

Enter the text you want to find. Check, as appropriate the Case-sensitive and
Advanced Pattern Match check boxes and then click the Search, Replace or
Replace All buttons. After finising the search press Cancel to close the dialogue
box.

In a similar manner textual description can be added to technologies or
technology types. Position the cursor in the technology or technology type table,
click the Text button and proceed as described above.

Note Number the figures referred in text with Figl, Fig2, etc. Doubleclick on
the figure reference to display them (see Figure 7.26)

Click the Image button in the Manage Technologies form (Figure 7.21) to
manage the current facility's pictorial information. The image form will be
displayed (Figures 7.29, 7.30 and 7.31).

If there is no image stored in the database, you get a warning message asking
whether you want to introduce a new one. Each facility can have several images.
To browse them, use the Toolbar buttons.
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FIGURE 7.29: Facility Block Diagram

In the facility image form click the Image button and select to Magnify, Reduce
or Best Fit the displayed image.

: • / ; • . • •

&mmm#m. ...

: I . LJ . . • P . . " L
> - -.v-

FIGURE 7.30: Facility Pbture (RTDB)
Add and delete
an image

I
Activate OLE server for the
current image
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To modify an image, click the Image button and select Activate Server or
double-click the left mouse button over the image field (Figure 7.31). The OLE
servers used to store the images were MSDraw (MS Word 2.0) for diagrams and
PhotoStyler for pictures.
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FIGURE 7.31: Picture in OLE Server - PhotoStyler (Corresponding to Figure 7.30)

Reports

Current £iep •

Cuite

Curte

To obtain written information from the technologies
database, click the Report button in the Manage
Technologies form (Figure 7.21). A list of pre-defined
reports is displayed.

The available reports include:
• the Current Step of the energy chain (Summary of technologies or Full

report),
• Full report of the Current Technology or Current Facility (see Appendix 10

for a sample of technology summary report),
• Facilities Crosstab (Screen or Printer).

Choose the Facilities Crosstab I Screen to view the numerical values in a
spreadsheet format for the current technology. A Facilities Crosstab form is
opened for the current energy step and technology (Figure 7.32).
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The Facilities Crosslab table contains one column for each facility and a row for
each technical, economic and environmental characteristic. Use the scroll bar to
browse the characteristics for each facility. Click the Export button to create a
table containing the information in the crosstab. You can use this temporal table
to export data to a spreadsheet program (QuattroPro, EXCEL, LOTUS) or to a
text editor.

See Appendix 9 for a printout of an EXCEL spreadsheet of the technical,
economic and environmental data for test case data.

Select Report I Facilities Crosstab I Printer to print the crosstab report. If the
report exceeds one page, you can select to create horizontal overflow pages as
needed or to panel vertically the pages.
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FIGURE 7.32: Current Tochnology Crosstab (on screen)

Data Model
The data model used in Manage Technologies form (CSDB) is shown in Figure
7.32a. A similar model is used in RTDB with the difference that the country
table is missing. The model is more complex than those used for energy sources
and materials. It contains 23 tables from energy sources, technology and chains
databases.
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countrji.db group, db source.db tspe.dfr " comnmame.db

cycïe.db ~âî Sfjep_tes.db
p±_ «tep-db ;

^ stepîcG.db

techno.db techtyp.db Ï facffitj>.db

! cominnanm.db

' Ijipeudb

• techtjipt-db

istAmovMb

eimssiov.db
emissioc.db

tech_e1.db
economci.db

technoi.db

FIGURE 7.32a: Technologies Data Model

The following tables
country.db
group.db
source.db
type.db
cominname.db
cycle.db
step_tes.db

step.db
stepico.db
techno.db
techtyp.db
techtypt.db

facility.db
technov.db
technicc.db
emissiov.db
ermissioc.db
tech_el.db
economic l.db
facilitt.db
technoi.db

are used in the model:
contains country information
contains the energy groups
contains the energy sources
contains the energy sources types
contains the energy sources sub-types
contains chain information
contains connection information between steps and user
selections
contains information related to a step in the chain
contains the step icon
contains information related to a technology
contains information related to a technology type
contains topics of textual description for a technology
type
contains information related to a facility
contains numerical values - technical
contains technical characteristics
contains numerical values - environmental
contains environmental characteristics
contains numerical values - economic
contains economic characteristics
contains topics of textual description for a facility
contains the images related to a facility

The tables techtypt.db, facilitt.db and technoi.db are included in Figure 7.32a to
illustrate the complete data model for technologies. However, these tables are
not used in the Manage Technologies form.

The data model contains also some repetitions in the sense that the foreign key -
CountryKey is used in the group.db, cycle.db and techno.db. This exception
from the database normalisation rules was made in order to simplify the database
application. As a result, for CSDBs, an additional filter has to be added to
techno.db.
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Energy Chains

e l Manage Energy Source?
r i f ! l . . Mate: '

Tech

References •

IV

V

VI

VIII

XI

Energy chain is a sum of logical groups of activities (steps) carried
out in order to obtain electricity. Figure 7.33 illustrates a simplified
chain ciagram for a power plant using solid fuel. The chain's steps
are graphically represented by rectangles and arrows for
transportation.

Coal Mining

v Transportation of Raw Fuel

Coal Preparation

-M Transportation of Processed Fuel

Electricity Generation

Construction * * Operation > Dismantling

Transportation of Waste

Waste Management
& Disposal

electricity generation fluxes (vertical)
construction'decomisioning and auxiliary material fluxes (horizontal)

FIGURE 7.33: Energy Chain Diagram

A step or a stage in the chain (e.g, mining, electricity generation) covers
activities related to construction, production and dismantling (decommissioning).

Several fluxes are defined in the chain:

• electricity generation fluxes containing the primary energy source used to
produce electricity;

• material fluxes referring to the raw materials used in construction and
dismantling of the facilities involved in the energy production chain (the
cement used for the construction of the dam or hydro power plant, or the
glass used for constructing the solar collectors, etc.);

• auxiliary materials fluxes containing the electricity or fuels consumed by the
technologies applied in different steps, limestone used in the flue gas
desulphurizatioti plants, starting fuel, etc.
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Three types of information is stored in the energy chains database:

• Description of the chain structure, steps and connections between them,
highlighting the boundaries of the assessment;

• Selection information referring to the particular facilities used in the various
steps in the chain as well as to the energy sources;

• Specific information such as transportation distance, lead and lag time for
fuel preparation activities, etc.

The energy chain database is different from the databases presented above (fuels,
technologies and materials) in the sense that it contains mainly connection
information.

Chain number

Default energy
source

Selected step
level

Reference or generic chains should be defined for each energy source used in a
country or region, when establishing new CSDBs. These reference chains should
be based on the most used options in a country or region (e.g., default fuel and
transportation distance). You can create from these base chains new user type
chains by modifying the technologies and/or the energy source.

Click the Manage button in the Control Centre and select Energy Chains from
the pop-down menu. The Manage Chains form (Figure 7.34) is displayed.

-inixj

n Technology
type and

-~ I subtype
; boxes

Facility box

Pnmatji Recovery
Sec-ondary Recovery

' " Step icon box

Icon pop-down
"edit list

FIGURE 7.34: Chains Management Form

Tip Use Paradox toolbar Next/Previous and/or Locate buttons to browse the
chains or Locate Field Value function to search for a specific chain (sub-
strings parts of the chain name).
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121 To copy reference energy chains for a new CSDB (Figure 7.35)
1. Click the Add button in the Manage Chains form,
2. Select Copy from RTDB from the pop-down menu,
3. Choose the energy source for which you copy the chain, click OK
4. Enter the edit mode,
5. Modify the ctiain name and select the Type (ref.).

Chain number
appears here
automatically with a -
new chain.

Key in the chain
name

Geothermal
Hydro
Gaseoui Fuel
Liquid Fuel
Solar
Uranium

Primary Beeovery
Secondary Recover

••* -Technology
and Energy
Source
folders

• - A d d
button

I Clot

FIGURE 7.35: Copying Ciains from RTDB for a New CSDB

Note It is not recommended to use this procedure to add user type chains.
These chains should be created using the cloning procedure described in
Chapter 10.

(21 To delete a chain
1. Position the cursor in the chain name,
2. Click the Delete button.

(21 To add a step
1. Position the cursor in the step before the one to add,
2. Click the Add button.

Note You can only add steps which were defined in the general chain diagram
for the corresponding energy source.

To delete a step
1. Position the cursor in the step to delete,
2. Click the De lete button.
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Use Add and Delete buttons to customise your chains. Delete the steps which
are not used in a particular chain such as fuel extraction for imported chains,
transportation, fuel preparation, etc.

M To modify the chain step icon (Figure 7.36)
1. Select an icon type from the pop-down edit list,
2. Position the cursor on the icon type (Select button becomes visible),
3. Click the Select button and the icon is copied to the current step.

Icon

. r e . " . • | . . - . . i . :

Operation - left by-pass
Operation - right by-pass
Opeartion - by-pass

FIGURE 7.36: Step Icon Modification

Selecting Energy Sources and Facilities

After copying the chain diagram from RTDB define the reference chains by
selecting the energy source, facilities for each step in the chain, transportation
distances and lead and lag times for fuel preparation.

SI To associate an energy source
1. Click on the Energy Source folder tab (Figure 7.35),
2. Select the energy source or facility from the table displayed,
3. Double-click.

SI To associate a facility
1. Click on the Technologies folder tab,
2. Position the cursor in the corresponding step,
2. Select the facility from the table displayed,
4. Double-click.

(21 To delete an association to a facility
1. Position the cursor to the corresponding step,
2. Double-click.

Reports

Click the Report button (Figure 7.43) to select one of the pre-
defined reports for energy chains.
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Unfeasible Combinations

Select Manage I Energy Sources I Technologies in the DECADES Control Centre
to specify valid energy source-technology connections (Figure 7.36a). The
connection information permits automated checking of the energy chains to
prevent unfeasible combinations of energy sources and technologies.

0 To indicate an unfeasible energy source - technology connection
1. Browse the energy groups and select the desired energy sources,
2. Highlight the energy chain name,
3. Use the Toolbar move buttons to select the desired energy chain,
4. Double-click one energy source subtype to make it a default fuel for the

energy chain,
5. Select one step in the chain. The Technologies box will be updated with

the available technologies for the current step.
6. Select technology and sub-technology for which you construct the

connection.
7. Select energy sources subtype to be used with the current sub-

technology. Double click the left mouse button to establish the
connection or click the Add button.

Repeat the procedure for other energy source subtypes, technologies, steps,
chains.

Energy
source box

Energy chain
name

Energy chain
diagram

To delete a connection, move the cursor to the Connections table, select the
desired connection and press the Delete button.

Energies Technologies Interconnections

FCD1 test chan lot

FIGURE 7.36a: Energy Sources - Technologies Interconnections
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Reference to Source Information

In order to keep track of the sources of the data entered
in the database for every numerical value, you can
provide a main reference (valid for most of the
technology or energy sources data) to the original
document for the data. You can also reference every
numerical data, if different from the main one.

Click the Manage button in the Control Centre and select References from the
pop-down menu to access the small library application included in the software.

You have two main options: to view/manage the reference Papers (books,
studies, articles, etc.), or to view/manage the Authors of the papers (a full
normalized database has the editors as a separate entity).

The process of managing the references has been described in the Energy
Sources Section of the User's Manual. When you access the forms from the
Control Centre, the Add and Delete buttons are visible.

You can introduce the publication's name, editor, ISBN code and the year of
printing. For every publication you can specify one or more authors and the
organization or companies which they represent.

You can display the information from the References database grouped by
papers or by authors (Figure 7.37). For more information on displaying the
references by paper, see Chapter 7 - Managing DECADES data, heading -
Energy Sources.

I he Environmental Impact: of Production and U;e ot
Energy. ParHV The Comparative A:;eminent of the
Environmental Impacts of Energy Source; Comparative
Data on Ermcoion, Re'ldual: and Health Hazard? of

Editor: United Nation; Environmental Programme Rep ERS-14-85
Nairobi

Summary

FIGURE 7.37: Locating references by authors
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121 To quickly find all the papers for one author referenced in the database
1. Position the cursor in the author name field and click the Locate button

from the Paradox Toolbar,
2. Introduce a search criteria,
3. Click OK,
4. Position the cursor in the Paper name,
5. Use the navigation buttons to browse through the papers for the current

author.

Use the Report button to select from one predefined reports for the references
sub-database and print it.

Climate Factors

i s
Data Mateitab

Technologies
Enetcy Chains

Eeletences

Standards

One convenient way to integrate the environmental impacts of
several air pollutants is to use aggregation factors. Such factors
were defined for greenhouse gases (based on the global warming
potential), acidification gases and gases depleting the ozone layer.
These factors which are time dependent, allows for conversion of
several types of pollutants in one equivalent unit of measure (e.g.,
CO2 equivalent).

The GHG relevant for electricity generation are: CO2, CH4, N2O and CF4. Other
gases can be radiatively active indirectly, because they can either be precursors
of directly active gases (e.g. NOx, NMVOC), or extend the atmospheric residence
time of directly active gases (e.g. CO).

The global warming potentials for these gases are defined as the ratio of time
integrated radiative forcing of the atmosphere due to an instantaneous release of
1 kg of gas "x" (e.g., CH4) relative to that of 1 kg of CO2. To represent the total
global warming potential of the total emission of GHG, the GHG emissions are
multiplied by a climate factor, and added up. As example the GWP for CH4 is
defined as:

GWP = -f RCHi (t) = e

where: fx is the radiative forcing of x per unit of increase and
RJt) describe the atmospheric decay ofx with time

The time constant X for removal of these gases from atmosphere as well as the
complicated atmospheric chemistry of indirect climate effects (e.g., formation of
troposphere ozone and stratospheric water vapour) are only some of the
uncertainties which make the estimation of these factors a difficult task. This
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task is carried out at the international level by the International Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC).

The acidification gases considered in the DECADES databases are: SO2, NOx and
NH3. The energy production and electricity generation in particular have the
main contribution to the sulphur dioxide emissions. Although significant NOx

emissions and some NH3 emissions are produced by the power sector the main
contributors for these emissions are transportation and agriculture sectors
respectively. The acidification potentials used in DECADES are based on recent
work carried out in this field in the Netherlands.

The ozone depletion potential (ODP) of a compound is a simple measure of its
ability to destroy stratospheric ozone. It is a relative measure: the ODP of CFC-
11 is defined to be 1.0, and the ODP's of other compounds are calculated with
respect to this reference point. Thus a compound with an ODP of 0.2 is, roughly
speaking, one-fifth as "bad" as CFC-11.

More precisely, the ODP of a compound "x" is defined as the ratio of the total
amount of ozone destroyed by a fixed amount of compound x to the amount of
ozone destroyed by the same mass of CFC-11:

Global loss of ozone due to x

Global loss of ozone due to CFC -11

Thus the ODP of CFC-11 is 1.0 by definition. The right-hand side of the
equation is calculated by combining information from laboratory and field
measurements with atmospheric chemistry and transport models. Since the ODP
is a relative measure, it is fairly "robust", not overly sensitive to changes in the
input data or to the details of the model calculations. That is, there are many
uncertainties in calculating the numerator or the denominator of the expression,
but most of these cancel out when the ratio is calculated.

The ODP as defined above is a steady state or long-term property. As such it can
be misleading when one considers the possible effects of CFC replacements.
Many of the proposed replacements have short atmospheric lifetimes, which in
general is good; however, if a compound has a short stratospheric-lifetime, it will
release its chlorine or bromine atoms more quickly than a compound with a
longer stratospheric lifetime. Thus the short-term effect of such a compound on
the ozone layer is larger than would be predicted from the ODP alone (and the
long-term effect correspondingly smaller). The ideal combination would be a
short tropospheric lifetime, since those molecules, which are destroyed in the
troposphere, don't get a chance to destroy any stratospheric ozone, combined
with a long stratospheric lifetime. To get around this, the concept of a Time-
Dependent Ozone Depletion Potential has been introduced:

Loss of ozone due to x over time period T

Loss of ozone due to CFC -11 over time period
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As T—> infinity, this converges to the steady-state ODP defined previously.

The ozone depletion potentials used in DECADES are those provided by WMO
[Solomon and Albritton, WMO 1991].

Click Manage Database I Climate Factors in the DECADES Control Centre to
display the management/selection form (Figure 7.38).

'Global Warming j O-Q^e Depletion Acidification

ffli - N2Q
M H

- 1PCC92 100!

100'

t t
320;

CF4 • CFC114 : HCFC22 HFC134a

„ !1 ,.. ,H . „.J:L H ,
4500' 7000' 1600 1200 r
6300 7000 1600 1200

[Ref. I Close

FIGURE 7.38: Managing!Selecting the Climate Factors

El To select a set of climate factors
1. Click the desired folder (e.g., Global Warming, Ozone Depletion,

Acidification),
2. Position the cursor in a row of factors,
3. Click the chuck box.

Note Do not select more than one set of factors from one folder

(2) To introduce new climate factors
1. Click the desired folder (e.g., Global Warming, Ozone Depletion,

Acidification),
2. Position the cursor in a row of factors,
3. Enter Edit mode and press INS,
4. Type in the information for the climate factors and exit Edit mode.
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Standards

The Standards database stores selected information on legal
standards for air pollutants from several countries or regions, and
some special regulations from Development Banks.

Any set of regulations concerning air pollutants is called an
environmental standard. Such regulations may concern:

• maximum allowable air pollutant concentrations in the flue gas of combustion
processes (given in mg/Nm3),

• maximum allowable air pollutant concentrations in the ambient air (given in
ug/m3), both for short-term peaks and long-term averages,

• maximum allowable emission factors for air pollutants from combustion
processes (given in kg/TJ or lb/MBTU), referring to the input or output of the
process,

• maximum emission rates of air pollutants from combustion processes (given
in t/day or kg/hour per plant),

• minimum abatement factors for air pollutant emissions from combustion
processes, (given in % of uncontrolled emissions).

Click Manage Database I Standards in the DECADES Control Centre to display
the environmental standards management/selection form (Figure 7.39).

-injxj
-Valid for

f ,
r World Bank - ambient

(x World Ban!'- - em'tsstoro

Rule
Limit Emi-'Jon Concentration to

Er<£i@y Source

Europe jSohd Fuel

Pulverized Coal

0 | 1000

20 (gAn3 [Peak [^.; ;

'mm Add

FIGURE 7.39: Managing Emission Standards

Check which environmental standards are to be met by a combustion process of
a thermal power plant.
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C H A P T E R 8

Customizing the Databases

Advanced users
and Database
Administrators

One of the major difficulties that had to be overcome in implementing the
numerical part of the; technology inventory databases was related to the necessity
to store information for a wide variety of different facilities. Gas turbine or
pulverized coal pov/er plants are described by characteristics like net output
capacity, heat rate, scheduled maintenance, etc. Transportation or waste disposal
facilities are described by completely different characteristics. The solution
adopted was to store; in the database, together with the numerical values, the list
of technical, economic and environmental characteristics (the characteristic
name, unit of measure, etc.) needed to describe a particular facility. Furthermore,
the characteristics were divided into groups such as air borne emissions, water
effluents, solid wiste and into sub-groups such as greenhouse gases,
radionuclides, etc.

This technique, which was also used for the energy sources and materials
databases, allowed to construct a very flexible database model. Additional
characteristics can be added to the database as new analytical capabilities are
added to DECPAC or as users data requirements evolves without any additional
programming. The database customisation features, are available for Advanced
users and Database Administrators. The customisation forms can be accessed in
two ways:

1. By double-clicking on the label "Characteristic" from the numerical
values table head in the corresponding Manage Technology, Manage
Energy Sources or Manage Material forms;

2. From Utilities button in DECADES Control Centre (Maintained for
compatibility with the old versions of the software).

Caution It is strongly recommended to avoid adding, deleting or making
modifications to the characteristics before having an understanding of
the data models used by DECADES databases. In order to maintain
the consistency of the CSDBs in use in different countries, it is
recommended to inform the DECADES liaison officer of any
modifications you made to the characteristics tables.

The characteristics abbreviations are used by the model in queries and they
should not be changed. The model also assumes that the numerical values are
given in the units of measure stored in the database at the delivery time. No
verification of the u nit of measure and/or automatic conversion in other units of
measure is made by the model.
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Energy Sources Characteristics

The most convenient ways to access the energy
sources characteristics is to double-click the label
"Characteristic" in the Manage Country Energy
Sources form. The Sources Characteristics
Management form will load and it will
synchronise to the current energy source
characteristics (Figure 8.1). The second way to
access the characteristics is to Click the Utility
button in the DECADES Control Centre and select
Characteristics I Energy Sources. The second
option was maintained for compatibility with the
previous version of the software.

Select fuel
group
characteristics

Remarks
pertaining to
current
characteristic

Minimum and
maximum values
vary by the energy
type (e.g., lignite,
bituminous, etc.

Nuclear
Renewabte

Net Calorific Value [LHVJ
NetCatoflficVaiwHLHV]
Density

Density
Moistme Confer*

Fixed Csbon, Pttre Coke

C k j&ro:; calonhc value of the tos;ilfuel Used only if

Indicates for
which model a
characteristic is
needed.

Indicates the
fuel group for
which
characteristics
are valid.

FIGURE 8.1: Energy Sources Characteristics Management

Energy sources characteristics stored in the database may be different for various
energy sources but are the same for all types of a given energy source (e.g.,
lignite, bituminous, sub-bituminous). Minimum and maximum values for the
energy types define the feasible range of values for checking the limits of the
data introduced to the database (see Figure 8.1).

Note There is only one table (:ENERGYl:SourceC.db) storing the
characteristics for all energy sources. In the customisation process you
select from this table (long list) the characteristics which are applicable
for each energy sources (short list). Only Advanced users and Database
Administrators have access to this form. Only Database Administrators
can delete (from short list) or introduce new characteristics in the long
list.
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Some characteristics are mandatory because they are used in the energy chain
calculation or electricity system analysis (the form will be updated to permit
automated selection of all the characteristics for a specified module).

The list of characteristics for an energy source represents characteristics for
which numerical data is available. However, you do not need to have numerical
values for all the selected characteristics.

To add a new characteristic, click the Add button. If the characteristic already
exists in the characteristics table, select the From list option. A pop-down menu
with the available groups of characteristics, obtained by querying the database
for all sources, is displayed (Figure 8.2). Select a group and then one of the
characteristics available for that group and click the OK button. If the
characteristic was not already selected then it will be introduced in the list of
characteristics for the current source.

r "--

Physical

FIGURE 8.2: Adding a Characteristic

The order in which the characteristics are displayed, here and in the other forms
and reports, is dictated by the order in which the characteristics are introduced in
the characteristics table (sorted in ascending order of the Characteristic key).

121 To introduce a characteristic not in the characteristics table
1. Select the fuel group,
2. Position the cursor in the characteristics field,
3. Click the Add button and select New (Figure 8.2),
4. Type in the energy source characteristic name, abbreviation and unit of

measure.

Note Only the database administrator is allowed to introduce new charac-
teristics.
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The main characteristics required to describe the fossil fuel sources are given in
the following table (see Appendix 11 for the full list of characteristics):

TABLE 8.1: Main Characteristics for Fossil Fuels

Characteristic

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Density
Moisture Content
Ash
Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke
Volatile Matter
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Flour Content
CH4
C2H6
C2H4
C2H2
C3H8
C3H6
C4H10n
C4H10i
C4H8
C5H12
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
N2
Hydrogen
Oxygen
H2S
Price per unit of energy
CO2
NOx
SOx
Dust
CH4
CO
N2O
HC1
HF
NMVOC
VOC

Unit

MJ/kg
MJ/m3
MJ/kg
MJ/m3
g/m3
wt %
wt %
wt%
wt%
wt %
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
vol %
vol %

vol%
vol %
vol%
vol %
vol %
vol%
vol%
vol%
vol %
vol%
vol %
vol%
vol%
mg/m3
$/GJ
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Solid Fuel Liquid Fuel

0 j 0

r | r

0

r r
r :
r
r
r r
r r
r r
r
r r
r r
r r

r r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Gaseous
Fuel

Energy
(sec. inp.)

o

r

r
r ;
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
j r

r
r

i r

r
r

i r
r
r
r

Note: r - required in calculations, o - optional
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Characteristics
group

List of additional
characteristics

To delete a characteristic from the selection list, press the Delete button. If you
delete a characteristic, all corresponding numerical values for all energy sources
in the database will be deleted.

y To add to the list of energy sources characteristics several characteristics
once
1. Click the Sel act button (Figure 8.1),
2. Use the Group pop-down list to select the characteristics group (Figure

8.3). Those characteristics that are not yet selected for the current energy
source are displayed.

3. Use the move buttons to select and unselect characteristics,
4. Clock the OK button to close the Source Characteristics Selection form

and update the characteristics list.

Move Buttons

FIGURE 8.3: Sources Characteristics Selection

0 To compare sources characteristics between different countries
1. Position the cursor to the country code field (Figure 8.1),
2. Click the Locate Field Value button (Paradox Toolbar functions are

explained in Chapter 4),
3. Type in the new country code and click the OK button.

Note The abbreviations used for energy as secondary input are similar to those
used for emissions with the letter E added (e.g., CO2E, CH4E). For liquid
fuels the letter F was added.

To piint all characteristics, click the Report button and select All
characteristics from the list of pre-defined reports. The other
reports are similar but only for the current group or for the current
source or for all sources. The report on source - characteristics
interconnections is intended to be used by the database
administrator.
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*S Ren

m l.anr.ul

The characteristics keys are numbered starting
with 10, with a step of 10. Adding new
characteristics may result in lack of free numbers
for keys. Clicking the Ren button allows you to
renumber the characteristics appearing in the
database. By default the step proposed is 10.

Caution The renumbering process is using database referential integrity
features to maintain the consistency between the characteristics and
values tables. This button should be used only by the database
administrator (Clicking Cancel in the step request dialog box will not
stop the process!)

The data model used for customising the energy sources characteristics is
illustrated in Figure 8.3a. Note that the sourcec.db table which contains the
characteristics is linked to source.db table by means of connection table
(sou_cha.db). This is a typical example of modelling a many to many relation.

eountry.db group.db source.db

c;
sou_char.db
sourcecdb

type.db typjrang.db

FIGURE 8.3a: Energy Sources Characteristics Management Data Model

The type.db - typ__rang.db tables were added to store minimum and maximum
values for each characteristics/energy source type. This permits you to define
feasible ranges for numerical values. However, this part of the data model is not
yet implemented.

Materials Characteristics

Double-click the label "Characteristic" in the Manage Country Materials form to
access the Material Characteristics Management form (Figure 8.4). You can also
access the material characteristics from the DECADES Control Centre by
clicking Utilities I Characteristics I Material in the DECADES Control Centre.

Use similar techniques with those described for managing energy sources
characteristics to add, delete, select, rename or report the characteristics
describing the materials stored in the database.
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.Jpi.xJ

.PARTM g,'kg
CH4M
COM • g/kg
N20M = g/kg
HCIM : a/kg

FIGURE 8.4: Material Characteristics Management

The data model used for managing the materials characteristics is shown in
Figure 8.4a. The table materiac.db contains the list of all characteristics used to
describe materials.

counlty-<Jb ** material, db j i t materiav db

FIGURE 8.4a: Material Characteristics Management Data Model

Technology Characteristics

Technical

Double-click the label "Characteristic" in the Manage Technologies form to
access the technology characteristics management forms. The form
corresponding to the type of numerical data currently selected (technical,
economic or environmental) is open and synchronised to the current technology.
You can also access the technology characteristics from the DECADES Control
Centre by clicking Utilities I Characteristics I Technologies and by selecting one
of the characteristics types (Technical, Economic or Environmental).

The technical characteristics management form is shown in Figure 8.5. It is
assumed that the characteristics are connected to the technology level; therefore,
there are no differences between the characteristics of different technology types.

0 To view the characteristics
1. Select an energy group and source,
2. Position the cursor in the energy chain name field,
3. Browse the chains using the Paradox Toolbar if necessary,
4. Select a step from the chain and a technology from the technologies box.
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EREO kWh/t
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FIGURE 8.5: Manage Technical Characteristics

You can customize the characteristics, units of measure and characteristics
abbreviation. You can also introduce descriptive information for every
characteristic in the observation field. If the characteristic is used in calculation,
the name of the calculation module is indicated in Required By field.

Caution The abbreviation is identical to the variable names used in different
calculation modules. Queries are constructed to retrieve data from the
database using these abbreviations; therefore, do not modify this field.
In some queries the unit of measure is also used.

0 To modify a characteristic
1. Select energy source from the energy sources box,
2. Move to chain name and use the Paradox Toolbar to browse, and select

the desired energy chain,
3. Move to a step in the selected energy chain,
4. Select a technology from the technologies box,
5. Move to the characteristic,
6. Enter Edit mode,
7. Make the modifications,
8. Exit Edit mode.

(21 To add characteristics (Figure 8.6)
1. Click the Add button,
2. Select From available,
3. Choose a characteristic from the characteristic list and one unit of

measure.
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Only the characteristics for the current level in the energy chain are shown in the
characteristic list.

Energy Sorage oUhe Re = • "
Energy Storage
Enrichment-Equilibrium

Exce;= Air
Enhaui-Ga: Flow Rate
Exhau:-Ga; Temperature
Fertilizer Fieq.
Firct Fuel Inventory
Forced Outage
Fuel Input
Fuel Fl equirerner i' -E quilibnun
Gla;:

FIGURE 8.6: Adding Technical Characteristics

After you have selected the characteristic, it becomes available in the Manage
Technologies form - Technical Characteristics (short list of characteristics).

You have to customize the characteristics for all the technologies. If you add a
new technology using the Technologies Management form, you have to use the
Manage Technical, Economic and Environmental Characteristics forms to define
the characteristics for the new technology.

Caution Only the database administrator can enter a new characteristic not
recorded in the characteristics table (long list). In order to maintain
compatibility, this activity should be co-ordinated with other CSDBs'
database administrators as well as with the RTDB database
administrator.

The data model used for managing the technical characteristics is shown in
Figure 8.6a. The table technicc.db contains the list of all technical characteristics
organized by step's level.

county db soureedb

elep_te*.db
step.db

stepico.db

techno.db teehljipdb

-p. tech.Jc.db
^ technicc.db

FIGURE 8.6a: Managing Technical Characteristics Data Model

The link between the tables techno.db and technicc.db is constructed with a
connection table tech_tc.db (relation many to many). In order to protect the
integrity of the data and to avoid accidental deletion of characteristics for which
related information exists in other tables, referential integrity relations were
defined between the characteristics table and numerical values table.
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Note In some situations the referential integrity of tables connected in the data
model can be corrupted. This is manifested by error messages when a
table from the data model is open (corrupted or missing val file or index
out of date). To solve this problem rebuild the tables (Utility I Table
Rebuild from Paradox menu).

Economic

The economic characteristics management form is shown in Figure 8.7.

Country

r J Steam Boilers

Pulvesked Coa!
PutvgtEeti Coal - Sensitivity

tiOC Domestic Fraction

Obc jDepreciable dome:ta capital coil The u:et :pecihe^ in

FIGURE 8.7: Manage Economic Characteristics

Rather detailed economic values are needed so that levelized costs for electricity
generation can be calculated. There are several levels of breakdown of the
economic data (only one implemented in the present version of the software).

You can introduce economic data at any level of aggregation. If a lower level is
completed with data, the application estimates automatically the upper level
values. Alternatively, you could introduce data directly for the upper level.

The economic characteristics used in DECADES databases for power plant level
are shown in the following table:
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TABLE 8.2: Main Economic Characteristics

Characteristic

Total Capital Requirement
Net Overnight Costs
Total Overnight Construction Costs

Base Costs
Land
Structures and Site Facilities
Boiler or NSSS
Dedusting
Desulphurization
Denitrification
Steam Turbine
Gas Turbine
Water Conditioning
Electrical Engineering
Process Control Technique
Indirect Costs

Supplementary Costs
Owner's costs
Insurance
Spare Parts
Contingency

NOC Domestic Fraction
Non-Dep. Domestic Capital Cost
Non-Dep. Foreign Capit.il Cost
Total O&M Costs

Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs

Dismantling Costs
Dismantling Duration
Refurbishment Costs
Fuel Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)

U+Pu Credits
Conversion
Enrichment (Separative Work)
Fabrication
SF Transp.&Storage
Reprocessing
Waste Disposal

Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Real Discount rate
Interest During Constr.
Credit for By-product

Unit

US$/kWnet
US$/kWe

us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
us$
%
USS

us$
mills/kWhe
US$/kWeyr
mills/kWhe
USS
year
US$
mills/kWhe
c/Gcal
c/Gcal
US$/kgHM
USS/kgU
US$/SWU
US$/kgU
US$/kgHM
US$/kgHM
US$/kgHM
year
year
%
%
USS

Abr.

TCR
NOC

TOCC
BC

LND
SSF
NBS

PART
DSOX
DNOX

ST
GT

we
EE

PCT
IC
SC
OC
INS

SPRT
CTG

NOCDF
COST2L
COST2F

TOM
OMA
OMB
DCs
DD
RC
FCS

FCST
FCSTF

CRD

CONV
! ENRI

FABR
SFTS
REP

i WD
PELIFE
TCON

DR
IDC
CBP

Level

1

2
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
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In a first approximation, the economic data can be defined only for power plants
considering that all the other economic data related to the front-end of the fuel
chain are reflected in the fuel costs. This approach has two main
inconveniences:

• The fuel cost is fixed and will not be influenced by the particularities of the
actual chain in which the power plant is selected. Data such as transportation
distance, lead and lag time for fuel purchase and preparation, credits for by-
products, etc. cannot be considered or inconsistencies may appear between
the fuel costs and the chain structure (e.g., additional steps such as
preparation which were not considered in the fuel cost calculation);

• The total capital requirements for the full energy chain, including those for
constructing the infrastructure necessary for mining, transportation, fuel
preparation, etc. cannot be calculated.

Environmental

The environmental characteristics management from is shown in Figure 8.8.

.lOlXJ:

ir p j ; 6:aup ( G r e e n h o u s e r * ,

FIGURE 8.8: Manage Environmental Characteristics

Many of the environmental characteristics (e.g., CO2, SO2, NOx, paniculate, land
use) are common for all the steps in the chain. However, the characteristic's unit
of measure differs from step to step: g/kWh for electricity generation, g/t.km for
transportation, g/t of fuel extracted for mining, etc. In DECADES, the emission
factors are expressed per physical units of the mass flow for a given process.
This approach allows for scaling the emissions of a process to the actual mass
flow in a given chain. For more information on the mass flow calculations see
Chapter 10 - Energy Chain Analysis.
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Use the Manage Environmental Characteristics form to add/delete characteristics
for each steps / technologies from your energy chains.

0] To add a new characteristic to the short list (Figure 8.9)
1. Click the Add button,
2. Choose From available and a group for the emissions from the pop-down

menu,
3. Select one sub-group of emissions from the list of available groups,
4. Select emission from the short list,
5. Choose a unit of measure appropriate for the energy chain step.

121 To delete a characteristic(Figure 8.8)
1. Position the cursor in the characteristic;
2. Click the Delete button.

Note This will not delete the characteristic from the characteristics table. Only
the corresponding record in the connection table will be deleted. To
physically delate a characteristic you should open the characteristics table
and delete it (enter EDIT mode and CTRL+DELETE).

Optov

Ircad

Fluorides
Greenhouse
Heat
Heavy metals
Non-greenhouse
Cithers
Parhculate:
Fiadionuclides
VOC

FIGURE 8.9: Selecting a New Environmental Characteristic

Some selected characteristics are given in the following table for fossil steam
boiler, atmospheric fluidized bed combustion and combined cycle technologies:
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TABLE 8.3: Selected Characteristics for Some Generation Technologies

Characteristics

1. Technical
Output Capacity (Gross)

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)

Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve

First Fuel Inventory
Enrichment-Equilibrium

Burnup
Net Efficiency (LHV)

Heat Rate - Full Load
Heat Rate - Average Incr.

Heat Rate - Min. Load
Plant Technical Lifetime

Excess Air
Steam Pressure
SOX Removal Efficiency

Particle Removal Efficiency
NOX Removal Efficiency
CO2 Inherent Control
SOX Inherent Control

Ash Inherent Control
O2 Content in Flue Gas

2. Economic
Net Overnight Costs

NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Dismantling Costs
Dismantling Duration
Refurbishment Costs
Refurbishment Duration

Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period

Interest During Constr.
3. Environmental

Air
CO

co2
N2O
NOX

SOX

NMVOC
HC1
HF

Unit

MWe

MWe
MWe
h/yr
%
days/yr

%
t
% U235
MWd/kg

%
kcal/kWh
kcal/kWh
kcal/kWh
yr
%

MPa
%
%
%
%
%
%
% vol O2

US$/kWe
%
USS/kWeyr
mills/kWhe
USS/kWhe
yr
US$/kWe

yr
c/Gcal
c/Gcal

yr
yr
%

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

?ossil Steam i
Boiler ;

o
r
r
r
r
r
r

0

r
r
r
o
r
o
o
o

0

0

0

0

0

r
r
r

r
0

0

o
0

r
r
r
r
0

o
r
0

r
r

0

0

0

Gas
Turbine

0

r
r
r
r
r
r

0

r
r
r
0

r
o

0

0

0

0

r
r
r
r
o
o
0

0

r
r
r
r
0

0

r
0

r
r

o
0

0

PWR

0

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
0

r
r
r
0

0

r
r
r
r
o
0

0

0

r
r
r
r
0
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TABLE 8.3: Selected Characteristics for Some Generation Technologies (cont.)

Characteristics Unit

Air
CH4 g/kWh

Dust g/kWh

Kr-85 MBq/GWyr
Xe-133 MBq/GWyr
1-131 MBq/GWyr
Co-58 MBq/GWyr
Co-60 MBq/GWyr
H-3 MBq/GWyr

Water
Cs-134 MBq/GWyr
Cs-137 MBq/GWyr
Mn-58 MBq/GWyr
H-3 MBq/GWyr

Solid
Bottom Ash t/MWyr

Fly Ash t/MWyr
Land Use mz/MW

Others
Noise dBA

Fossil Steam | Gas

Boiler I Turbine

o i r

r o

r
r
r r

0 0

PWR

r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r

r

0

Note: r - required in calculations, o - optional

The units of measures in the above table are those stored in the database and

do tot necessary taach the I.S. units

The data model used for managing characteristics is shown in Figure 8.9a. The
table emissioc.db .stores the environmental characteristics. Similar with the
technical and econcimic characteristics a connection table (emis_cha.db) is used
to model the many to many relation between the technologies and the
environment characteristics.

country, db group, db

L;
slep_tes db

step db
stepico.db

source db cyde.db

techno.db techtvp.db

ernis_eha.db
emissioc db

FIGURE 8.9a: Managirg Environmental Characteristics Data Model

In all characteristic management forms you can use the Report button to select
and print pre-defined reports. See examples of reports in Appendices 16, 17 and
18 for technical, economic and environmental characteristics used in the
Demonstration Country database.
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C H A P T E R 9

Performing a Power Plant-Level
Analysis

The analytical software of the DECADES Tools -DECPAC- is integrated with
the DECADES databases and supports comparative assessment of different
options for generating electricity at power plant, full energy chain and electricity
system levels. Thus you can start with simpler cases of comparisons and make
use of the results you obtain to construct more complicated cases (Figure 9.0).

Databases

RTDB CSDBs

r
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VIA
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1. Power Plant

n
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<si
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W-

II. Energy Chain

FIGURE 9.0: Levels of Comparative Assessment

III. Electricity System

The design criteria for DECPAC includes:
User friendly interface under MS Windows;
Integration with DECADES databases;
Single modeling framework which integrates technical, economic and
environmental aspects;
Modular approach with three levels of comparative assessment support;
Present model result intuitively in graphical and numerical form;
Decision aiding tools.
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The simplest level of comparisons which can be carried out using the DECADES
tools is between different electricity generation plants. Although it is generally
agreed that the comparisons between the generation options must be made at the
full energy chain level for screening purpose the power plant comparison has its
value. The possibilities offered by this level of comparison includes:

Assessment of air pollution control devices;
Estimation of emission factors for main air pollutants for power plants using
solid fuel, liquid fuels, gaseous fuels and biomass (wood or bagasse);
Checking of environmental regulation on point emissions;
Calculate/verify iae interest during construction;
Calculation of annual production costs;
Calculation of Ievelized electricity generation costs;
Establishment of comparison cases and graphical presentation of the results.
Integration with a decision aiding module;

Assessment of Air Pollutant Control Devices

250

Before doing the comparisons, for power plants burning solid fuels, liquid fuels
or biomass (burning wood or bagase) you can assess the performances of
combined modules o"power plants and abatement technologies.

In DECPAC a Control Device Sub-module (CDSM) was developed to support a
modular approach to air pollution abatement technologies. This allows analysis
of the influence that the implementation of such devices would have on the
emissions and costs of a power plant.

• WetFGD DryFGD

FSI X ESP

• - • - • • • • • • • - • ••••"•

700

— I —

2.8

g 1 600 "•

S 500 ••

§-400 -"
a)

O 300 -"

••e 2 0 0 - •
ra
O 100 ••

Wet FGD

DryFGD

FSI

fi A

H 1 1 1 h H 1 h

1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4

Sulfur Conten«%)

FIGURE 9.0a: Estimation of Abatement Technology Capital Cost

100 200 300 400 500 600
Capacity(MWe)

The module (power plant + abatement technology) is constructed using the data
stored in RTDB/CSDBs and estimations are made for: capital and overnight
costs, fixed and variable operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, reagent
consumption, if any, internal electricity consumption, and the impact on
efficiency of adding abatement devices to the power plant (see Figure 9.0a)
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Furthermore, the effects on emissions and costs can be estimated at the level of
either power plant, individual energy chain or the complete electricity system.

There may be up to three control devices installed on a power plant (one for each
main air pollutants: particulate, SO2 and NOx). Seven types of abatement
technologies are considered: Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP), Fabric Filter (FF)
for particulate control, Wet Flue Gas Desulfurization (WFGD), Dry Flue Gas
Desulfurization (DFGD) and Fabric Sorbent Injection (FSI) for SO2 control and
Hot Scrubbers (HSCR) or Cold Scrubbers (CSCR) for NOx control. Possible
combinations of control devices are determined following the matrix given in
Table 9.0.

TABLE 9.0: Possible Combinations of Control Devices

WFGD
DFGD
FSI
ESP
FF
HSCR
DSCR

WFGD

—
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

DFGD

No
—

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

FSI

No
No
—

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ESP

Yes
Yes
Yes

—
No
Yes
Yes

FF

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
—

Yes
Yes

HSCR

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
—

No

CSCR

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
-

An example of how to use the combination matrix is shown in Table 9.0a.

TABLE 9.0a: Example of Using the Combination Matrix

1" Selection

WFGD

Options

ESP
FF
HSCR
CSCR

2°d Selection

FF

Options

HSCR
CSCR

3rd Selection

CSCR

Although there are process related variations in the way the control devices are
treated in CDSM, most of the computations are similar across all devices.
However, two of the control technologies (WFGD and DFGD) include a feature
that is unique. It allows to account for different process designs. The design
parameters that can be changed include use/no use of flue gas reheat, use of
additives, use of high-velocity absorbers, placing the absorbers into the base of a
new chimney, and change the number and capacity of absorbers.

TABLE 9.0b: Combination of Design Parameters for FDG Control Devices

# Absorbers
Chimney
Additives
High-Velocity
Absorbers
Reheat

# Absorbers

—
No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Absorbers in
Chimney

No
—

Yes
No

Yes

Additives

Yes
Yes
—

No

Yes

High-
Velocity

Absorbers
Yes
No
No
—

Yes

Reheat

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-
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The design parameters can be combined with each other to achieve cost
reduction compared with the base case (3 absorbers each @50% capacity, use
reheat, no additives, no high velocity absorbers and absorbers outside the
chimney, three years for construction, 30 years as economic lifetime). Table
9.0b shows how the design parameters can be combined.

The cost reductions that can be achieved by modifying the FGD design are given
in Table 9.0c. If several design modifications are combined following the matrix
above, the total cost reduction is computed by multiplying the single reductions
with each other.

TABLE 9.0c: Cost Rediction Factors for FGD Designs

Base 2 @ 5 0 + 1 RH 1

AFadditives
2

AF 2

" ^ chimneyAF
• ^ HVabsorbers

3@33+l
3@33+0
2@50+0
2@75+0
2@75+0 (H)
2@75+0(L)
1@ 100+0

Capital

1
0.939
0.993
0.855
0.978

1.017
0.896
0.822
0.896
0.958
0.834
0.727

Fixed O&M

1
0.937
0.996
0.845
0.994

1.020
0.895
0.819
0.897
0.961
0.832
0.737

Variable O&M

1
0.915
0.994
1.020
0.798

0.873
0.866
0.862
0.862
0.862
0.862
0.855

1. Base 2@50+1 RH: base design for FGD, 2 sets of FGD each with 50% power plant capacity with reheat.
2. AFadditives: adjustment factor for using additives, and AFchimney, AFwabsorbers, AFreheat are adjustment factors

for absorbers in chimney, high velocity absorbers and reheat, respectively.
3. AF#absorbers: adjustment factor for absorber number and capacity

Some control devices, in addition to the main pollutants (paniculate, SO2 and
NOx) will also reduce or increase the concentrations of other pollutants. As an
example, the HC1 and HF concentrations are reduced proportionally to SO2 by
the FGD devices. The combined abatement/enrichment factors for typical
control devices are presented in the Table 9.0d.

TABLE 9.0d: Abatement / Enrichment Factors for Typical Control Devices

SCR Coal

SCR Oil&Gas

DeNOx

ESP

FF

DFGD

WFGD

LowNOx Coal

LowNOx oil&gas

OxCat oil&gas

SO2 NO,

75

75

50

50

92.5

25

HC1

60

92.5

HF

60

95

Fly
Ash

99

99.5

90

other
Part.

90

99.5

90

CO

-10

-20

75

CHd

-10

-10

50

NMVOC

-10

-10

70

N,O

-5

-5
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The calculation algorithms used in CDSM are given in Appendix 13. The
appendix also presents a list of only input variables and complete listing of all
variables and acronyms.

9 Statt
Chain

Type of fuel
and fuel data

Click the Start button in the Control Centre and select
Power Plant I Air Pollutants from the pop-down menu
and the Air Pollutants Abatement form (Figure 9.1) will
be displayed.

The form is organized in five folders: General Data, Part. Control, SOx Control,
NOx Control, and Results. The first four folders contain input data for the
calculation algorithms (fuel, power plant and control devices) and the last one
contains the results of the calculations (technical, economic and environmental).

General Date I

Net Capacity:

Heat Rate Pei).
11 e'J Coal ror S0>: Conl

ontent

en Content

Caibon Content.

Chionne Content

Flout Content

Aoh Content:

•/ater Content Sersera! Data

CEI Index tor B » e Year.

Power Plant
Data

FIGURE 9.1: General Data for Air Pollution Control Device Assessment - Fuel Selection

H To select a fuel (Figure 9.1)
1. Select a source from the corresponding pop-down list in Primary Fuel

box,
2. Select a fuel type from the corresponding pop-down list,
3. Select a fuel subtype from the corresponding pop-down list.

The selected fuel characteristics will be displayed in the Primary/Processed Fuel
Characteristics box. If data are missing from the database you can introduce
them manually.

El To select a power plant (Figure 9.2)
1. Select a power plant abbreviation from the pop-down list in Facility box.
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The plant list contains only the technologies possible to be used with the given
fuel (see Manage Technologies - Fuel Selection). The emission factors of the
power plants are calculated based on the fuel composition, abatement efficiency
and/or inherent controls stored in the database for the power plant selected. The
Heat Rate and Efficiency are calculated based on the Net Capacity (max. and
min.) and average incremental and minimum heat rate.

For some power plants the control devices are already included in data stored in
the database. In such situations the corresponding Controls Included check box
are selected and the corresponding Part. Control, SOx Control and NOx Control
folders are disabled to prevent you from selecting a second device of the same
type.

I Part. Control SQs Cot-tot HOa Contra!

Primary Fuel
, Source: (Solid Fuel

Type: jBiturnmou:

; , Facility Aby,

Facility Name:

Subtype: jFe;t Coal tor EOxCont

adtersslies

Lower Heat Value: j 3 ] 45

Sulphur Content: j f

Hidrogen Content:

Oxigen Content.

Carbon Content.

Chlorine Content

Flour Content

• Ash Content:

Water Content:

1
r~
!7

JRepor

01

ITT XvH
7 9 %vH

1^ g Close

F HOx

pCJOD Uncontrolled

j 244S 07 fccaMWh

i" 3513 »'

6500 fe'yr

E-facior
gMVh

2565

9 26

0 876

E-Fartor

General Data

CEI Indess for Base Yes.

, : fTT"

FIGURE 9.2: Activated "echnical and Financial Data Folders

The Chemical Engineering Index (CEI) in the base year is used to adjust the
economic calculations of the control devices with the inflation in the chemical
industry.

To complete the input data selection you have to select at least one type of air
pollution control device.

0 To select a SOx control (Figure 9.3)
1. Click on the: SOx folder tab,
2. Select the control Type from the pop-down list (Limestone forced

oxidation for WFGD),
3. Select the control Name from the pop-down list.
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G metal Dafa j Part. C o n t r o l f SOx Contort \ H0« Control ~*|
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FIGURE 9.3: SO2 Control (WFGD) Data Form

Default data are provided in the Demonstration Country for all seven types of
control technologies. However, these data have to be modified to reflect country
specific conditions such as reagent characteristics and costs, labor costs, disposal
costs, etc.
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FIGURE 9.4: Technical Factors and Emission Factors for SO2 Control (WFGD)
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Click the Calc button in General Data folder (see Figure 9.2) to perform
technical, economic: and environmental calculations and to activate Results
folder used to present the results of these calculations. The technical
performances calculated for the power plant and abatement technology module
(Figure 9.4) include* post FGD heat rate, total energy consumed by FGD, waste
generated by control technology and power plant, fuel used, SOx emissions, etc.

Click the Financial ratio button in the View box to display the results for these
calculations. The results includes total capital requirements and total fixed and
variable operation and maintenance costs (Figure 9.5).

A complete report of the input data and the results of the calculation is obtained
by clicking the Report button. An example of this report is presented in
Appendix 11.

For more information on the calculation algorithms see Appendix 13. A
spreadsheet version of calculation for all seven types of abatement control
technologies is included in the software package (\DECADES
\PROGRAM\CDSM.XLS).

.1 j SOx Control f IjOs Control | Results \

ft oanmiswaftce Caste

|i 11 i$*Whl

Disposal of Bt,>-P»&«* J1 31 [$/MWhl

Total Variable OZH: J2.42 £i*iWhj •

• Total Variable OiM fMW t . # J2 52 |$*|Wh net]

Fijsed Gpera&n & Maintenance Costs:

Total Capital Requirements: |49 13

TCRpetkWnet: ji 70 38

Overnight Coct pet kW net- ji 5S 45

£02 Removal intern:

FJu£ Ga->'Handling Syjter?

, Solids Handing Sytlem.

Maintenance Labot Coot

Admin andSupp Labor Cost:

Total Fixed O*M Cost;

Total Fixed 0&M Cost (MV net)

r

[VkW-monHi]

[VkVAmoriih net]

1 r

r

Patfeufete

SOx

fslOx

Total

FIGURE 9.5: EEconomic Characteristics for SO2 Control (WFGD)

Sensitivity calculations may be performed for two parameters: sulphur
content of the fuel and abatement efficiency.

To perform a sensitivity analysis
1. Input the lower limit and the upper limit for the parameter (upper limit in

the blue box). Click on the General Data tab (Figure 9.2) for sulphur
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content of the fuel or click on the SOx Control tab (Figure 9.3) for
abatement efficiency,

2. Click on the Sensitivity button (Figure 9.3),
3. Select the parameter desired.

The analysis interval is divided into steps and the calculation are performed for
these steps. The results including penalty, total capital requirements and fixed
and variable operation and maintenance costs are displayed graphically (Figure
9.6). Click on the corresponding ratio button to display the different curves
(penalty, total capital requirement, fixed O&M costs, variable O&M costs).

i:'- of f.ul|]hui Lontcnt

x

FIGURE 9.6: Sensitivity Analysis for Sulphur Content in Fuel (WFGD)

Power Plant Comparisons

Click on Start I Power Plant I Comparison to access
existing comparison cases or to create new cases. The
Power Plant Comparison form is displayed (Figure 9.7).

When open, the form is synchronized to display the data for the current country.
As a shortcut to access the comparison cases from other countries if available
you can use the pop-down lists included in the Country box. Select the regions
to which the country belongs to and then select the country from the pop-down
list.
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Establishing a Comparison Case

Case Number

Case Box

Case specific
data

Scale to button

A power plant comparison case has a name, status and date of last update. To
modify this information enter in Edit mode and type in the modifications. The
status field should be used to define the status of completion of the case (e.g.,
new, incomplete, completed, etc.). Double click on the Last Updt. field to store
the current system date.

Browse through the cases to locate the case you want to work with. The case
number and bottom part of the form containing the case specific data (General
Data and Plant Selection) will be updated to reflect the current case data.

0 To add a new case
1. Position the cursor in the Case box,
2. Click on the Add button,
3. Select New Case from the pop-down list,
4. Enter in Edit mode and modify the name of the case, status and last

update,
5. Type in the case General Data,
6. Select the power plants to be included in the case (see below).

If you create a new sase by modifying an existing case then select Copy from at
point 3 above and indicate the number of the case you want to copy from.
Modify then the case information (General Data and Plants Selected).

T- [DemonsIrahon Countiy

3 .
4 ; Demo case. Coaj OilSas.NudeatflOOOMWj

Siate ' Laat U p *

'*11/6/3?""
New 2W37

General Data

Scale To:
T ] lOOCf IMWth]

film,

6500

(TJthJ

Economic

' Discount Rate, j 5 j 10 [%]

Escalation Rate'j 1 j 3'['i\

Add >»•' View

Country Selection

FIGURE 9.7: Power Plant Comparison - Case Management Form

The case specific cata are organized in two folders: General Data and Plants
Selected. To access them click on the folder tabs.
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The general case data includes the discount rate and capital escalation rate
(minimum and maximum) used in the economic calculations and some scaling
factors. Select the type of scaling factor, using the scaling ratio button, to be
applied to all power plants selected in the case: installed capacity, output
generated or energy input. By default the economic and environmental results
are scaled to the same amount of electricity generated (output generated). These
factors, together with the equivalent full hour of operation per year, will be used
to calculate the annual pollutants emissions of the power plants.

-ioixj

Country

Case - 1

Case

]»• JDernon?lraMon Country

1 Cost - S02 trade-oft

2'/ test

:t ca-,e ro compare coal, oil. ga^ ano nuclear energy chain'- u:edinDECpDES demon:trahon ji
example. |
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FIGURE 9.8: Case Management Form - Plants Selected

Click the Plant Selected folder to access/modify the power plants selected in a
comparison case (Figure 9.8). For each power plant selected the following
information are displayed:

Ref - a "*" indicates to use this plant as reference (for results presentation);
# - current number of the plant in the comparison. The plants are included in
the case in the ascending order of these numbers. Therefore, if you want to
change the position of a plant in a case modify its number accordingly;
Abr. - Plant abbreviation;
Facility Name - plant name from the technology database;
DBase - the database type: CSDB or RTDB;
Key - plant key in the corresponding technology database;
h/year - equivalent full power of operation per year. The value stored in the
technology database is copied when you select the plant. However, you may
overwrite this value;
MWel, MWth - installed capacity (net). The values stored in the technology
database is copied when you select the plant;
APC - annual production costs. The value is calculated for the corresponding
number of hours of operation (US$/kWyear);
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Selecting Plants for a Case

(2) To select power plants and add them to the case
1. Click the Select button (visible only for Plants Selected folder). The

Power Plant Selection form is displayed (Figure 9.9) and synchronized
to the current country. However, you may select in a comparison case
data from other CSDBs or RTDB. Use the buttons and the pop-down list
from Select Power Plants From box to indicate the source of data.

2. In order to simplify the selection process, the form allows for setting
restrictions to the fuel used and/or by the technology applied in the
power plants. To set the filters use the pop down list:

II Source- Type - Sub-type for fuels
II Technology - Technology Type for technology.

3. Click the Sdect button to construct the list of the power plants available
in the designated technology database which satisfy the restriction
indicated. S elect/unselect the check boxes of the power plants included
in the list.

4. Close the form and the power plants selected are included in the
comparison case.

• iBl

ff CSDB

r
Country. {Demonstration Country

Liquid Fuel -r », I

TecShmalags* f ie&trietions
Technology Technology Type
Oil Steam Boiler"

ix , FOIL

[x ; VF0L

, Show

r Select

FIGURE 9.9: Plant Selection Form
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Viewing/Modifying the Plant Data

Detail:-
To access the data on technical performances, economic
characteristics and environmental parameters of a power plant click
the Show Detail button I Facility Data (Figure 9.8 or 9.9).

The Power Plant (Facility) data form is displayed (Figure 9.10). Click on the
Technical, Economic or Environmental buttons to display the corresponding
group of data. You can view and/or modify these power plant data without
having to exit the Plant Comparison form and to use the techniques described in
Chapter 7 - Managing Decades Databases. Enter Edit mode and make the
modifications.

You can also browse through the data for similar technologies by using the pop-
down lists. Click these lists to select other power plant, technology type or
technology. Click the Cross Tab button to view all the power plants for the
current technology type in a spreadsheet type format (similar to Figure 9.12).
Use this feature to view in a comparative way the data for several power plants.

-.igjx.f
Fossil Steam Boilers Pulverised Coal

~ Statur j T ~ Veacj 1993Facility. jVCOA

Fissi JHmoi: 86

<• Technical r* Economic C Environmental

teriticfe Included

T SOx F NOx T Part

Avg. Ma;-:

Output Capacity JNtfl
Outpuf Capacity Miri)
Equivatersi FMS Posrer

MWe

Unit SprtTiTtg Resstve
Heat Rate-Av«ageinci.
Heat Rate-Min toad

12
42
10.

jkcaMWh I
jkcai/kWh ',

!bs~
i Dos;
1 Tab I

Close I

FIGURE 9.10: Power Plant Data Form

The form indicates also the type of fuel used by the power plant. Double-click
on the fuel name to see its characteristics (Figure 9.11). However, you cannot
change the fuel selected for the power plant. To make this change see Chapter 7
Managing DECADES data.
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FIGURE 9.11: Fuel Details

Estimating Combustion and Emission Factors

Fo:r power plants using solid, liquid, gaseous or biomass fuel
you may estimate some combustion and air pollutants emission
factors (see also the Chapter 7 Energy Technologies
SuDchapter Checking the values). Click Show Details and
select Emission Factors to display the Combustion and
Emission Factors calculation form (Figure 9.1 la).

Combustible substances of the fuel are carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and sulphur (S).
Each of these elements have a given formula for complete (total) combustion:

C+O, co+-o

H2+-O2->H2O

SO2
3_
2

•n-CO2 +—H2O
2

Ashes and non combustible gases like N2 are not altered in the combustion
process with respect to their mass.
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Flue Gas Volume

Solid or liquid fuel:

— + 3.3174 • — + 20.9597 • —KtoicMometric

(1 N Cl F
2.6048 • — + 0.7997 • ( — + — + — )

100 100 100 100

[Nm3/kg]

where:
C: Carbon content in % wt
S: Sulfur content in % wt
H: Hydrogen content in % wt
O: Oxygen content in % wt
N: Nitrogen content in % wt
Cl: Chlorine content in % wt
F: Florin content in % wt

Air consumption (AC):

AC = 8.8996 • c
100

+ 26.5139 •
100

+ 3.342 • — h - 3.3405 •- °
100 100

[Nm3/kg]

Gaseous Fuel:

stoichiometric

8.5538-

CO,
100 100

•1.8838-

100
+10.4048 •

100

100

- + 13.3974-

100 100

100
-+ 15.334 •-

20.3218-
100

. + 22.3114 •
100

+ 27.6078 •

29.7424 •(-
100

On |

100

100

100 {

[mVm3]

AC = 2.3830 -^_ + 2.3860 • —
100 100

11.9048-

24.3715-

100

100

100

100

100

- + 29.7063-
100

- + 32.3753 •
100

CH4
100

100

100

[mVm3]

where: the different gases are expressed in % of volume.
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These values are defined for 0°C and 1013 hPa. Water vapor in the air and in the
flue gas is excluded ("dry" gases). Measured data must be adjusted to meet these
requirements.

In real-world combustion systems, one always needs more air to burn a fuel than
the theoretical (stoic hiometric) combustion equation assumes, i.e. there will be a
surplus of air, which results in a surplus of flue gas, thus diluting the emission
concentrations derived from the theoretical formula. The surplus can be defined
via the O2 concentration in the flue gas (O2 flue gas). The real flue gas volume is
calculated using Lambda:

real ~~ stoichiometric ' ^ *•) air

2_FC

Where Lambda is derived from:

2 i t stoichiometric t 2—FG

Vair 21-0,

Finally:

V = V • ( 2i )
" real stoichiometric V ̂  ^ „ /

Note: the O2 content of air used in calculation is 21.0%

This transformation yields the real flue gas volume per unit of fuel (kg or m3).
Using the heating value of the fuel, the hourly fuel consumption of the process,
and the hourly flue gas volume can be calculated.

Raw Gas Concentration

For CO2, SO2, HCl aid HF, the uncontrolled theoretical ("raw") concentrations of
pollutants in the flue gas are calculated based on the share of C, S, Cl and F and
with the assumption that these substances are - theoretically - not captured
anywhere during ccmbustion. Their flue gas concentration is calculated using
the molar weights:

s + a, -> so2

In this example (rounded values) 1 g of S is transformed into 2 g SO2. The
concentration for SO2 is then:

real

[mg/m3]

with S in kg/kg and flue gas in m3/kg.
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For CO2 the following formula is used:

- r 4 4 1Q6

2 ~ ' 1 2 ' v ^
[mg/m3]

The other values (HCl, HF) are calculated similarly, while the concentration of
fly ash in the flue gas is calculated directly from the ash content of the fuel:

106

Ash = Ash [mg/m ]
real

The following physical constants are used in calculations:

Atomic weight Specific weight
[g/mol] [kg/m3]

H
C
N
O
F
S
Cl
Ca

1.007970
12.01115
14.00670
15.99940
18.99840

32.06400
35.45300
40.08000

H2
CH4

CM6

C2H4

C2H2

C3H8

C3H6

CMS

CO

co2
N,

0.0899
0.7200
1.3500

1.2600
1.1700

2.0100
1.9100
2.7100
2.7100
2.6000
1.2500
1.9770
1.2505

In real-world processes, one might face a reduction of the theoretical emissions
due to adsorption or absorption of some parts of sulfur during the combustion,
the capture of SO2 into the ash of a coal-fired boiler, etc. The inherent control
factor (ic) is the share of a substance which was part of the fuel but was not
present in the flue gas (always before any emission control technologies are
applied). The inherent control factors are specific for different technologies. As
example, the splitting of the ash in bottom ash and flue ash is treated in
DECADES using an inherent control factor.

Clean Gas Concentration

If there are emission control technologies attached to a combustion process, an
additional abatement is achieved. The effective abatement factor is then
calculated by using the inherent control factor and the (cumulative) abatement
factors (ap of all emission control technologies linked to a process:

af = 1 - (1 - ic) • (1 - af_PART) • (1 - af_SOx) • (1 - af_NOx)
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The concentration of emissions in the "clean" flue gas (i.e. after passing through
all emission control technologies, if any) are calculated using the following
formula:

^clean-gas row-gcs ' ^ f' [mg/Nm3]

The emission concentration (not for particulate) can also be expressed in terms
of ppm. The mg/m3 are converted to mol/m3 by multiplying with the molecular
weight of the emitted gas. The volume can then be calculated by using the
volume per mol for the emitted gas. Using the different process attributes you
can calculate the hourly emission, the yearly emission and the emission factor.
The emission factor is expressed in several units of measure using the following
relations:

FF —
S 32.064 + 2-15.9994 „ ic_sox

100

s
100

s

32.064

32.064 + 2-15.9994
32.064

32.064 + 2-15.9994

( 1 -
100

Hi-
lf-SOx

100
•)-1000

• d -
lc_SOx

100
• ) • ( ! -

lf-SOx • 1

100 LHV
- 1 0 6

100 32.064
( 1 -

lcJOx

100
)•(!-

af-SOx 1 360000

100 LHV

[g/kg]

[g/MJ]

[g/kWh]

Similar calculations are used to determine/verify the emission factors for liquid
and gaseous fuels.

FIGURE 9.11a: Combustion Data and Emission Factors
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The total GHG emissions, expressed in gCO2 equivalent, is calculated based on
the global warming potentials selected (see Chapter 7 Managing DECADES data
heading Climate Factors) multiplied by the respective gas emission factor, and
summed up. Click the GHG button (Figure 9.1 la) to perform this calculation.

For more information on the use of the Combustion and Emission Factors form
see Chapter 7 Managing DECADES data heading Energy Technologies -
Checking the Values.

Comparing Power Plants Data

Click the View button in Power Plant Comparison form to access
the plant comparison. Select All Characteristics from the list and
the Facilities Crosstab form is displayed (Figure 9.12).

FIGURE 9.12: Comparative Presentation of Power Plants Data

This is the simplest way to view the information related to the power plant
selected in the comparison case in a side-by-side comparison. Use the Export
button to store these data in a spreadsheet like format.

Click the View button and select Presentation Graphics to display comparison
graphics. The Plant Presentation Graphics form is displayed (Figure 9.13). The
first page of the form contains a set of buttons which allows you to select the
desired calculations and/or graphical representation.
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Three groups can be distinguished: economic comparisons (annual production
costs and levelized electricity generation costs), environmental comparisons (air
borne emissions, land requirements and solid waste) and abatement technology
(environmental control costs and control cost effectiveness).

1)fine. c.i!.i; Lu.il. Oil Ci.u. Nucd'.ti IIOflL) MW1

— 1

•. . i :

- . .

. . .

- " -

FIGURE 9.13: Power Plants Presentation Graphics - Graphic Selection

Economic Comparisons

The main components of the electricity generation costs considered at the power
plant level of comparison are illustrated in Figure 9.14. They are:

• Capital cost or c ost of power plant construction;
• Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, and
• Fuel costs.

The capital costs includes all direct and indirect costs for construction and
commissioning of tie plant. The capital costs can be broken down as in Table
8.2. Escalation beyond the general inflation rate is not considered in DECADES
calculations. The interest during construction is implicitly taken into account by
compounding/disco anting.
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FIGURE 9.14: Categories of Electricity Generation Costs

For nuclear power plants a provision for decommissioning may either be
included in the capital costs or in the O&M costs. However, due to the
discounting over the plant life the decommissioning has only a small effect on
the levelized costs (typically 1 mill/kWh).

The operation and maintenance cost includes all labor costs on site, materials,
stores and supplies, repairs and maintenance, insurance, etc. It is divided in two
portions: a fixed portion, independent of the utilization (load factor) of the
station, expressed in US$ per kWe net per annum and a portion which is
proportional to the energy generated, expressed in mills per kWh (US$ per
MWh). These costs will vary from year to year, mainly due to variations of the
scope of maintenance and repair, which may in some years include
refurbishment or replacement of major components. In DECADES, economic
calculations lifetime average values are used.

In the case of conventional thermal power stations, the cost of the fuel per kWh
(coal, heavy oil, natural gas, lignite, etc.) is:

FC =
FHR

CV
[US$/kWh]

where: F = is the cost per ton or m3 of fuel at the power station
CV = is the calorific value [MJ/t or MJ/m3], and
HR = is the heat rate [MJ/kWh]

The calculation of the costs of nuclear fuel is much complex than that for
conventional thermal stations. The nuclear fuel cycle costs involve numerous
expenditures made at different point in time before the fuel is actually loaded
into the reactor and energy production begins, as well as other disbursements
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made long after the spent fuel has been unloaded from the reactor for storage,
ultimate disposal and reprocessing, production of new fuel with recovered
fissionable materials and disposal of radioactive waste.

The cost of initial fuel loading may be included in the capital investment costs or
in the fuel costs. 'Both approaches are adequate, provided that every cost is
discounted to the reference date.
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FIGURE 9.15: OECD/NEA Estimates of Levelized PWR Fuel Cost

The values estimated by OECD/NEA for levelized PWR fuel costs are shown in
Figure 9.15. As it can be seen from the figure the costs of nuclear fuel are
reducing mainly due to the new technological developments in the field.

Annual Production Cost

Click the Annual Production Costs button to perform these calculations (Figure
9.13). The annual production cost method is well applicable for quick
comparative evaluation of power plants. The following relations are used:

= [r]J i-FIC
100

-j- [$/kW-yr]

where:
i
f

FIC
T
0&M}

O&M...
FC

Mf

fixed

= annual interest rate [%]
= average capacity factor of the plant [%]
= investment cost [US$/kWe]
= fuel inventory cost [US$/kWe]
= plant economic life time [years]
= fixed O&M costs [US$/kW-mth]
= variable O&M cost at f=100% [US$/MWh]
= variable fuel cost at f=100% [US$/MWh]

= annual capital recovery factor (capital charge rate)
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For levelizing costs over the economic plant life, the annual capital recovery
factor is calculated from a "sinking fund depreciation":

[r]|0

lotr

For thermal units, calculations are carried out for 0% and 100% of plant capacity
factor. In a graphical representation of annual production costs versus the
capacity factor these values are used to construct a line which approximates the
production costs. For the hydro units, since the production costs are independent
from capacity factor, the representation should be a straight line. However, since
in the electricity system-level analysis the model will try to make use of all
available hydro energy to off-load thermal plants the representation of the hydro
become a point. Furthermore, the operating costs for hydro have to be calculated
by weighting the results of different hydro conditions with their respective
probabilities.

•E- - O -
Anmj.tl f*mrJur'tiriri L'.fi'.'!.

r-

FIGURE 9.16: Annual Production Costs - Screening Curves

The graphical representation (usually called Screening Curves), obtained for the
Demo Case: Coal, Oil, Gas and Nuclear included in the Demonstration Country
database, is shown in Figure 9.16.

Note The maximum number of plants to be displayed in the graph is limited to
16.
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The graph shows that nuclear power (VNUC) option is more economical that any
other thermal candidate for capacity factors greater than 80%; coal plant
(VCOA) for capacitj' factor between 20% and 80%; oil fired plant (VFOL) in the
range between 20% and 40% and the gas turbine (V-GT) for capacity factors less
than 20%.

Annual Production Costs Annual Pioductinn Lasts

FIGURE 9.17: Annual Production Costs - 5% and 10% Discount Rate

The annual production costs for the same power plants for 5% and 10% discount
rate are illustrated in Figure 9.17. It is seen that the low discount rate is in favor
of the capital intensive options such as nuclear and hydro (not present in the
above figures). A higher discount rate will be in favor of the options with low
capital requirements and high fuel costs such as gas firing plants.

«y \ Inconsistent IDC values for VCG

( |
IDO11.04KTCRI

IDO

Update the databa ;e?

CHJ[
FIGURE 9.18: Checking the IDC Value
(NOC - Net Overnight Cost, TCR - Total Capital Requirement)

Another sensitive parameter for the costs calculation is the construction period.
Long construction periods will result in high interest during constructions (IDC).
The value of IDC czn be stored in the database for a given plant. However, this
value depends, beside the construction period, on the discount rate which is a
case specific information. Therefore, a check is made on the value stored in the
database. If the value calculated using a standard S-curve distribution of the
capital investment expenditures in time (Figure 9.19) is different from the value
stored in the database then a warning message is given (Figure 9.18). You may
chose to update the; value stored in the database or to continue without any
modification.
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Note In DECADES the IDC is expressed in percent of pure construction costs
(Net Overnight Costs - NOC).

20

year of start

40 60

Time [%]

80 100

year of end

FIGURE 9.19: Plant Capital Investment Expenditure against Time

The investment expenditure during the plant construction are approximated by a
seventh degree polynomial function with the following form:

= ao+a1-C+a2-C
2+a3-C

3+a4-C
4+a5-C

5+a6-C
6+a1-C

1

where:
a0 =+0.72954
a =+7.17832
a2 =-6.16794 10'1

a, =+2.91329 102

a4 = -7.36442 104

a5 = +1.00715 105

a6 = -7.02449 10s

a, = -1.95903 1O'W

Levelized Electricity Generation Cost

The method presented below is used for calculating and comparing the cost of
electricity generation of nuclear and conventional thermal stations. It is not
intended to be substituted for establishing budgets and financial requirements by
each electricity utility for its own needs. The present worth values are employed
in the cost evaluation and the levelized discounted electricity generation costs are
calculated.

The calculation can in principle be performed either in current money terms,
with nominal cost escalation and a nominal interest/discount rate, or in constant
money terms, with cost escalation relative to general inflation ("real" escalation)
and a "real" interest/discount rate (i.e., net of inflation). Utilities prefer to use
current money terms to estimate costs as closely as possible to actual values,
inter alia, since tariff rates are based on cash flow requirements. All costs are
expressed in constant money and costs spread over a period are weighted by a
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discounting factor. Relative price fluctuations are taken into account in the form
of relative price changes in constant money with respect to the GDP price index.
Thus the values, expressed in constant value monetary units and discounted to a
common reference date, of all the costs can be aggregated. This method is
briefly described below.

Assuming r is a real discount rate over the project period, and the date of
commissioning is taken as the reference date To the total costs discounted to the
date of commissioning are expressed as:

£ C

where: C is the total discounted cost (or present value of cost),
Ct is the expenditure in year t,
To is the date of commissioning,
Tc is the starting date of construction, and
Te is the end of decommissioning date.

If the costs Ct are escalating, the equation (1) becomes:

where: Co are: unescalated costs in year T, and
e is the real escalation rate.

The real escalation rate e may be positive (escalation beyond general inflation)
or negative (escalation less than general inflation).

As the expenditures of a certain category j (e.g., O&M costs) are uniformly
distributed over each year, they can be assumed to occur at mid-year. The
discounted costs are then:

where: C. l is the expenditure for category j in year t,
Tc and r may be replaced by the dates at which the expenditure
for category j start and end (e.g., To commissioning date and TL

end of plant life).

The total plant costs include capital investment costs, operation and maintenance
costs, fuel cycle cos;s and decommissioning cost. To calculate the levelized costs
per kWh, these aggregate discounted costs are divided by the aggregate
discounted benefits (i.e., the kWh produced by the power station throughout its
lifetime).
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The total discounted energy E is defined as follows:

t=T0+l \ L ^ r )

where: TL is the end of operation date (end of plant life) and
Et is the energy produced in year t, assumed to be uniformly
distributed over year t.

The energy Et is the product of the net station output P and the number of
equivalent full load operating hours Ht in year t. The discounted energy E is thus
expressed by the equation:

E= Y P-^l = P Y ^ = p.H (5)

where: H is the total discounted equivalent full load operating hours over
plant life and
P is the continuous full load net station output.

If the number of full load operating hours Ho is constant over plant life, the
discounted operating hours are:

(6)

where: L is the economic plant life.

The levelized discounted electricity generation costs CeI assumed to be constant
throughout the lifetime of the power station, are defined as the ratio of the total
discounted costs to the total discounted energy over the station's lifetime by the
formula:

Te r

The denominator can also be calculated from equations (5) and (6).

The levelized cost Cel can be viewed as the rate which must be charged to each
kWh of electric energy to recover exactly the present value of the total plant
costs. The levelized cost does not depend on the discounting date. By
convention, the date of commissioning is generally chosen as the reference date.
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For meaningful cost comparisons, it is essential to use a common set of
economic parameters, comprising:

the reference date for which the monetary units and exchange rates are
defined,

- the real (constant money) discount rate (e.g., 5%/a or 10%/a),
the economic life of the power station (e.g., 30 years) and
the assumed operating mode of the power station (and hence the total
discounted electricity generation).

Some sensitivity case studies with variations of these basic parameters should be
carried out.

A spreadsheet program is included in the DECADES tools for calculation of the
levelized electricity generation costs. A print out of the program is presented in
Appendix 12.

Environmental Comparisons

Several comparisons: can be carried out at the power plant level on per kWh basis
or per average annual emissions. Estimations are made for direct emissions
(physically occurs at the power plant) and indirect emissions associated with the
production of materi als used for construction, operation and decommissioning of
the plant.

Click the Air Borne Emissions button to display the emission graphic (Figure
9.20). By default all air emission factors, in g/kWh will be included in the
graphic. The values of these factors can by significantly different from one
pollutant to another. Therefore, the logarithmic scale is used in the graphical
representation. Click the Linear push button to display the data in a linear scale
format.

Use the pop-down lists to select the media for the pollutants (air, water or solid)
and/or a specific group of pollutants such as greenhouse gases, acidification
gases, radionuclides, etc. Selecting one group will update the graphic and only
the pollutants belonging to that group will be displayed.

Note Check the boxes corresponding to the pollutants you want to take into
consideration for cost and environmental comparisons (see next
heading) before clicking the DAM button.
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FIGURE 9.20: Air Emissions Factors

The graphic displays only ten pollutants. If the number of pollutant is higher
then scroll the list in the right part of the form to display the other pollutants.

Although the comparison of emission factors can give you a general idea of the
pollutants produced by each power plant it does not consider the possibilities
they have to provide a similar service.
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FIGURE 9.21: Air Emissions Factors - Greenhouse Gases
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Click the third pop-down list to select a scaling factor for the emissions. The list
will contain the scaling factors values you defined in the case general data. In
the Figure 9.21 the annual emissions, in tons per year, produced to generate the
same amount of electricity (6,500 GWh) is shown.

The following formulas are used to scale the emissions:

for given amount of electricity E = EF • D [ton/year]

for given plant size E = EF- [ton/year]

where: EF is the: emission factor [g/kWh]
D is the electricity demand [GWh]
H is the equivalent hour of operation [h/year]
Po is the hypothetical plant size [MW]

Cost and Environmental Comparisons

In order to integrate the cost and environmental data and to facilitate the decision
process a Decision Aiding Module (DAM) is connected to the different levels of
comparison possible; to be carried out with the DECADES Tools. See Chapter
14 for a full description of the module capabilities and limitations. To access the
module click the DAM button (Figure 9.21). The module main form is displayed
(Figure 9.22) and the economic and environmental data associated to your case
are loaded.
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FIGURE 9.22: Decision Analysis Module - Criteria and Alternatives
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Note The case input data file for DAM generated by DECADES is located in
\DECADESVDAM directory and it is named dec.dam.

In order to complete the input data ranges of willingness to pay environmental
damages produced by one ton of pollutant have to be defined for each pollutant
(Figure 9.23).

Criteria
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FIGURE 9.23: Decision Analysis Module - Basic Criterion Table

Click the Compare with basic criterion button on the tool bar to perform the pair-
wise comparison and display the competition table form (Figure 9.24).
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FIGURE 9.24: Decision Analysis Module - Completion Table (unsorted)
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The colors in the matrix have the following meaning:

• red - the alternative in the row is better than the alternative in the column for
any feasible combination of trade-offs;

• blue - the alternative in the row is worse than the alternative in the column
for any feasible combination of trade-offs;

• yellow - either of the alternatives in the row or in the column is not worse
than the other for some feasible combinations of trade-offs.

•• J i • '

FIGURE 9.25: Decision Analysis Module - Completion Table (sorted)

Click the Sort button to rank the alternatives (Figure 9.25). As you can see the
nuclear option is on the first place due to fact that no air pollutant emissions,
beside radionuclides, are produced. The gas option is on the last place because
the high costs associated with the production of the requested amount of
electricity for gas turbine (peaking units).
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Performing a Chain-Level Analysis

The second type of comparisons, which can be carried out using the DECADES
tools, is between the full energy chains of different electricity generation options,
from fuel extraction to waste disposal. The possibilities offered by this level of
comparison includes:

• A flexible interface which facilitates rapid construction of energy chains and
ensures the validity of chain representation;

• Calculation of mass flow of fuels and waste;
• Allows installation of air pollutants control technologies;
• Track changes in fuel characteristics along the fuel chain and estimate

modifications of power plant emission factors for main air pollutants and
performances of abatement technology;

• Estimate direct, indirect and total emission factors and annual emissions for
the full energy chain;

• Estimate aggregated emission factors (e.g., greenhouse, acidification, and
ozone depletion);

• Calculate fuel cost (nuclear) and levelized electricity generation costs based
on the chain configuration;

• Side-by-side chain comparison;
• Establish and analyze comparison cases for a user-specified mix of energy

chains and pre-defined electricity demand. Graphical presentation of the
results;

• Analyze the results in a decision-aiding module.

Basic Methodology

It is generally agreed that consideration of the environmental impacts only at the
power plant level is not sufficient. Although for some emissions, like CO2, the
power plant is the major contributor in the energy chain using fossil fuels, for
other emissions and burdens other steps in the chain and/or construction or
dismantling stages are more important and they should be taken into account in
performing comparative assessment.

DECADES uses a simplified version of the process analysis technique to
perform the assessment of full energy chains. Process analysis is a microanalysis
in which complex systems are divided into well-defined process steps. Figure
10.1 illustrates a power plant as a process that needs various inputs and, apart
from its main output (electricity), produces various impacts on the environment.
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In Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) these inputs and outputs are usually refereed as
"products".

emissions
(CO2, CH4 , N2O, ...)

Main Input
(coal)

Process
(Power Plant)

Secondary Inpur
(lime)

Indirect Input -
(construction of
the power plant)

>• Main Output
(electricity, heat)

- • • Secondary Output
(ash, gypsum)

• Indirect Output
(dismantling of
the power plant)

FIGURE 10.1: Process Representation of a Power Plant

Since the input of a process is an output from another process a chain of
processes can be assembled by linking these inputs and outputs. The process
chain representation of a coal fired power plant is illustrated in Figure 10.2.

Although a process chain usually has a defined end (e.g., one kWh of electricity
produced or delivered), it does not have a clear beginning, because each process
in the chain needs inputs delivered by other processes. This means that it is
necessary to stop somewhere within the upstream part of the process chain and to
leave the remaining links untreated.

k>

Transmission Transformation Distribution

FIGURE 10.2: Process Chain Representation of a Coal Fired Power Plant

In DECADES the secondary and other level processes, e.g., the production of
materials used for manufacturing components of an energy facility itself, are
taken into account to a limited extent. In this respect the results of LCA studies
are used to identify the situations where significant modifications occur due to
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secondary emissions. Data on materials and energy requirements can be stored
in the DECADES technology databases. In the process of assessing an energy
chain these data, together with the emission factors data stored in the materials
and energy sources databases are used to calculate the indirect (gray) emissions.
However, DECADES does not contain at present any tool which allows you to
assess the emission factors associated with the production of materials used in
construction, operation and decommissioning of the energy chain's facilities.

Product from
previous step

v:s •::: Unyerrtor

Construction [-—j Operation j ~ — | Dismantling

Product 1 Product 2... Product n
Abatement |

Direct :., v. Indirect
Emission to atmosphere

Liquid effluents

Solid waste

Products of the step

FIGURE 10.3: Representation of Step in a Chain

C^AIlooation criteria^)

for product 1 ... for product n

Some basic features of the methodology are:

• Covers the complete fuel chain (fuel extraction and conversion,
transportation, energy production, waste management). All chains are
described on a "cradle to grave" basis, with each step in the cycle being
decomposed into construction, operation and dismantling phases.

• Not only direct (concentrated) emissions from the plants are covered but also
indirect (gray or diffuse) are considered in order to provide an as complete as
possible representation of the total environmental fluxes.

• A set of rules was established for the definition of systems boundaries to
achieve a high level of consistency and detail for all energy systems.

• Allocation criteria can be defined for multi-output processes.

• Material inputs are considered in connection with all steps of a fuel cycle;
also construction efforts and materials for road and rail infrastructure are
included in the analysis.
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• A consistent set of data for material used in construction, production and
decommissioning was developed to be used by all energy chains. Particular
attention was given to materials used in large quantities in energy systems
(concrete, steel, aluminium) as well as to materials used in small quantities
but having associated potentially highly-toxic emissions during production,
operation or disposal.

• For electricity inputs results from the average UCPTE generation or other
user defined mixes can be used throughout analyses. Services and materials
that have been accounted for represent the European situation and are
included in the Dsmonstration Country database.

Temporal boundaries are defined by default using the general inclusive approach
("cradle to grave" analysis). Alternatively you may reduce these boundaries.
With respect to spat: al boundaries all energy and material fluxes are accounted
for, regardless of geographic or political boundaries; this stems from the LCA
methodology which, when consequently applied, covers the whole chain from
the stage of exploiting the resources from the environment down to the end point
of emissions to the environment.

The most important limitations and assumptions of the analysis are listed below:

• At present only selected emissions to air (CO2, CH4, SOx, NOx, NMVOC,
particles, CO, N20, HF, HC1 and radioactivity), land use, solid waste, and on
materials and energy requirements are considered.

• Emissions to water, land use and wastes have not been treated in detail for all
energy chains. For some chains where the analysis is sufficiently well
developed such emissions and residuals are provided in RTDB.

• Tools to assess the impacts of specific emissions are not included in the
DECADES. Therefore, the data presented here give no direct information
about the environmental damage that may result from the emissions.
Extensions of the analysis to cover the impacts are possible and are
considered for future versions of the software.

• The analysis addresses the emissions associated with the normal operation of
the chain analysed. This includes also expected releases in connection with
incidents but excludes large releases that could result from rare severe
accidents.

• The demand-side management is implicitly reflected in the demand levels
provided for chzin scenarios. Here, only the production of energy sources
and their use in energy chains is covered. If the assessment of energy
services as such (useful heat, useful electrical or mechanical power) is of
interest, measures on the demand side would have to be added.
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Not all facilities are treated at the same level of detail. No new processes for
material production and no new means of transportation have been
considered in RTDB. This introduces a definite conservative bias, although
for the basic materials the efficiency of the current processes is considered to
be high. On the other hand, the possibility that extraction of resources might
become more difficult due to reduced availability of easily accessible
resources (and lead to more extensive environmental interventions), has not
been taken into account.

Electricity distribution lines were not included in chain representation and
comparisons, i.e. the environmental inventories are normalised by the
electricity at power plant busbar. This is justified by the fact that the
contributions from transmission lines would not significantly differ for the
chains used for the defined supply options. However, differences may be
expected when comparing chains generating electricity at different voltage
levels with the end use as a boundary (e.g., photovoltaic, fuel cells).

The analysis is subject to general limitations with respect to the information
sources (RTDB and CSDBs). First, the availability of such information is
restricted and to some extent limited by commercial considerations. Second,
the amount and quality of the information depends on the time available for
collecting it. Third, the improvements of the performance of the
technologies are occurring more or less continuously.

Energy Chain Assessment

Before establishing chain comparison cases you have to
create and assess your chains. To access the Chain-level
Assessment, click the Start button in the DECADES
Control Centre and select Chain - Assessment from the
pop-down menu. The Chain Selection form is displayed
(Figure 10.4).
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Close

FIGURE 10.4: Chain Selection Form
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Click one of the energy sources buttons to access a fuel chain. A selection menu
appears from which you can select a reference or user's energy chain available in
the database for the specified energy source (Figure 10.5).

SoU
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Vkmtfom

FC02 te;t chain (or DECPAC
! FUG test chain for DECPAC
| VCOA test chain for DECPAC

FC01 test for Control Technohgv
| VCO 2 Coal Chain

COAL Chain 90XSO2
COAL Chain 8(KSO2
COAL Chain 70%SO2
COAL SOSSOx Chain
COAL Chain 5(KS0x
COAL Chain 405SOx

Chain name

Chain number

Energy source type

Chain Icon

Steps in the
chain

Step level from the
general chain
diagram

FIGURE 10.5: Chain Selection List

Make your selection and press the OK button. A simplified Energy Chain
diagram for the selected chain is displayed (Figure 10.6).

You may also set filters for the energy source type and sub-types before clicking
the Energy Source buttons. Check the fuel filters button (Figure 10.4) and use
the pop-down list to set the desired filters. The list of chains (Figure 10.5) will
contain only those cliains which are using the energy source type and sub-type
you indicated in the filters.

Energy source
rifisnrintinn hnv

Energy source
snh-tune

Technology

Technology type

Facility name

fjssi* cJe&'f\ Boiler: V
^uJ-'-etijed Coal

FIGURE 10.6: Energy Cnain Diagram
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Energy Chain Representation

DECADES adopted a modular approach to energy chain representation. Each
step in the chain is considered as a separate module having specific data stored in
the energy chain database. In order to define a step, a specific facility is selected
from RTDB or CSDBs. Additional data such as distance for transportation, lead
and lag time for fuel processing, specific design factors for selected facility, and
types of auxiliary energy inputs, are stored as step definition data.

On the Energy Chain diagram form you find:
• Energy Source Box,
• Energy Chain Diagram,
• Energy Chain Icon,
• Action Buttons.

Each chain in the database has an unique number associated. The number is
automatically generated by the software when the chain is created and it is used
in the chain and generation system cases. Two types of chains are stored in the
database: reference and user's.

The upper part of the diagram contains the energy sources, which in this case is
general bituminous coal. The rest of the diagram contains the chain steps. The
facility selected is shown near each step. In the case shown, the electricity
generation facility is a coal steam boiler using pulverized coal, and the unit size
is 200 MW. The specific mass flows of fuel and waste (g/kWh) as well as
transportation distances are indicated on the diagram. Note that some steps (e.g.,
transportation between the mine site and the preparation facility) can be omitted.

0 To select another fuel for the chain
1. Click the energy source type pop-down list (Figure 10.6) and select the

fuel type;
2. Click the energy Source sub-type pop-down list and select the fuel

subtype;

Note The chain fuel should be, in principle, the same with the one you defined
for the power plant. However, if you select a different fuel a warning
message will be given during the calculation of the emission factors.

Double click on the energy source field to display the fuel characteristics (Figure
10.7). If you change the energy source in the energy chain diagram using the
pop-down list and View Energy Sources form open then its content is updated to
point to the new energy sources characteristics. Clicking Cross Tab button on
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Current
energy
source

the View Energy Sources form allows you to view the available characteristics
for the current energy types in the database. Use the Text or Image buttons for
textual or pictorial information.
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FIGURE 10.7: Energy Scurce Details

Note If the resolution of your screen allows then this form is displayed in the
right side of the chain form. For VGA screen resolutions the forms
overlaps the chain form.

O To select another facility for a step
1. Click the technology pop-down list (Figure 10.6) and select a new

technology (if required),
2. Click the technology type pop-down list and select a technology subtype

(if required)., and
3. Position the cursor in the Facility Name field. A pop-down list becomes

visible. Click the pop-down list and select the new facility.

In addition to the technologies and technologies types existing in your database
for a step in the chain the word "None" is added to the lists. Selecting None
indicated that you do not want to consider the step in the analysis.

To view step data, double-click an energy chain step. Select from the
pop-down list Numerical to access technical, economic or
environmental values for the facility currently used in the step.
Technical values (Figure 10.8) will be displayed near the chain
diagram (see the note above).

Browse through the chain steps and the form is updated to show the current
facility data.
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FIGURE 10.8: Facility Technical Values

Click data type push buttons to view Economic (Figure 10.8) or Environmental
data (emission factors) for the current facility. Click Cross Tab button to view
technical, economic and environmental characteristics for the current technology
types available in the database. See Chapter 7, section titled Energy
Technologies Values, Reports, for more information about the facility crosstab
features and Chapter 9 for details on using the facility view form.
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Double click energy chain step icon to access descriptive information by
selecting from the pop-down list Pictorial to view pictorial information: Image,
Picture or Diagrams, if available, for the current step (Figure 10.9). For more
information on working with images see Chapter 7 - Managing Decades Data
section titled Energy Technologies.

Textual description assigned to the energy chain steps is technology, technology
type or facility: By double-clicking on the step, Select Textual from the pop-
down menu to view textual description either on Technology, on Technology
type or on Facility. The text form will be displayed (Figure 10.10). The text is
divided into topics accessible directly by selecting the desired topic from the
pop-down list in the text form. To browse the text, use the scroll bar or the
PAGE UP/PAGE DOWN keys.

Topic:

-.10.1x1

1, Pulverized Coal + Flue Gas Desiilphiinzation Power Plant

The plant is a seawster-cooled, conventional pulverised coal-fired stearn plant
with limestone/gypsum Hue gas desulphurisation. The net power output is 500
MW and the fuel is a bituminous coal (Fig1 shows a schematic of the process)

A boiler module provides steam for a condensing steam turbogenerator. Flue
gas from the boiler module, (after particulates separation in electrostatic
precipitators) is cooled, scrubbed in a flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) unit,
reheated and then sent tn the stack. The plant includes all the necessary auwliarv
power, water and waste treatment systems. Sea water is used for cooling in the
condenser. The boiler is a conventional drum-type, utilising natural circulation
NOx control is by combustion measures only.

Table 1:Summarv of key results for a fuel cost of2$/GJ
Plant SO2 Size

O) (Mai)
Efficiency Specific Cost CO2 emissions

(%) ($*W) (kg/mimhj
Power cost
(mills/kWhi

' Ctece

FIGURE 10.10: Technology Type Textual Description

You can also search ;he text for specific words by double-clicking on that word.

SI To select auxiliary input for a step
1. Position the cursor in the desired step,
2. Click the Show Detail button. The Step Description form is displayed

(Figure 10.11),
3. Use the pop-down list from the Select box to display/select the desired

auxiliary input (e.g., electricity, heat, mechanical power, diesel, fuel oil,
and gas). The table in the Auxiliary Inputs is updated to reflect the
available options corresponding to your selection,

4. Double click on the desired input (e.g., Electricity 2) or click the Add
button to store it in the chain database.
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Close

FIGURE 10.11: Chain Step Description

Use the step description text box to describe the particulars of the steps,
assumptions made, the main environmental impacts, site specific information,
etc.

JL Other chain options are accessed for user's chains by double-clicking on
the chain icon. Select Rename Chain from the Options pop-down list to
change the name of the chain. It is recommended to use in the chain
name the fuel type and the abbreviation of the power plant name. This
will help you to distinguish between different chains name displayed in
selection lists, report, etc.

To delete the chain double-click the chain icon and select Delete Chain from the
Options list. The chain is deleted from the energy chains database and the
control is returned to the Chain Selection form. Alternatively you may rename
and delete chains as described in the Chapter 7 - Managing Decades Data subtitle
Energy Chains.

Note Deleting a chain will not result in deleting the corresponding energy
sources and facilities.

A textual description may be attached to each chain. Double-click the chain icon
and select the Chain Description from the Option list. The Chain Description
form is displayed (Figure 10.12). Use the Chain Description text box to describe
the particulars of the chains, different chain technologies, site-specific
information, etc.
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This is the electricity supply used by - FC01 coal plant from the^
Demonstration Country existing electric system.

The fuel use is bituminous coal, extracted from a domestic
underground mine. The preparation facility, where the coal is
washed, is situated at the mine mouth. The prepared fuel is
transported by electric train to the power plant.

The solid waste generated by the power plant is transported by truck
to the final landfill site.

FIGURE 10.12: Chain Textual Description

Click any of the

icons or resource

links to view

associated data

The last option, Extended Chain, allows you to access an enhanced version of the
chain representation (Figure 10.13).

Edit menu

FIGURE 10.13: Extended User Chain Diagram

In some situations the general chain diagram described above has limitations and
cannot be used to describe the chain. These limitations includes:
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• Only one energy source (fuel) can be defined for a chain. Many solid fuel
chains use several fuels or fuel mixes,

• Combined transportation such as on-shore train, ship and train cannot be
represented,

• Multiple output processes such as co-generation cannot be represented.

To overcome these limitations an extended chain diagram was defined. The
diagram consist of processes (nodes) and products (links). The form (Figure
10.14) allows for the following operation modes:

View: used to display/select data for nodes and links;
Add: used to add new nodes;
Delete: used to delete nodes and links;
Link: used to add links between processes;
Move: used to move processes on the diagram.

Note Adding or deleting processes from the extended chain will not result in
modifications of the general chain.

In view mode if you click on any of the extended chain icons or resource links,
you are able to view the corresponding chain step data presented in Facility Data
Form (Figure 10.9) or View Energy Sources (Figure 10.7).

Defining New Chains

The number of chains you have to define to model the electricity system for a
country or region is relatively high. For a medium sized country you may have
to define approximately 100 typical energy chains for the thermal and hydro
power plants included in the system. Therefore, main purpose of the Chain
Selection form is to provide you with a convenient way to access these chains.

In order to simplify the construction of new chains, a reference or base chain has
been defined in the RTDB/CSDBs for every type of energy source. A new chain,
called 'user type', is obtained by cloning (copying) and modifying the reference
one. Modifications could include different facilities for some steps, different
fuel, different transportation distances, etc. The steps not to be considered in a
particular case, such as mining for imported coal chains, could be deleted (see
Chapter 7 Managing Decades Data - Energy Chains).

Note Do not use the reference chains for other purposes than to create user's
chains. They cannot be modified during the analysis!
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On Energy Chain diagram form place the cursor to the technology field, and
select another technology for the current step using the displayed pop-down list.
You get a message "You modified the chain. Save this as a new user chain?"
After selecting Yes, type in the new chain name. Another chain is created and
displayed side by side with the original chain. Customize the pertinent
technologies, technology types and facilities.

You can modify user chains by double-clicking the chain icon to change the
chain name or to delete the chain.

If you want to skip a step in the chain select "None" for the technology in that
step. You cannot select "None" in level VI steps.

The flexibility in defining new chains calls for algorithms to verify the feasibility
of the combinations selected. Several types of checking are performed based on
lists of feasible combinations stored into the database:

• fuel - technolog)' restrictions (the selected fuel cannot use selected mining
technology)

• fuel switching (facilities data stored in the databases were given for a
different fuel),

• power plant - abatement technology restrictions (the selected power plant
cannot use the selected abatement technology, or not in combination with a
previously selected other abatement technology).

Solid Fuel Chain

The specifications required for calculations include the fuel characteristics (net
calorific value, carbon content, sulphur content, nitrogen content, ash content,
moisture content), technology designation and average transport distance.
Information on plant size (MWe), efficiency (%), equivalent full power of
operation hours (h/year) are also required.

In the example (Figure 10.14), the following assumptions have been made:
• domestic underground mined coal (bituminous - general coal) is the only fuel

burned at the power plant (several fuels per plant as well as fuel mixtures will
be allowed in the extended chain representation);

• the coal is mechanically prepared into a preparation facility. Coal is
transported from the mine to the preparation facility by rail on an average
distance of 40 km;

• the power plant is a single 200 MWe pulverized coal (PC) unit with a thermal
efficiency of 37.'i% and 6500 h/year availability;

• no abatement technology is used;
• the extended rep resentation of the fuel chain shows that only half of the fuel

is prepared. The other half is transported directly to the power plant.
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FIGURE 10.14: Sample Hard Coal Chain

Tracking Fuel Changes

In a first pass the calculation are carried out from mining (level II) to electricity
generation (level VI) and modifications in characteristics of the primary energy
sources are taken into account. As was mentioned above, in the general chain
representation, one predominant fuel is defined for energy chain. In the front end
of the solid fuel chain the fuel characteristics are likely to change if the fuel
preparation step is considered. The characteristics of the processed fuel are
calculated using the following formulas:

Lower heat value:

100
[MJ/kg]

where:
LHVIN = lower heat value of primary fuel in MJ/kg
CHC = change in fuel heat content in preparation step in percent

Sulfur content:

SCFOUT=SCFIN-(1- —) [-3

where:
SCFIN = sulphur content of primary fuel in % wt
SR = sulphur reduction in percent % wt
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Ash content:
AR

ASHour=ASHlN •{!-—) [-]

where:
ASH1N = ash content in primary fuel in % wt
AR = as ti reduction in percent % wt

Mass Flows

The mass flow of the primary energy sources calculated starting from power
plant and working backward through each front-end step. Then the waste
generated is calculated based on the fuel requirements at the power plant and is
summed up with the waste generated by the abatement technology, if any. The
flow of waste is calculated in a manner similar with the front-end steps. The
mass flows in the so.id fuel chain are represented in Figure 10.15.

u
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W

« • !
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Electric ty
general on

FIGURE 10.15: Primary energy source mass flow in the front end of a solid fuel chain

Note The notations used are M for quantities processed (transported) and L for
losses

Power Plant Fuel Requirements. The quantity of fuel required at the power
plant per kWh produced and per year is based on the characteristics of the power
plant and the fuel:

„ . 360,000 r .„,,,

MVIia = ^ ^ • Mvlj -ff.=k-MVIt • ff. [t/year]

where:
MVI. = quantity of coal type i(t) burned at power plant in g/kWh;
LHV. = lower heating value of coal type i in MJ/kg;
r\ - power plant thermal efficiency (%);
MVI.a = quantity of coal type i(t) burned at power plant in t/year;
P = plant net output capacity in MWe (MWC in WASP);
H = equivalent full power of operation in h/year;
ff. = fraction of fuel type i burned ifi.=1.0 for only one fuel).
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To maintain compatibility with the WASP model the power plant thermal
efficiency may be calculated form:

HRm-Pm+HRcrm.{P-Pm)

where:
Pm = power plant minimum capacity in M W ( M W B in W A S P ) ;
HRm = heat rate at minimum load kcal /kWh (BHRT in W A S P ) ;
HRcrm = heat rate - average incremental in kca l /kWh ( C R M H R T in

WASP) .

Transportation of Processed Fuel (Level V) . The losses in transportat ion are

considered in calculating the mass flow:

Mv = Mvl-(l+Iv-Dv- 1(T6) [g/kWh]

where:
Lv = losses in transportation of the processed fuel in g/t.km;
Dv = transportation distance;

The annual requirements are calculated using the per kWh values and the value k
(see above).

Fuel Processing (Level IV). The losses during the processing are considered
using the efficiency of the process:

MjV= — [g/kWh]
?7

Transportation of Raw Fuel (Level III). The losses in transportation of the
raw fuel are considered in calculating the mass flow:

Mm =MTV-(1 + Lm • Dm • 10~6 ) [g/kWh]

Mining (Level II). The losses at the mining site (e.g., handling, storage) are
accounted for using a mining factor (MF):

Mu = MIU • MF [g/kWh]

Solid Waste Generated by the Power Plant. The fly ash generated is
calculated using the following formula:

MV1 = ^ L . M w - ( i - ^ S ) [g/kWh]
A 100 100

where: icAsh is the inherent control of the technology (fraction of the bottom ash
from total ash in fuel).
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If a particulate control device is include then the fly ash retained by the device is
added to the solid waste generated.

My, = ^ . M w - ( 7 - ^ ) - ( 7 - ^ [g/kWh]
V'A 100 100 100

where: Tj^ is the efficiency of the particulate abatement device.

The solid waste generated by the power plant will be:
ACF

MVm = - — - • Mvl - MVIA [g/kWh]
100

This value is summed up with the wastes generated by the control devices to
obtain the total solid waste generated by the power plant.

Waste Transportation. The losses in transportation of the waste are considered
to calculate the final volume of waste to be disposed off.

= MV1H • (1 + L x , • DXI • 1(T6) [g/kWh]

Emission Factors

Direct (Concentrated) Emissions
Once the fuel flows and waste streams are known, the emission factors per kWh
can be calculated. The direct emission factors for the pollutant x are:

EFxnd = Mu • EFxn • 10~6 for all steps beside transport [g/kWh]

EFxmd = Mm • EFxm • Dm • 10~6 for transport steps [g/kWh]

where:
EFxn = facility emission factor for pollutant x expressed in grams per

physical unit processed by the step or in grams per tone and
km of product transported ;

Indirect (Gray) Emissions
The indirect emission factors associated to the energy and fuel used during the
operation of the facility are:

EFxlle = Mn • ]T (EFxe • EREQ + EFxh • HREQ+EFxm • EREQ+EFxf • FREQ) • 10"

[g/kWh]
where:

EFxe = emission factor of pollutant x associated with the generation
of one kWh of the electricity used in the facility (user's
selection)

EREQ = electricity requirements per tone of physical output;
EFxh = emission factor of pollutant x associated with the production

of one KJ of the heat used in the facility (user's selection)
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HREQ = heat requirements per tone of physical output;
EFxm = emission factor of pollutant x associated with the production

of one KJ of the mechanical power used in the facility (user's
selection)

MREQ = mechanical power requirements per tone of physical output;
EFxf = emission factor of pollutant x associated with the production

of one kg of the fuel used in the facility (user's selection)
MREQ = mechanical power requirements per tone of physical output;

The indirect emission factors associated to the production of the materials used
in the construction/operation/dismantle of the facility are distributed over the
electricity generated during the economic life time of the facility. The emission
factors are:

HL

where:
H = equivalent full hour of operation per year;
L = economic lifetime of the facility;
EF. = emission factors for the pollutant x associated with the

production of the material i;

The total emission factor for the pollutant x is:
EFx = EFxm + EFx!Ie + EFxUm [g/kWh]

M.j:\ (low
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34.8? g/kWh
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FIGURE 10.16: Chain Summary Mass Flow
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Press the Summary button to open Chain Summary form to view Energy Chain
steps' Mass Flow folder (Figure 10.16), and Emissions folder (Figure 10.17).
Click the Execute button to perform the calculations and store the results in the
energy chain database.

The graphic present the mass flows of primary energy source (steps II to VI) and
power plant waste (steps Via to XI). The numerical values are displayed in the
table bellow the graphic in g/kWh and tone/year. The values in g/kWh are also
displayed in the general chain diagram.

Select other emissions from the Emissions pop-down list for graphical
representation or to update the table and total the emissions for the current
energy chain step or both the step and the auxiliary energy used in that step (e.g.,
electricity, as a source of energy to run mining processes). The total CO2

equivalent of greenhouse gas emissions is calculated based on the global
warming potentials you selected from the climate factors database.
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FIGURE 10.17: Chain Summary Emissions

Liquid Fuel Chain

The specifications required for calculations include the fuel characteristics (e.g.,
net calorific value, moisture, ash, carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen
content), technology designation and average transport distances. The
information on power plant is the same as for the coal case. Air pollution
abatement devices for reducing the SOx and NOx can be selected and considered
in the chain.
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In the example presented in Figure 10.17a, the following assumptions have been
made:

• On-shore oil drills.
• The crude oil is transported by pipeline to the refinery.
• The fuel oil, obtained as one of the output of the refinery, is transported to the

power plant by train using tanker cars.
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FIGURE 10.17a: Sample Liquid Fuel Energy Chain

Tracking Fuel Changes

It is difficult to estimate, based on the crude oil characteristics, the properties of
the fuel oil obtained in the refining process. Therefore, for this type of chain the
processed fuel (the output of the preparation step) should be selected by the user
from the energy sources database.

El To select the processed fuel (Figure 10.17b)
1. Position the cursor in the processing and refining step,
2. Click on the Show Details button. The Step Description form will be

displayed,
3. Click on the Processed Fuel push button;
4. Select Fuel Oil or Diesel from the pop-down list. The list located at the

right side of the pod-down list (Figure 10.17b) will display the fuels
existing in the database of the selected type,

5. Double-click on the fuel you what to select. The selection will be shown
under the step box (e.g., Fuel Oil #5).
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FIGURE 10.17b: Selection of the Processed Fuel for Liquid Fuel Chains

Mass Volume Flow

The volume flow of the liquid fuel in the energy chain is calculated in a similar
way to the solid fuel chain from power plant level (VI) and working backwards
through each front-end step. The flow of liquid fuel is illustrated on the Figure
10.17c together with the identification of main liquid fuel losses and
consumption in the individual levels.

Losses at the drilling site

Transportation losses and self consumption

Losses at the processing and refinery

Transportation losses and self consumption

Liquid fuel use in the oil boiler or turbineElectricity
Generation

FIGURE 10.17c: Liquid Fuel Mass Flow

A characteristic to this type of chain is the refinery, which is a multiple output
process. In the refinery the input of crude oil will cover the losses in the process
as well as the requirements for producing the other products (e.g., petrol, and
diesel). This aspect is modeled in the chain by using a refinery factor (RF) which
represents the ratio between the crude oil (input) and fuel oil (output).

The mass flow of crude oil (steps II to IV) and fuel oil (steps IV to VI) for a
typical chain is illustrated in Figure 10.17d.
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FIGURE 10.17d: Mass Flow for a Liquid Fuel Chain

Emission Factors

As for the solid fuel chain, the emission factors per kWh can be calculated on the
basis of liquid fuel flow at individual levels. However, for the steps II, III and
IV these emissions will be calculated using the total amount of crude oil in the
processing and refining step. Therefore, in order to allocate a part of the emission
to the electricity production the refinery factor (mass allocation criteria) is used.

Gaseous Fuel Chain

The specifications required for calculations include the fuel characteristics (net
calorific value, methane and other gases including H2S content), technology
designation and average transport distances for both national or international
pipeline and distribution net. The information on power plant is the same as for
the coal case.

The air pollution abatement devices, reducing the NOx and CO emissions, are an
integral part of the combustion system (low emission burners, flue gas re-
circulation, steam or water injection, etc.). Therefore, the control technology step
is not considered for this chain.

In the example presented in Figure 10.17e, the following assumptions have been
made:

On-shore gas drills used as the natural gas source for the national or
international pipeline.
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The natural gas is transported by high-pressure national or international
pipeline to the national gas distribution node (low pressure). Part of the gas is
used as the fuel for the gas turbines driving the compressors which pumps the
gas through the pipe.
The gas is stored in cavities from the used gas or oil drills (underground
storage). Compressors are used in this process in order to achieve the
operational pressure of this storage facility.
In the national distribution net (low pressure), by which gas is transported to
the consumer, the; gas transport is driven by gas turbine/compressor facilities
or electric driven pumps. The energy requirements (gas and electricity)
should be specified in order to calculate the secondary emissions.
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FIGURE 10.17e: Samplo Gas Energy Chain

Tracking Fuel Changes

There are no changes in fuel characteristics due to the energy chain. Only the gas
composition can be changed if a gas processing step is included. For example,
due to the condensation of some heavy hydrocarbons, the LHV should be
changed and a similar formula used as in the case of solid fuel chain:

Lower heating value:

LHVOUT = LHVIN
100

[MJ/m3]

where:

LHVn

= lower heat value on the input of gas processing or storage step;
= lower heat value on the output of gas processing or storage step;
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CHC = change (decrease) in fuel heat content in preparation step in
percentage.

Gas Volume Flow

The volume flow of the gas in the energy chain is calculated in a similar way to
other chains from power plant level (VI) and working backwards through each
front-end step. The flow of gas is illustrated on the Figure 10.17f together with
the identification of main gas losses and consumption in the individual levels.

Losses at the drilling site

Transportation losses and self consumption

. Losses at storage and processing

Transportation losses and self consumption

Gas use in gas turbine

FIGURE 10.17f: Gas Volume Flow

Note The notations used are M for gas volume processed (transported) and L
for losses

Power Plant Fuel Requirements. The volume of gaseous fuel required at the
power plant per kWh electricity produced and per year is based on the energy
conversion efficiency/heat rate and LHV of combusted gaseous fuel:

360,000 r xT 3

M = [NmLHVrrj
I ' l l ,

rxT 3 » „ , „ - ,[Nm/MWh]

M w ' a ~ 1000 ' Mvi- 'ff' = "' Mvli 'ff' [NmVyear]

where :
MVI1 = quantity of gaseous fuel type i(t) burned at power plant in

Nm/MWh;
LHV. = lower heating value of gaseous fuel type i in MJ/Nm3;
7] = electricity generation efficiency [%] (see solid fuel);
MVI. a = volume of gas type i(t) burned at power plant in thousand

NmVyear;
P = plant net output in MW (MWC in WASP);
H = equivalent full power of operation in h/year;
fft = fraction of fuel type i burned.
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Gas Distribution Net (Level V)

The losses in distribution net must be incorporated in calculating the gas volume
flow:

My = My, • (1 + Ly • Dy ) • (1 + Sy I 100) [Nm'/MWll]

where :
Mv = gas requirements in power plant in N m V M W h ;
MV1 = equivalent gas requirements on the input in distribution net in

N m 3 / M W h ;
L v = losses of gas in distribution net in NmVNm 3 k m (LOS5g in

D E C A D E S ) ;
Dv = t ransportat ion dis tance in distribution net in km;
S v = self-consumption of the gas turbines in %.

Gaseous Fuel Processing and Storage (Level IV)

Some fraction of gaseous volume is stored in underground cavities. The gaseous
fuel consumption in the gas turbines, driving the appropriate compressors
represents one of the gas volume losses. The other losses are related to the
underground storage process.

Total volume of gaseous fuel on the input of the national distribution node is
expressed as follows:

[NmVMWh]
100

where:
My = volume of gas on the input in national distribution system;
Mw = volume of gas on the output from national or international

pipeline;
SF = fraction of gas processed by underground storage;
Ljy = losses of gas during underground storage in %;
GREQjy = self-consumption of gas to drive the gas turbine in appropriate

compressor station in NmVNm3.

Transportation of Gas in National or International Pipeline (Level III)

The equivalent volume of gas on the input of national or international pipeline is
influenced by the losses in pipeline as well as by the gas consumption in
appropriate compressor stations.

Mm = Mw • (1 + Lm • Dm) • (1 + GREQ,,, • Dm) [Nm3/MWh]

where:
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Mm

L

= gas volume on the input of national; or international pipeline;
= gas volume on the output of national; or international pipeline;

m = gas losses in national; or international pipeline in NmVNm3 km
(LOS3g in DECADES);

GREQm = gas requirements to drive the appropriate compressor station
in Nm3/Nm3.km;

Dm = distance of national or international pipeline in km.

Gas Drilling

The losses at the drilling site are accounted for using the mining factor MF.

Mn = Mm • MF [NmVMWh]

The following figure indicates all important points of the gaseous fuel chain.
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FIGURE 10.17g: Network of Gaseous Fuel Chain
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Emission Factors

Drilling

As for the solid fuel chain, the emission factors per kWh can be calculated on the
basis of gas volume flow at individual levels. In the flue gas chain the following
emissions are considered:

Direct Emissions
Preferably CH4, CO2, H2S should be considered. The direct emission factors for
the pollutant x axe:
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1000

where:
EFnx = facility emission factor of pollutant x associated with the total

volume of gas produced in g/kWh;
EFX = emissions in g/Nm3;
Mu = gas volume in Nm'/MWh;

Note If the no emission factor for CH4 is given then the losses for levels II, III,
IV and V are converted in direct CH4 emissions.

Indirect Emissions
Preferably, emissior s associated with electricity generation (on site or from grid)
should be considered together with the steam required at drilling process. For
electricity generation on the site (gas turbines) CO2, NOx, and CO should be
considered; in the case of grid electricity the fuel mix in regional or national
utilities should be used. The indirect emissions associated with the pollutant x
are:

where:
EFBa - indirect emission factor for level II (drilling) in g/kWh;
EFE = aggregated emission factor in g/kWh;
EREQn = electricity requirements in Wh/Nm3;
EF = aggregated emission factor in g/GJ;
HREQn - heat (steam requirements at drilling in kJ/Nm3.

National and International Pipeline

Direct Emissions
Preferably CH4 should be considered. The direct emission for the pollutant x are:

where:
EF = emission factor of pollutant x in g/km.Nm3

Mm = volume of gas transported in Nm3/MWh
Dm = distance of pipeline in km

Indirect Emissions
Emissions are connected with the NG combustion and CO2, NOx and CO are
predominantly considered:
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EFni,a = Mm . LHVgas . EFgas. GREQm. Dm. 10'6

where:
EF1!la = indirect emission factor of level III in g/kWh;
Mm = volume of gas transported in NmVMWh;
LHVgas = lower heating value of gas in MJ/Nm3;
EF = emission factor of gas combustion in gas turbine in g/GJ;
GREQm = gas requirements to drive the appropriate compressor station

in NmVNm'.km1;
Dm = distance of national or international pipeline in km.

Gas Processing - Underground Storage

Direct Emissions
Preferably CH4 should be considered. The direct emissions of pollutant x are:

RF
IV-X ~ ^ w ' 1000

where:
EFNX = emission factor of pollutant x in g/Nm3;
Mv = volume in distribution net in NmVMWh;
RF = fraction of gas in underground storage.

Indirect Emissions
Emissions are connected with the natural gas combustion in gas turbines used by
compressor stations as well as with electricity and heat requirements.

EFw=My -SF-( LHVgas • EFgas • GREQW • Dm • 10"6 +EFE • EREQn • W6+EFQ • HREQn • 10"9 )

where:
EF = indirect emission factor of level IV in g/kWh;
Mv = volume in distribution net in Nm3/MWh;
SF = fraction of gas in underground storage;
LHVgas = lower heating value of gas in MJ/Nm3;
EF as = emission factor of gas combustion in gas turbine in g/GJ;
GREQm - gas requirements to drive the appropriate compressor station

NmVNm3;
EFE = aggregated emission factor in g/kWh;
EREQir = electricity requirements in Wh/Nm3;
EFQ = aggregated emission factor in g/GJ;
HREQU = heat (steam requirements at process) in kJ/Nm3;
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National Distribution Net

Direct Emissions
Preferably CH4 should be considered. The direct emission for the pollutant x are:

n
EFVV = EFV-MFVXv,x

where:

Vx-Mvv,x v

EFVX

Mv

Nuclear Power Chain

= emission factor of pollutant x in g/km.Nm3;
= volume of gas transported in NmVMWh;
= distance of pipeline in km.
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The nuclear energy chain is more complex than other energy chains. It
has many levels and sub-levels, and some levels have several input and/or
output streams. It can be divided into three main stages:

• the so-called front-end which extends from the mining of uranium ore
until the delivery of fabricated fuel elements to the reactor site (levels I
toV);

• fuel use in the reactor, where fission energy is employed to produce
electricity, and temporary storage at the reactor site (level VI);

• the so-called back-end, which starts with the shipping of spent fuel to
away-from reactor storage or to a reprocessing plant and ends with the
final disposal of wastes from reprocessing or the encapsulated spent
fuel itself (levels VII to XI).

The DECADES chain assessment is designed to compute mass flows of fuels,
wastes and emissions during the economic life of an energy chain and to
calculate the levelized electricity generation costs. The calculation starts at level
VI (electricity generation) and is carried out backwards to level / / (mining) and
forward to level XI (waste disposal). It is assumed that the energy chain is in
equilibrium, i.e. the mass flows of fuel, byproducts and wastes per GWh(e)
generated are constant for a given technology configuration. However, fuel
inventories as well as lead and lag times in the energy chain are accounted for in
the cost calculation. One-time impacts like the initial fuel loading and the
decommissioning waste disposal are distributed over the electricity generated
during the economic life of the chain.
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Power Plant
The first step to consider in the calculation is the electricity generation step.
Several aspects are considered for this step.

Initial Fuel Loading (First Core). The mass M. in kg heavy metal (HM) and
average enrichment e. of the first core are included in the technical characteristics
of the NPP. The requirements and impacts of the front-end levels are calculated
backwards through levels IVC, to //. The cost of the first core is included in the
investment cost of the plant.

Equilibrium Consumption of Nuclear Fuel (on Cycle). Equilibrium is reached
when nuclear fuel charges and discharges are proportional to the electricity
generated. It is assumed that this is the case one year after startup. Although
some reactors need more time to reach equilibrium, the differences in fuel
requirements and other impacts are small. The (annual) equilibrium fuel
requirement MNC in kg per GWh of electricity is stored in the database.
Alternatively, if the equilibrium fuel requirement data are not available, MIVCe is
calculated from:

[kg/GWh]
24-B-fVI

where:
B = burnup in MWd/kg (HM initial)
fVI - net thermal efficiency of the power plant in %

The above formula could give errors in the range of 10%.

Lifetime Fuel Requirement. The lifetime equilibrium fuel requirement ML is
calculated from:

M L = M t + 0 . 0 0 1 • M J K ^ P H L [kg]

where:
M. = first core mass in t
P = net electrical capacity in MWe

H = utilization in h/year
L = economic lifetime in years

The lifetime emissions of the NPP are calculated from:

E L . = 0 . 0 0 1 • Ejyj. P H L [MBq]

where:
EWi = emission of radioisotope i in MBq/GWh

Average Fuel Requirement. Distribution of the initial fuel loading Af, over the
economic lifetime of the power plant results in an average fuel requirement MNC
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+ 1000-
M.

P E L
[kg/GWh]

Front-end

Note The distribution of the initial fuel requirement over the economic plant
life time leads to adequate averages for the fuel, emissions and waste
amounts of the whole energy chain. The requirements for Umt and SW
are slightly overestimated because of the lower first core enrichment.
This may be considered as a reserve for some spare fuel elements.

The front-end steps of the nuclear chain and the notation used in the mass stream
calculations are illustrated in Figure 10.18.
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FIGURE 10.18: Front-end of Nuclear Chain

Transportation of Fuel (Level VC). The fuel losses during transportation may
be calculated from:

Mvr - Mlvc VI T '•VC •10" [kg/GWh]

where:

he
d,,

Default value
= losses factor in transportation of the fuel in g/t km 0
= transportation distance in km

This formula is used in order to harmonize the calculations for all chains.
However, in the nuclear chain there are no losses during transportation of fuel
assemblies (level VC), UO2 (level VB), UF6 (level VA) and yellow cake (level
III). Therefore, these formulas, although are used in the model, are not
mentioned in the reminding part of the mass flow calculations for the nuclear
chain.
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Fuel fabrication (Level IVC). The uranium fuel (U) will be used in most cases
but for reprocessing chains the fuel may also include some mixed uranium and
plutonium (MOX) fuel. The required U input Mm is calculated for the once
through (O/T) cycle from:

MIYC = Mvc-j- [kg/GWh]
f
j

ive

and for the reprocessing cycle from:

= MVC~ MIXJ,u [kg/GWh]
J nvc

[kg/GWh]
ep

where: Default values
fwc = fabrication efficiency 0.995
fa = reprocessing efficiency 0.99
ePu = equivalent Pu239 content of discharged fuel 0.0058

(fraction of fresh equilibrium fuel)
ep = U235 content of fresh equilibrium fuel

The fabrication costs of the reprocessing cycle CIVC are calculated from:

Cive = (Pncv • M^ + P1VC,PU • M!XC:Pu ) • fw [US$/GWh]

where:
PNCV - fabrication price for U fuel in US$/kg

= fabrication price for MOX fuel in US$/kg

Uranium Enrichment (Level IVB). The uranium feed MNB to the enrichment
plant is calculated from:

MjyB =MVB~- ^ ^ 4 [kg/GWh]
fivB (ef-et)

where: Default value
fm = enrichment efficiency 0.99
ep = fraction of U235 in fresh equilibrium fuel
et = fraction of U235 in the feed for Unat: 0.00711
et = fraction of U235 in the tails 0.0025

The required separative work units SW are calculated from:

SW = MNC • Vp + Mt • Vt - MnB • Vf [SWU/GWh]

where:
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Mt = M1VB • flVC ~ MIVC [kg]

x is subscript of f,p or t

In the reprocessing chain, some of the feed will be reprocessed uranium (RU)
which contains more; of the neutron absorbing U236 than does natural uranium Unat.
The fuel must be enriched higher than with Umi feed. A proxy for this is to apply
quality factors FRV aid Fsw for the U and SW value of RU relative to the value of
Una. The natural uranium (Una) feed Mwk to the enrichment plant is reduced by
the amount Mav of reprocessed uranium (RU), multiplied by a quality factor FRU

M1VB,R = M1VB - FRU • Maju [kg/GWh]

where:
Mau = mass of reprocessed uranium in kg

FRU depends on the U235 and U236 contents of RU and may range from about 0.9 to
1.1 for modern LWR fuel. A default value FRU = 1.0 is suggested. RU may
require slightly more or less SW than Unat. This secondary effect is not
considered in the current version of the uranium chain model.

Uranium Conversion (Level IVA). The natural uranium feed Mnk to the
conversion plant is calculated from:

[kg/GWh]

where: Default value
fm = conversion efficiency in % 99.5%

Transportation of UF6 (level III). The fuel losses during transportation are
calculated from:

Mm = Mwk + lm • dm • 10-6 [kg/GWh]

where: Default value
lm = losses in transportation of the UF6 in kg/t km 0
dm = transportation distance in km

Uranium Mining (Level II). The amount Mt of uranium ore to be mined is:

M ^ [kg/GWh]

where:
fn = mine-specific ratio of ore mined to U product after milling
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Back-end
There are several options for the back-end of the nuclear fuel chain which may
be grouped into once-through (O/T) and reprocessing approaches. The O/T or
direct disposal approach includes storage, conditioning and eventual disposal of
the spent fuel. Most countries prefer this option, both on economic and other
grounds. However, some countries reprocess spent fuel and recycle the U and Pu.

Specific back-end prices for spent fuel are defined per kg HM (heavy metal) in
the unirradiated fuel.

Transport of spent fuel (level VIIIA). After a cooling period of a few years at the
reactor site, the most highly radioactive fission products will have decayed and
the rate of heat production from the spent fuel will have declined appreciably.
Although the fuel assemblies are still highly radioactive and produce significant
quantities of heat, safe transport of the spent fuel is now more readily
accomplished. For transport the spent fuel is loaded into heavily shielded
transport casks in which it is shipped to the interim storage facility or to the
reprocessing plant. These transport casks, which provide cooling for the fuel
elements and shielding for workers and the public against the emitted radiation,
are designed to withstand transport crashes and fires so that the protection they
can afford would be maintained even in the event of a major accident.

The transport cost CvmA is calculated from:

[US $]

where:
PvmA = transport price in US $/kg HM

The transport price depends on the mode of transport and the distance. Price
range within Europe: 25 - 100 US$/kg HM f Ref 1]. Radioactive waste is treated
accordingly.

Storage (Level VIIIB). This level is defined as away-from-reactor (AFR)
storage, and is sometimes called interim storage.

A number of different approaches have been developed for interim storage in
which the fuel assemblies, either intact or dismantled to reduce the volume they
take up, are stored in cooling pools. Additionally, dry stores have been
developed in which the fuel assemblies, with or without pretreatment and special
packing, can be safely held in either an air or inert gas atmosphere for an
extended period of time.

It is assumed that the storage cost is paid at the beginning of the storage period.

The storage cost CvmB calculated from:

(-V11IB = ""JVC ' "vjJIB [US$]
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where:
PvmB = storage price in US$/kg HM

Stage of radioactive wastes is treated accordingly.

Reprocessing (Level IXA). Reprocessing involves dissolving the spent LWR
fuel to enable the re-usable plutonium and uranium content to be separated from
the residual waste fission products and actinides. The separated uranium may
then be re-enriched prior to re-use and the plutonium incorporated with MOX
fuel.

Operations at the reprocessing plant are conducted remotely in facilities with
adequate shielding to protect the workforce from the effects of radiation
exposure. The fuel assemblies are chopped up and placed in nitric acid. This
enables the fuel content, which dissolves in the acid, to be separated from the
insoluble zirconium alloy or stainless steel cladding.

The solution of uranium, plutonium, other actinides and fission products is then
chemically treated in a series of stages which are designed to produce solutions
of plutonium nitrate and uranyl nitrate of high chemical purity. The waste
products (other actinides, fission products and unwanted impurities) are stored as
a highly radioactive solution in water cooled double-walled high integrity
stainless steel tanks before further conditioning. The separated solutions of
uranyl nitrate and plutonium nitrate are further processed. The uranium can be
converted to uranium dioxide for the production of new fuel, by blending with
fissile material or conversion to uranium hexafluoride for return to the
enrichment plant. The plutonium nitrate is converted into plutonium dioxide for
incorporation into mixed oxide (MOX) fuel.

The reprocessing cost C m is calculated from:

CIXA = Mwc • PIXA [US$]

where:
•Pm = reprocessing Price in US$/kg HM

The reprocessing price includes the cost of HLW storage and vitrification, and of
conditioning and disposal of LLW and ILW. The cost of HLW disposal is
included in level XI,

Waste Conditioning (Level IXB). Radioactive waste is conditioned with the
objectives to:
• reduce the volume;
• make the waste suitable for transport, storage and/or disposal.

Conditioning may include solidification and packaging. Different processes are
applied to different classes of waste which include:
• NPP operating waste (ILW, LLW)
• spent fuel (HLW)
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• waste from reprocessing (HLW, ILW, LLW).
• decommissioning waste

Most of the conditioning is done at the NPP or at the reprocessing plant. Those
costs are included in the operation and decommissioning costs of these plants.

A relevant step which is carried out separately is the encapsulation of spent fuel.

Spent fuel assemblies may, after 30 to 50 years storage, be encapsulated directly
or be disassembled using remote handling techniques so that the fuel pins can be
packed together more closely prior to encapsulation. The encapsulation process
involves placing the spent fuel in a canister of metal, such as copper, steel or
titanium, or of ceramic material. After that the canister is tightened, e.g., by
welding a lid. intermediate storage and encapsulation results in about 0.2 m3 of
medium level waste per tone of uranium.

The encapsulation cost CK is calculated from:

CIX = Mm-PIXB [US$]

where:
PaB = encapsulation price in US $ / kg HM

Waste Disposal (Level XI). In both the reprocessing and the direct disposal
options, disposal of the wastes arising at the front-end of the fuel cycle, from
interim storage and from decommissioning, are included for costing purposes
with the appropriate energy chain levels. Disposal of reprocessing waste and of
spent fuel are accounted separately.

Reprocessing Waste. Following conditioning and, in most cases, interim
storage for a number of decades to allow further reduction of radioactivity and
heat generation, vitrified HLW, suitably encased, can be transported and placed
in a deep geological repository. Here, it can be held under supervision and, when
considered appropriate, sealed off permanently. The glass matrix in which the
highly radioactive wastes are incorporated, the method of encapsulation and the
geological formation chosen to isolate the radioactivity from the biosphere, are
carefully selected to ensure long-term safety. ILW fixed in a concrete or a
bitumen matrix within a steel container can also be consigned to geological
disposal.

Conditioned solid LLW is usually transported to shallow land burial sites or
placed in geological repositories under carefully controlled and monitored
conditions which seek to ensure that there is no risk of significant radiation
exposure to any member of the general public. Very low level liquid wastes are
discharged to the sea or to rivers. The radioactivity level of liquid wastes
discharged to the sea or rivers must comply with stringently enforced
regulations.

Direct Disposal of Spent Fuel. Following encapsulation, the entire amount of
spent fuel is treated as HLW and is disposed off in a range of ways paralleling
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those for the vitrified high level waste from reprocessing. In general, this will
involve placing the encapsulated fuel in deep geological repositories, possibly
surrounded by a buffer material (.e.g., bentonite) to prevent ground water coming
into contact with the outer container forming the encapsulation.

Emission Factors

Direct (Concentrated) Emissions
Once the fuel flows and waste streams are known, the emission factors per kWh
can be calculated far each step in the chain. As example the direct emission
factor for the radionuclide x in the uranium enrichment step is:

EFxIVBd = MWB • EFxIVB • 10"6 [MBq/kWh]

where:
EFxTVB = facility emission factor for pollutant x expressed in MBq per

physical unit processed by the step

Indirect (Gray) Emissions
The indirect emission factors associated to the energy and fuels used during the
operation of the facility as well as associated to the production of the materials
used in the construction/operation/dismantle of the facility are calculated
following the same procedure described above for coal chains.

The total emission factors for a step are:
EFxIVB = EFxIVBd for radionuclides [MBq/kWh]

EFxIVB = EFxIVd + EFxIVBe + EFxVIm for other pollutants [g/kWh]

Costs
The waste disposal costs CXI are calculated from:

Cix = Mivc •J.Uj • P,x,i [US$/GWh]

where:
fn. = waste factor for category i in m3/kg HM
PXIi = disposal price for waste category i in US$/m3

According to OECEt/NEA, waste factors for PWRs are currently as follows:

• O/T cycle:
Spent fuel 0.0015 mVkg HM
ILW 0.0002 m7kg HM

• Reprocessing cycle:
ILW 0.0014 mVkg HM (expected to be reduced to 0.00035 m3/kg

HM around the year 2000)
HLW 0.000115 mVkgHM
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The following notations were used in the equations presented above for the
nuclear chain:

Notation

B
C
e

/ .
H
HLW
ILW
L
LLW
Mn

P
RU
SW
V

Characteristic

burnup
cost
enrichment
(weight per cent of U235 or other fissile
isotopes)
quality factor or efficiency of level n
plant utilization
high level waste
intermediate level waste
economic life
low level waste
mass stream of fuel (heavy metal content), by
product
or waste (output of level n)
price (per kg HM in unirradiated fuel)
reprocessed uranium
separative work
value function of enrichment

Unit of
Measure
M W d / k g H M
US$/GWh
%

%
h/a

years

kg, kg/GWh

Bq, Bq/GWh
USS/kg HM

SWU
SWU/kg

The following indices were used in the formulas:
/ - feed
p - product
Pu - plutonium
R - reprocessing
RU - reprocessed uranium
t - tails
u - uranium
w - waste
n - level of energy chain (Roman numbers)
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Hydro Chain

The hydro chain representation (Figure 10.18a) contains only two steps: water
reservoir and hydro power plant.

-inlx)

y r Storage Hydio
Sea;oris!P,eg Reservoir

FH f'K

. Show
Detafc | Ciote

FIGURE 10.18a: Hydro Chain

The specifications required for calculations include installed capacity, energy
storage, equivalent full power hours of operation per year, net overnight cost
(NOC), NOC domestic fraction, fixed O&M costs, economic lifetime,
construction period, interest during construction, CH4 emission factors from the
reservoir, material requirements, etc.

Emissions

The emission factors for the pollutant x in the hydro chain are:

EFx - EFxreservoir + EFxmaterials

Emissions from the Reservoir
The carbon cycle in the water reservoir from which CO2 and CH4 are released, is
part of a complex ecological system with interconnected chemical, physical and
biotic factors, (see MGURE 10.18b)
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FIGURE 10.18b: Schematic View of the Various Processes that Determine the Release of
Greenhouse Gases from Water Reservoirs of Hydropower Plants

This system being a complex one, the variety of water reservoirs adds to this
complexity. In terms of the conditions for GHG release one should distinguish
between: cold-climate "northern flat areas", "humid tropical areas" and "alpine
areas".

Many factors can influence emissions of GHGs from hydropower reservoirs :

• emissions of CO2 and CH4 from biodegradation of flooded biomass on the
floor of the water reservoir;

• natural aquatic biomass build-up and biodegradation;
• removal of the original vegetation which was a CO2 sink; and
• in view of the importance of CH4 emissions from hydropower reservoirs,

special attention will be given to its global warming potential (GWP).

Table 10.3 gives an overview of some relevant data on the emissions of CO2 and
CH4 from biodegradation of flooded biomass on the floor of the water reservoir
used in five studies reviewed by the IAEA:

TABLE 10.3: CO2 and ChU Emission Factors

Pinguelli Rosa
Chamberland
Rudd
Van de Vate
Fearnside

Large hydropower
reservoirs

Power
Specific

Flooded Area
(m7MW)
ca. 5 x 10'

ca. 1.5 x 10'
6x10 '

105

107

6xlO5

105 -107

CH4 Release
Rate

(gCH/mVyr)

100-788
150

430-685
180
180
40
-

GWP
of

CH4

?
25
60
50
50
50
-

Emission Factor
(CO2-equiv. per

kW.h(e))

?
17

410
156
156
600

-
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Run-of-river hydropower plants are a separate category with probably low
upstream GHG emissions, because of the small actual reservoir size.

The processes relevant for GHG formation during the operation of a hydropower
reservoir take place in three subsequent phases, depending on its
geomorphological and hydrological properties:

an "initial phase' of 1 - 3 years duration,
an "erosion phase" of 7 - 10 years duration,

"balanced phase" of 10 - 30 years duration.• an

The emissions of GHGs from the water reservoirs of hydropower plants
generally dominate the total GHG emission factors of hydropower generation.

= : MIVC ' PVIIIB [ g / k W h ]

where:
EFx = emission factor of pollutant x = in g/m2.day;
LRR = power specific flooded area m2/MW;
EFH = equivalent full power hour of operation per year;

Emissions from Materials Used in Construction of the Power Plant
Sources of GHG emissions associated with the construction and operation of
hydropower plants (HPPs) are related to the construction material, concrete
(mainly cement) and steel, and with the energy used for construction and
transport, i.e fuels and electricity. And there are differences related to power
plant types:

Storage Power Plants

The storage power plants are connected to an upstream reservoir that have a
significant useful storage volume. They can store the water in periods with low
power requirements and utilize it when the power demand is high. This
regulation capability may be daily, weekly, seasonal or inter-annual, depending
on the size of the reservoir and the pattern of water inflows.

Concrete is the main construction material for hydropower plants. The amount of
cement used for the barriers depends on the height and the width as well as the
type of the dam. The cement content in the wall depends on the type of the dam.

To calculate the requirement of materials and energy, specific lifetimes of the
main components of the plant had to be assumed, and the expected total yearly
electricity production from hydropower plants had to be specified for the
normalization. For the dam, tunnels and shafts are responsible for the
consumption of cement. For refurbishment, the transportation and energy
required are not needed in the same amounts as for the construction of the dam.
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Run-of-river Power Plants

The run-of-river plants are connected to an upstream reservoir that have little
useful storage volume and turbine the water as it becomes available. The water
not utilized is spilled over.

On average, the dam construction does not dominate for run-of-river power
plants as much as for storage power plants. The embankment and the preparation
of the river-bed are also important. The requirements on materials, energy and
transport are shown in Table 10.4. The observed range of cement consumption is
much smaller than for storage hydropower plants. The steel to cement ratio in
run-of-river power plants is twice as high as in storage power plants. The
construction of the run-of-river power plants consumes 140 kWh/TJ electricity
and 30 kg/TJ diesel.

TABLE 10.4: Material, Energy and Transportation Requirements for Hydropower Plants
Requirements

Cement
Steel:

unalloyed
low alloyed
high alloyed

Explosives
Transportation:

railways
track

Construction
energy:

electricity
diesel

Unit

kg/TJ

kg/TJ
kg/TJ
kg/TJ
kg/TJ

t.km/TJ
t.km/TJ

kWh/TJ
kg/TJ

Storage
Plant
550

80
70
1
3

220
40

280
12

Storage Plants in
circulating mode

550

80
70
1
3

220
40

280
12

Run-of-river
plants

520

75
50
1

0.6

70
70

140
30

Table 10.5 shows the total GHG emissions calculated for hydropower chains in
Switzerland without potential direct emissions of GHGs from the reservoirs and
Table 10.6 shows the emissions associated with material requirements and the
pumping energy for hydropower.

TABLE 10.5: Total GHG Emissions Calculated for Hydropower Chain without Emissions of GHGs
from the Reservoirs

kg/TJ

CO2

CH4

N,0
CO2 -equiv.

Storage plant

1045
2.4

0.02
1109

Storage plants in
circulating mode

7735
13.4
7.43

10441

Run-of-river plant

961
2.05
0.01
1016
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TABLE 10.6: EEmissions Associated with Material Requirements and Pumping Energy for
Hydropower (Switzerland)

GHG emissions
kg/rj

co2
CH4

N2O
CO2 -equiv.
Share to total
CO2-equiv. (given
in TABLE 10.5)

Storage

Cement

538
0.6

0.0025
553

50%

plant

Steel

385
1.6

0.0053
425

38%

Storage]plants in
circulating mode

Materials

923
2.2

0.0078
979

9%

Pumping
energy
6783
11.2
7.41
9429

90%

Run-of-river plant

Cement

487
0.5

0.0024
501

49%

Steel

304
1.2

0.0044
336

33%

For storage hydropov/er plants, 88% of total GHG emissions stems from material
requirements; the corresponding share is 82% in the case of run-of-river plants.

The emission factors from the reservoir are calculated with the following
formula:

\/ir>
[g/kWh]

where:
EFxm

MRm

EFH

L

PS

EFHLPS

= emission factor of pollutant x and material m;
= material m requirements in tones;
= equivalent full power hour of operation per year;
= plant economic lifetime in years;
= plant size in MW;

Display Multiple Chains

From the Energy Chain diagram form you can open several chains
simultaneously by clicking the Back button (Figure 10.19). The Chain Selection
form is displayed aid you can select another chain. Although there are no
limitations to the number of chains you can display, only two chains can be seen
simultaneously on a VGA screen.

You can do a first comparison between the limits to be considered for the energy
chain in comparative assessment studies. You can also display the technical,
economic and environmental characteristics of both chains and compare them.
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FIGURE 10.19: Side-by-Side Display of Energy Chains

You can do a first comparison between the limits to be considered for energy
chain in comparative assessment studies. You can also display the technical,
economic and environmental characteristics of both chains and compare them.

Energy Chains Comparison

Click the Start button in the DECADES Control Centre
an select Chain I Comparison to display the Chain
Comparison case construction form (Figure 10.20).

The form is open and synchronized to display the data for the current country.
Use the form to construct a scenario with a fixed demand for electricity and or
heat. You can select the chains from your CSDB you want to include in the
scenario, calculate the emissions and the economical characteristics of the chains
and compare them.

Establishing a Comparison Case

A chain comparison case has a name, status and date of last update. To modify
this information enter in Edit mode and type in the modifications. The status
field should be used to define the status of completion of the case (e.g., new,
incomplete, completed, etc.). Double click on the Last Updt. field to store the
current system date.
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FIGURE 10.20: Chain Comparison - Case Management Form

Browse through the cases to locate the case you want to work with. The case
number and the bottom part of the form containing the case specific data
(General Data and Chain Selection) will be updated to reflect the current case
data.

El To add a new case
1. Position the cursor in the case table,
2. Click on the Add button,
3. Select New Case from the pop-down list,
4. Enter in Edit mode and modify the name of the case, status and last

update,
5. Type in the case General Data (see below),
6. Select the chains to be included in the case.

If you create a new case by modifying an existing case then select Copy from at
point 3 above and indicate the number of the case you want to copy from.
Modify then the case information (General Data and Chain Selection).

The case specific data are organized in two folders: General Data and Chain
Selection. To access them click on the folder tabs.

The general case data includes the discount rate to be used in the economic
calculations and the demand data (on output side: electricity, heat, energy or on
input side). Push the Check button to see the sum-up of supply obtained from
the chain selected ir the comparison case.
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FIGURE 10.21: Case Management Form - Chain Selection

Click the Chain Selection folder to access/modify the chains selected in a
comparison case (Figure 10.21). For each chain selected the following
information is displayed:

# - current number of the chain in the comparison. The chains are included
in the case in the ascending order of these numbers. Therefore, if you want
to change the position of a plant in a case modify its number accordingly;
Chain Name - chain name from the chain database;
Dbase - the database type: CSDB or RTDB;
Chain# - chain key (number) in the corresponding chain database;
No. - number of similar chains to be included in the case;
h/year - equivalent full power of operation per year. The value stored in the
technology database for the power plant included in the chain is copied when
you select the plant. However, you may overwrite this value;
MWel, MWth - installed capacity (net). The values stored in the technology
database are copied when you select the chain;

Selecting Chains for a Case

To select chains and add them to the case click the Select button (visible only for
Chain Selection folder). The Power Plant Selection form is displayed (Figure
10.22) and synchronized to the current country. However, you may select in a
comparison case data from other CSDB s or RTDB. Use the radio buttons and the
pop-down list from Select From box to indicate the source of data.

In order to simplify the selection process the form allow for setting restrictions to
the fuel used and/or by the technology applied in the power plants. To set the
filters use the pop down list:
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Source- Type - Sub-type for fuels
Technology - Technology Type for technology.
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FIGURE 10.22: Chain Selection Form

Click the Select push button to construct the list of the chains available in the
designated technology database which satisfy the restriction indicated.
Select/unselect the check boxes of the power plants included in the list. Close
the form and the power plants selected are included in the comparison case.

For screening purposes it may be interesting to evaluate the annual burdens
associated with the electricity production for a given fuel mix or in other words
for the chains included in the comparison case. Therefore, after selecting the
chains, you may whish to modify the number of identical chains and their
corresponding hour of operation per year (Figure 10.20). Use the Check button
to estimate the installed capacity corresponding to the chain mix and modify the
number of chains selected to obtain a value close to the annual demand.

Displaying Chain Data

Position the cursor in the chain table (Figure 10.22) and push the Show Details
button (Figure 10.22) to display the chain diagram. Use the techniques described
in Chapter 10, heading Viewing Chain Data to browse/modify the chain data.

Assessing the Chain Case

Click the Execute button (Figure 10.20) to assess the annual burdens associate
with the chains selected in the case. You will be asked if the chains should be re-
assessed. Answer "Yes" and the emission factors per kWh will be re-calculated
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for each chain included in the case. If these emission factors were already
evaluated then you should answer "No" to this question.

Note During the assessment some warning messages may be displayed (Figure
10.22a) indicating the burdens for which data exists but are not
considered in calculations of the specific emission factors.
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FIGURE 10.22a: Warning Messages for Burdens not Considered in Calculations
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To assess the specific emission factors for only one chain
1. Position the cursor on the desired chain,
2. Click on the Show Details button (the chain diagram is displayed),
3. Click the Summary button in the chain diagram displayed and the Chain

Summary is displayed,
4. Click the Execute button in the Chain Summary form,
5. Close the forms (Chain Summary and chain diagram)

Comparing Full Chain Emission Factors

Click the View button and select Burdens
I per kWh I Screen to display the
Emission Factors Crosstab form (Figure
10.23).

Use the Total, Direct, Indirect and Material ratio buttons to select the type of the
emission factors to display in the form. The form displays the emission factors
for each pollutant for which data were calculated during chain assessment as well
as data for integrated factors (e.g., greenhouse gases, acidification gases). The
sum of emission factors associated with energy use and with production of
materials will give the indirect emission factors.
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Total C tmtk C ta direct " MateMJ;

FIGURE 10.23: Full Energy Chain Emission Factors

The comparison dz.ta can be exported to a spreadsheet (Export button) or
displayed in a graphic (Graphic button). To construct the graphic a temporary
table is needed. The table name, which will be request in dialog box, is
:PRIV:T.DB.

Use the graphic scale ratio button to display the graphic in linear or logarithmic
scale.

Note In order to display the graphic in logarithmic scale the zero or missing
values are modified to 10"12, which, in some situations, may be shown in
the graphic.
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FIGURE 10.24: Graphic of Full Energy Chain Emission Factors

The report (Figure 10.25) contains the estimated specific emissions of the energy
chains included in the scenario. The total emissions are braked down in direct,
indirect and indirect associated with the production of the materials used in
construction, operation and dismantling the chain's facilities.
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FIGURE 10.25: Report of Full Energy Chain Emission Factors
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Click the View button and select Burdens I total
annual to display the annual burdens associated with
the chain comparison case (Figure 10.26)

The Total Annual Emission form contains the graphical representation of the
emissions (linear or logarithmic scale) and the tabular data braked down in direct
emissions, auxiliary (gray) emissions and emissions associated with the
production of materials.
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FIGURE 10.26: The Annual Emissions Corresponding to the Chain Case
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CHAPTER 11

Performing a System-Level Analysis

The primary goal of DECPAC System-Level Analysis is to provide analysts and
decision-makers with an easy to use tool in support of assessment of different
expansion strategies over a period of several decades. The software can be used
to determine environmentally sound least-cost expansion plans for electricity
generation systems or to analyze whether a particular project fits into the robust
long-range least-cost development plan for a country or region. It contains three
electric system analysis options, ranging from preliminary analysis based on
screening curves, to sophisticated least cost optimization with dynamic
programming. It can also be used in an iterative manner to investigate least-cost
methods to reduce environmental burdens (e.g., minimum system costs to meet
targets for reducing sulfur dioxide or greenhouse gas emissions).

The optimization of the expansion plan (least cost expansion) is performed
taking into consideration the capital investment costs, the operation and
maintenance cost, the fuel cost, the fuel inventory cost and the cost of energy not
served.

Once the optimum expansion plan has been developed, DECPAC allows for the
calculation of air emissions, land requirements and production of solid wastes,
year by year and step by step, for every energy chain included in the system, so
that the totals for the entire electricity system are given.

Other
Models

(ENPEP, WASP)
£ • • • •

Reference
Technology |
'Data Basej:

Data Bases

import / export data

Planning studies and
cases creation and update

Graphical User Interface

input (iata

model results

Data Access
Routines

Presentation
of Model
Results

• graphics
• reports
• network viewer

Electricity
System
Analysis

Primary
Energy System

Analysis

Environmental
Analysis

Analytical Modules

FIGURE 11.1: System Level Analysis
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The level of analysis software has core its features derived from the IAEA's
WASP model with database support, an enhanced graphical interface, improved
computation of air emissions and other impacts and extensive capabilities for
presenting results.

The main elements of DECPAC and the inter-linkage with the databases is
presented in Figure 11.1. Some fundamental features of the model are:

• the model is integrated with the RTDB/CSDB databases. Information is
exchanged through data access routines. A graphical user interface was
designed to create input files for the model, to control the execution of the
sub-modules, and to present the results. Capabilities to import and export
data in the format supported by WASP and ENPEP models are also included.
In this way the user's previous investment in the Agency planning tools is
maintained and the exchange of information between RTDB/CSDBs and
other models is ensured;

• the electric system is represented by a mix of chains. In the present
representation, the back-end of the energy chains is not considered. Planning
studies are constructed using energy chains stored in RTDB/CSDB
databases. Preliminary evaluations of candidate facilities can be performed
through the use of screening curves (annual production costs versus capacity
factor diagrams) before running the optimization model;

• a least cost expansion plan is devised using simulation methods and dynamic
programming to find the optimum strategy. This function is supported by
the Electric System Analysis Module (ELECSAM). The module can be used
for screening purposes or to perform a full economic optimization. In the
screening mode a heuristic algorithm is used to generate yearly
configurations which span a wide range of possible expansion strategies, and
dynamic programming is used to select a low-cost strategy. The
optimization mode uses iterative passes to progressively improve the
screening solution until the optimum expansion plan is found;

• the primary energy supply analysis module (PRENSAM) determines the fuel
requirements based on the expansion plan provided by ELECSAM and
calculates the rmss flow of fuels through the front end steps of the chains;

• the Environmental Analysis Module (ENVIRAM) calculates atmospheric
emissions, waste generation and land use over the planning horizon. The
effect of installing air pollution control devices on system expansion, total
generation cost and emissions can be analyzed in detail.
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Electric System Analysis Module

The Electric System Analysis Module (ELECSAM) determines the least-cost
electric system expansion strategy to meet user-specified loads and reliability
constraints. This is made possible by choosing one of ELECSAM's two built-in
analysis modes, the screening analysis or the optimization analysis (see Figure
11.1a). By running the screening analysis, the user is able to narrow down the
options to those likely to meet the pre-determined criteria, and then feed these
candidate strategies through the optimization analysis to find the least-cost
electricity expansion scheme.

* Click the Execute button in Study and Case Selection Form (Figure 11.2)
** S/O - Screening or Optimization

FIGURE 11.1a: ELECSAM Modules and Execution Path

Stop*

Before running either the screening or optimization analyses, the user must enter
case-specific data to be stored in CSDB. These data include reference base year
to be used for the present worth and cost escalation calculations, discount rates
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and fuel escalation rates, shadow exchange rates affecting foreign cost, cost of
energy not served, and loss-of-load probability (LOLP) ceilings to be respected
by expansion plans examined. Figures on capital costs and economic lifetime
are retrieved from ths technology databases (RTDB/CSDBs).

ELECSAM consist of twelve sub-modules. These sub-modules include
DECLOAD, DECFIX, DECVAR, DECCON, DECSCR, DECOPT, DECDYN,
and DECREP, which are adaptations from similar sub-modules of WASP.
PRELOAD and DECMIX are specially developed sub-modules for DECADES.
DECSCR (for the screening analysis) and DECOPT (for the optimization
analysis) are adaptations of the MERSIM module of WASP. Similarly,
DECSCR2 and DECOPT2 are the respective screening and optimizing versions
of the REMERSIM module of WASP. The structure of ELECSAM is shown on
Figure 11.2a, and the functions of each sub-module are briefly summarized
below.

PRELOAD Sub-module

The main function of the PRELOAD sub-module is to process and prepare initial
load data for use oy the DECLOAD sub-module. Input data required by
PRELOAD includes: first and last years of the study period, number of periods
per year, multi- or single-year data on hourly chronological loads (MW(e)) for
the electric sector, forecast annual peak load (MW(e)) and forecast yearly
electricity generation (GWh). This set of input data is prepared by the user and
stored in a DECPAC case-specific database.

The PRELOAD sub-module transforms the historical, chronological hourly load
data into peak loads and typical normalized point-by-point load duration curves
(LDC's) by period, e.g., month, quarter, or semi-annual, for all years of the
study, and stores the results in a file format readable by DECLOAD.

DECLOAD Sub-module

The function of DECLOAD is to transform the point-by-point LDC's into their
Fourier series equivalents and to prepare a load description file. The
transformation of LDC's from point-by-point representation to Fourier series is
necessary in order to reduce the computation time when simulating the operation
of generating units. The number of terms to be used in the Fourier series
representation is automatically determined by the program.

The DECLOAD output consists of annual peak loads, period peak loads, period
minimum loads, period load factors, period generation, and coefficients of the
Fourier series LDC representation. The results are stored in a load description
file for use by subsequent sub-modules of ELECSAM.
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DECFIX and DECVAR Sub-modules

The main purpose of DECFIX is to prepare a file describing the characteristics of
existing and firmly committed power plants, including their retirement and fixed
addition schedules. Power plant characteristics are retrieved from either the
Reference Technology Database (RTDB) or Country Specific Databases
(CSDBs).

For thermal generating units, the characteristics include type of fuel, rated
maximum capacity, minimum allowable operating capacity, heat rates, domestic
and imported fuel costs, fixed operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, variable
O&M costs, equivalent forced outage rate, maintenance outage requirement, and
fast spinning reserve specifications.

For hydro electric projects, the input data cover installed generating capacity,
reservoir energy storage capacity, period inflow energy, period minimum base-
load energy, and available energy in the period. A maximum of five hydro
conditions may be specified to allow consideration of different hydro energy
availability, e.g., dry year, wet year, normal year, etc.

Intermittent renewable electricity supply options, such as wind and solar
systems, can be modeled within the electricity system analysis module in a
similar way as small hydro power plants. If the contribution of the intermittent
electricity supply systems to the total electricity generation is expected to be
significant, this contribution might be estimated externally to the model and
subtracted from the total electricity demand before carrying out the analysis of
the thermal electricity generation system.

The output of DECFIX includes the variable cost of generation for each unit, the
total installed capacity for each year of the planning period, performance of each
hydro electric project for each hydro condition, classification of hydro projects in
four categories with respect to mode of operation, and characteristics of the
equivalent composite hydro plant. In addition, DECFIX calculates the basic
economic loading order of thermal plants based on the full-load production costs.

DECVAR has the same function for the candidate plants to be considered in the
electricity system expansion planning study as DECFIX has for existing and
firmly committed plants.

DECMIX determines the possible combinations of plant additions, calculates the
associated total capacity for each combination or configuration, and finally,
checks whether the configuration satisfies the specified constraints while being
accessible from scenarios already accepted for previous years. Any
configuration satisfying these requirements is considered as accepted for a given
year and is written onto the DECMIX output file.
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The maximum number of configurations permitted in a given year is set to 100.
Whenever the numbesr of possible system configurations for a given year exceeds
100, DECMIX will apply skipping factors in order to reduce the number of
configurations to be analysed while maintaining relatively uniform coverage of
possible states for each technology. The skipping factors defining valid intervals
on the number of units that can be added from each technology type are
calculated automatically by the program. The combined effect of applying
penetration level constraints together with skipping factors is to reduce the
computer execution lime.

DECCON Sub-module (Optimization Analysis)

The DECCON sub-module has a function in the optimization analysis similar to
that of DECMIX in the screening analysis. It is also designed to produce
possible system configurations for each period over the study horizon, except
that configurations generated by DECCON do not cover as wide of a range of
possible technology combinations as the DECMIX generated configurations.
Since DECCON is t.sed in the analysis that optimizes future development of an
electric power system through an iterative process, it is designed to cover a
narrow range of technology combinations in a given iteration. The optimal
solution is reached gradually, and the range of technology combinations to be
simulated in the next iteration is adjusted by the user according to the results of
the previous iteration. The range of possible technology combinations generated
by DECCON is defined by the minimum number of units of each candidate
technology that can be in operation in each year, together with the maximum
number of units of each technology that can be added by the program in the same
year. This number of additional units that can be added by the program is called
the "tunnel width" for that technology type. The combination of tunnel widths
specified for different candidate technologies determines the so-called
"optimization tunnel" for the current iteration.

DECCON does not apply skipping factors and always creates all possible system
configurations within the specified optimization tunnel. The maximum number
of configurations permitted by the program is 300 in each year, and 3000 for the
whole study period. The number of system configurations can be decreased by
narrowing the tunnel widths of candidate technologies. The user may also
specify constraints en the maximum and minimum reserve margins. However, it
is advisable that the user does not modify the reserve margins from one iteration
to the next, since this could result in a "global optimum" not being reached.

Penetration factors are not used in the DECCON sub-module. Instead, as
described above, ussr specified tunnel width and the minimum number of units
in operation are used, and these already imply the penetration levels of each
candidate technology. Like DECMIX, the DECCON sub-module computes the
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economic loading order for the combined list of plants specified in the fixed and
variable systems, and passes this information to the simulation module
DECOPT.

DECSCR Sub-module (Screening Analysis)

The DECSCR sub-module simulates system operation for each expansion
configuration proposed by DECMIX. These simulations are performed for each
period and hydro condition, taking into account forced (unscheduled) and
planned (scheduled) outages of thermal units.

The input required by DECSCR contains only data from the output files
generated by preceding sub-modules (DECLOAD, DECFIX, or DECVAR).
These sub-modules provide DECSCR yearly configurations stored in the
configuration generator file, yearly load characteristics from DECLOAD, data on
existing plants from DECFIX, and data on candidate plants from DECVAR.
DECSCR adopts by default the economic loading order of generating units,
calculated on a plant by plant basis and adjusted for the spinning reserve
requirements. The spinning reserve requirement is set up automatically at the
size of the largest generating unit in operation.

The primary results of the simulation for each configuration are the expected
annual operating costs, the loss of load probability (LOLP), and the amount of
energy-not-served per hydro condition. The expected values of annual operating
costs and LOLP are calculated by considering the respective values determined
for the periods of the year weighted by the hydro condition probabilities.

DECOPT Sub-module (Optimization Analysis)

The DECOPT sub-module performs essentially the same computations as
DECSCR, but is used for the analysis of optimal expansion of an electric power
system. The difference between the two modules is that DECOPT has an
additional capability for saving the already simulated configurations. The
DECOPT sub-module also invokes a routine for automatic merging of newly
simulated configurations with the ones already stored from the previous
iterations, thereby avoiding re-simulating configurations already simulated.

DECDYN Sub-module (Screening and Optimization Analysis)

The main function of the DECDYN sub-module is to determine the least-cost
expansion path from among the various system scenarios assembled by
DECMIX or DECCON and simulated by DECSCR or DECOPT. The DECDYN
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sub-module uses a dynamic optimization technique to search for the optimal
path, subject to various constraints specified by the user. A least-cost expansion
plan is one having the lowest total net present value (NPV) of capital, operating,
and energy-not-served costs.

Inputs provided to DECDYN by the other sub-modules include data on
characteristics of existing and candidate plants from DECFIX and DECVAR,
accepted yearly expansion configurations generated by DECMIX or DECCON,
system operating costs, system reliability, and amount of energy-not-served
associated with each configuration as calculated by DECSCR or DECOPT.

Using the above information, DECDYN determines investments and energy-not-
served expenditures associated with each configuration including escalation and
discounting of capital, fuel and operating costs. It also calculates the value of the
objective function for all feasible expansion paths and establishes via dynamic
programming the optimal expansion strategy.

DECSCR2 (Screening Analysis) and
DECOPT2 (Optimization Analysis) Sub-modules

The function of DECSCR2 and DECOPT2 sub-modules is to re-simulate the
least-cost expansion path determined by DECDYN and to ascertain both period-
by-period and annual performance of plants, the associated operating costs,
system reliability, and the fuel requirements by plant type for the electric system.
Both DECSCR2 End DECOPT2 carry out detailed calculations on fuel
requirements by fuei and plant type for each year of the study. The resulting data
are written onto a file serving as input to the primary energy supply analysis
module. The two sub-modules differ in that DECSCR2 is used in the screening
analysis of electricity generation options, while DECOPT2 is utilized in the
analysis of optimal electric power system development.

DECREP Sub-module (Screening and Optimization Analysis)

The DECREP sub-module produces a complete report of runs made, covering all
steps from the DECLOAD to DECDYN sub-modules. The report embodies
inputs and outputs for each sub-module as well as cash flow of investment and
operating expenses for the planning horizon. The DECREP report includes
information on the system load characteristics from DECLOAD, characteristics
of existing plants from DECFIX and candidate plants from DECVAR, the
number of yearly configurations and the constraints used to generate these from
DECMIX or DECCON, the economic information from DECDYN, and the data
on system performance, economics and fuel consumption associated with the
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optimal solution from DECSCR2 or DECOPT2. The major results from
ELECSAM will be displayed in numerical and graphical forms through the GUI.

Screening Analysis of Electricity Generation Options

• PRELOAD processes historical hourly load data along with forecast peak
load data (MW(e)) and annual electrical energy required (GWh), the number
of periods per year, and number of years in the planning horizon. PRELOAD
converts the given load data into typical periodic (e.g. monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually) load duration curves (LDC's) in a point-by-point load
representation. In DECPAC , the user must input the load duration curve data
manually;

• DECLOAD converts the point-by-point LDC data, entered by the user or
computed by PRELOAD, into Fourier series equations. Independently,
DECFIX accesses the databases for technical and economic data for existing
plants and prepares a plant data file for use by subsequent sub-modules.
DECVAR does a similar task for candidate plants to be considered in the
system expansion optimization;

• DECMIX utilizes outputs from DECLOAD, DECFIX and DECVAR, along
with a user-specified level of detail to be used by the model in generating
alternative system configurations for each period/year of the planning
horizon;

• DECSCR simulates the various configurations from DECMIX and determines
production cost, unserved energy, and loss-of-load probabilities (LOLP) for
each configuration;

• DECDYN uses the information resulting from DECSCR to determine the
least cost expansion path for the electric system based on a forward dynamic
programming algorithm;

• DECSCR2 re-simulates the optimum solution from DECDYN and determines
the associated production costs and fuel requirements, which are passed to the
primary energy supply analysis module (PRENSAM);

• DECREP prepares a summary report of the input data and results from the
ELECSAM module.
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Optimization of Electric System Development

The optimization of electric system expansion differs from the screening analysis
of electricity generation options in that it is an iterative optimization process
performed as follows:

• DECCON (in place of the DECMIX sub-module used in the screening
analysis) generates system configurations for each year of the study period.
The best expansion path found in the screening analysis may serve as a
starting point for optimisation. For each period/year over the study horizon
the user specifies, for each of the candidate technologies, the minimum
number of units that can be in operation and the maximum number of units
that can be added by the program (tunnel width);

• DECOPT (in place of the DECSCR sub-module used in the screening
analysis) simulates the configurations generated by DECCON and determines
production costs and reliability parameters for each configuration;

• DECDYN uses ihe information resulting from DECOPT to determine the
least cost expansion path from the given set of system configurations. In
addition, DECD^fN provides the user with guidance on how to achieve an
even better solut.on by modifying the minimum number of units and tunnel
widths in DECCON. This leads into a new iteration DECCON-DECOPT-
DECDYN, which can be repeated until an unconstrained optimum solution is
reached. In the iterative optimisation process, the DECOPT sub-module
simulates only the new system configurations generated by DECCON. The
configurations simulated in previous iterations are copied from a file
containing all heretofore simulated scenarios, thus significantly reducing
program running time;

• When the optimal solution is reached, or the user is satisfied with the best
expansion path f aund by DECDYN, the program exits the optimisation loop
and invokes the DECOPT2 sub-module to re-simulate in detail the best
expansion path, and the DECREP sub-module to generate the corresponding
report.

Primary Energy Supply Analysis Module

The primary energy supply analysis module (PRENSAM) uses a modified
version of the BALANCE module of ENPEP. It analyses the fuel requirements
of the electricity system, which have to be supplied by various primary energy
resources. PRENSAM allows the examination of the changes in energy flows in
the overall energy network resulting from changing assumptions regarding
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electricity demand, technology choices and characteristics of the technologies
selected.

PRENSAM, operating with the energy chains and technologies selected by the
user, traces the flow of fuel supply to the electricity network from the primary
source (e.g., crude oil, coal) through transformation processes to the delivery of
processed fuel to generation units. The fuel requirements at the generation unit
level are provided by the outputs from the DECSCR2/DECOPT2 sub-module. In
defining the energy network, PRENSAM uses nodes to represent different
components of the energy system, which are connected by a set of links.

A down-pass is performed first in which energy quantities are calculated across
each node of the network. This calculation starts with the energy input demands
for the power plant at the top and proceeds downward. The ensuing quantities
are passed further down as demands to the nodes below, resulting finally in the
total demand for each type of primary energy (fuel).

PRENSAM proceeds to step through the analysis year-by-year. The subsequent
solution is a set of energy quantities and process activities on all the links in the
network for each year of the analysis period. This information is passed on to the
environmental analysis module.

Environmental Analysis Module

The environmental analysis module (ENVIRAM) draws from the design and
algorithms implemented in the IMPACTS module of ENPEP. ENVIRAM
calculates air emissions, such as carbon dioxide and sulphur oxides. It also
computes the amount of solid waste and land requirements for each process at
the facility, energy chain and electricity system level. In addition, at the power
plant level, the ENVIRAM module offers the opportunity to analyse the
influence of various abatement technologies on air emissions, waste generation
and electricity generation costs. Secondary effects, such as waste generation
from emission control technologies, are also analysed.

ENVIRAM is structured into several sub modules, each of which has a specific
function. The structure of ENVIRAM, indicating the links between the different
sub modules and with the supporting databases and the other modules of
DECPAC, is shown in Figure 11.1b.
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ENVIRAM

Control Device Submodule (CDSM)
•Overnight Cost, Capital Requirement
•O&M (variable, fixed)
•Power Consumption
•Change in heat rate of units

Emission Submodule (ESM)
•Uncontrolled ~] Plant-by-plant
•Controlled
•Polluntant Removed -

} Plant-b

Total

Incremental Environmental Control
Cost Submodule (IECSM)
•Capital Cost ~l Plant-by-plant
•O&M Cost K
•Toial Incremental -I Total

Waste Generation
Submodule (WGSM)
•Waste from plants, and energy chains
•Waste from control devices

Land Use Submodule (LUSM)

•Land use for facility construction (future
feature: land use due to waste products)

Cost-Effectiveness, Strategy
Evaluation Submodule (CESM)
•Cost effectiveness by plant (future feature:
account for system effects)

Modified Plant Charact. new + retrofits

Plant Characteristics

Additional Unit
Characteristics.
Control Device

em-tac, fuel data
CSDB
RTDB

Plant Characteristics

Fuel Consumption

ELECSAM

Fixsys
Varsys
Dynpro

Mersim

Energy Chain Characteristics PRENSAM

Total System Generation Cost

Case-by-case

FIGURE 11.1b: Structure: of ENVIRAM

ESM Sub-module

The Emission Sub Module (ESM) calculates air emissions at each level of the
electricity generation chains as well as at the system level. ESM accesses
information on fuel characteristics from the supporting databases (e.g. heat, ash
and sulphur content s), and on emission factors of the corresponding facility (e.g.
kg of SO2 per tonne of coal processed). The sub module also retrieves data from
ELECSAM and PRENSAM on fuel consumption/facility throughput at each
level of energy chains supplying the power plants of the system. With these
data, ESM estimates; uncontrolled emissions for pollutants such as particulate,
SO,, NO,, CO,.

CDSM Sub-module

In the Control Device Sub Module (CDSM) the user is able to analyse the impact
of pollution abatement technologies on the emissions from the electricity system
with the corresponding electricity generation costs. Specifically, the user
identifies which of the existing and candidate power plants of the system have to
be equipped with emission control technologies and selects, from a list of
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abatement technologies available in the supporting databases, the technologies
(up to three) to be implemented on a given power plant.

In CDSM the user can access RTDB/CSDBs and the case database of DECPAC
for information needed on control devices or case specific economic
characteristics. Data related to electricity generation for each power plant can
also be retrieved from the Electric System Analysis Module (ELECSAM).

CDSM estimates capital and overnight costs, fixed and variable operation and
maintenance (O&M) costs, reagent consumption and associated waste generation
if any, internal electricity consumption, and the impact of added abatement
devices on the heat rate of the power plant. The information on capital and
O&M costs, and on change in heat rate, may be transferred back into
ELECSAM, in order to capture the impact of emission control devices on the
electricity system expansion plan. The controlled emissions are calculated
taking into account the efficiency of the abatement technologies implemented.

IECCSM Sub-module

The Incremental Environmental Control Cost Sub Module (IECCSM) retrieves
data from CDSM and ELECSAM and calculates the additional costs that are
incurred when control devices are added to power plants. The costs in constant
terms are determined on a unit-by-unit basis as well as for the entire system.

WGSM Sub-module

The Waste Generation Sub Module (WGSM) computes waste generation for the
entire system as well as at each level of the electricity generation chains,
including waste generation from air pollution control devices at the power plant
level when applicable. WGSM retrieves data on technology characteristics from
the supporting databases and on fuel consumption/throughput from ELECSAM
and PRENSAM. Waste volumes are calculated in accordance with mass-balance
approach.

LUSM Sub-module

The Land Use Sub Module (LUSM) calculates land requirements corresponding
to electricity generation chains and the entire system by accessing data on the
different facilities stored in the supporting databases. Although land
requirements for waste disposal are not accounted for in the DECPAC, the
necessary data, if available to the user, can be stored in CSDBs and thereby
reckoned in calculations.
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CESM Sub-module

The Cost Effectiveness Sub Module (CESM) allows, at the power plant level, the
evaluation of the emission control strategy chosen by the user. In DECPAC,
CESM is linked to ESM and IECCSM only and thus does not allow for cost
effectiveness analysis at the system level. However, future developments will
include linking CESIVI to ELECSAM in order to offer this capability.

Appendix 13 provides, the complete a list of ENVIRAM input data and a
detailed description of the cost and controlled air emission calculations
performed at the power plant level for all seven types of abatement technologies
supported by the module.

Graphical User Interface

0 Start Powst Plant
Chain

Comparhon

A graphical user interface (GUI) was developed to handle case data management
and creation. A two way interface allows for creation of WASP type ASCII files
from the case data and import of case data from these file. The description of
GUI features follows.

Starting a system-level analysis using DECPAC always
begins with the selection of the pertinent CSDB.
DECPAC is not intended to be executed with the RTDB.
After specifying the CSDB of interest, begin a system-
level analysis by clicking the Start button in DECADES
Control Centre and choosing System.

When you select System I Assessment, the DECPAC electric system analysis
module is activated and Study and Case Selection screen is displayed as shown
in Figure 11.2.

Note You can conduct system level analysis only if you have first selected
CSDB.

Selecting a Case

Selection (or creation) of a case to run for system-level analysis starts with the
Study and Case Selection screen. The data necessary to run DECPAC are
organized in planning studies and cases. Planning studies are collections of zero
or more cases.
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Input files for DECPAC are stored in a case-specific database located in the
STUDY sub-directory. This database contains pointers to selected chains from
RTDB and/or CSDBs, study- or case-specific user input data (base year, last
year, number of hydro conditions, number of periods, etc.) and calculated data
(number of thermal plants, number of thermal candidates, etc.).

The GUI interface has several forms to facilitate data preparation for the analysis
module and display of the results. The Study and Case Selection form is used to
manage planning studies and cases (Figure 11.2).

The studies are organized by country, and every study can contain several cases.
You can display studies for other countries by selecting a world region from the
pop-down list in the Country box on the Study and Case Selection form and then
a country from the countries list or countries abbreviation list.

Click the Add button at the bottom left corner of the Study and Case Selection
form to add or create a new case. To delete a case, first select a case from the
Case box and then click the Delete button. Use the Delete button with great care.

Caution Deleting a study destroys all the cases contained in that study.

World region
updated for the
existing studies in
the database

Click to access
case details or to
view results
(reports)

Use these buttons
to add/delete
studies or cases

f »unify

Muilv 1
N.iine

This is a test, study performed to verify the connetion between the electricity system alalysis
module DECPAC and the DECADES project data bases (RTDB, CSDBs). . .

Case t
Case

1 - Baie case jsirnilat (o WASP HI piut raarwa!)

3 ; Test case {delete) 5/5/36

The data exported from FlTDB/'CSDB: are complemented by u:-er inputted data which are stored J
the ca'.et datafaa:e and by calculated data Icounting the number ot thermal plant:, hydro |

condition, etc I

Add View Execute

FIGURE 11.2: Study and Case Selection Form

Country
selection box

Click to create
input files for
the analysis
module

Click to execute
the analysis
module for the
current case
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Viewing and Modifying Case Data

To access detailed data on a particular case, select the
desired case, click the View button on the Study and
Case Selection form, choose Input Data from the pop-
down menu and select Enter/Modify Data option,
which opens Case Data Form (Figure 11.3).

Case Data form is organized as a multiple attribute window (folders in a file
cabinet) containing:
• General Data,
• Fuel Groups Data,
• Fixed System Data, and
• Variable System Data.

To access the data in the folders, click the folder tabs.

General Data

The model uses relative years. If you modify the first year of the study all the
data are shifted according to the new starting year.

General Data Fuel Group;

bans, i I daT "««I»UI* «i i » . mt ths S'udjt; J28"
Case Data
Fire* Year of St«dy-

LaX Year of Study, j 201E Escalation Base; j 1997 Number of Pstiods ptrrYeat. j 4

Number of Hydre tws&ro ir • j 3 Hydo Coral: 1 2 3 4 5

Number of Thetmai Plants j — g p b b i i t e j ' j

I System;
Load

probabiite~ j 75'j 15 f - j — |

Capital Costs Discount Rs (e:

Number at Cosine tewc;

Electric System Data

1.00

' fit Normal P Extended

ipiialCo3tAd|ijsSmertf j

I "3 ¥'}

6' 15 35
7. 15- 30

iLP Mm RM' Minirrtgro R«ei¥e Margin
EJ M R R i9

EHS. EnetaM-Nof-Served Cost Cost.
LOLP. LOlPRt

Close J

FIGURE 11.3: Case Data General Data Folder
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The data items in the Case Data box of the General Data folder:

First year of study
Last year of study
Number of years for
the Study

Number of periods
per Year
Number of hydro
Conditions

Number of thermal
plants
Number of thermal
Candidates
Probabilities for
hydro Conditions

Capital Costs
Discount Rate
Operating Costs
Discount Rate
Printout Option
Number of Cosine
terms
Control devices
capital cost
adjustment

base year of study period
total number of years from the first year < 30
automatically calculated; equal to total number
of years between the first and last years,
inclusive
maximum of 12 periods per year to be simulated
in each year of the study period
hydrological conditions (dry, wet, etc.) to be
considered in the study (max. 5 hydro
conditions)
automatically computed based on fixed system
description
automatically calculated based on variable
system description
probability of occurrence for each previously
specified hydro condition (sum of probabilities
must equal 1)
opportunity cost of money (in %) assumed for
construction period
opportunity cost of money (in %) assumed for
O&M and fuel costs
normal or extended
in Fourier approximation of load duration curves
(max. 100)

The Electric System Data box displays:

Year

Minimum Reserve
Margin

Maximum Reserve
Margin

Energy-Not-Served 0

Energy-Not-Served 1

Energy-Not-Served 2

LOLP Reliability
Constraint

year to which all the constraints in the same row
apply
minimum permissible capacity allowance in the
critical period expressed as % of peak load
(max. value 99, default 15)
maximum permissible capacity allowance in the
critical period expressed as % of the peak load
(max. value 100, default 40)
cost coefficient constant (coefficient of the first
term of unserved energy quadratic cost
function)
first cost coefficient (coefficient of the second
term of the unserved energy cost function)
second cost coefficient (coefficient of the third
term of the unserved energy quadratic cost
function)
critical value of the annual loss of-load
probability, not to exceed 100 %
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System Load Data

Electricity demand for the study case is defined in terms of annual peak load,
period peak loads, and load duration curves. To introduce/modify these data
click the System Load button in the General Data folder of the Case Data form.
System Load form is displayed (Figure 11.4).

Test case

Annual Peak Load

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Yeai

Annual Peak Load Period Peak Load

1998
193$

2000

. ; 6,800.00. Cod.

| 5,333.00; None

. ; £725.65: None

• 7,109.01-None

* Yes ir. i

T s Mo

t :

i 2
3'

4

G9000

0.8700

S9300

1.0000

• Bun
Preload

j LDC
^~~ Curve;

FIGURE 11.4: System Lead Form

When modifying your load data, highlight the Peak Load figure you want to
change and introduce the new value. From the pop-down menu on the LDC type
column choose the pertinent load curve definition (polynomial coefficients or
points). Determine also the Period Peak Load Ratio for each period of the year.

To view the shape of the normal load duration curve as well as the associated
coefficients or point-by-point data, click the LDC Curves button on the System
Load form to access the LDC definition page (Figure 11.5). Figure 11.5 shows
coefficients for a fifth order polynomial definition of LDC curves. Move the
cursor to another period and the LDC Curve displayed will be automatically
updated. Use the ^ and ^ buttons to move to the next year for which the LDC
curves were defined by a polynomial function.

Note Double-click on the Peak Load Graphic to read LOADSY.DAT files and
store the data in the database.
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•Test case

Normalized Load Duration Curve

Type: S» Norms! C inverted

Time [Fraction]

Year: 1997
1. 1.000, -3600 1S.80D: -38800 36.000
t 1000; -3.008 13858' -31.200' 31 000' -11 200
3' 1.000= -3.000 13.850 -31.200- 31.000: -11200
4 IJfflS -3.600 16S30 -36.800' 36.000 -12.800 Close:

FIGURE 11.5: Fifth Degree Polynomial Definition of LDC Curve - Normalized Curve

Note The values used to display the LDC graphic are calculated using the
coefficients given for each period using a query. The result of the query
is stored in the temporary table XY.db from the private directory. Do
not delete this table or modify its X column!

To modify the coefficients, highlight the coefficient you want to change, enter
Edit mode and introduce the new value. Click the Peak Load button to view the
Annual Peak Load page again.
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Test case

Normalized Inv. Load Duration Curve

Load (Fraction}
C : 6000 JMW3

Yaar:
FetdtM AO ' A1 A2 '

i '"licb ~"£m ?e,6oo-

$1 two
4

AS

-3I28J 31.0SS« -11.2
-31.208 Sim -11.2

FIGURE 11.6: Fifth Degree Polynomial Definition of LDC Curve - Inverted Normalized Curve

Click the Inverted Type ratio button to display inverted LDC curve (Figure 11.6).
Annual Peak Load far the given year and the coefficients of the inverted LDC
are shown in the bottom portion of the graph.

Test case

Normalized Load Duration Curve

Type. <*? formal C Inyert
i
Instructions:

Copy, Copj> poirte to other Denod

Time [Fraction]

2005

Am««i Peak load 3121 [MW]

Bact 8© fascfc to the main menu
Double cttci.petiod to §& His curve

2005

it*.

FIGURE 11.7: Normal LDC Points Definition Curve

If, for the current year, the LDC curve is defined by points, the points definition
page is displayed as shown in Figure 11.7 when clicking the LDC Curves button
in System Load form (Figure 11.4).
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To view/modify a set of coordinate points
1. Click the desired period number in the Period box,
2. Click the Edit Button (Figure 11.7) to open Load Duration Curve form

(Figure 11.8).
3. To modify data, highlight desired cell and key in new data.

Period: 2

OK

FIGURE 11.8: LDC Points Definition

O To copy a set of coordinate points from one period to another
1. Click Copy button,
2. Indicate the period number from which you want to copy the points,
3. Highlight desired cell and key in new data as required.

Running PRELOAD

Click the Run Preload button (see Figure 11.4) to transform the
historical, chronological hourly load data, stored in an ASCII file,
into peak loads and typical normalized load duration curves
(LDC's).

A pop up menu will be displayed with the available typical load data files, stored
in the new directory named "Loads" in the directory of DECADES\CSDB
\LOCATION\LOADS.
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The Syscen.dat input data file required to run the PRELOAD Sub-module is
generated automatically by retrieving the case data from CSDB. After
PRELOAD is executed, the Loadsy.dat file is created in the working directory,
and it can be saved back in the case directory.

Select typical
load file

Copy file to
working dir

Create
Syscen.dat

Run
PRELOAD

Save
Loadsy.dat

Update
Database

FIGURE 11.8a: Procedure for Executing PRELOAD

The data for Load Duration Curves in the database also can be updated from the
PRELOAD results. The procedures and data flows used in the PRELOAD sub-
module are shown in the Figures 11.8a and 11.8b.

No. of periods and
peak load projection
in database

FIGURE 11.8b: Data Flew in Executing PRELOAD

Note Similar LDC curves will be estimated for each year in the study. You
may wish to keep only the first year data and import them in the
database by double clicking on the Annual Peak Load graphic.

Fuel Groups Data

DECPAC uses aggregated fuel groups data. To view, modify, add, or delete data
on fuel groups, return to the Case Data form and click the Fuel Groups folder tab.
The Fuel Groups folder (Figure 11.9) is brought in front.
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Fuel Groups Box:
• Identification

number for the fuel
group

• Name
• Short Description
• Fuel limitation
• Limitation

• Replace by

Plant Name

Number of fuel
groups

default 0, maximum 9

code label of fuel group
descriptive label of fuel group
No (default)
visible for Fuel limitation (Yes option) - enter
fuel consumption rate ceiling
pop-down list updated with identification
numbers of the plants used as replacement
(automatically calculated)
replacement plant (automatically determined or
calculated)
automatically calculated

Genera! Data Fuel Gtoups

Fuel Groups

1 ;CCM
2 | CD-2
3 [FOIL
4JsT&O
0 s •- • -"•'•
S jtMPO

NUCLEAR PLAt'JTS
COAL PLANTS DOM-FUEL
COAL PLANTS IMP-FUEL
OIL PLANTS IMP-FUEL
GASTUBKHESGAS-OiL
LIGHSTEPLAMTfLIM)
IMPORTS [FUEL SUBS,)

F«el iiiwtatioir P. No (S Yes.

Multipljiirtg Factors for: UGH

'r'ear

0-
1

"3

1 •
ii
v
v.

Visible for
i Advanced

Users and DB
Administrators
only

FIGURE 11.9: Fuel Groups Data (with fuel limitation)

Highlight fuel group with a limitation on daily consumption rate from the Fuel
Groups box and select Yes from the Fuel limitation option (Figure 11.9). The
Limitation and Replaced by fields become visible. Enter the daily limitation and
select from the pop-down list the identification number of the power plant to be
used if the limitation occurs (the identification numbers corresponds to the fixed
system thermal plants declared as possible to be used for substitution).
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Multiplying Factors for fuel groups Box refer to Domestic and Foreign fuel
escalation rates (in active years) corresponding to the highlighted fuel group in
the Fuel Group box.

You can Delete a ft el group from the case if there are no thermal plants using
that type of fuel. It is also possible to Add a new fuel group after the current
(highlighted) fuel gioup. In both cases the fuel groups are renumbered and the
plants' data are updated with the new fuel group numbers.

Installed capacity in base year for the current fuel group is automatically
calculated.

Advanced users
and Database
Administrators only

El To import WAJ5P files
1. Select Fuel Group,
2. Click the Read Data button (Figure 11.10 is displayed),
3. Specify .dat file and location of the Fixsys file,
4. Specify Varisys and Dynpro files location,
5. Specify the location of Congen file.

f IP Nrtinc

'<-_ wmir. I3NET.DAT
(IK

[lllVf: |oi Alid') \ lie .1 vpes.

< I exl>

FIGURE 11.10: File Selection

Note Before you import the WASP files, you have to add thermal and hydro
facilities manually to the technology database for Fixed and Variable
Systems. Use the same facility name with those included in the WASP
files.

Not all of the data is read; therefore, you need to review it and add what was not
automatically impoited.

It is possible to obtain errors in importing ASCII files, which are read by WASP
without problems. One reason for this is connected with the fact that FORTRAN
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completes the lines in the file with a length under 80 characters with blanks.
Therefore it is recommended to check the files before importing the data and
complete the lines with blanks, when required.

Click the Fac. Crosstab button and select the fixed or variable system from the
pop-down menu to display the technical, economic and environmental data for
the thermal power plants included in the case in a crosstab format (Figure 11.11).
This feature is useful to check all the input data for the fixed and variable
system.

FIGURE 11.11: F.xed Sys:em Tnerma! Plants

Thermal Fixed System Data

To access the thermal fixed system data click the Fixed System folder tab on the
Case Data form and select Thermal option (Figure 11.12).

In order to run the system level analysis, you need to make sure that all the
selected plants (facilities) are associated with the correct chain identification
numbers. You can check the appropriate chain numbers for the plants using the
Manage Chains form (refer to Chapter 10, section on Energy Chains). Enter the
Edit mode and add missing chain numbers to the corresponding plants.
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Facilities

option

Make sure all

plants have been

assigned chain

numbers

General Date J Fixed System

fit Ttermal C-

Selected Plants

FaC. it %«mB

3 FC01
4 FCD2
5'FOIL
6 F-5T
7 : FUG
8 IMFT

iOBa

1 i CSD6
2!CSDB
3'CSDB
4 CSDB

5 CSDB

S CSDB

152 -,=j
153
150
151
156
15?

Commited Add./Ret fat.FGOl

V.

13

-1
-1
-1
-1
-2

Addiiional Plant Datii

' Nurnbes oi identical units in base year] " S j-j

Used for ittsi substitution t« No CYes

Maintettance Ciav Size: j 20Q iMWj

C Ui*ii-.crtrolled (« ConUolled

, Show

ttl
Capatjity

Close

FIGURE 11.12: Therma1 Fixed System Data

Selected Plants Box:
Facility identification
number (Fac. #)
Facility short name
Fuel#

DBase
Chain #

min. 3, max. 58 candidates (the number 1 and
2 are reserved for hydro types)
code label for a plant (default Plra)
fuel group to which the energy source used by
the plant
data imported from CSDB or RTDB
energy chain key (identification number) in
the database

Committed Additions/Retirements Box shows unit additions or retirements of the
highlighted plant. Years are relative to the base year. If you change the base
year, all the other years are changed and recalculated. Addition is indicated by a
plus and retirement ?y a minus sign.

Additional Plant Data Box:

Number of identical
units in base year
Used for fuel
substitution
Maintenance class

Control option

identical units in the power station

Yes if the unit replaces a fuel-limited facility,
otherwise No
calculated but a user value overrides calculated
values
existing control devices in the energy chains.
Click the Controlled push button to take into
consideration the controls defined in the energy
chain. Otherwise click Uncontrolled.
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FIGURE 11.13: Expansion Plan

To display a cross tab of the committed additions/retirements plan, click the
Cross Tab button in the Fixed System folder. The Committed Additions and
Retirements form (Figure 11.13) shows a plant-year matrix of units to be added
(+) or retired (-). Only the active plants and years are displayed in the expansion
plan.

Click the Add or Delete buttons in the Fixed System folder of the Case Data
form to add or to delete a plant.

To see details of currently highlighted plant, return to the Case Data screen, and
click the Show Details button, which opens the energy chain diagram form for
the highlighted plant (explained in Chapter 10, Chain-Level Analysis).

If you double click the Electricity Generation step (level VI) of the energy chain
diagram you can access the facility's Numerical, Textual, and Pictorial
information. In a similar manner view information on the other components of
the energy chain (e.g. Mining, Preparation, etc.).

When you select the Numerical option from the Step info menu you are able to
view and modify numerical data (Technical, Economic, and Environmental)
pertaining to the currently highlighted plant. Technical data refers to the ratings
and data relating to performance of the plant.

When you return to the Case Data screen you can select technology chain for the
currently highlighted plant by clicking the Select button. Chains Selection form
(Figure 11.14) is displayed. Choose the database from Select Chains From box
and specify energy source and technology filters.
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FIGURE 11.14: Chains Selection Form

Click the Select button on the Chains Selection form to list available chains in
the database satisfying the constraints you chose. You may repeatedly modify
the conditions and then click Select. Inspect the list of chains and unselect the
ones you do not want to include in the case data. Close the Chains Selection
form to import the data and go back to the Fixed System folder.

Hydro Fixed System Data

To access the hydrological fixed system data, click the Fixed System folder tab
on the Case Data form and select Hydro option. The folder is displayed in front
(Figure 11.15).

Hydro Types Box:

Hydro type

• Hydro type shcrt
description

• Fixed O&M costs

Code name of the hydroelectric plant type. You
can define two hydro types (e.g. HYD1 or
HYD2). A hydro type is assigned to each hydro
project included in the fixed or variable system.
The model will calculate the composite hydro
plant type considering all the projects of the
same type,
a descriptive label for hydroelectric plant types

in U.S.$/kW-mth

Use the ^ and ^ buttons to the right of the Hydro Types box in the Fixed
System folder to browse through the hydro types.
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Make sure that all
hydro facilities have
corresponding chain
reference numbers
(refer to Thermal
Fixed System Data)
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FIGURE 11.15: Hydro Fixed System Data

Hydro Projects Box:

Year

Name of the hydro
project

Hydro type

Description

Dbase

Chain #

Status option

year the project becomes available

"F" usually signifies fixed system

type definition for hydro project

label for the hydro project

RTDB or CSDB where energy chain derived or
referenced

energy chain key (identification number) in the
database

operating or retired

Hydrological Conditions for box:

Condition

Period

Inflow Energy

Minimum generation

Average capacity

Hydrological
condition filter

hydro condition (e.g. 1-wet, 2-medium, 3- dry,
etc.

user defined periods

period inflow energy of the hydro project

minimum generation in base in the period

available capacity of the project in the period

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Click on the corresponding
button to display the data for a hydro condition
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Click the Inst. Capacity button in the Fixed System folder of the Case Data form
to view the electric system installed capacity profile for the current case.
Electricity System Expansion Policy form is displayed (Figure 11.16).
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FIGURE 11.16: Line Foimat of Installed Capacity in Fixed System

You can view capacity profile of each fuel group in line or stacked bar format
(Figure 11.17).

I est case

,1, J:l , . i • -LiLE
r Line
fit Stacked Ear

FIGURE 11.17: Stacked Bar Format of Installed Capacity in Fixed System
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You may also display the same data in line or stack bar format as a fraction of
installed capacity by fuel groups by clicking the Fraction option (Figure 11.18).

a -Ini.xj

jTest case

FIGURE 11.18: Fraction Format of Installed Capacity

Click the Ins. Cap. Vs. Peak Load button to display the installed capacity in the
thermal fixed system, the capacity requested in the peak load and the total
(thermal and hydro) installed capacity (Figure 11.19). Although the hydro
capacity depends on the hydrological conditions this graph is useful in giving a
rough estimation of the evolution of the installed capacity and requested capacity
during the study period.

By viewing the graphs you are able to check your case data for outliers before
running the system-level analysis module. Click the Install Capacity/Peak Load
button on the Electricity System Expansion Policy form to compare Fixed
System capacity to Requested Peak Load capacity.
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FIGURE 11.19: Installec Capacity and Peak Load Form

Thermal Variable System Data

Make sure that all
facilities have
corresponding
chain reference
numbers
(refer to Thermal
Fixed System Data)

To access the thermal variable system data, click the Variable System folder tab
on the Case Data form and select Thermal option. The folder is displayed in
front as shown in Figure 11.20.

General Data temp? | fii&d System Variable Sysieirt 1

. Selected Plants

I , Hams; Fuel ft"

9'VDOA' 2 CSDB |
10 W O L . 3 ; CSDB :

0|CSDB i
4 ! CSDB i12 V-GT

155

1S4

<* Thermal C
PenetraKon factor fonVCOA

Additwnaf Plant Da*<>

Maintenance Ctats Size.

Control Qpiiotr C

600 JMW]

FIGURE 11.20: Therms I Variable System Data

Add

Show

I Prod

Close!
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In selecting Thermal option you can define Penetration factors for every
candidate plant in active years (Figure 11.20). To view chain details or to select
chains that you want to include in the database, use the procedure described in
the Thermal Fixed System section.

Penetration Factor Box shows the percentage shares of each plant type in the
total capacity added for a given year.

Additional Plant Data Box features Control Option specifying whether or not the
selected facility has been fitted with pollution control device.

You can Add or Delete facilities, Select, and Show Details on the currently
highlighted plant. The selected energy chain for the plant is similar to Figure
10.6.

Click the Select button on the Variable System folder of the Case Data form to
choose chains from the databases. Chains Selection form similar to Figure 10.22
is displayed.

As the Chains Selection form is displayed, choose the database to select chains
from and specify the energy source and technology filters. Click the Select
button on the Chains Selection form to list available chains in the database
satisfying these conditions. You can modify the conditions and click the Select
button again.

VCOA VHYG Y19

VFOL VHY7 Y20
-H_ -u- _B_

VNUC "•'•'• Y21

-m- -m- -u
V-GT Y13 Y22
- B - - H - -ffl-

VHY1 Y14 Y23

-» -m- -m-
VHY3 Y15 Y24
-B_ - B - - B -

VHY5 Y1S Y25
-m- At- -m-
VHY2 Y17 Y26

VHY4 Y1S Y27

FIGURE 11.21: Annual Production Costs
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Inspect the list of chains and unselect the ones you don't want to include in the
case data. Close the Chains Selection form to import the data and go back to the
Variable System folder in the Case Data form.

If you click the Prod. Cost button, you can compare annual production costs of
your existing facilities to proposed facilities (Figure 11.21). See Chapter 9
Performing a Power Plant - Level Analysis for more information on calculation
of the annual production costs.

Hydro Variable System Data

To display the Hydro Variable screen, select Hydro_(Figure 11.22).

Make sure that all
facilities have
corresponding chain
reference numbers
(refer to Thermal Fixed
System Data)

General Data

-Hydro Types

IHYD1 jHjidm Plant: G r o j p i

Hydro Projects

YEAR INAME. T"fl<?

' " ""s 'VHYl ' lHYDI • •
,.; 5*VHY3 HYD1 • :

:- ' 7 !VHY5 HYD1 " V

Fuel Group; ] Rsed System j sVariable System 1

P Ihermal (• Hydro

S
0 70

C5DB. IBS
CSDB 167
CSOB: 169

Hydrological Conditions for:VHY1 -

p e t « Irftow Energy Mm Generation - Avg. Capacity •

Condition: 1
2'.
3.
4

22G
24Q
200

100 .
100 '
100 i 170 :

ISO s r 3
T4
r 5

FIGURE 11.22: Hydro Viariable System Data

Add

j Show

i

Hydro Types Box:

Hydro type code

Hydro type short
description
Fixed O&M costs

Plant life

two types may be defined, e.g. HYD1 or
HYD2, types are user-defined
descriptive label for the type of hydro type

fixed operating and maintenance cost in
US$/kW-mth
economic life for hydro plant
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Hydro Projects Box:

• Year the project - relative (calculated)
becomes available

• Name of the hydro - a prefix V is used to indicate variable system,
project

• Hydro type - hydro project type, use the Up Arrow and
Down Arrow buttons to browse through the
hydro types

• Description - descriptive label for the hydro facility
• Database - RTDB or CSDB where energy chain reference

is stored
• Chain # - identification number of the energy chain in

RTDB or CSDB

Hydrological Conditions for selected Hydro Project:
• Condition - hydro condition (1 - wet, 2- medium, 3-dry,

etc.)
• Period - user-defined periods
• Inflow Energy
• Minimum Generation -
• Available Capacity

for every hydro
condition

• Hydrological - (1,2,3,4,5)
condition filter

Use the ^ and ^ buttons to the right of the Hydro Types box in the Variable
System folder of the Case Data form to browse through the hydro types.

Creating Case Input Files

The connection between the DECADES databases and
the ELECSAM is made trough ASCII files. Therefor,
before executing a case you have to create the
corresponding input files. To create case data files, click
the Create Files button on the Study and Case Selection
screen. You should select this option after you have
reviewed and modified input data.

Create Files I All Files option creates automatically all the following input files
as DOS text (or ASCII formatted) files:

• LOADSYS.DAT System load data
• FIXSYS.DAT Fixed system data files
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VARDYN.DAT

TECHMIX.DAT
MERSIM
Control Device

Variable system and Dynamic programming data
files
Technology mix data
WASP module 5
Run CDSM calculations

These ASCII files aie the final input files needed by the DECPAC system-level
analysis module and are directly accessed by the analysis module when you
invoke the application. Before you start creating DECPAC data files, all
information about the fixed and variable systems are stored in the PARADOX
tables.

If you want abatement technologies being considered in the analysis processes,
select to run Control Device Sub-Module (CDSM) first.

You can opt to create a specific file separately by selecting any of the system
files listed in the pop-down menu.

To view the data files created
click the View button I Input
Data I View Data Files and select
the data file a data file. The
content of the file is displayed in
a text editor (Figure 11.23)

Test case
0 NUC NUCLEAR PLANTS
1 CO-1 COAL PLANTS DM-FUEL
2 CD-2 COAL PLANTS IvIP-FUEL
3 FOIL OIL PLANTS IM=--FUEL
4 GTGO GAS TURBINES 3AS-OIL
5 LIGN LIGNITE PLANT CUM.}
6 IMPO IMPORTS CFUEL SUBS.'J

HYD1 Hydro P lan ts Sroup 1
HTD2 Hjdr-o P lan ts Sroup 2

4 6 3 HYD1 .70 HYD2
2543

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

13.00
0.00

-Ifflxj

1997
FC01
FC02
FOIL
F-GT
LIG
nMPT

2
FHY1

65
120
133
100
120
1

293
294
400
100
294
1

2560
2450
3480
2560
2560

.50
0.
0.

2241 665.
2250 635.
2150 60.1190.
3480 50.1750.
2250 635. 0 .
2560 0.3000.

.750
110
210
310
4 0
510
6 0

.150 .100 0.000 0.000
6.0 35
8.0 42
7.0 42
1.2 14
8.0 42
3.0 0

200 0
400 0
400 0
100 0
400 0
100 1

4.89 1.31
3.05 0.00
1.95 0.00

.75 0.00
3.05 0.00

HYD1 75.0 .001
35.OOS0.0050.0095.0O40.0055.0065.0O60.0040.0O
?5.0050.0055.00135.040.0065.0075.0060.0040.00
L10.050.0055.00145.040.0075.0085.0060.0040.00

FIGURE 11.23: Fixsys F ile

Note You may modify manually the input data files. However, these
modifications will not be reflected in the database. Therefore, it is
recommended to make the data modification using the GUI and then
recreate the corresponding data files.
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Executing a Case

Click the Execute button on the Study and Case Selection
form (Figure 11.2) and select Electric System to invoke
the electric system analysis. Congen module reads the
information from the Fixsys and Varsys files and
generates a number of alternative configurations
satisfying any constraints you have added.

When you select the Electric System I Congen alternative configuration
generator you are asked (Figure 11.23a) if you want to copy the model files in
the working directory (\DECADES\DECPAC). Answer "Yes" to this question
for the first time you run the case or after making modifications to the case
database.

? ) Copji Wee t

1 . &2 .1

torn case dire

Mo J
FIGURE 11.23a: Copy Case Data Question

You can opt to run the analysis as (Figure 11.23b):
• Screening of Candidate Technologies
• Optimization of System Development

Click the corresponding button to run an analysis. In order to reduce the
execution time the model can make use of the data calculated for configurations
already simulated during previous runs. However, in some situations you may
want to clean the data files containing these data. Check box Clear Previous
Simulation check box to delete form the working directory the previous
simulation files (simul*.*).

Note Check the Clear Previous Simulation box each time you run a new case.
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FIGURE 11.23b: Case Execution Options

Screening Mode

By running the screening analysis, you are able to narrow down the options to
those likely to meet the predetermined criteria, and then feed these candidate
strategies through the optimization analysis to find the least-cost electricity
expansion scheme.

You can define a Lmited number of configurations for each year based on the
minimum and maximum penetration and skipping factors associated with the
candidate plants.

Skipping factors determine valid intervals on the number of units that can be
added from each Technology type. You can create a set of representative
configurations for energy capacity expansion accommodating all the candidate
plants based on constraints you have introduced.

In Screening Mode there are no repetitive iterations for the final solution (see
Figure 11.1a). The solution you obtain by running the Screening Mode is sub-
optimal relative to the Optimization Mode, because of the constraints you
impose on the number of configurations per year.

In Screening Mode you directly solve the case and return to the Study and Case
Selection screen.

Optimization Mode

The optimization of electric system development is an iterative optimization
process, where skipping and penetration factors are not utilized so that an
unconstrained final solution is obtained.
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Unconstrained solution from the optimization mode is associated with the
concept of tunnel widths with which you specify the minimum and the maximum
number of units that you want to add from each candidate plant. If necessary the
tunnel widths are adjusted after every dynamic programming run, until an
unconstrained solution is obtained. Click Optimization button (see Figure
11.23b) to find the least-cost solution for the electricity system expansion. A
dialogue box is displayed (Figure 11.23c) and you are asked if you update the
tunnel with information with the information obtained for the last solution found.
Answer "Yes" to this question if you already run the optimization once and the
data displayed in the Configuration Generator form (see Figure 11.24) will be
completed with information guiding the user how to modify the minimum
number of units and the tunnel with data ("+" more units, "-" less units).

V Sect'from 'Soil .REP?

No

FIGURE 11.23c: Update Dialogue Box

H To modify the minimum number of units and/or the tunnel widths
1. Use the scroll bar to select the desired year,
2. Enter Edit mode,
3. Modify the data taking into account the previous best.

f i t - l i ve M.iidin. i~iihceil Uvrirci f'.itniition .trul F ricwv Not Served

Study year

Signs guiding you
in selecting the
minimum number
of units and the ——
tunnel width based
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simulation
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FIGURE 11.24: Tunnel Definition Form
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Note You may modify the reserve margin or the coefficients of the polynomial
function describing the cost of energy not served also from this form.
The modification made here will be reflected also in the Case Data I
General Data folder.

After you have completed the data entry/modification click the Execute button
(Figure 11.24) to generate the expansion configurations. A dialog box is
displayed to ask if there is a need to run the DECLOAD, DECFIX and DECVAR
sub-modules (Figure 11.24a). Answer "No" if these modules were already
executed in the current session.

Process load data, f ixed and variable systems?

CCf there have been no chanqes in the input data
i t is not necessary to run"these programs again!)

Process CY/N37

FIGURE 11.24a: DECCON Processing Question

During the execution of DECCON the number of configurations generated for
each year of the study are displayed on the screen (Figure 11.24b).

195 r
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1S43
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TGURATIQHS: 1702
CONFIGURATIONS: 0

tepn m a t e d .

FIGURE 11.24b: DECCON Execution

At the end of the execution you are asked if the configuration results are correct.
Answering "No" to this question will return you to the Configurations Generator
from (Figure 11.24) to allow you to make modification to the minimum number
of units and/or tunnel width before re-running the sub-module. Answer "Yes"
and you are asked if you want to see the report created by the generator of
system expansion configurations. Answer "Yes" to display the report (Figure
11.24c).
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FIGURE 11.24c: DECCON View Configuration Results Question

You are then asked if you want to see the report created by the generator of
system expansion configurations. Answer "Yes" to display the report (Figure
11.24d). See the WASP model documentation for more details on the report
content.

DECPAC COMPUTER PROGRAM PACKAGE

DECCON MODULE

CASE STUDY

Test case

LIST OF VAR. EXFAN. CANDIDATES

FIGURE 11.24d: DECCON Report

Note Avoid to modify the study period after you created the CONGEN
support database. Reducing or enlarging the study period may result in
error in the CONGEN tables (Fac_Year.db).

The next step in the optimization run is to simulate the electric system expansion
configurations generated. The Probabilistic Production Cost Simulation form
(Figure 11.25) enable you to indicate limitation for fuel groups, the loading order
(economic or user defined), fuel consumption and stocks, spinning reserve, etc.
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Test case
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FIGURE 11.25: Simulation through Mersim

Change Data box contains the following data items (for the current year):
Change Fuel
Limitation

Change Loading
Order
Change Fuel
Consumption
No. of Fourier
Coefficients

Output

Check this box if the fuel limitation is changed
and introduce the limitation for the Fuel Group
in Change Fuel Limitation data box
Check this box if the loading order is different
from the previous year
Click this box if the fuel consumption is
changed
Check this box if the number of Fourier
coefficients is changed and introduce the new
number
Printing option (Minimum, Intermediate or
Maximum)

Change Loading Order data box contains:
Loading Type tutton

SPNVAL or Largest
Unit Size Multiplier

Percent of Peak Load

Economic Loading Order (L.O.) or User
Specified Loading Order
a) <0, the L.O. is given;
b) 0<SPNVAL<5, the L.O. is calculated by

MERSIM1;
c) SPNVAL>5, the L.O. is calculated by

MERSIM (constant value)2

Multiplier of period peak load (PKMW) for
calculating the required spinning reserve.

SPNRES = SPNVAL * CAP + PEAKF * P1CMW
1 SPNRES = SPNVAL
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Constant Spinning
Reserve [MW]
Hydro 1 Available
Spinning Reserve[%]

Hydro2 Available
Spinning Reserve[%]

L.O. Calculated by

Input the value of spinning reserve for case (c)
described above
Part of total available hydro capacity of hydro
plant type A that will be considered as spinning
reserve
Part of total available hydro capacity of hydro
plant type A that will be considered as spinning
reserve
Plant or Unit. If SPNVAlxO, base and peak
blocks of thermal plants must be specified
individually in the loading order (base blocks
with their plant number and peak blocks with
by adding 1000 to their plant number).
If SPNVAL>0 then the model will
automatically dispatch the base and peak
blocks of the thermal plants in order to meet
the spinning reserve requirements.

Double-click the User-Specified Loading Order button to access the second page
of the Probabilistic Production Cost Simulation form which allows you to
introduce/modify the loading order (the identification numbers of the thermal
units are displayed). The upper part of the form (Figure 11.25a) contains the
economic loading order as it was calculated by DECCON. Use the bottom part
of the form to type in your preferred loading order from left to right on the first
row and continuing on the other rows if necessary.

Test case
I r urniniit I o-Hlirnj lli'ji-i l'.)l>:uleiti;il t)V PI I'i'At

tki- i 5|i>r.ifiPti Ludiiirui Oidei (Ely Unit)

FIGURE 11.25a: Defining the User-Specified Loading Order
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If the spinning reserve is negative then you have to introduce the loading order
by blocks. The label "By Unit" is modified in "By Block" and you have to
introduce the base block of the unit with the unit number and the peak block of
the unit by adding 1000 to the unit number.

After finishing introducing the data click the Execute button. The Mersim.dat
file is created in the working directory (VDECADESVDECPAC) using the data
stored in the case database and the configuration are simulated. Usually this part
is the most time consuming in the execution of a case. As the simulation sub-
module executes the list of the configuration simulated for each year, period and
hydrological conditions is displayed on the screen. (Figure 11.25b)

YR 1939
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR .2000
.YR.2000
YR 2000
YR J2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR 2000
YR2000
YR 2000

* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
*<COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
• COPYING 0L0
• CO'PYING OLD
• COPYING OLD
• COPYING OLD
.*• COPYING OLD
• COPYING OLD
• CO'PYING OLD
•"COPYING OLD
* CO'PYING OLD
•"COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
•* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD
* COPYING OLD

SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION:
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
SIMULATION

FIGURE 11.25b: Configurations Simulated

Mersim compares your most recent Congen run with a list of configurations
already simulated and merges the new results with the old ones, or simulates
configurations not jet simulated.

After the all configurations are simulated the dynamic programming
optimization module is executed and the lest cost expansion solution is found.
The report prepared by this sub-module is shown in Figure 11.26. It indicated,
inter alia, the value of the objective function, the lost of load probability and the
optimum number of units to be added to the system in each year.

You are then asked if the results are final. Answer "No" if the "+" and "-" signs
indicate that the optimal solution is outside the tunnel defined and the
Configurations Generator form is displayed to allow you to define new
conditions (minimum number of units and tunnel width) and re-execute the
optimization process. Answer "Yes" to re-simulate the final solution
configurations.
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FIGURE 11.26: DECDYN Report

Finally, when the optimum solution is found the Report generator form is
displayed (Figure 11.27). Use this form to customize the general report of the
optimal solution. Click the check boxes corresponding to the parts you want to
include in the general report, type in the additional explanatory information and
click the Execute button. The report generator is run and a report is created with
corresponding cash flows on investment costs.
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FIGURE 11.27: Report Generator
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Reprobat

You may execute the optimization loop in several
Environment steps. Therefore, a provision was made to restart

the process from different point. Click the
Execute button in Study and Case Selection form
and select to run from Congen, Mersim or
Reprobat point in the optimization loop.

The execution of Lie case continues with the PRENSAM Module and the
preparation of the fusl report. The ELECSAM results are used by this module to
prepare the fuel requirement database. The report contains the fuel requirement,
electricity generation, capacity factor, number of units, etc. for each thermal
plant and year of the study. To display this report use the Paradox Menu or Tool
Bar and open the FUELRAPl report from the :PROGRAM1: alias.

The final step in executing the study case is to calculate the environmental
burdens associated with the least-cost expansion plan. The execution of
ENVIRAM starts w: th the fixed system and continues with the variable system.
A message is displayed indicating the name of the unit for which the calculations
are performed and the number of chains left to be calculated.

After optimization ran, you will be returned to the Study and Case Selection
screen. Select View to examine the final results.

Viewing Case Results

Results of the systeri analysis runs are given in two formats:
• Graphical

• Tabulated

Tabulated Results

{graphics
Summary Report

To display electric system results
in tabulated format, click the
View button on the Study and
Case Selection form, select
Reports and from the pop-down
menu Electric System. You may

Environmental Data >J y i e w a n y Q f ^ foUowing

components of the Electric
System Report:

Load Description
Fixed System
Variable System
Configuration Generator
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• Simulation Report
• Fuel Report
• Dynamic Programming
• Summary Report

The report produced by ELECSAM are stored in ASCII files and are ready to be
displayed/used with any commercial available text editors such as MS DOS Edit,
MS Windows Write or word processors such as MS Word or Corel WordPerfect.
The report pagination is done using codes for page break. By default the MS
DOS Edit is used to display the reports.

Note Use Windows clipboard to copy results of the ELECSAM report to other
software such as MS Excel or Corel QuattroPro to prepare graphical
representations of the results.

..jffjxj

F i l e E d i t 'Search V i e w O p t i o n s Help
C:\DECABES\DECPfiC\STUDY001\CftSOT8\L0ADSY .REP

DE'FAC COMPUTER PROGRAM PA'IKAGE

DECLOAD MODULE

CASE STUDY

Test case Cdelete

NUMBER OF PERIODS PER YEAR. = 4

HOURS IN EACH PERIOD = 2190.00

NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS OF COSINE TERMS
IN FOURIER APPROXIMATION OF THE L.D.C. = SO

I L ine:13 Col s i

FIGURE 11.28: System Load Report

Figure 11.28 shows the System Load Report, and Figure 11.28a the Variable
System Report are displayed in MS DOS EDIT in ASCII format. All the other
reports are similarly displayed.
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FIGURE 11.28a: Variable System Report

The environmental reports are
stored in the case study database.
They can be viewed in Paradox
forms and/or reports. To view
environmental data reports, select
View I Reports I Environmental
Data.

Two types of environmental data reports are available:
• on Air Pollution Control
• on Environmental Burdens
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FIGURE 11.29: Air Polljtion Control Devices Report
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Select Air Pollution Control to display the Air Pollution Control Device Report
(Figure 11.29). The reports is organized in folders containing data on Penalty,
Heat Rate (technical data) and Capital Cost, Fixed O&M Costs and Variable
O&M (economic data). This report contains the data calculated by the CSDM
for each thermal pant having an air pollution device control indicated in its
chain. Click on the folders tab to access the different reports.

Note The data from the yellow columns are copies of the data stored in the
database for the corresponding facilities and they cannot be modified.
The other data (gray cumulus) are calculated by the CSDM. You may
use the form to overwrite these data if you have better estimations
available.

Click the View button and select Report I Environmental Data I Burdens and
Costs to access the annual environmental burdens reports (Figure 11.30). Use
the More button and the selection list to move from one report to another. Two
groups of reports are available:

• on economic aspects of the abatement technologies: annual control costs
(Figure 11.30) and cost effectiveness of abatement technologies (Figure
11.31);
on air emissions (Figure 11.32), land use and solid waste.
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FIGURE 11.30: Annual Control Cost Report

Use the selection lists (Chain and Step) in Figure 11.30 to display the report for
different chains and/or steps in the energy chain. Click the Export button to store
the data in a spreadsheet (-.PRIV-.Env_Cost.XLS). Click the Report button to
produce an report for printer containing the annual control costs data.
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FIGURE 11.31: Cost Effectiveness of Abatement Technology

Click the More button and select Cost Effect. To display the cost effectiveness
report (Figure 11.31). The cost effectiveness is calculated for each power plant
equipped with pollution control devices by dividing the total abatement costs
discounted to the bas:e year to the total avoided emissions discounted to the base
year of the study. The same discount rate is used for economic and
environmental calculations.

Note Only the thermal power plants for which air pollution control devices
were defined in the energy chain are included in cost effectiveness
report.

Three reports on annual burdens are generated by ENVIRAM: annual air
emissions, (Figure L 1.32), land requirements (Figure 11.33) and solid waste
(Figure 11.34).

Use the CHAIN and STEP lists to display the reports of a specific chain or step
of the energy chains (e.g., extraction, preparation, transport, electricity
generation).
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FIGURE 11.32: Annual Air Emissions Report

Note The environmental results for all cases are stored in the same database
tables. During the preparation of the environmental reports the data
corresponding to the current case are extracted from this tables to some
intermediary tables each time you display a new report. This operation
may be slow, depending on the number of cases in your database and on
the performances of your computer.
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FIGURE 11.33: Land Requirements Report
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At present, two types of wastes are considered at the system level analysis: solid
wastes generated by the power plants or other facilities included in the energy
chain such as mines and fuel preparation units and solid waste generated by the
control devices.
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FIGURE 11.34: Annual Solid Waste Report

You can view the result of the run in graphical form by selecting Graphics from
the View pop-down menu. Two types of graphics are available: the presentation
graphics and the network (chain mix) viewer.

Presentation Graphics

•_ If I . , ! . •
When you select the Presentation Graphics option,
Presentation Graphics form is opened (Figure 11.35).

The following reports graphics are available:

Technical group
• Total electricity generating capacity;
• Total electricity generation;
• Capacity added;
• Fuel consumption;
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Economic group
• Electric system costs;
• Environmental control costs;
• Control cost effectiveness;

Environmental group
• Air emissions;
• Land requirements;
• Solid waste;

J

FIGURE 11.35: Selection Form for Presentation Graphics

When clicking any of the Presentation Graphics buttons, you can view the
corresponding graphic data in Line or Stacked Bar format (Figures 11.34 and
11.35).

After viewing a graphic click the Back button to return to the graphic selection
page of the form or click the Close Button to close the form.

Note In some situations after modifying your selections the presentation
graphics may display results from another case. In this situation, close
the presentation graphics and open them again to display the results
from your case.
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FIGURE 11.36: Total Generating Capacity (Line Format)

Use the Fuel Type check boxes to select/unselect the fuel types to be displayed in
the graphic.

fc3

I utal Generating Capacity [Thennal)

Braph Ti>pe:

C Line

* Stacked Bat
NJC i CO-1 I 1 FOIL ^ H STGO

FIGURE 11.37: Total Generating Capacity (Stacked Bar Format)

The evolution over the study period of the optimum mix of installed capacity in
thennal system by fuel group is presented in Figures 11.36 and 11.37. The
corresponding additions and retirements are shown in Figure 11.38.
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Cupacity Addttd (Thermal)
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FIGURE 11.38: Additions and Retirements (Thermal System)

The total electricity generation and fuel consumption graphics have a similar
shape with the graphic presented in Figure 11.37.

Onris-.trijrtinn ( uit

L.

V>

J.

FIGURE 11.39: Construction Cost (Stacked Bar Format)

The figures 11.39 and 11.40 shows the evolution of the construction costs and
total system costs during the study period. Use the push button to display other
categories of the electricity system expansion costs.
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FIGURE 11.40: Total Syiitem Cost (Stacked Bar Format)

In future version of DECPAC the option to display the salvage value also will be
added to this graphic.

Drop-down list for
pollutants for which
annual control —
costs can be
calculated

Drop-down list for
control costs
calculated

, Graph Type:
' C Line fix. C&M VCO* f : Vsr. OSM VCOA ^aCspi to l VCOA

FIGURE 11.41: Annual Control Costs (Stacked Bar Format)
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The annual control costs for the particulate abatement devices over the study
period is illustrated in Figure 11.41. If only one chain is selected the brake down
of the costs on fixed O&M, variable O&M and capital costs is presented. For
more than one chain selected only the total costs are shown by default. To
display other costs use the drop-down list on the right part from the from.

Graph Type:
<S Line
C Bar Chart

«fe7 ' 1999 ' 2001 ' 2003 ' 2005 ' iOOr ' 2CS9 S8ii ' 2013

mat 8804 sow aaos sow 2012 mu
Yeat

• Urs:fsrrtn>t«i VCOA ~°™ Gonttited VCO*

FIGURE 11.42: Annual Particulate Air Emission (Stacked Bar Format)

The annual particulate air emissions of the coal candidate are illustrated in
Figure 11.42. Use the drop-down list to select another air emission and/or step in
the fuel chain.

The shape of the emission curve will depend on the number of units in operation
in a given year as well as of their dispatch. To review these figures open, using
the Paradox menu or the Speed Bar, the :PROGRAM1:FUELREP1.

Similar graphics are available for solid waste and land requirements.

Network Viewer

Click the View button of the Study and Case
selection form and select Graphics I Network
Viewer to access the energy network diagram.
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The Network Viewer form is displayed and the mix of energy chains
corresponding to the thermal power plants included in the current case are
displayed. They are grouped in fixed system and variable (candidates) groups.

Yeir: II

FIGURE 11.43: Network Viewer

Use the In, Out buttons to zoom in and out the network diagram. Use the arrow
buttons to move left, right, up and down. The radar window, in the upper right
part of the network viewer provides a convenient way to keep track of the current
position in the network diagram.

The network is composed of nodes (facilities in the energy chain) and links
(energy flows). Use the Overlay menu to display/hide the node names, icons, the
quantities and emissions. Click the Up and Down buttons near the Year field to
display the data conesponding to another year from the study period.
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CHAPTER 12

DECADES Utilities

Several system utilities are provided in the DECADES Control Centre form.
You can create back-up copies of the DECADES databases, log-in as a different
user, select different versions of the databases; or retrieve information about
network users of the Data Management System, about computer characteristics,
of Paradox version. You can also request summary information on the
technologies available in databases and customize the characteristics of the basic
DECADES databases.

Archiving the Databases

To archive the database click the Utilities Button in the Control
Centre, then select Archiver from the pop-down list. The
DECADES - Archives form is displayed (Figure 12.1). The
appearance of the archiver differs depending on the user type and
the database selected in the Control Centre.

Delete button is
not available for a
beginner

jDemonilraton Country

I™" Eriesgy Scilicet

P Technologies

f~ Fuel Chains

f~ Electric Syctem

r

Temp: IT

' Execute

Restore option is
-not available for
a beginner

-Countries list

FIGURE 12.1: Archive Form in Backup Mode

By default the form opens in Back-up mode. If your current database selection is
RTDB then (for All check box checked) the DECADESNRTDB directory will be
archived.
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If your current database is a CSDB then a country list will be displayed and
synchronized to show your country.

El To make an archive
1. Select the Drive to store the archive from the pop-down list,
2. Type in the name of the archive,
2. Select the desired compression program from Archiver box,
3. Select from Backup box the components of the database you want to

archive, and
4. Press the Execute button.

Notes The pop-dov/n list reflects the drives existing on your machine. Free
space on the current drive is displayed.
If you select a diskette drive and the archive is greater than one diskette,
it will be divided to several diskettes.
If the archive you want to create exists already the existing archive is
updated. Only the modified files are rewritten.

When CSDBs with "All countries" as selection in the country list then the
\DECADES\CSDB £.nd \DECADES\DECPAC\ directories are archived. If you
have selected a country from the countries list then:

• a directory \DEC-xx will be created on the Drive selected (xx is the
country code),

• the CSDB database structure will be created under this directory (\DEC-
xx\CSDB\TECHNO). The structure will contain similar tables to those
included in the CSDB but with no data stored,

• replicas are created for each table containing only the data for the selected
CSDB,

• the cases directories and files are copied to \DEC-xx\DECPAC,
• an archive of the directory DEC-xx is made.

FIGURE 12.2: Archiving ;a CSDB
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El To restore an archive
1. Choose Restore Mode (Figure 12.2a),
2. Select the Drive from the pop-down list and the Directory where the

archive is located,
3. Select from the Archive Name list the one to be restored,
4. Press the Execute button.

Since all the directories stored in the archive are created automatically, only
Restore All option is available.

Note When restoring RTDB or a complete CSDB in order not to mix old and
new data you have to delete the old directories manually before restoring
an archive. You can use Window's FILE MANAGER or deltree DOS
command to do this.

Available
archives list

Archive Name

|decade: ar|

Directory

'••.

'Operation Mod*?

C" Backup

(S Restore

C Info

-Archiver -

9 Arj

f PkZp

Capacity: 754752 KB

Free:

ID ernon Oration Country

r s . •• •-.

r i . • - • • * • ; < •<

r...

Temp- jc

Update

V Execute

FIGURE 12.2a: Archive Form in Restore Mode

To update a CSDB
1. Choose Restore Mode (Figure 12.1),
2. Select the Drive from the pop-down list and the Directory where the

archive is located,
3. Select from the Archive Name list the one to be restored,
4. Press the Update button. The selected archive is decompressed, the

Update Country Database form is displayed and the information
contained in the Source Database box is synchronized to the current
database (Figure 12.2b).
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Source Database
Path: jCADEC-SX

it
| Update?

FIGURE 12.2b: Update Country Database Form

5. Press the Check Missing Connections button. The source database
(\DEC-xx\...) is checked for consistency on missing connections (values
exists in the numerical database but the corresponding characteristics are
not connected) for fuels, technologies (technical, economic and
environmental) and materials. As the checking progress the progress
indicator is updated.

6. Press the Update Energy Sources button. The energy groups, sources,
types, sub-types and the numerical values are updated.

7. Press the Update Technologies button. The technologies, technologies
types, facilities and numerical values, text and images are updated.

8. Press the Update Materials button. The materials names and numerical
values are updated.

9. Press the Update Plants button. The power-plan comparison cases are
updated

10. Press the Update Chains button. The chains from the destination
database will be update with the data contained in the source database
(names, selections, extended chains, cases and selections)

11. Press the Update Systems button. The system-level cases and the
corresponding data are updated.

Notes The update process locates the energy sources, facilities, chains by their
names! Therefore, please do not use duplicate names. The sources,
facilities, etc. you renamed may appear twice (old name and new name).
The old da1:a may be mixed with new data. At present there is no
possibility to select to delete all the numerical values and then add only
the new values.
In case of conflicts such as differences between the characteristics table
(e.g., the characteristic abbreviation was changed, the unit of measure is
different) you will have to correct the tables manually.
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FIGURE 12.3: Update Country Database Form - Progress Indicators

To get information on an archive select from the list the archive, click the Info
ratio button and click Execute. An information table is displayed (Figure 12.4)
with the file name, uncompressed size, compressed size, compressed ratio,
creation and modification date, etc.

FIGURE 12.4: Archive info (.arj)

Use the Browse button to open File Browser form to inspect the disk content
(Figure 12.53). You have to select FILE TYPES I FILES and then a filter (*.arj
or *.zip) to see only the archives in the archive list.
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FIGURE 12.5: File Browser

To delete a file from the current disk, input the name and press the Delete button
from the DECADES Archives form.

Log-in Again

Click the Utilities button in the DECADES Control Center and select Login
Again from the pop-down list. The Login form is displayed and you may change
your user's type without exiting DECADES.

System Setup

• : - . , | I

If yoi use the system for the first time or if you want to switch
between different copies of databases (local and network
versions), click Utilities and select System Setup from the pop-
down menu. The DECADES - System Setup form (Figure 12.6) is
displayed.
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FIGURE 12.6: DECADES Databases and DECPAC Setup

Click the desired ratio button in Location of files box to select the general files, a
database or DECPAC. Select the Drive where the directories are located. The
driver list is updated to reflect the available drivers including the network
drivers.

The general directories are:
• PROGRAM containing the control centre, logo, about, setup, install and

other general forms, help files etc.;
• PRIVATE containing user selections table, queries answer tables, etc. The

directory drive for this should be local. The same directory is automatically
selected as private directory for Paradox;

• REFERENCE containing a general reference database for all DECADES
databases;

• ARCHIVER containing the path to the archiver program. The Database
Management System can use two commercial available archivers: ARJ and
PKZIP. The user has to specify where these programs are located on his
computer or over the network.

Note that the archiver programs are not delivered with the DECADES software.

In order to enforce consistency, do not modify the directory structure designed
for the DECADES software. When the root directory cannot be used to install
the DECADES software (network installation for a drive containing a PUBLIC
directory where all users have full access rights), fill the "root path" field with
path from the root directory where the software should be installed (e.g.,
PUBLICY).
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After selecting a drive the information boxes are automatically checked if the
directory exists on your system. An unchecked box indicates that the selected
database is not installed on your computer.

Clicking the OK button the new selections are committed and the form is closed.
If you already selected a database from the Control Centre then your selection is
no longer valid. You have to select again the desired database.

System Information

System getup

Techno Summary •

Characteristics •

To access system specific information click Utilities button in the
Control Centre and select System Info from the pop-down menu.

User List (Figure 12.7) provides the names of users working in the network
with the Data Management System. The list is constructed when you click
the button. A wrong user list is an indication of a bad installation of Paradox
(different network files in use). If the databases are located on a network file
server, avoid locking records for long periods of time because this will
prevent full access by the other users in edit mode. You have to exit Edit
mode as soon as you finish to input or modify the data.

ll.-ei 1 is«
'VLADU

OK Help

FIGURE 12.7: Current Users Form

Database
Administrators

IDAPI System Information (Figure 12.8) dialog box relates to Paradox
installation and tuning parameters. These parameters can be customized
using the IDAPI utilities provided with the Paradox software. The Network
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Control File Directory should be the same for all the Data Management
System users.
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FIGURE 12.8: Information on Paradox installation

The default System Language Driver is ASCII. If you select another system
language the sorting order of the alpha-numerical fields will be modified. This
does not have a direct impact on the database because numerical keys are used;
but, modification could appear in queries answers or in reports.

The database cache Buffer Size could influence the system performance
depending on the memory available on your system.

• Current System Configuration (Figure 12.9) shows information about the
Paradox software installed on your PC (edition, version, engine date, etc.),
hardware configuration (available memory, screen characteristics,
mathematical co-processor, etc.), network and Windows information.

Value:

!
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ConfigFile
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EngineVersion
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437
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640
32
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FIGURE 12.9: Information on System Configuration
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Database B Current Environmental Configuration screen provides information on user
Administrators specific settings and AUTOEXEC.BAT files (Figure 12.10).

Key:

'BLASTER'"

Value;

.CMDLINE
JCOMSPEC
CONFIG
INCLUDE
LIB
MFILE
MSINPUT
PATH
PROMPT

A220 15 D1 H7 T4
WIN
C::\WINDOWS\COMMAND.COM 'fj

AMSDEVMNCLUDE;11"
:\MSDEV\LIB;M"
AUTILS

CAMSINPUT
[::\MSDEV\BIN;C:\WINDOWS;C:M»
iptg

JC Cancet

FIGURE 12.10: Environnrent Configuration Information

Summary Technology Information

To evaluate technologies information available in the database click the Utilities
Button in the Control Centre and select Techno Summary from the pop-down
list. This opens Summary of Facilities form (Figure 12.11) showing the number
of available technologies (facilities) in the database grouped by steps in the
energy chains. A total is also calculated.

Note that you have to select RTDB or CSDB as a current database. If CSDB is
the current database then you have the option to display the technologies
summary for All countries or for the Current country.

CSDB
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FIGURE 12.11: Technologies Summary
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Managing Characteristics

Click the Utilities button in the
DECADES Control Centre and
select Characteristics I Energy
Sources or Technologies or
Materials.

This option was introduced to maintain the compatibility with the previous
version of the software. However, it is recommended to customize the database
characteristics as decried in Chapter 8 of the manual.
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CHAPTER 13

Exiting DECADES

To exit DECADES, click the Exit button in the DECADES Control Centre form.
A message is displayed to confirm your willingness to exit and control is
returned to Windows. It is recommended that you close all forms and reports in
a normal way before clicking the Exit button. If you want to remain in Paradox,
select Exit to Paradox from the DECADES Desktop menu bar.

Note You should not use Close from the DECADES Desktop Control menu to
exit the application.
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FIGURE 13.1: Exiting DiiCADES
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C H A P T E R 14

Decision Analysis Module

Introduction

The final goal of any energy analysis is to provide information to help decision-
makers. In the typical situation the decision-maker must choose among
alternatives. The DECADES tools have the potential to provide the decision-
maker with a wealth of valuable information about costs and impacts at the
power plant, full energy chain and electricity system levels, which, in some
situation can be overwhelming. Comparing alternative sources for electricity
generation is a complex problem, whether the comparison is limited to power
plants and full energy chains or in the context of alternative expansion plans for
generating system as a whole. Many aspects such as multiple conflicting
objectives (e.g., minimize cost, minimize impacts, reduce energy imports),
uncertainties (e.g., evaluation of externalities, escalation of fuel costs), long time
horizons, several interest groups (e.g., electric utility, regulators, environmental
groups) have to be considered by decision-makers. Therefore, it is appropriate to
devote effort to improving the ways this information is displayed, aggregated and
evaluated.

In order to address these issues, in DECADES a modular approach was adopted.
In this approach, the base components of the DECADES Tools (Figure 14.0) are
used to define and assess comparison cases, at power plant, full energy chain and
electricity expansion system. The results of these cases are exported to decision
analysis tools.

Obviously, the DECADES Tools could not integrate all the decision analysis
methodologies and tools used in the power sector. Therefore, a review of
capabilities and limitations of different tools was organized and it was decided to
select two methodologies and tools to be integrated in the DECADES software:
the DAM - Decision Analysis Module using the interval decision methodology
and MOPCA - Models of Power System Planning and Comprehensive
Assessment, using the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) methodology.

In DECADES version 1.0 only DAM is completely integrated. Therefore, only
this methodology will de described further.
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DECADESTOOLS- BASE COMPONENTS

Power plant/Full chain/Svstem expansion Analysis
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DECADES TOOLS - INTEGRATED DECISION TOOLS
FIGURE 14.0: Integration of Decision Analysis Tools

This introductory Sub-chapter explains why Decision Analysis Module (DAM)
software is different from other available computer programs in the area of
decision analysis. Basic system requirements are outlined. A few options on how
to read this Chapter ure given based on a reader's experience.

Why use DAM?

DAM is a computer program developed to aid a decision analyst in solving
multiple criteria decision analysis problems. These are the models in which the
performance of decision alternatives is evaluated on a number of criteria.

A number of differeit computer programs are available that can be used to solve
multiple criteria decision analysis problems. The underlying methodology of
many such programs takes into account the trade-offs between criteria in order to
enable adding 'apples and oranges'. DAM also utilises such an approach.

So why use DAM aad not any other similar program? The answer is that DAM
allows for imprecise trade-offs while other programs require their exact
evaluation. This makes the difference.

Consider, for example, an environmental problem in which two criteria represent
sulphur dioxide emissions and nitrogen oxide emissions into the air. Suppose the
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trade-off between the two needs to be evaluated, that is how many tonnes of
nitrogen oxide emissions should be considered equivalent to one tonne of
sulphur dioxide emissions in the sense of ecological impact. Clearly, it may be
very difficult to give an exact number. Even if such a number is eventually
produced, it may not be totally reliable. One should also take into account the
efforts necessary to evaluate such an exact trade-off.

On the other hand, it should be much easier to evaluate the lower and upper
bounds of the trade-off between the two types of emission. The resulting range is
far more reliable than the exact trade-off because it can always be taken broad
enough to incorporate any uncertainties.

Making use of imprecisely specified trade-offs requires non-traditional
methodologies. Even the optimality concepts should be redefined because the
classical optimality concept cannot be directly used. Of course, DAM allows the
user to specify exact trade-offs, in which case the analysis will follow the
classical way.

The methodology used by DAM is at the cutting edge of decision analysis. DAM
uses the very latest ideas that have just appeared in literature. Thus, the idea of
candidate solutions is introduced in addition to optimal solutions to make full
use of the specified trade-off ranges. Special computational techniques are based
on non-trivial mathematical models and help to perform the computations very
efficiently.

Based on imprecise information about the trade-offs, DAM allows a decision
analyst to:

• identify candidate solutions (optimal alternatives) to the problem using
different optimality concepts,

• understand why the identified alternatives are optimal,
• test the sensitivity of candidate solutions to the data used in the analysis,
• present the results of analysis in graphical and numerical formats.

Software Configuration and System Requirements

The second version of DAM software, which was prepared for the DECADES
Tools, is designed for use on IBM compatible computers with Windows
operating system. It consists of an executable file DAM.EXE and a help file
DAMHELP.HLP. The data files that DAM uses are text files of special structure
with extension *.DAM.

You may also find an example data file EXAMPLE.DAM included in the
package. This file contains the data used in an illustrative example discussed in
the Sub-Chapter Examples. In DECADES Tools the DAM is located under the
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directory \DECADES\DAM. This directory may contain also other input data
files for DAM created by DECPAC.

The memory size is not crucial, as DAM does not require much memory to run.
A minimum 8Mb of memory, typical for Windows 95 operating system, should
be sufficient for using DAM with any practical problem.

Speed is an important factor for some forms of analysis, especially if relatively
large decision problems are to be analysed. For a typical problem with ten
decision alternatives and ten criteria, a 75 MHz Pentium processor is a
recommended minimum. For larger problems, a 166 MHz Pentium should be
sufficient.

Starting DAM

DAM is connected to the different levels of comparison possible to be carried
out with the DECADES Tools. To use DAM, create a comparison case as
explained in Chapter 9, 10 and 11 and click the DAM button on the
corresponding forms. The input data files for DAM will be automatically
created and the module is started. The Values form is open and it contains the
data corresponding i:o your comparison case.

DAM can also be started manually by running the DAM.EXE file. If no
parameter file is specified, DAM will start opening a blank project. If you are
going to work with a particular data file (*.DAM file), you may specify its name
as a parameter in ths command line. For example, if you want to start DAM and
open file EXAMPLE.DAM from the very beginning of the session, execute the
following command:

DAM.EXE EXAMPLE.DAM

How to Read this Chapter

For a very quick introduction to DAM and its features you can read only the
Sub-chapter Examples which is relatively self explanatory. You may find it
useful, however, to refer to other Sub-chapters as well.

If you are unfamiliar with basic concepts of decision analysis, it is suggested
that you read Sub-chapter "The Interval Decision Methodology" first. This
Sub-chapter discusses a multiple criteria decision analysis model, basic
terminology and concepts of optimality. Some simple examples are
considered to support the discussion. Then it is advised that you proceed to
Sub-chapters Overview of DAM and Using DAM for Decision Analysis
which describe functional features of DAM and how to use them in decision
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analysis. Sub-chapter on Computational Issues can be omitted at this point
and you can go directly to Sub-chapter Example describing a typical
example of analysis in detail.

If you are familiar with decision analysis, you can start with Sub-chapters
"Overview of DAM" and "Using DAM for Decision Analysis". If you find
unfamiliar terminology, please refer to Sub-chapter "The Interval Decision
Methodology". Then proceed to Sub-chapter "Examples".

Sub-chapter on "Computational Issues" discusses issues, which are not
important for using DAM and interpreting results of analysis. You may find
it useful however, if you are interested in computational issues.

The Interval Decision Methodology

In this chapter the basic ideas of the Interval Decision Methodology used in
DAM are presented. In particular, the concept of interval trade-offs is discussed
and the concept of candidate solutions is introduced.

The reader of this chapter is not assumed to have a strong mathematical
background. A more technical discussion of the models and methods used in
DAM is presented in Sub-chapter on Computational Issues

Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis Problems

Decision analysis is concerned with problems in which a decision-maker (DM)
has to select the best alternative from a given set. Decision alternatives may be
called differently, e.g. decision options, courses of action, or simply alternatives.

Often it is necessary to choose a decision alternative, which is the best in
achieving a number of objectives, also called goals. For example, when
considering a problem of building a new power plant, there may be several
different decision alternatives, each based on different technologies: use gas,
local coal, imported coal, combined cycle, etc. Examples of objectives are:
reduce costs, create jobs, reduce pollution, reduce dependence on import, etc.

In such problems it is necessary to have measures or indicators that would show
how good or bad decision alternatives are in achieving the objectives. Such
measures axe often called criteria and the problems are called multiple criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) problems.

The number of objectives and the number of criteria may not and often do not
coincide. For example, several criteria may be required to measure the level of
air pollution: emission levels of SO2, CO2, methane, etc.
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Each criterion has its units of measurement and its direction. The direction
indicates whether the criterion is to be maximized or minimized. For example,
SO2 emissions from a power plant can be measured in tonnes per year and it is
desirable to minimize them.

The difficulty with choosing the best alternative in MCDA problems is that
normally there is no single alternative which is the best in all criteria. For
example, the most ecologically friendly decision alternative may be one of the
most costly. On the other hand, the least expensive option may be unacceptable
because of the pollution it would cause.

The art of making decisions in such situations requires the ability to find a
suitable compromise between the conflicting goals. Several different approaches
have been developed to solve MCDA problems. The interval decision
methodology which is used in DAM is one of them and is described below.

Measuring the Performance) of Decision Alternatives

One of the simplest and most commonly used ways to deal with multiple
conflicting goals is to introduce an aggregate score as an indicator of the overall
performance of a decision alternative. This approach is adopted in DAM and is
described below.

Assume that there are n different criteria that are used to measure the
performance of decision alternatives. Denote these criteria Cy, C2, ..., Cn.

For each criterion C define the weighting coefficient (weight) w.. At this moment
we do not discuss a correct way to nominate such weights and will discuss this
later. We shall require however that positive weights are assigned to the criteria
that we wish to maximize and negative weights to the criteria that we wish to
minimize. At the moment we may think that the more important criterion C, the
larger the absolute value of its weight w. is.

Consider a decision alternative A whose values on the noted criteria are
respectively xv x2, ..., xn. The aggregate score of alternative A is a weighted sum
of these values:

A = w1xl + w2x2+ ...+ wnxn, (1)

If now we need to choose the overall best decision alternative, we should
calculate the aggregate score for each available decision alternative and then to
identify the one witli the largest score. Note that when calculating the aggregate
scores of available decision alternatives, the same set of weights is used for all
alternatives.
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Using performance measure (1) is simple but requires the assessment of the
weights. In fact, this can be avoided if the following observation is made.
Although the aggregate score (1) depends on the weights, the relative
performance of alternatives depends only on the proportion between the weights.

Indeed, if the performance measure of alternative A for the given set of weights
wv w2, ..., wn is equal to A calculated according to (1), then multiplying all the
weights simultaneously by the same number h > 0 produces the set of weights
hwlt hwv ..., hwn. Thus the performance measure of alternative A becomes equal
to hA. Similarly, the performance measure (1) of any other alternative is
multiplied by h. As a result, the relative performance of alternatives is
unaffected.

This observation shows that, for assessing the relative performance of
alternatives, it should be sufficient to evaluate only the proportions between the
weights while avoiding the specification of their absolute values. Evaluating
such proportions is equivalent to assessing the trade-offs between criteria, which
is discussed below.

Trade-offs

Specifying the trade-offs between two criteria means specifying how many units
of one criterion are worth one unit of the other.

Assume, for example, that criterion C, is the yearly maintenance costs measured
in US dollars and that criterion C2 is the yearly emissions of sulphur dioxide in
tonnes. Assume that a decision maker is willing to pay maximum $500 to reduce
emissions by 1 tonne. This estimate can be obtained by answering another
question: what is the unit damage cost of one tonne of sulphur dioxide
emissions? Ideally the two obtained numbers should coincide, which reflects the
fact that one tonne of emissions costs the decision maker $500, either as the
damage or the investment to avoid it.

This number 500 is the trade-off between criteria C2 and Cv An immediate
implication of this is that the weighting coefficient wt associated with SO2

emissions is 500 times the weighting coefficient wl associated with maintenance
costs:

w2 = 500 Wl (2)

Indeed, if relation (2) holds, the aggregate score (1) of alternative A decreases
(since we wish to minimize costs and emissions) by unit each time the
maintenance costs increase by unit. At the same time increasing SO2 emissions
by unit contributes 500 units to the decrease of the aggregate score (2).
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In general, let Cl and C2 be two criteria. Assume now that we wish to maximize
both criteria. Let us have any decision alternative A,. We now increase its value
on criterion C2 by one unit (thus improving the overall performance of A) and
decrease its value on Cx by x units (thus reducing the overall performance).

We can, at least theoretically, find x that exactly compensates for the unit
improvement on criterion C2 so that the new alternative A2 and the original
alternative Ai are indifferent.

We assume that this: number x does not depend on the values of alternative Al on
the levels of criteria Clt C2, and any of other criteria on which Al is evaluated.
(Note that this may not be true in some problems.) Then number x is called the
trade-off between C' and C,.

' 2

It is worth noting that the reverse number l/x is the trade-off between Cl and C2.
We would have found this number, had we improved criterion Cx by unit and
asked what was the compensating decrement on criterion C2.

We may extend this definition to the other cases in which one or both criteria are
to be minimized. Strictly speaking, if one of the criteria, say Cx, is to be
maximized, and the other, C2, is to be minimized, the above procedure will give
us a negative x. However, we shall think of the trade-off between Cl and C2 as
the positive number equal to the absolute value of x.

Optimality When the Weights Are Not Exactly Known

The exact weights used in measure (1) are often not known. Instead some
information about the weights may be available which makes some sets of
weights feasible and some infeasible.

Assume, for example, that in a decision problem with three criteria Cl5 C2 and C3,
the only available information concerning weights is that all three criteria are to
be maximized. Then any positive numbers should be considered as feasible
values of weights w,, w2, wy

Now assume that the trade-off between criteria C2 and Ct was found to be equal
to 500. Then only those sets of weights wv w2, w3 are feasible which satisfy
equation (2). Thus, w= 2, w2 = 1000, w3 = 0.5 is a feasible set of weights, and
w = 2, w2 = 150, w3 = 0.5 is not because the latter does not comply with (2).

If in addition the trade-off off between criteria C3 and Cx was found to be equal to
30, then feasible sets wlf w2, H>3 must satisfy equation w3 = 30 w} as well as
equation (2). This assumption further reduces flexibility of weights which now
must be in proportion wr: w2. w2 = 1:500:30. Thus, w = 2, w2 = 1000, w3 = 60 is a
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feasible set of weights and w = 2, w2 = 1000, w3 = 6 is not.

These examples show that in the absence of precise information about the
weights their feasible region can be quite broad. The more precise information is
available, the less flexible the weights are.

If the exact weights wlt w2, ..., wn are known, the best alternative is one whose
aggregate score (1) is maximum. If the weights are not precisely specified, it
may still be possible to define an optimal decision alternative.

Definition 1 Alternative A0 is called an optimal alternative if it has the maximum
available aggregate score (1) for any feasible set of weights.

An optimal alternative A° outperforms any other alternative, or is indifferent to
it, for any set of weights complying with feasibility constraints. Of course, there
may be no such an optimal alternative. This will happen if for one feasible set of
weights one alternative has the maximum aggregate score, and for some other set
a different alternative has the maximum aggregate score. This is often the case if
the information about weights is poor resulting in a relatively large feasible set of
weights. In this case it is worth investigating candidate solutions as discussed
below.

interval Trade-offs

It was shown above that specifying trade-offs between criteria imposes
restrictions on weights and thus reduces their flexibility. This may help to
identify an optimal decision alternative even in the case in which feasible
weights are not unique. If the trade-offs between, say, criterion Cl and all the
other criteria are exactly specified, then the proportions between weights wl w2,
..., wn are known and measure (1) can be used to rank all decision alternatives
and to identify the best among them.

Often it is impossible to specify exact trade-offs between criteria but it is
possible to estimate the ranges within which the exact trade-offs certainly lie.
Such ranges are called interval trade-offs and are the basis for the Interval
Decision Methodology used by DAM software.

Let Cj and C2 be two criteria. Assume that the exact trade-off between C2 and C1

is not known but its lower bound is x and its upper bound is x. Then the interval
trade-off between C2 and Ct is the range \x, x ]. Such a defined range admits the
following interpretation.

Assume first that we wish to maximize both criteria. Let us have any decision
alternative Av We now increase its value on criterion C2 by one unit (thus
improving the overall performance of A^) and decrease its value on Cl by x units
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(thus lowering the overall performance of Ax). Denote the new alternative A2.

If x exceeds the upper bound x, then A2 is worse than (outperformed by)
alternative A,.

If x is less than the lower bound x, then A2 is better than (preferred to)
alternative Ax.

We assume that the so defined range [x, x ] does not depend on the values of
alternative Aj on criteria ClS C2 and on any other criteria on which Ax is evaluated.
It is worth noting that the reverse interval f l /x , 1/x] is the interval trade-off
between C{ and C2.

This definition may be extended to the other cases, in which one or both criteria
are to be minimized. Strictly speaking, if one of the criteria, say C1 is maximized,
and the other, C2, is minimized, the above described procedure will produce
negative bounds x and x. However, we shall think of the bounds as the positive
numbers equal to the absolute values of x and x with the lower bound not
exceeding the upper bound.

Specifying interval xade-offs as well as exact trade-offs helps to reduce the
feasible set of weights and thus to identify an optimal decision alternative.

Candidate Solutions

If the weights are not precisely known, which is often the case when trade-offs
are specified in the form of ranges, it may not be possible to identify an optimal
decision alternative. Indeed, an optimal decision alternative must, by definition,
have the highest score (1) for any feasible set of weights. If the specified ranges
are too broad, the region of feasible weights is relatively large, and no one
alternative may outperform all the other over the whole region.

If no optimal decision alternative exists, it may be useful to identify so called
candidate solutions. These are the decision alternatives that, although not
optimal, are better than the other in some sense, and there are good reasons for
believing that the finally chosen alternative should be one of them.
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Potentially optimal alternatives

Not outperformed alternatives

Efficient (Pareto optimal) alternatives

Non-candidate
alternatives

FIGURE 14.1: Hierarchy of Candidate Solutions

DAM supports the following three concepts of candidate solutions:
• Potentially optimal decision alternatives,
• Not outperformed decision alternatives, and
• Efficient (Pareto-optimal) decision alternatives.

The relation between these three categories is shown in Figure 14.1.

Efficient (Pareto Optimal) Decision Alternatives

The idea behind the concept of efficient (Pareto-optimal) decision alternatives is
simple. It does not require the assessment of weights or trade-offs in any form
and is based purely on the values of the compared alternatives.

Definition 2

Definition 3

Alternative A1 dominates alternative A2 in the Pareto sense if the following
two conditions hold:

• A1 is not worse than A2 on all the criteria;
• Al is strictly better than A2 on at least one criterion.

Decision alternative A is called efficient (Pareto optimal) if no other
available alternative dominates it in the Pareto sense.

Note that, even if the trade-offs are available, they are not used in testing Pareto
dominance. Moreover, if alternative A1 dominates alternative A2 in the Pareto
sense, then the aggregate score (1) of alternative Al is higher than that of
alternative A2 for any weights or trade-offs.

The concept of Pareto dominance is simple and not very discriminating among
decision alternatives. Normally, if two decision alternatives are compared, either
alternative would be better than the other on at least one criterion. As a result,
neither would outperform the other in the Pareto sense.
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Experience shows, however, that even in problems with a dozen alternatives
evaluated on approximately the same number of criteria, often there is one or two
alternatives dominated in the Pareto sense. If such alternatives have been
identified, they can be excluded from further analysis.
Therefore, testing Pareto dominance may be useful at initial stages of analysis,
before specifying trade-offs. This may help to reduce the set of candidate
solutions.

Outperformed and Not Outperformed Alternatives

Assume that the weights are not exactly known and that we wish to compare
decision alternatives Al and A2 using performance measure (1).

Definition 4

Definition 5

If for any feasi ble combination of weights the aggregate score of alternative
Aj is larger than the aggregate score of alternative A2, then A^ outperforms
Ar We also say that A2 is outperformed by Av

If for some feasible combination of weights the aggregate score of alternative Aj
is larger than the aggregate score of alternative A2, and for some other feasible
combination of weights the aggregate score of alternative Ai is less than that of
alternative A2, then neither of the two alternatives outperforms the other.

A decision alternative is called an outperformed alternative if there is
another alternative which outperforms it.

A decision alternative is called a not outperformed alternative if there is no
alternative which outperforms it.

In order to identify all not outperformed decision alternatives we should consider
all pairs of available alternatives and in each case apply Definition 4. Of course,
it may not be possible to consider all feasible sets of weights as required by the
definition. However, this problem can be avoided if special linear programming
problem is formulated and solved. This technique is used by DAM.

If a decision alternative A2 is outperformed by A,, then there are good reasons to
exclude A2 it from the shortlist of candidate solutions. Indeed, in this case,
decision alternative At is better than A2 for any feasible combination of weights.
The only hypothetical situation in which A2 may happen to be preferred to Al is if
the feasible set of weights is broadened. For example, the trade-off ranges may
be made broader. Then alternative A2 may have a larger score than Al for some
combination of weights not available previously.

Practice shows that this approach is sufficiently discriminating. Often only a few
decision alternatives of the given 10 - 15 are not outperformed, even if the trade-
off ranges are relatively broad, with the upper bounds of trade-offs exceeding the
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lower bounds by 20 - 25%.

Potentially Optimal Alternatives

The concept of potential optimality is the most discriminating among the three
available in DAM.

Definition 6 A decision alternative Al is potentially optimal if for some feasible
combination of weights it has the maximum available aggregate score.

The underlying idea of this approach is the following. Assume that, of all
available decision alternatives, only a few, say Alt A2, ..., Ak, are potentially
optimal. If in the further investigation exact weights are to be specified within
the initial feasible set, then the decision alternative with the highest score (1) will
be one of the potentially optimal alternatives AVA2, •••,Ak found earlier.

Below we show that any potentially optimal alternative is at the same time a not
outperformed alternative but the converse may not be true. This means that the
concept of potential optimality is more discriminating than the concept of
outperformance. The difference between the two approaches is, however,
marginal and may not be observed in some practical applications.

Potential Optimality and Outperformance

Any potentially optimal alternative is a not outperformed alternative. This
implies that any outperformed alternative is not potentially optimal. The
converse is not true. There may be not outperformed alternatives which are not
potentially optimal. The following example clarifies the difference between the
two optimality concepts.

Example
Consider two criteria: C1 and C2, that we wish to maximize, and three
alternatives: Ax, A2 and A3, evaluated on these criteria as shown in the table:

Cl C2

Al 8 1

A2 1 8

A3 4 4

Assume that the interval trade-off between Cj and C2 is [0.5; 2] which means that
one unit of C1 is worth at least 0.5 but not more than 2 units of Cr
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With this information, none of the three alternatives is outperformed. For our
example it is important that A3 is not outperformed by AY because A3 is better than
A1 if the trade-off is taken at the lower bound 0.5. Nor A3 is outperformed by A2

because A3 is better than A2 if the trade-off is equal to 2.

However only Al arid A2 are potentially optimal: Al becomes optimal with the
trade-off in the range 1 to 2, A2 becomes optimal with the trade-off in the range
0.5 to 1.
Alternative A3 is no; potentially optimal because within the range [0.5; 1] it is
outperformed by A2 and within the range [1; 2] it is outperformed by A r

This example shows; that, when considering not outperformed alternatives, it is
also worth testing their potential optimality. Two remarks should be made with
this respect:

1. In practice, not outperformed alternatives are often potentially optimal.

2. Even if a not outperformed alternative is not potentially optimal, it may be
considered as a good candidate for the final choice. In the example above, A3

is not potentially optimal but has a more even mix of values on the two
criteria than Al and A2, and because of this may be preferred to them.

Overview of DAM

In this chapter the basic features of DAM are presented: its forms, tables, menus
and other controls. It is explained what these controls are for and how to use
them. The next chapter, Chapter 4, also explains the use of these features, but the
emphasis is made on how to use them in decision analysis.

The Main and the Principal Forms

Working with DAM is working with forms. There is one Main Form, seven
principal forms and various complementary forms. The forms are used to present
the data in a convenient format, to manipulate (edit, sort, etc.) the data, perform
analysis of different kinds and present the results.

The Main form is z. window containing seven principal forms, the Main Menu,
speed buttons on the speed bar and the status bar (Figure 13.2).
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FIGURE 14.2: The Main Form and the Values Form Opened within It

The Values form contains criteria, alternatives and their values on criteria. The
All-to-One form and the Trade-offs Forms are used for specifying trade-offs
between criteria. The Competition form is used for testing Pareto dominance,
outperformance and 'what-if analysis. The Optimality form is used for testing
potential optimality of alternatives. The Profiles form is used to draw charts of
alternatives and criteria. The Memo form is used for documenting a project.

When you start working with DAM, only one principal form, the Values Form, is
open within the Main Form. All the other principal forms appear minimized,
represented by small bars at the bottom of the Main form (Figure 14.2). Use
these bars to open principal forms. Alternatively, use the Window item in the
Menu, which contains the names of all principal forms, to open the forms.

The Menu

The Menu appears at the top of the Main Form. It has the following items:

• File
• Window
• Alternatives
• Criteria
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• Analysis
• Help

When you select one of these items, a submenu opens which allows you to
perform various actions. Some of the menu items perform the same actions as
the buttons on forms or speed buttons.

The File Submenu
Click on the File item in the Menu to open this submenu (Figure 13.3). The items
in this submenu allow you to start a new project, open the saved one, save or
save as the current project, and exit DAM.

Windf

New

; Save

Save Ai

Exit

m Alternative; C

Drf+N

am

;ritens Antfym Help

FIGURE 14.3. The File Submenu

DAM automatically generates a file extension *.dam for the files it creates.
These files contain r.he contents of the following: the Memo, the Criteria and
Alternatives Table, the Basic Criterion Table, the Table of Trade-offs, and also
the information about the selected basic criterion.

You can use the following shortcut keys:
Ctrl+N - to start a New project;
Ctrl+O - to Open an existing project (file);
Ctrl+S - to Save the current project (file).

Alternatively, you can use speed buttons to start a new project, open an existing
one, or to save the current project.

The Window Submenu

Click on the Windov/ item in the Menu to open this submenu (Figure 14.4).
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FIGURE 14.4: The Window Submenu

The following items are included in this submenu:

Cascade to arrange the opened forms overlapping within the Main
Form.

Tile to arrange the opened forms without overlapping.
Arrange Icons to arrange icons of the minimized forms.
Minimize All to minimize all forms representing them as small bars at the

bottom of the Main Form.
Toolbars to open a complementary form that gives you a choice to

exclude or to include the Speed Bar and the Status Bar in the
Main Form. You may wish to exclude one or both toolbars if
you need extra space on the screen.

Below the separating line, the Window submenu shows the names of all principal
forms, either opened or minimized. You can click on the required item to open
the form if it is minimized and to bring it to front, on top of all the other forms.

The Alternatives Submenu

Click on the Alternatives item in the Menu to open this submenu. It contains
commands that allow you to Add, Edit, Move Up or Delete alternatives (rows) in
the Table of Criteria and Alternatives on Values form (Figure 14.5).

File Window Criteria Analysis Help

•fove Up

FIGURE 14.5: The Alternatives Submenu

You can use these commands only if the Criteria and Alternatives form is
active. If it is not, the items in the submenu appear dimmed and inactive.
Alternatively, you can use speed buttons for adding, editing or deleting
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alternatives. The speed buttons are always active.

The Criteria Submenu

Click on the Criteria item in the Menu to open this submenu (Figure 14.6). It
contains commands that allow you to Add, Edit, Move left or delete criteria
(columns) in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives in the Values Form. It also
has the item Information. Click on this item to see the information about all
criteria: their names, direction, and units of measurement.

D Ob

FIGURE 14,6: The Criteria Submenu

You can use these commands only if the Values form is active. If it is not, the
items in the submenu appear dimmed and inactive. Alternatively, you can use
speed buttons for adding, editing and deleting criteria, or for calling the
information about criteria. The speed buttons are always active.

The Analysis Submenu

Click on the Analysi s item in the Menu to open this submenu (Figure 14.7).

File Window

B it e

CUrfperforcaance wish Tode-ofk

FIGURE 14.7: The Analysis Submenu

The following items are included in this submenu:

Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) - to test Pareto dominance. This item performs
the same action as the Test Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) speed button.

Outperformance with Basic Criterion - to test outperformance with the basic
criterion. This item performs the same action as the Test Outperformance with
Basic Criterion speed button.
Outperformance wi;h Trade-offs - to test outperformance with trade-offs. This
item performs the same action as the Test Outperformance with Trade-offs speed
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button.

'What-if Analysis - to perform 'what-if analysis. This item performs the same
action as the Perform 'What-if Analysis speed button.

Potential Optimality - to tests potential optimality of alternatives and show the
results in the Optimality Form. Alternatively use the Analyze PO button on the
Optimality form to perform the same action.

Sort - to sort alternatives by preference. This item is active only if the
Competition Table shows the results of a comparison performed in any mode.
Alternatively use the Sort button on the Competition form to perform the same
action.

The Help Submenu

Click on the Help item in the Menu to open this submenu (Figure 14.8).

File Window M Criteiia

Topic Search
= X

elp

FIGURE 14.8: The Help Submenu

The following items are included in this submenu:

Contents - to show the contents of the help.

Topic Search - to search for topics using key words.
How to Use Help - short tutorial on how to use the help system.
About DAM- to display the basic information about DAM.

Toolbars
DAM has two toolbars:
• the Speed Bar
• the Status Bar

The Speed Bar contains speed buttons and is located at the top of the Main form
under the Menu (Figure 14.9)

_ ~ X

se winaow Alternatives umtm Anapao Help

a a 8 S % M fs
FIGURE 14.9: The Speed Bar with Buttons

The status Bar is used to show hints (short help messages) and is located at the
bottom of the Main form (Figure 14.10)
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FIGURE 14.10: The Status Bar

By default both bars are shown when you start working with DAM. When you
need extra space on the screen, you can delete one or both toolbars using
Windows I Toolbars submenu of the Menu.

Speed Buttons

The speed buttons are located on the Speed Bar on the Main form and give you
the fastest way to perform certain actions.

You can click on a speed button even if the form you are working with is
minimized and inactive. DAM will open the form for you and bring it to front.

There are four groups; of speed buttons:

• File management speed buttons
• Alternative management speed buttons
• Criterion management speed buttons
• Analysis speed buttons

File Management Speed Buttons

£} File management speed buttons include:

IB) New - to start a new DAM project. This speed button is equivalent to the New
item in the File submenu of the Menu.

H Open - to open an existing DAM project. This speed button is equivalent to the
Open item in the File submenu of the Menu.

% Save - to save the current DAM project. This speed button is equivalent to the
Save item in the File submenu of the Menu.

§ i Save As - to save the current DAM project into another file. This speed button is
equivalent to the Save As item in the File submenu of the Menu.

Alternative Management Speed Buttons

Alternative management speed buttons include:
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Add Alternative - to add a new alternative (row) to the Table of Criteria and
Alternatives on the Values Form. This speed button is equivalent to the Add item
in the Alternatives submenu of the Menu.

Edit Alternative - to edit the name of the current alternative (row) in the Table of
Criteria and Alternatives. This speed button is equivalent to the Edit item in the
Alternatives submenu of the Menu.

Delete Alternative - to delete the current alternative (row) in the Table of Criteria
and Alternatives. This speed button is equivalent to the Delete item in the
Alternatives submenu of the Menu.

Note If the Values form is minimized, DAM will only open the form but will
not delete or edit the alternative. You will need to click the button for
the second time to delete or to edit the alternative.

Criterion Management Speed Buttons

Criterion management speed buttons include:

J j Add Criterion - to add a new criterion (column) to the Table of Criteria and
Alternatives. This speed button is equivalent to the Add item in the Criteria
submenu of the Menu.

HI Edit Criterion - to edit the current criterion in the Table of Criteria and
Alternatives. This speed button is equivalent to the Edit item in the Criteria
submenu of the Menu.

"jo* Delete Criterion - to delete the current criterion (column) in the Table of Criteria
and Alternatives. This speed button is equivalent to the Delete item in the Criteria
submenu of the Menu.

<1p Show Information about Criteria - to display the information (name, direction,
units of measurement) of all criteria in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives.
This speed button is equivalent to the Information item in the Criteria submenu
of the Menu.

Note If the Values form is minimized, DAM will only open the form, but will
not delete or edit the criterion. You will need to click the button for the
second time to delete or to edit the criterion.

Analysis Speed Buttons

Analysis speed buttons include:
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Test Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) - to test Pareto dominance. This speed
button is equivalent to the Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) item in the Analysis
submenu of the Menu.

Test Outperformance with Basic Criterion - to test outperformance with trade-
offs specified in the Basic Criterion Table. This speed button is equivalent to the
Outperformance with Basic Criterion item in the Analysis submenu of the Menu.

Test Outperformancs with Trade-offs - to test outperformance with trade-offs
specified in the Trade-offs Form. This speed button is equivalent to the
Outperformance with Trade-offs item in the Analysis submenu of the Menu.

Perform 'What-if Analysis - to perform 'what-if analysis. This speed button is
equivalent to the ' Wtiat-if' Analysis item in the Analysis submenu of the Menu.

Test Potential Optimality - to test potential optimality. This speed button is
equivalent to the Potential optimality item in the Analysis submenu of the Menu
and to the Analyze PO button on the Optimality Form.

The Help System

The Help system provides full explanation of the forms and controls of DAM. It
also explains the basic theoretical and methodological concepts used in DAM. In
many cases precise mathematical definitions are also included.

You can search for i specific subject using key words (Figure 14.11). Moreover,
as with any Windows help, the described help system is case sensitive, which
means that by pressing the standard Fl key or a help button you will get the help
on the currently active form or control. Short help messages showing the
function of certain controls are also displayed when the mouse pointer crosses
over them. These messages may appear on the Status Bar at the bottom of the
Main form or in small text boxes near the control.
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FIGURE 14.11: The Help System

Using DAM for Decision Analysis

In this chapter it is shown how different functional options of DAM can be used
in analyzing decision alternatives. In particular, it is shown how to identify
candidate solutions as discussed in Sub-chapter Interval Decision Methodology.

Specifying Criteria, Alternatives and their Values

Use the Values form to specify criteria, alternatives and their values. This form
contains the Table of Criteria and Alternatives. The columns represent criteria
and the rows represent alternatives (Figure 14.12).
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FIGURE 14.12: The Valies Form

When you just start a new project, the Table of Alternatives and Criteria shows
only one default criterion C1 with the default direction Minimize, and one default
alternative Al. You can edit their names and the direction of the criterion.
However you can not delete all criteria or all alternatives. Every time you
attempt to delete the last remaining criterion or alternative, its name will
automatically change to the default setting.

To add, edit or delete criteria or alternatives, use the Menu or speed buttons.
Note that DAM is not case sensitive, so the names 'ALT1' and 'altl' are
considered as one name. It is not allowed to use the same name for two different
alternatives or for two different criteria.

Choose the Alternatives I Add... item in the Menu or use the Add Alternative
speed button to add a new alternative to the table. A dialog box shown in Figure
14.13 will appear. Type a name of the new alternative in the window.

Lnlf.M the iidinc ot the new

j . ; ' Cancel

Help

FIGURE 14.13: A New Alternative Dialog Form

Similarly choose the Alternatives I Edit... item in the Menu or use the Edit
Alternative speed button to edit the name of an alternative in the table. Type a
new name of the alternative in the window similar to that shown in Figure 14.14.

Choose the Criteria I Add... item in the Menu or use the Add Criterion speed
button to add a new criterion to the table. A dialog box shown in Figure 14.14
will appear. For each criterion you need to specify its name and direction, i.e.
whether the criterion is to be maximized or minimized. You may also wish to
indicate the units of measurement for criteria.
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Similarly choose the Criteria I Edit... item in the Menu or use the Edit Criterion
speed button to edit the name of a criterion in the table. If you need to watch the
information about the criteria already in the table, choose the Criteria I
Information item in the Menu. Alternatively, use the Information about Criteria
speed button on the Speed Bar.

E niuf tht* name of Iht.* new r;ntpfi<iri
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FIGURE 14.14: A New Criterion Diaiog

To analyze alternatives, you need to provide the information about their values
on all criteria. Type these values in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives on the
Values form (Figure 14.12). These can be any numbers, including negative.
Certain types of charts in the Profiles form may not, however, be available if you
use negative values.

The maximum number of decision alternatives and criteria, as well as the
maximal values, are not specifically restricted. However the available memory
resources and speed of computations naturally limit these parameters.

Specifying Trade-offs Between Criteria

DAM supports two methods of specification of the trade-offs between criteria:
the Basic Criterion Method and the General Trade-offs Method. Both methods
accept information about the trade-offs in the form of ranges, which means that
you need to specify the lower and the upper bounds for trade-offs and not their
exact values.

The Basic Criterion Method

To use the basic criterion method you should specify the trade-offs in the All-to-
One form (Figure 14.15). This form contains the Basic Criterion Table and
control buttons.
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FIGURE 14.15: The AIM o-One Form

The criteria shown in the left column of the table in this form always match the
criteria that you specify in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives (Figure 14.12).
For example, when you just start working with DAM, the table in the All-to-One
form shows only one default criterion name Cl which is the same as the one
shown in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives.
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FIGURE 14.16: Select Eiasic Criterion Dialog

To choose one criterion as a basic one (this often will be cost), press the Select...
button on the form and select the criterion from the list that appears (Figure
14.16). If the basic criterion is already selected, and you wish to change it, you
need first to unselect the old basic criterion pressing the Unselect button on the
form.

When you select one of the criteria as the basic criterion, its name disappears
from the left column of the table and simultaneously appears as the basic
criterion name below the table.

For each non-basic criterion (row in the table) specify the lower and the upper
bounds for its trade- off with respect to the basic criterion. These must be strictly
positive numbers with the lower bounds not exceeding the upper bounds.
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Advantages:

Disadvantages:

DAM uses a quick algorithm to analyse the problem with the trade-offs specified
this way, which allows you to see the results of comparison with trade-offs
instantly or to perform 'what-if analysis while continuously changing the trade-
offs.

The Basic Criterion Method requires that the trade-offs are specified for all
criteria and that they are specified in terms of the basic criterion only. Therefore
you are not allowed to specify trade-offs between any two non-basic criteria.

The General Trade-offs Method

If you use the General Trade-offs Method, you can specify the trade-offs
between any two criteria. There need not be one criterion in whose terms all the
other criteria are evaluated, which is required by the Basic Criterion Method.
Moreover you need not provide trade-offs for all criteria.

The extreme but still permissible case is when you do not specify any
information about the trade-offs. In this case analysis will be equivalent to
testing Pareto dominance.

The Trade-offs form contains the Trade-offs Table and control buttons (Figure
14.17). Use the Table to specify trade-offs for the General Trade-offs Method.
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FIGURE 14.17: The Trade-offs Form

Click on the left cell in an empty row of the Table of Trade-offs. A list of all
criteria will drop down. Select the criterion that you would like to have as
Criterion 1. Do the same in the second column to select Criterion 2. Type the
lower and the upper bounds for the interval trade-off in the last two cells of the
row. These must be strictly positive numbers with the lower bounds not
exceeding the upper bounds.

Use the buttons on the form to add or delete rows in the Table of Trade-offs.
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You may test the consistency of the trade-offs by pressing the Consistency
button on the form. By using the Import button you can copy the trade-offs
specified in the All-1:o-One form to the end of the current Table of Trade-offs.

Advantages The advantage of the General Trade-offs Method over the Basic Criterion
Method is that the farmer allows the specification of the trade-offs between any
criteria. Thus it is a more universal method.

Disadvantages To analyze decision alternatives with the trade-offs specified by the General
Trade-offs Method, DAM formulates and solves a series of linear programming
problems. This is a more time consuming procedure than that of the Basic
Criterion Method.

Testing Pareto Dominance

The only information used in this mode is the values of alternatives in the Values
form and the direction of criteria, i.e. whether the criteria are to be minimized or
maximized.

To test Pareto dominance, do one of the following:

1. Select the Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) item in the Analysis Submenu of
the Menu;

2. Press the Test Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) speed button on the Main
Form.

.Legend

Options...

dominance

? Help

FIGURE 14.18: Testing Pareto Dominance

The results of analysis are shown in three different colours. If the alternative
assigned to the row is better than the alternative, assigned to the column, the
colour of the corres ponding cell is red, if it is worse, the colour is blue (which is
always symmetrical to red with respect to the main diagonal). If neither of the
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two alternatives is better than the other, the colour is yellow. Press the Legend
button on the form to see the explanation of the colours (Figure 14.19).
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FIGURE 14.19: The Legend for Testing Pareto Dominance

In a black-and-white reproduction, red colour is shown as light gray, blue as dark
gray, and yellow as white.
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FIGURE 14.20: The Competition Table after Sorting

Another feature is sorting alternatives in the order of preference so that the most
preferred alternatives are ranked first, and the least preferred are ranked last. Use
the Sort button on the Competition form for this purpose or the Analysis I Sort
item in the Menu. For example, if the Competition Table before sorting looked
as in Figure 14.18, then after sorting was performed, the Table will look as
shown in Figure 14.20. Sorting alternatives does not change the order of
alternatives in the other forms.
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Press the Options button to change the appearance of the Competition Table.
You may then specify the cell and font size of the Table (Figure 14.21). This
feature is useful, for example, when you have a large number of alternatives so
that all of them .can not be shown in the Competition Table with the default cell
size 30. Select a smeller cell size to adjust the presentation.

. option-. : —
OK

, (..tm.e-1

Figure 14.21: Changing the Cell and Font Size of the Competition Table

Testing Outperformance

You may test outpeiformance using the Basic Criterion or the General Trade-offs
method. The former requires the trade-offs to be specified in the All-to-One
Form. The latter use s the trade-offs specified in the General Trade-offs Form.

(SI To test outperformance using the Basic Criterion method
1. Select the Outperformance with Basic Criterion item in the Analysis

submenu of the Menu, or
2. Press the Test Outperformance with Basic Criterion speed button on the

Main Form.

(2! To test outperformance using the General Trade-offs method
1. Select the Outperformance with Trade-offs item in the Analysis

submenu of the Menu, or
2. Press the Test Outperformance with Trade-offs speed button on the

Main Form.

The results of analysis will be shown in the Competition Table of the
Competition form (Figure 14.22). You need not open this form first: it will open
automatically to show the results. The source of the trade-offs used, which is
either the All-to-Or e form or the Trade-offs Form, appears below the Table.
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FIGURE 14.22: Testing Outperformance with Trade-offs

The results of analysis are shown in three different colours. If the alternative
assigned to the row is better than the alternative assigned to the column for any
feasible combination of weights, the colour of the corresponding cell is red. If it
is worse, the colour is blue (which is always symmetrical to red with respect to
the main diagonal). If neither of the two alternatives is better than the other, the
colour is yellow. Press the Legend button on the form to see the explanation of
the colours (Figure 14.23).
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FIGURE 14.23: The Legend for Testing Outperformance

Another feature is sorting alternatives in the order of preference so that the most
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preferred alternatives are ranked first, and the least preferred are ranked last. Use
the Sort button on the Competition form for this purpose or the Analysis I Sort
item in the menu. For example, if the Competition Table before sorting looked as
in Figure 14.22, then after sorting was performed, the Table will look as shown
in Figure 14.24 Sorting alternatives does not change the order of alternatives in
the other forms.
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FIGURE 14.24: The Competition , BDIS after Soring

The appearance of the Competition Table can be adjusted by changing the cell
size and the font size as described above.

Performing 'What-if Analysis

'What-if analysis allows you to find out how the relative performance of
alternatives will change if you change the trade-offs specified in the Basic
Criterion Table on tr,.e All-to-One Form.

To perform the 'what-ir analysis
1. Select the 'What-if' Analysis item in the Analysis submenu of the Main

Menu, or
2. Press the Perform 'What-if Analysis speed button on the Main Form.
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FIGURE 14.25: 'What-if Analysis Options

The 'What-if Analysis Options form appears on the screen, which allows you to
select a criterion whose bounds you will change and a mode of analysis (Figure
14.25). You can change the range only for one criterion at a time. The available
options are:
• Move the exact (trade-off) value from the lower bound to the upper bounds

(the default setting),
• Move the lower bound to (the fixed) upper (bound),
• Move the upper bound to lower bound;
• Move both bounds to the centre (midpoint of the range).

After you have selected the criterion and the mode of analysis, press the OK
button. A small form with a scroll bar appears upon the Competition Form. The
actual appearance of the scrollbar form depends on the chosen mode of analysis.
For the default setting move the exact trade-off from the lower bound to the
upper bound it is shown in Figure 14.26.

Otase

IDT'
FIGURE 14.26. The Scrollbar Form for the Default Analysis Mode

For the other modes the scrollbar form looks similar. In Figure 14.27 it is shown
for the mode move both bounds to the midpoint of the range.

FIGURE 14.27: Another Instance of the Scrollbar Form

Use the scrollbar to change the trade-off for the selected criterion (or its bounds).
DAM will instantly test outperformance with the basic criterion taking into
account the position of the scrollbar. For all the other criteria the trade-offs
bounds will be taken from the Basic Criterion Table on the All-to-One Form.
The results of comparison will be shown in the Competition Table (Figure
14.28).
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FIGURE 14.28: 'What-if Analysis

Testing Potential Optimality

Testing alternatives for potential optimality gives you the answer to the question:
which alternatives become optimal (the best) for some feasible combination of
trade-offs and which are never optimal, being always outperformed by some
other alternatives.

(2! To test potential optimality and view the results
1. Select the Potential Optimality in the Analysis submenu of the Menu, or

press the Test Potential Optimality speed button on the Main Form,
2. Press the Options button on the Optimality form to choose the mode of

analysis. A small form is then shown that allows you to select the source
of trade-offs (Figure 14.29). This can be either the Basic Criterion Table
on the All-to-One form or the Table of Trade-offs on the Trade-offs
Form. The default setting is the Table of Trade-offs,

The tolerance level is another important option used by DAM to
compare non-integer numbers when testing potential optimality. Two
numbers ars considered equal if their difference in absolute terms does
not exceed the absolute value of the bigger number times the specified
tolerance level. The tolerance level has a pre-set value 0.0001. You can
change it to any number between and including 0 and 1.

You may also choose whether the computational progress should be
shown.
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FIGURE 14.29: Potential Optimality Options

3. Press the Analyze PO button on the Optimality form with Trade-offs
speed button on the Main form.

Two tables display the results of testing potential optimality (Figure 14.30). The
table on the left shows which alternatives are potentially optimal and which are
not. The table on the right shows the trade-offs which are the most favourable
(within the used bounds) for the alternative currently selected in the left table.
The source of trade-offs used is also shown on the form.

I Alternative Potential Optimality

FGD

CornbCycle

33%Derated

E6%Derated

ImportCoal

i potentially optimal

I not potentially optimal

I not potentially optimal

not potentially optimal

Criterion 1 Criterion £ .Trade-offs

SO2

NOX

CO

NMVOC

Cost

ICost

iCost

60

360

150

5

iCost

Cost

50

800

'able of Potential Optimaifty
Source of trade-offs:
Tabie of Trade-offs

FGD optimal

)> Analyze PD T2T" tions... Close

FIGURE 14.30: Testing Potential Optimaiity

If only one alternative is potentially optimal, then it is optimal. This is shown in
the left table (Figure 14.31).
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Alternative
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Analyze PO |j Options... f Help J l Cfose

FIGURE 14.31: The Identification of an Optimal Alternative

It is worth noting that normally there are many sets of trade-offs that render a
potentially optimal alternative as optimal. The right table shows only one set
found by DAM as an optimal solution to a linear programming

In many cases the trade-offs rendering one alternative optimal will render
another alternative optimal as well. These trade-offs may also be the most
favourable for several alternatives which are not potentially optimal. Therefore
be not surprised to see the same set of trade-offs in the right table for different
alternatives.

Testing the Consistency of Trade-offs

Working with the Trade-offs form gives you a flexible way to specify the trade-
offs between any pairs of criteria. This flexibility may lead to contradictions in
the specified trade-offs.

For example, you can specify the trade-offs between criteria Cl and C2 by
expressing one unit of C1 in terms of the units of C2. Then you can express C2
in terms of C3, and, finally, C3 in terms of Cl. This information may or may not
be contradictory.

When you type the bounds of trade-offs in the Table of Trade-offs, DAM does
not check their consistency.

To test consistency of the trade-offs, press the Consistency button on the Trade-
offs form. DAM will analyse the trade-offs by formulating and solving a linear
programming problem and will show the result as a message (Figure 14.32).
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FIGURE 14.32: Testing the Consistency of Trade-offs

You need not test consistency of the trade-offs before testing outperformance
with trade-offs. DAM will automatically check their consistency and produce a
message if the inconsistency is found.

Drawing Charts

Use the Profiles form to draw charts of alternatives and criteria. There are
several modes and options to choose from.

Alternative FGD
Value on each criterion is m percent between

Select

. F G D

I E'
•*•

t
"k

alternative;-

d
Show 1

Mode

Help

Close

r
Labels-
ShwDsta

FIGURE 14.33: The Profiles Form

The form consists of three pages with their tabs at the top of the form (Figure
14.33). Choose a page to draw one of the following:
• Single alternative profiles;
• Two alternative profiles;
• Criterion profiles.
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You can control the appearance of the chart using the check boxes at the bottom
of the page.

Single Alternative Profiles

The first page on t ie Profiles form is called Single Alternative Profiles and
allows you to draw a chart of values of any alternative.

13 To draw a char t for one alternative
1. Select an alternative from the drop down list at the top right corner of

the page or simply type its name in the space provided,
2. Select one of the options (press the Mode button to see the available

options),
3. Press the Show button

The following options can be chosen by pressing the Mode button on this page
(Figure 14.34):
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FIGURE 14.34: Options for a Single Alternative Profile

Absolute values
The chart will show the values of the selected alternative for all criteria.
Remember that units of measurement may be different for different criteria.
Because of this some bars in the chart may be relatively higher than the other.

Relative standing compared to the Max value for each criterion
The chart will show the value of the selected alternative on each criterion in
percent of the maximum available value of this criterion for all alternatives. The
values of all alternatives on all criteria must be strictly positive numbers.

Relative standing between Min and Max values for each criterion
The chart will show the relative value of the selected alternative on each criterion
between the minimum (0%) and the maximum (100%) available values of this
criterion for all alternatives. The values of all alternatives on all criteria must be
strictly positive numbers.

Absolute values converted to Basic Criterion
This option is only available when the trade-offs are specified in the All-to-One
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Form. All the values will be converted to the units of the basic criterion. Two
charts will be shown at the same time: one for the lower bounds and one for the
upper bounds (Figure 14.35).

\'y

TS w m—irr T "

FIGURE 14.35: Values are Converted to the Basic Criterion

Two Alternative Profiles

The second page of on the Profiles form is called Two Alternative Profiles and
allows you to draw a chart of values of any two alternatives simultaneously.

M To draw a chart with two alternatives
1. Select two alternatives from the drop down lists at the top right corner of

the page or simply type their names in the spaces provided,
2. Select one of the options (press the Mode button to see the available

options),
3. Press the Show button.

You can choose one of the following options by pressing the Mode... button on
the page (Figure 14.36):
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FIGURE 14.36: Options for Two Alternative Profiles

Values of the selected alternatives
Two charts will show the values of selected alternatives separately.

Difference between the selected alternatives
Values of the second alternative will be subtracted from the values of the first
alternative for each criterion.

Show relative values in percents
For each criterion the larger of the two values will be 100%. The smaller value
will be in percent of the larger value. This mode is not available for viewing the
difference between alternatives. The values of both alternatives on all criteria
must be strictly positive numbers.

Show absolute values
Chart(s) will show the values (or the difference between the values) of the
selected alternatives: for all criteria. Remember that units of measurement may be
different for different criteria. Because of this some bars in the chart may be
relatively higher than the other.

Convert values to the Basic Criterion
This option is available only if the trade-offs are specified in the Basic Criterion
Form. All the value* will be converted to the units of the basic criterion.

If you select to view the values of the two alternatives separately, then each of
the two charts will represent one alternative. The trade-offs will automatically be
chosen in favour of the first alternative (i.e. the upper bound will be used if the
first alternative outperforms the second on the given criterion, and the lower
bound otherwise).

If you select to view the difference between the two alternatives, then one chart
will show the difference for the lower bounds, and the second chart, the
difference for the upper bounds.
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Criterion Profiles

The third page on the Profiles form called Criteria Profiles allows you to draw a
chart of values of any criterion across all alternatives.

El To draw a chart with two alternatives
1. Select a criterion from the drop down list at the top right corner of the

page or simply type its name in the space provided,
2. Select one of the options (press the Mode button to see the available

options),
3. Press the Show button.
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FIGURE 14.37: Options for a Criterion Profile

The available options are shown in a dialog form (Figure 14.37) after pressing
the Mode button on the page.

Absolute values
The chart will show the values of the selected criterion for all alternatives.

Values in percent of the Max value
Absolute values of the selected criterion will be converted to percents of the
maximum available value of this criterion. The values of all alternatives on all
criteria must be strictly positive numbers.

Relative standing between Min and Max values
The chart will show the relative value of the selected criterion between the
minimum (0%) and the maximum (100%) available values of this criterion for
all alternatives (Figure 14.38). The values of all alternatives on all criteria must
be strictly positive numbers.
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Zooming In and Zooming Out

To enlarge specific zireas on a chart, you can zoom in and then zoom out using a
mouse.
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1. Use the mouse to click on the top left corner of the area to zoom in. Do
not release the button,

2. Drag the mouse to the bottom right corner of the area to zoom in. You
will see a rectangle around the selected area, and

3. Release the mouse button. The enlarged area appears instantly (Figure
14.40.

You can consecutively choose an area of the region to be enlarged and zoom into
it, thus achieving the required magnification.

M To zoom out after zooming in an area of a chart in the Profiles form
1. Use the mouse to click anywhere in the chart. Do not release the button,
2. Drag the mouse up or to the left to an area outside the boundaries of the

chart. You will see a rectangle, and
3. Release the mouse button. The chart will restore in the original form

instantly.

_ """' X

LI.. 1L

FIGURE 14.40: The Area after Zooming In

Using the Memo Form

Use this form to document your study. For example, you may describe the
decision alternatives in greater detail or specify the source of data and/or the way
the data was calculated (Figure 14.41).

Use the Clear button on the form to clear the contents of the memo.
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Do not forget the use Menu tin: Inrin to doruniriit ynnr c.ise.

FIGURE 14.41: The Memo Form

Computational Issues

In order to test cutperformance or potential optimality, perform 'what-if
analysis or check the consistency of weights, DAM formulates and solves special
mathematical models. These models and the methods employed to solve them
are discussed in this chapter. A good mathematical background is expected from
the reader of this chapter.

Basic Notation Used

When discussing mathematical models and computational methods we use the
following notation:

n the number of decision alternatives;
m the number of criteria;
A . decision alternatives, j = 1,2, ..., m;
C criteria, i = 1,2, ..., n;
x1 - (V,, oiv ..., j Q the vector of values of alternative A . on criteria Cp ..., Cn;
w = (Wj, w2, ..., wj the vector of weights attached to criteria Cv ..., Cn;
W the feasible sei: of weights w, defined by the information about trade-offs;
T.k t h e exac t t rade-of f b e t w e e n cr i ter ia C. and Ck, i,k= 1,2, . . . , « ;
T.k the lower bound for the trade-off between criteria C. and Ck, i, k= 1,2, ...,n;

T ik the upper bound for the trade-off between criteria C and Ck, i,k= 1,2, ..., n;

(w, x!) = j T ; i w{x( - the scalar product of vectors w and oi equal to measure (1).

If the exact trade-oi'f T.k between criteria C. and Ck is specified, this is equivalent
to the following equation in terms of weights w. and wk:

w. = T.k wk.

Similarly, specifying the lower and upper bounds T.k and T ik translates to the
following two inequalities:
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w. > T., w.,
i —ik £

W. < T ik Wk.

If the feasible set W of weights is defined by the information about the trade-offs
in the above forms, it can be described in the following form:

Aw<0,

where A is a sXn matrix.

The Methods for Testing Outperformance

Consider two decision alternatives A. and Ak whose values are given by vectors xf
and x respectively. By Definition 4, alternative Ak outperforms alternative A. if
and only if

holds for any w e W.

In [1] it is shown that in order to test whether alternative Ak outperforms
alternative A the following problem should be solved:

6 * = max {w, x1 - x")

Subject to w e W.

This problem is an LP problem if set W is defined by the information about
trade-offs:

0* = max < w , y - x ) (3)

subject to Aw < 0.

If the optimal value of the objective function in (3) is negative, then alternative
Ak outperforms alternative A., and vice versa.

When testing outperformance, DAM considers all pairs of different decision
alternatives A. and Ak, j ^ k. For each such pair, problem (3) is solved. If its
optimal objective function value is negative, then the conclusion is made that
alternative Ak outperforms alternative A.. If the optimal value of the objective
function is zero or positive, then the second LP problem is solved:

w,/-y) (4)
Subject to Aw < 0.

Model (4) is similar to (3) but vector x" is subtracted from vector x in the
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objective function. If the optimal value of the objective function in (4) is
negative, then the conclusion is drawn that alternative A. outperforms alternative
Ak.

If the optimal value of the objective function is zero or positive in both models
(3) and (4), the conclusion is made that neither of the two alternatives Ak or A
outperforms the other.

The actual method used to solve models (3) and (4) depends on whether the
trade-offs are taken :?rom the All-to-One form or from the Trade-offs Form. The
former assumes that the Basic Criterion Method is used while the latter is the
source of trade-offs for the General Trade-offs Method.

In the case of the General Trade-offs Method, the built-in simplex algorithm (for
a description, see e.g. [2]) is used to solve problems (3) and (4). In the case of the
Basic Criterion Method, a much simpler and faster algorithm is used. This
algorithm is described below.

Assume that the trace-offs used in model (3) are taken from the Basic Criterion
Table in the All-to-One Form. This means that one criterion, say Ct, is chosen as

the basic criterion and that the lower and upper bounds Tn and Tn of the trade-
off between any othe r criterion C. and criterion Cj are evaluated.

Then the optimal value of the objective function in (3) can be found using the
following formula:

< (*/-*,*), (5)
>=2

where w(°= T& if xj > x*, and w°t = Tn otherwise. Therefore the weighting

coefficients w° in (5) are always taken in favour of decision alternative A.. If
even for such most favourable weights the optimal value 6 * calculated by
formula (5) is negative, then alternative A. is outperformed by alternative Ak.

The Method for 'What-if Analysis

'What-if analysis is; only available if the trade-offs are taken from the All-to-
One Form. In this case formula (5) is used to test outperformance.

When the user specifies a criterion for 'what-if analysis and selects one of the
modes of analysis, a small form containing the scrollbar appears on top of the
Competition Form. When the user moves the scrollbar button in any direction,
the trade-off bounds of the selected criterion change (or the exact trade-off
changes). Each time when this happens, the Competition Table is totally redrawn
to show the results of testing outperformance by the following rule.
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Let Ck be the criterion chosen for 'what-if analysis. For each i t- k, multiplier w(°

in formula (5) is defined as when testing outperformance normally, i.e. using the

trade-off bounds from the Basic Criterion Table. At the same time multiplier w°k

is calculated using the bounds shown on the scrollbar form.

The Method for Testing Potential Optimality

It is shown in [1] that, in order to test potential optimality of decision alternative
Ak, the following program has to be solved:

6* = max 9 (6)
subject to (w, x!-x) + 6<0, y= l , ...,m;
weW.

If set W is defined by the interval trade-offs, model (6) is an LP problem:

6* = max 6 (7)
subject to (w, d-x) + 6<0, j=l,...,m;
Aw<0.

The optimal value 6* of the objective function in (7) is always non-positive. It is
shown in [1] that alternative Ak is potentially optimal if and only if 0* = 0.
Alternative Ak is not potentially optimal if and only if 9* is negative.

In order to identify which alternatives are potentially optimal and which are not,
DAM solves model (7) for each decision alternative k = 1, 2, ..., m. The trade-
offs used in defining the feasible region, i.e. defining the inequalities in the form
Aw < 0, may be taken from the Basic Criterion Table in the All-to-One form or
from the General Trade-offs Table in the Trade-offs Form. In either case linear
program (7) is solved by the simplex method.

Those alternatives Ak for which the optimal value 6* in model (7) is zero are
identified as potentially optimal in the left table on the Optimality Form. If only
one potentially optimal alternative among all m alternatives is found, it is shown
as optimal. Indeed, in this case it has the highest aggregate score (1) for any
feasible weights and thus is optimal by Definition 1 All the other alternatives are
shown as not potentially optimal.

For each decision alternative Ak, an optimal vector of weights w* is found when
solving model (7). The ratios of these weights are used to calculate the trade-offs
most favourable for the given alternative. These are shown in the right-hand
table in the Optimality Form.

The Method for Checking the Consistency of Trade-offs
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As discussed above, specifying trade-offs in the General Trade-offs Table may
lead to non-trivial contradictions in statements. Because of this it may be
necessary to check Ihe consistency of trade-offs at some stages of analysis.

The criterion used to analyse the consistency of trade-offs is the following. The
trade-offs are consistent if and only if the set of simultaneous linear inequalities
Aw < 0 has a non-zero feasible solution. This is equivalent to testing whether a
feasible solution w ;o the above system exists such that all its components w. are
greater than or equal to 1.

When the user of E>AM specifically requests checking consistency of the trade-
offs, DAM formulates and solves the following LP model with a trivial objective
function:

0* = max <0, w) (8)
subject to Aw < 0

The simplex method is then used to solve model (8). If the trade-offs are
consistent, then an optimal solution to problem (8) will be produced. Of course 6
* = 0 in this case. If the trade-offs are not consistent, then problem (8) does not
have a solution, whi ch is also identified by the simplex method.

The consistency is automatically checked when outperformance or potential
optimality is tested with the trade-offs taken from the Trade-offs Form. If the
trade-offs are not consistent, this leads to the infeasibility of models (4) or (7)
respectively. Once the infeasibility of the used model is established, DAM
notifies the user that the trade-offs are not consistent.

The Method for Sorting Alternatives

The Competition Table lists decision alternatives in the same order as they
appear in the Value;; Form. It may be necessary to sort alternatives in the order of
preference after one of the following was performed:

• Testing Pareto dominance
• Testing outperformance using the Basic Criterion method
• Testing outperformance using the General Trade-offs method
• Performing 'What-if analysis

Assume, for example, that the ordering is required after outperformance was
tested. The following algorithm is used by DAM to reorder decision alternatives
by descending preference.

Denote S the set of all decision alternatives. First identify those decision
alternatives in S which are not outperformed by any other alternative. Denote the
set of such alternatives N0P(5 °). Denote S1 the remaining set of alternatives.
Now identify those alternatives in Sl which are not outperformed by any other
alternative in S1. Dsnote this set by NOP(S') and the set of remaining decision
alternatives by S2. Continue with this algorithm until all decision alternatives are
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classed into the sets:

NOP(S°), N0P(5'), ..., NOP(S')-

Note that decision alternatives from a class NOP(5r+1), r = 0, 1, ..., t, are
outperformed only by some alternatives in higher classes NOP(£*), k = 0, ..., r.
Alternatives in the same class do not outperform each other.

The new order is obtained then by the following rule. First list decision
alternatives from class NOP(5°) in the order they appear in the Values Form.
Then add the decision alternatives from class NOP(5') in the order they appear in
the Values Form. Continue with this algorithm until the alternatives from the last
class NOP(S") are added to the list in the order they appear in the Values Form.
The algorithm now stops.

Computational Limits of DAM

Like any computer program, DAM has its computational limits. In order to make
DAM as flexible as possible, no upper limits have been imposed for the number
of criteria, alternatives and trade-offs as well as their values. However the
available memory resources and speed of computations naturally limit these
parameters.

An exception of this is the number of iterations (changes of basis) of the simplex
method which should not exceed 100. This limit is sufficiently high to ensure
that problems with 50 -100 decision alternatives are solved. Although
theoretically the simplex method always finds an optimal solution to a problem
in a finite number of steps, in practice this may not be so because of possible
round off errors which may force the algorithm cycle. The limit of 100 iterations
ensures that the algorithm always stops in reasonable time even if something
goes wrong in the process of computations.

Modern computers have sufficient memory to ensure that any practical problem
can be solved by DAM. However, should any problem with memory arise, DAM
will notify the user of this and stop computation.

In most cases the values of alternatives and trade-offs are real (not integer)
numbers. Performing computations with such numbers leads to round-off errors.
To take this into account, DAM utilises tolerance levels which are used when
deciding whether two real number are equal or not, or whether one of the
numbers is larger than the other.

For example, it is often necessary to determine whether the aggregate scores (1)
of two decision alternatives are equal. If the difference between these two
numbers does not exceed the tolerance level, the two numbers are considered
equal, otherwise they are not equal.

When DAM was programmed, the tolerance levels were determined taking into
account two main considerations. One is that the tolerance levels must be larger
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than possible round-off errors so that the latter would have no effect when
comparing two different numbers. The other consideration is that the tolerance
levels should not be too broad so that they are sufficiently discriminating and
two close but not equal numbers are not considered equal.

The pre-set tolerance levels are a reasonable balance between the two conflicting
considerations. It should be noted however that these levels are designed for
problems with values of alternatives and trade-offs not exceeding 1.0e+ll to
1.0e+12. Larger numbers will produce larger round-off errors and the pre-set
tolerance levels may not be adequate for them.

Using too large numbers of excess of 1.0e+12 may lead to the situation when the
simplex method will make mistakes or will have to be stopped as exceeding the
100 upper limit for the number of iterations. If the values are too large, try to
reformulate the problem by choosing other units of measurement of criteria.

It is also a good idea not to have values in the Table of Criteria and Alternatives
that differ significantly. The rule of thumb is to make sure that the values do not
differ by more than a factor of 1000. Otherwise, in the process of computation,
the round-off errors produced by large numbers may become larger than some
small values. If the values differ by more than the suggested factor, you should
reconsider the units of measurement to make the values better balanced.

Example

In this chapter, an example of using DAM for comparative assessment of
decision alternatives is considered. This can be used as a guide to applying DAM
to other decision analysis problems. The data used in the example was
intentionally compiled in such a way that different features of DAM could be
better demonstrated.

A Problem Outline

The necessity of building a new coal firing power plant to meet electricity
demands of a region and its neighbours has long been discussed at different
levels. The advantage of a coal firing plant over other available technologies was
that local coals were available at a low price. Another important consideration
was that the export of local coal had fallen sharply in the last few years thus
creating tension in the mining industry.

A group of experts v/as commissioned to investigate available options. Although
meeting electricity demands over the next 25 years was the primary goal of the
study, taking environmental impacts into account was considered essential.

Not only the international community would be concerned with the development,
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but the local economy which is mainly agricultural would suffer as well. Some
concerns from local farmers have already been expressed. It was essential
therefore that the commission could identify a reasonable compromise between
the interests of farmers, by seeking low emission technologies, and the
consumers of electricity, by keeping the costs low.

After careful examination of available options, a shortlist of five candidates was
compiled which are further referred to A, B, C, D and E. The candidate plants
differed in technologies used and fuel characteristics.

The available data is shown in Table 14.1.

TABLE 14.1: Costs and Emissions

A

B

C

D

E

Cost (US$)

100,000,000

180,000,000

210,000,000

220,000,000

230,000,000

so2
(tonnes)

200,000

100,000

65,000

40,000

45,000

NOx

(tonnes)

30,000

17,000

11,000

8,000

9,000

CO2

(tonnes)

3,000,000

2,900,000

3,300,000

2,400,000

3,300,000

The cost includes the capital investment, operations and management costs and
the fuel costs. The lifetime of the power plant is 25 years and the costs in Table
14.1 were aggregated over time using a discount factor of 10%. The emissions
represent total emissions of SO2, NOX and CO2 during the lifetime and are not
discounted. Another option could be, of course, to discount emissions as well,
but this was not done in this study. The numbers in Table 1 were rounded to
simplify further discussion. In practice they, of course, need not be.

As could be seen from the above table, less expensive decision options were
characterized by generally higher levels of emissions and, as expected, more
expensive candidates produced in many cases less emissions. It was thought
initially that one of the moderately priced options, for example, B or C, would be
the best choice. However, some experts suggested that, before a decision is
made, it would be useful to take into account the damage produced by emissions,
in monetary terms. This proposal was thought to be reasonable and additional
discussion was held on this subject.
Interestingly enough, all the experts believed that if there was a possibility to
reduce emissions of SO2 at a price of less than $500 per tonne, this should
definitely be done, because the damage to the environment, mainly agriculture,
was thought to be at least $500 per tonne. Whether more money should be paid,
was unclear. However, all the experts agreed that under no circumstances the
damage could exceed $1000 per tonne. Therefore more than $1000 should not
have been paid to avoid an additional tonne of SO2 emissions.
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Similar considerations were used to determine what additional costs were
reasonable in order to reduce NOX emissions by 1 tonne. It was felt that there was
even bigger uncertainty with NOX emissions than with SO2 emissions since the
latter are generally better studied. Some experts believed that NOX emissions
were slightly less harmful than SO2 emissions for the agriculture and suggested
that, only if the cost of abatement technology did not exceed $400 per tonne of
NOX, this should be definitely accepted.

Many other experts believed that the actual damage cost was higher than $400
and suggested to increase this number. But all the experts agreed that $1100 per
1 tonne of NOX emissions was the maximum and a bigger amount per tonne
should not be paid for any abatement technologies.

The cost to pay for the reduction of CO2 emissions was the most difficult thing to
assess. Until recently, little was known about the exact impact on environment of
these emissions. The experts were aware that, after the plant would be built,
additional data might emerge that could change the evaluation of CO2 emissions.
In particular, they were concerned with the commitment of the international
community to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and possible implications for the
future of the plant. They decided to recommend to pay $ 1 per tonne of reduced
CO2 emissions and maybe significantly more, up to $50 per 1 tonne. The latter
was considered as the upper limit beyond which no payment could be justified.

Based on the expert assessment, the following table was compiled (Table 14.2):

TABLE 14.2: Lower and Upper Cost Estimates

SO2 (1 tonne)

NOX (1 tonne)

CO2 (1 tonne)

Lower cost
estimate ($)

500

400

1

Upper cost
estimate ($)

1000

1100

50

After such broad ranges for damage costs of the three emissions were identified,
some experts suggested that the midpoints of the ranges should be taken in the
study. Thus, $750 per tonne of SOX and NOX emissions and $25.5 per tonne of
CO2 emissions should be accepted. Then the total cost which includes economic
(direct) cost and cost of emissions could be calculated for each decision
alternative, using the formula:

Total Cost = (10)
Cost + 750 X SO2 emissions + 750 X NOX emissions + 25.5 X CO2emissions.

By simple calculations, alternative D was the best alternative, because its total
cost (10) was minimal among all the available options.

Most of the experts did not, however, agree with the proposal. They accepted in
principle the above formula but argued that the cost of $750 per tonne of SO and
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NOX emissions and, especially, the cost of $25.5 per tonne of CO2 emissions
were not reliable and in fact were uncertain. Therefore, the total cost calculated
by the above formula, should also be considered as uncertain. If damage costs
were significantly different from the used medium values, another alternative
might have the least total cost. Thus additional analysis was required.

A few experts suggested to solve the problem by graphical means. Some of them
had done similar studies before in which only one emission factor was taken into
account. If, say, the current study was only concerned with SO2 emissions, then
the problem could be solved by graphical means. Indeed, if this were the case,
the total cost (10) became a linear function of the unit damage cost, currently
$750 but in fact changeable between $500 and $1000. Drawing the graphs of the
total cost of each decision option corresponding to different unit damage costs, it
would be possible to identify the best decision alternative for each level of unit
damage cost. This could be further used in analysis.

The problem was, however, that three factors needed to be taken into account
and the graphical approach could not be implemented.

Some experts suggested to commission a special study to find out precise
environmental impacts of possible emissions. This was not, however, a popular
idea. Firstly, this would delay the preparation of the final report by at least half a
year. It would also require substantial funding which might not be easily
obtained at this stage. But most importantly, the experts believed that even a very
detailed study would not produce exact unit damage costs. Hence they would
face the same problem of uncertain coefficients in formula (10), although of a
lesser scope.

To deal with the situation, it was suggested that the interval decision
methodology was used. It was expected that the use of DAM software would
allow the commission of experts to avoid unnecessary additional studies or
guessing whether or not to rely on the midpoints of the identified ranges.

Preparing the Data

The data from Table 14.1 was put into the Criteria and Alternatives Table of
DAM (Figure 14.42). Decision alternatives are A, B, C, D, E and F, and the
criteria are Cost, SO2, NOX, CO.

A

B

D

E

Cost

100e+&

180e+6

210e+6

220e+6

230e+6

S O 2 • •

200000

100000

65000

40000

45000

NOX

30000

17000

11000

8000

9000

COE I
i

3.4e+6

2.9e+6

3.3e+6

2.4e+6

3.3e+6

lose
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FIGURE 14.42: Alternatives and Their Values

It is essential that not only the values are typed into the Criteria and Alternatives
Table but also the direction of optimization of all the criteria is correct. All the
four criteria in the considered case study are to be minimized. When a criterion is
added to the table, the option minimized should be chosen (Figure 14.43).
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FIGURE 14.43: Criterion SO2 Is to Be Minimized

Summary information about all the criteria can be seen by pressing the Show
Information about Criteria speed button.

Performing Analysis

We can now use DAM to identify decision alternatives which are dominated in
the Pareto sense. Note that the trade-offs are not used in this form of analysis.

By pressing the Tes;t Efficiency (Pareto Dominance) speed button or selecting
the Efficiency (Parer.o dominance) item in the Analysis submenu of the Menu we
obtain the following Competition Table (Figure 14.44):
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FIGURE 14.44: Alternative E is Pareto Dominated by Alternative D

The obtained Competition Table shows that alternative E is dominated by
alternative E in the Pareto sense. If we refer to the data in Figure 14.42 it is clear
why this happens. Plant D is less expensive than plant E while having lower
emission levels of all three pollutants. Hence, plant E should not be chosen for
construction.

Note that testing Dominance in the Pareto sense has not been very
discriminating: no other preference has been identified besides the fact that D
dominates E. This is a rather typical situation. Normally, given any two
alternatives, each alternative is better than the other in at least one criterion. If
this is the case, neither alternative is dominated in the Pareto sense.

Once the fact of dominance has been established, it would be justifiable to delete
option E from the Values Form. We shall not do this however and would prefer
to keep all the available options together to demonstrate additional points of
discussion.

For further analysis, the trade-offs between criteria should be specified. In our
example, the unit damage costs specified in Table 14.2 are the required trade-offs
between the three emissions and cost. Since all the trade-offs are specified in
terms of the same second criterion, namely cost, it is advisable to place them in
the All-to-One form (Figure 14.35) which would enable further 'what-if
analysis.

Criteria

SO2

NOX

C02

Lower Bounds

500

400

1

Upper Bounds :

1000

1100

50

iselsct JLGlDse

FIGURE 14.45:. Unit Damage Costs as Trade-offs

Of course, these unit damage costs could be placed in the Trade-offs form as
well. In fact, we shall do this below by importing the data from the All-to-One
form to the Trade-offs Form. However, the 'what-if analysis' is not available
with the data from the Trade-offs Form. One should, therefore, use this form
only if no basic criterion is identified, or if it is identified but some additional
trade-offs between the non-basic criteria have to be taken into account.

Pressing the Test Outperformance with Basic Criterion speed button, we obtain
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the table shown in Figure 14.46.
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FIGURE 14.46: Alternatives C and E are Outperformed by D

One can see from Figure 14.46 that alternative D outperforms alternatives C and
E. Indeed, the cells at the intersection of row D and columns C and E are red,
conversely, the cells at the intersection of rows C and E with column D are blue.
This means that far any unit damage costs (trade-offs) within the bounds
specified in the Ali-to-One form (Figure 14.45), the total cost of option D is
lower than that of alternatives C and E.

Note that, as far as E is concerned, this fact is trivial and is explained by the
dominance of E by D in the Pareto sense, as established above (Figure 14.44).

The fact that D outperforms C is not so simple as D does not dominate C in the
Pareto sense. Howsver, if the trade-offs are used, then, within the specified
bounds, C is alwaj's more expensive than D. Only if the trade-offs are taken
outside the used bounds, namely made lower than the current lower bounds,
alternative C would be preferred to D. This is not however possible since none of
the experts believe that the unit damage costs could be below the specified lower
bounds.

The majority of the cells in the Competition Table are yellow which means that
neither of the two corresponding decision options outperforms the other. For
example, the cell in row A and column B is yellow. This means the following.
There exist unit damage costs within the bounds shown in Figure 14.45 such that,
for these costs, the lotal cost (10) of alternative A is less than or equal to the total
cost of alternative B. At the same time, for some other combination of unit
damage costs within the same bounds in Figure 14.45, the total cost of
alternative B is less than or equal to that of alternative A. For these two reasons,
it cannot be ascertained that alternative A is better than B or that B is better than
A.

Overall, the Competition Table contains 'too many' yellow cells and does not
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allow us to establish which of the three not outperformed options, A, B or D, is
the best. This relatively large number of not outperformed alternatives is
explained, of course, by the fact that the specified ranges for unit damage costs
are very wide.

It is interesting to investigate another extreme case, in which the unit damage
costs are known exactly, e.g. taken at the midpoints of the intervals, as
mentioned above. To make DAM perform the computations in this case, the
lower bounds should be made equal to the upper bounds in the All-to-One form
(Figure 14.47).

-iaixj

Criteria

S02

NOX

C02

Lower Bounds

750

750

25 5

•Upper Bounds

750

750

25 5|
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X Unselect
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FIGURE 14.47: The Case of Exactly Known Trade-offs

The resulting Competition Table shown in Figure 14.48 produces a perfect
ordering of decision options. Thus, if the unit damage costs were known exactly
as shown in Figure 14.47, the best option would be to build plant D. This follows
from the fact that all the cells in row D have red colour, except the cell in the
main diagonal (in column D). Hence alternative D outperforms any other
decision alternative.

The second best is plant B because it is only worse than D. The colour of the cell
in row B and column D is blue. All the other cells in row B, except the one on
the main diagonal, are red.

Two cells in row C are blue: in columns B and D. Therefore the total cost
incurred by constructing plant C is bigger than that of plants B and D, for any
unit damage costs within the bounds specified in Figure 14.45. At the same time
two cells in row C are red. This means that option C is preferred to the
corresponding options A and E.

The least preferred options are E and A. It is interesting that option E, although
dominated in the Pareto sense by D, has a lower total cost than A which is not
dominated by D. This is shown by the red colour of the cell in row E and column
A.
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y .

FIGURE 14.48: Compettion Table in the Case of Exactly Specified Trade-offs

The ordering of alternatives in Figure 14.48 is clearly seen if they are sorted by
pressing the Sort button on the Competition form (see Figure 14.49).

FIGURE 14.49: Competition Table after Sorting if Unit Costs Are at Midpoints

Although alternative D is the most preferred if the trade-offs (unit damage costs)
are taken at the midpoints of the ranges, it is only the third if the trade-offs are
taken at their lower bounds. Namely, if the unit damage costs are equal to $500
for SO2, $400 for NOX and $1 for CO2, then the corresponding ordering is as
shown in Figure 14.50.
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FIGURE 14.50: Alternative D Is Only the Third Best if Unit Costs Are Low

It is interesting to note that alternative A is the most preferred alternative if the
unit damage costs are at their lower bounds (Figure 14.50). At the same time
alternative A is the least preferred one if the bounds are taken at the midpoints of
the ranges (Figure 14.49). This shows how sensitive the results of analysis are to
the unit damage costs used.

So far we have managed to show that alternative E is dominated in the Pareto
sense and that alternative C is an outperformed alternative. This reduces the
number of candidate solutions to three, namely A, B, D. To further discriminate
between these alternatives, potential optimality can be tested.

When testing potential optimality, the trade-offs are taken by default from the
Table of Trade-offs which is empty in our case. To change this default setting
and use the ranges specified in Figure 14.45, one should open the Optimality
Form, press the Options button and choose the All-to-One form as the source of
trade-offs.

After pressing the Test Potential Optimality speed button or the Analyze PO
button on the Optimality form the results of analysis are shown as in Figure
14.51.
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Alternative

A

B

c
D

c

F'otentie! Optimaiity •

rot potentially optimal

rot potentially optimal

potentially optimal

r ot potentially optimal

Criterion 1

so:

NOX

CO 2

Criterion 2

Cost

Cost

Cost

Trade-offs

500

400

1

Ttade-offs tendering alternative
A optimal

Source oi trade-offs:
i of Trade-offs

Analyze PO itions...

FIGURE 14.51: Two Alternatives Are Potentially Optimal

The left table on the Optimality form (Figure 14.51) shows that only decision
alternatives A and E1 are potentially optimal while the others are not. If the user
clicks on row A in :his table, the table on the right will show the unit damage
costs within the specified bounds that render alternative A optimal (the least
expensive in the sense of formula (10)). If one clicks row D in the left table, the
right table will change as shown in Figure 14.52.
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A potentially optimal
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Figure 14.52: The Righi Table Changes when Alternative D is Selected

The right table in Figure 14.52 shows that alternative D has the minimum total
cost (10) among all the five alternatives if the unit damage cost $688.75 per 1
tonne of SO2 emissions, $400 per 1 tonne of NOX emissions and $1 per 1 tonne of
CO2 emissions.

Comparing these co:sts with those rendering alternative D optimal (Figure 14.51),
one can see that the only the unit damage costs of sulphur dioxide emissions are
different. This is an indication that the following three factors are important in
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determining which of the two decision alternatives, A or D, should be preferred:
the (economic) cost, SO2 emissions and the trade-off between them, i.e. the unit
damage cost of SO2 emissions.

Alternative A is a low cost but high emission level option. It can only be optimal
if the unit damage costs are low, especially of SO2 emissions. Alternative D is a
high cost but low emission level option. It is optimal if the unit damage costs are
high. The breakeven point in terms of SO2 emissions which switches the
preference from A to D is somewhere between $400 and $688.75 per 1 tonne.
This breakeven point will depend, however, on the unit damage costs of NOx and
CO2 emissions. The higher these two costs are, the lower the breakeven point in
the SO2 range is.

It is worth noting that the optimal unit damage costs are almost always not
unique. For example, alternative A is optimal (has the minimum total cost) for
the following unit damage costs: $500 per 1 tonne of SO2 emissions, the same
$500 per 1 tonne of NOX emissions and $20 per 1 tonne of CO2 emissions.
Alternative D remains optimal, for example, if the unit damage costs are as
follows: $570 per 1 tonne of SO2 emissions, $600 per 1 tonne of NOX emissions
and $5 per 1 tonne of CO2 emissions.

For further discussion refer to a chart of the two alternatives (Figure 14.53).

Single alternative psoffes Two alternative piofiles i Criteria profiles I

Aliernativel

81,320,000

-163,840,000

Cott 120.000,000

NOX -24,200,0001
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COJ-50,000,000

| Su2-160,000,000
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- for iowsr bounds Jis - for upper bounds

FIGURE 14.53: The Difference between Alternatives A and D

The chart in Figure 14.53 was obtained by choosing the Difference between the
selected alternatives and Convert values to the Basic criterion as the options for
the Two alternative profiles page of the Profiles form (click the Mode button on
the page to obtain access to the options and click the Show button to actually
draw the chart). Also make sure that the Show Data box is checked to see the
numerical values (height of bars).

In the above chart, the values of alternative A were subtracted from those of
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alternative D and the differences were further converted to monetary terms using
the unit damage costs. Two bars represent each of the four criteria. In the case of
cost, the two bars aie equal, because cost is the basic criterion.

In the case of the other three criteria, representing emissions, the left bars are
shorter than the corresponding right bars. This is because the heights of left bars
were calculated by multiplying the actual difference in emissions by the
specified lower bounds while the upper bounds were used for the right bars.

One can see from the chart that alternative A has a $120 million advantage over
D in terms of cost. All the other criteria are in favour of D. The maximum
advantage of D over A in of SO2 emissions converted to monetary terms is
represented by the height of the right SO2 bar. This is equal to minus $160
million and actually outweighs the difference in cost equal to $120 million. But
A still retains advantage over D if the unit damage cost is at its lower bound of
$500. In this case the chart suggests that D outperforms A by $80 million which
is not sufficient to justify the high cost of D.

Similar consideration of NOX emissions suggests that their contribution to the
total cost is betweei $8.8 million and $24.2 million in favour of option D. This
shows that NOX emissions are not decisive in determining the preference
between A and D and play their role only if the total costs of options A and D are
close.

The left bar representing CO2 emissions is almost invisible on the chart because
of the low bound of the unit damage cost of this emission is $1 per tonne. If
however the unit damage cost is at its upper bound of $50, then the difference
becomes equal to $50 million in favour of D - quite a substantial argument in
favour of D.

Overall, having all :he unit damage costs in favour of D, i.e. at their upper level,
alternative D outperforms alternative A by

-120 + 160 + 24.2 -- 50 = 114.2

million dollars. On the other hand, if all the unit costs are at their lower bounds,
i.e. in favour of A, then A outperforms D by

120 - 80 - 8.8 - 1 == 30.2 million dollars.

We have paid so much attention to alternatives A and D because they are the
only potentially optimal alternatives. This means that, for any unit damage costs
within the specified ranges, either alternative A or D have the least total cost.

It is interesting to note that alternative B, although not outperformed by A and D,
is not potentially optimal. This means that D never has the minimum available
total cost which is higher than that of A or D or both, for any unit damage costs
between the specified bounds. If row B is selected in the left table in the
Optimality form, the right table will show the trade-offs most favourable for B.
Incidentally, these coincide with those shown in Figure 14.52 and rendering
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alternative D optimal. This is typical for this sort of analysis, namely the same
sets of trade-offs may be the most favourable for a few different decision
alternatives.

The unit costs in the right table are different, however, if alternative C is selected
in the left table (Figure 14.54). It can be seen from the Values form (Figure
14.42) that alternative C is relatively good in NOX emissions. Therefore the unit
cost of NOX emissions must be selected close to or at its upper bound in order to
ensure that C is not significantly outperformed by alternative A which produces a
larger quantity of NOX emissions than C.

Additional insights into the decision situation can be obtained by performing
'what-if analysis. It was established above that only two decision alternatives
are potentially optimal: A and D, and that the essential discriminating factor is
the unit damage cost of SO2 emission. The unit costs of NOX and CO2 emissions
are not so important but should be taken into account if counting only SO2

emissions leads to close estimates.
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Figure 14.54: Unit Costs Most Favourable for Alternative C

With this in mind, we perform 'what-if analysis with respect to criterion SO2

using the default option Move exact value within the fixed bounds. The criterion
itself and the option are or should be specified in the ' what-if' analysis dialogue
shown in Figure 14.25.

The first screen that appears is shown in Figure 14.55 and corresponds to the unit
cost of SO2 emissions equal to $500.
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FIGURE 14.55: The Inhial Stage of 'What-if Analysis

It is interesting to compare the Competition Table in Figure 14.55 and in the
earlier discussed Figure 14.46. Note that the two red and two blue cells in Figure
14.46 retain their colour in the new table in Figure 14.55. This is not surprising.

Indeed, the red colour of the cell in row D and column C in Figure 14.46 means
that D has a smaller total cost than C for any unit costs between the bounds
specified in Figure 14.45. The red colour in the same cell in Figure 14.55 means
that D has a smaller total cost than C for any unit costs of NOX and CO2

emissions between the bounds specified in Figure 14.45 while the unit cost of
SO2 emissions is exactly $500 as can be seen on the small scrollbar form. Since
this latter combination of unit costs is always within the bounds used in
constructing Figure 14.46, D must outperform C under the new conditions.

Note that the number of yellow cells in Figure 14.55 is significantly less than
their number in Figure 14.46. Again this is not surprising because the quality of
information used in constructing the Competition Table is better in the 'what-if
analysis. Indeed, instead of the wide range $500 to $1000 for the unit cost of SO2

emissions, the exact value of $500 is used in computations.

The Competition Table shown in Figure 14.55 can, of course, be obtained
without performing 'what-if' analysis, namely by changing the upper bound of
SO2 emissions from $1000 to $500 in Figure 14.45. The advantage of the 'what-
if' analysis option is, however, that, using the scrollbar, the user can move the
SO2 unit cost smoothly between its lower and upper bounds and watch the results
of analysis instantly. This significantly simplifies the identification of breakeven
points within the ratige.

Note that, in the Competition Table shown in Figure 14.55, the cell in row A and
column D is shown in yellow colour. This means that although the most
important unit cost is fixed as exact number equal to 500, this is not enough to
discriminate between options A and D. Let us refer back to the discussion about
the comparative chart of alternatives A and D (Figure 14.53).
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The advantage of A over D in cost is equal to $120 million. This is partly
compensated by the advantage of D over A in SO2 emissions. With $500 per 1
tonne unit cost this advantage amounts to $80 million thus reducing the lead of A
to $40 million in the total. This difference is small enough for the other two
emissions to play a decisive role. Remember that CO2 emissions can add $50
million and NOV emissions a further $22.2 million in favour of D.

X

While the unit cost of SO2 emissions is being moved away from $500 to $1000,
the Competition Table changes correspondingly. As we are mostly interested in
alternatives A and D, the point switching the yellow colour to blue in the cell in
row A and row D is of particular interest. This happens when the unit cost
changes from $685 to $690 (the latter is shown in ). In fact, the exact value is
688.5 as identified in the potential optimality table (Figure 14.52), and 690 is a
rounded approximation.

. J * • * • • •

! I '

*? -elp

FIGURE 14.56: The Breakeven Point for Alternatives A and D

If the unit cost of SO2 emissions is moved further to its upper limit, alternative D
remains preferred to A. The final position is shown in Figure 14.57.
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FIGURE 14.57: The Breakeven Point for Alternatives A and D

Thus the 'what-if analysis shows that alternative D is the only optimal
alternative if the unit cost of SO2 emissions exceeds $690, whatever the unit
costs of NOx and CO2 emissions within their ranges.

Performing similar analysis with respect to CO2 emissions gives us another
breakpoint: approximately $31.5 per 1 tonne of CO2 emissions. If the unit cost of
CO2 is bigger than Ihis value, alternative D outperforms A regardless of the two
other unit costs. This can be illustrated if we change the All-to-One form as
shown in Figure 14.58.
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FIGURE 14.58: The Lower Bound for CO2 Emissions is Changed

One can see from Figure 14.59 that alternative D is the only optimal alternative
if the unit costs are within the ranges shown in Figure 14.58.
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FIGURE 14.59: The Competition Table for the High Unit Cost of CO2

Performing 'what-if analysis with respect to criterion NOX shows that the
preferences between alternatives do not change if the exact unit cost of NOX

moves between $400 and $1051. The Competition Table does not change at all
and for the value $1051 is shown in Figure 14.60.
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FIGURE 14.60: Preferences Are Not Affected by Unit Cost of NOx Alone

The performed ' what-if' analysis with respect to the unit costs of the three
emissions has shown the following. If the unit cost of SO2 emissions exceeds
$690, then alternative D is the least costly regardless of the unit costs of the other
two emissions. Therefore, if the unit cost of SO2 can be accepted to exceed $690,
there is no need to spend any efforts on identifying the unit costs of NOX and CO2

more precisely.

Similarly, if the unit cost of CO2 emissions exceeds $31.5, there is no need to try
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to identify the unit costs of SO2 or NOX emissions more precisely than they are at
the moment. This is because, whatever these costs within the bounds in Figure
14.45, the total cost (10) of alternative D is the available minimum.

Criteria

SOU

NOX

CO2

Lower Bounds

500
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Upper Bounds
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31
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j l .Close

FIGURE 14.61: The Lower Bounds for NOx and CO2 Are Raised

These breakpoints w ould be different, of course, if the lower bounds of the unit
costs were reconsidered. For example, if the lower bound of NOX emissions was
set to $450 and of CO2 emissions to $10, as shown in Figure 14.61, then the
breakpoint rendering; alternative D optimal would move from $690 to $625.8 as
shown in Figure 14.62.

- J ""._*.

Figure 14.62: A New Breakpoint Rendering Alternative D Optimal

This is not surprising because alternative D is characterized by low emission
levels of all the three pollutants. If the unit costs of two of them, NOX and CO2,
are increased, then the unit cost of SO2 emissions can be taken lower, and
alternative D will still remain the least costly option.

If the lower bound for NOX emissions is moved further up to $500 per 1 tonne
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and for CO2 emissions to $15 per 1 tonne, the breakpoint in terms of SO2

emissions will be further reduced to approximately $590 per 1 tonne (Figure
14.63).
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FIGURE 14.63: A Further Reduction of the Breakeven Point

Assume now that we want to use the judgement: SO2 emissions are more harmful
than NOX emissions, in our analysis. This statement should be converted to a
more precise relation between the unit damage costs. Namely, let us assume that
the unit damage cost of SO2 is at least 1.5 and at most twice as large as the unit
damage cost of NOX. This means that the interval trade-off between SO2 and NOX

emissions is [1.5; 2]. In other words, 1 tonne of SO2 emissions produces the same
damage as x tonnes of NOX emissions, where x is an unknown number between
1.5 and 2.

This new judgement cannot be incorporated in the All-to-One Table because it
involves two non-basic criteria, and the Trade-offs form should be used instead.
By pressing the Import button on this form, the lower and upper bounds are
copied from the All-to-One form to the Trade-offs Table. By pressing the Add
Row button, we add a new blank line to the Table of Trade-offs. This is used to
specify the interval trade-off between criteria SO2 and NOX, as shown in Figure
14.64.
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FIGURE 14.64: Specify ng the Trade-offs between Non-basic Criteria

By pressing the Test Outperformance with Trade-offs speed button we obtain the
following Competition Table (Figure 14.65).
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FIGURE 14.65: Testing Outperformance Using the General Trade-offs Method

It is interesting to compare the Competition Tables shown in Figure 14.46 and in
Figure 14.65. The former shows that alternative D does not outperform
alternative B for any unit costs specified in the All-to-One form (Figure 14.45).
The latter shows that alternative D does outperform alternative B for any such
unit costs if additionally it is known that the trade-off between SO2 and NOX lies
between 1.5 and 2.
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Summary

The following conclusions have been made after performing the above analysis:

1. Alternative E should not be chosen because it costs more to implement and
produces higher levels of all the three emissions than alternative D.

2. Alternative C should not be chosen because, for any unit damage costs which
are considered reasonable, the total cost (including environmental costs) of
alternative C is higher than that of D.

3. Alternative B is not worse than any other single alternative. In particular, the
existing information about the unit costs of emissions does not allow us to
ascertain that B is more costly than A or that B is more costly than D.
However, it is not recommended to implement option B for the following
two reasons:
• If the unit costs of SO2, NOX and CO2 emissions are fixed at any levels

within reasonable bounds, then either alternative A or D have the total
cost less than that of alternative B. The total cost of alternative B is
never the available minimum.

• Alternative B has a higher total cost than alternative D if the unit damage
cost of SO2 emissions is assumed to be higher than the unit damage cost
of NOX emissions, more precisely, by the factor between 1.5 and 2.

4. The final choice should be made between alternatives A and D.

5. The (economic) cost and the level of SO2 emissions are the two decisive
factors in choosing either A or D. The level of CO2 emissions is less
important and the significance of NOX emission levels is marginal.

6. It is recommended that additional research be undertaken into determining
whether one of the following can be assumed:
• the unit cost of SO2 emissions exceeds $690;
• the unit damage costs of SO2, NOX and CO2 emissions exceed $589, $500

and $15 respectively.

7. If any of the above assumptions is confirmed, then alternative D is preferred
to A.
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A P P E N D I X 1

Database Design

Files Versus Databases

The traditional data, processing system approach is to develop a program or a
number of program:} for each different application. This results, most probably,
in one or more data files for every application, accessed directly or through
special routines included in the operating system (Figure Al.l) . Most of the
models used in energy planning are based on file processing systems. Some of
them, as ENPEP, are made from several modules which exchange information
through many files logically grouped in planning cases.

A B C

Files

FIGURE A1.1: Applications and Files

The main disadvantages of using data files are:

• uncontrolled clata redundancy with loss of storage space, loss of time
to introduce the same data item several time;

• data inconsistencies as a result of redundancy;
• inflexibility to changes, cannot readily satisfy demands for information

in a new forma: that was not anticipated in the original design;
• limited data sliaring and insufficient security provided to the shared

data;
• inadequate recovery procedures in case of failure;
• high programming and maintenance costs;

An alternative to cata files is to group the data in a database which can be
accessed by several applications. A database management system (e.g., Paradox,
DBase, Access, FoxPro, Oracle, SyBase, Informix, SQL Server, Interbase)
handles the data exchange between the applications and the database (Figure
A1.2).
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A B C

Databases

FIGURE A1.2: Applications and Databases

The database approach offers a number of important advantages, compared to
traditional approaches. These benefits include:

• minimal data redundancy by integrating the data files in a single
logical structure in which any data item occurrence is recorded only
once;

• consistency of data based on minimal redundancy and special referential
integrity rules managed by the data base system;

• integration of data through the logical structure which permit logical
relationships between associated data entities;

• data accessibility which provide multiple retrieval path for each data
item and ad hoc queries;

• sharing of data by different users view of the same integrated logical
structure;

• uniform security, and integrity control.

As one could notice the advantages of database approach are most obvious for
the data sharing applications using concurrent access to the same data structure,
which is the case of modern data processing over a local area network (LAN) or
Internet.

The concern for efficiency leads to design of complex data structure for
representation of data in the database. However, since database systems are
often used by non-computer-trained personnel, this complexity must be hidden
from database system users. This is accomplished by defining several levels of
abstraction at which the database may be viewed:

• Physical level. This is the lowest level of abstraction, at which one describes
how the data are actually stored. At this level, complex, low-level data
structures are described in detail.
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• Conceptual level. This is the next higher level of abstraction at which one
describes what data are actually stored in the database, and the relationships
that exist among data. This level describes the entire database in terms of a
small number of relatively simple structures. Although the implementation
of the simple structures of the conceptual level may involve complex
physical-level stractures, the user of the conceptual level needs not to be
aware of this. The conceptual level of abstraction is used by database
administrator's, who must decide what information is to be kept in the
database.

• View level. This level is the highest level of abstraction at which one
describes only part of the entire database. Despite the use of simpler
structures at the: conceptual level, there remains a form of complexity
resulting from the large size of the database. Many users of the database
system will not be concerned with all of this information. Instead, such users
need only a part of the database. To simplify the interaction of such users
with the system, the view level of abstraction is defined. There may be many
views provided by the system for the same database.

The interrelationship among these three levels of abstraction is illustrated in
Figure A 1.3.

view 1 I view 2 I • • • view n

conceptual
level

physical •
level I

FIGURE A1.3: The Three Levels of Data Abstraction in Database Systems

Base on these levels of abstraction two of the mains goals of the database
approach are achieved: the logical and physical independence of the data.

DECADES Databases Design

A database design is a process of developing database structure from user
requirements for data. Teorey and Fry [1] have developed a general model for
database design, with four major steps: requirements formulation and analysis,
conceptual design, implementation design and physical design. The
interconnections (or inputs and outputs) for each of the design phases are
presented in the Figure A1.4. One could notice that the first two steps, which are
very important for the database design and usually forgotten, are independent of
the database management system (DBMS) used.
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The information structure resulted after the first two steps is the corner stone of
the database. In step 3 this structure is mapped to the data model selected for the
database (usually hierarchical, network or relational). Finally in the last step the
logical structure of the database is implemented on a specific hardware and
operating system.
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r
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Physical database structure

A1.4: Major Steps in Database Design

re / operating
characteristics

The design process of DECADES database was significantly different from a
normal database design, where the analysis starts with an existing information
system. In this case, a flexible data structure was needed to accommodate any
actual and future need of data by the models used to perform comparative
assessment studies.

Requirements Formulation and Analysis

The purpose of the requirements formulation and analysis is to identify and
describe the data required by the application. During this phase, one should
answer to the following questions:

• What user views of data are required (present and future)?
• What data elements (attributes) are required in this user views?
• What are the primary keys that uniquely identify entities in the application?
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What are the relations between elements?
What are the operational requirements such
response time?

as security, integrity and

In traditional file systems, a process-oriented approach is used for requirements
analysis, focusing on data flows and processes or transformations. The principal
tool of requirements analysis for traditional systems is the data flow diagram.

A quite different approach to requirements analysis is necessary for database
design. This approach, which might be called a data-oriented approach, focuses
on data that must be included in the database to satisfy user requirements. The
principal tools are user views analysis, data definition and description and
normalisation.

Actually, both the process-oriented (e.g. the algorithms to calculate the CO2

emissions) and data-oriented approaches (users view of technical, economical
and environmental data) were used for requirements analysis in designing the
DECADES databases.

Define data
base scope

Establish metadata I
collection standards I

Build data
dictionary

Identify data volumes|
and usage

Identify operational |
requirements

Compared with other steps in database design, requirements analysis is a
relatively unstructured process. The main steps of this process are shown in the
side figure.

The scope of the DECADES Databases is addressed in Chapter 1. The next step
in requirements formulation and analysis, establishment of metadata (data about
the data stored in the database) and standard collection is covered by Chapter 7
where the main sub- databases of RTDB/CSDB are described together with the
classifications used for energy sources (group source, type and sub-type),
technologies, materials. The types of data to be stored in the database are also
defined: numerical (ranges, averages, references to the source of information),
textual (divided in topics) and pictorial (name, type and description).

The most important step of the requirement formulation is identification of the
users views of the data. A user view is a subset of data required by a particular
user to make a decision or to carry out some action. In this respect each form or
report presented in the manual represents a users view of the data stored in the
databases (the information displayed comes from one or several tables).

In order to simplify the explanation of the database design techniques used, the
user view for fossil fuels data (presented in Table Al . l ) will be used in the
reminding part of the Appendix. Similar tables were defined for nuclear and
renewable energy sources. Note that the attributes (column in table) describing
the energy source entity are different, depending on the energy source selected.
It is obvious that the characteristics to be recorded in the database for a solid
fuel, a biomass fuel and the uranium ore are different. Even in the same table, as
in the example presented in Table Al . l , there are shadowed cells for the fuels
subtypes marking in feasible combinations.
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A data structure like that could be accommodated in a database in to ways:

• by dividing the information in different tables, one for each energy
source, with a fixed number of data items. This approach will reduce the
flexibility to introduce new data items in the database and the general
concept of an "energy source" will disappear. As a result, a database
application (or any other external applications accessing the database)
will be more "hardwired";

• by recording also the characteristics in the database. In this case we gain
a lot of flexibility's but in the same time the complexities of the database
will rise (e.g., a query to the database will need to access more tables that
in the fixed structure).

TABLE A1.1: User view of the fossil fuels.

Fossil Fuel

Solid fuels

- Bituminous

Liquid fuels

Crude Oil

Gaseous Fuel

Natural Gas

Low Volatile

Medium Volatile

Type I

Type I

Net
Calorific
Value

[MJikg]

25.1

24

43

Net
Calorific
Value

[MJ/m3]

37.49

Moisture
Content

[wt-%]

4.4

2.8

Ash
Content

[wt-%]

9.0

10.1

Carbon
content

[wt-%]

79.8

75.2

87

CH4

92.07

C2H6

0.5

C2H4

0.5

For RTDB/CSDBs the second approach was chosen taking into consideration the
advantages of having a greater flexibility which permit the design of a database
with an evolving structure from the user's point of view.

FIGURE A1.5: Bubble Chart for Energy Source Data Items

Table A 1.1 was used to identify the data items (e.g., Group Name, Source Name,
Characteristic Name). The corresponding data items and the associations
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between them is shown in Figure A. 1.5 using a simple graphical technique. As it
can be seen there are a lot of 1:1 reversible associations between data items on
energy group, source, type and commercial name (referred also as sub-type
name). Other association are 1:M such as between Source Name and Type
Name or between Comm Name and Characteristic Value. Similar diagrams were
constructed for the others users views.

The next step of the requirements formulation and analysis, building the data
dictionary which contains a description of the databases, tables and fields used is
beyond the scope of this manual. However, the characteristics describing the
energy sources, technologies and materials stored in the database is given in
Chapter 8 and in Appendixes.

The last two steps, identification of data volumes and usage and identification of
the operational requirements, may be also performed after conceptual design is
completed.

Conceptual Design

The second step of Ihe database design process is to establish a conceptual data
model which is an abstract representation (a description) of the data about
entities, events, activities and their association in an application. The conceptual
data model is obtained by integrating the user's views of data (bottom-up
process) and development of the conceptual schema. Finally, the logical access
to the data is designed for different activities.

Requirements
specifications

Data modeling

1
View integration 4

1
Conceptual schema

development

1
Design review

Logical access
mapping

FIGURE A1.6: Conceptual Design

The process of maldng your database easy to control, minimizing its physical
storage requirements, and maximizing its performance is called database
normalization. This; is the main process used to construct the conceptual design
of a database. The process uses as input several users views of data and
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following the database normalization rules it groups the data items in tables (or
relations). The five rules of data normalization are listed below:

1. Eliminates repeating groups of data, producing the first normal form tables
(INF),

2. Eliminate redundant data, producing second normal form tables (2NF),

3. Eliminates fields not dependent on the key, producing third normal forms
tables (3NF),

4. Isolate independent multiple relationships, producing fourth normal form
(4NF), and

5. Isolate semantically related multiple relationships, producing fifth normal
forms tables.

In general, it is agreed that the third normal form tables are sufficient for most
applications.

Remove partial
dependencies

Second normal
form (2NF)

relations

Remove transitive
dependencies

Third normal
form (3NF)

relations

FIGURE A1.7: Database Normalization

An example of the normalization process for energy sources database follows.
In the Table A 1.1, we can consider the columns as characteristics of a given
energy source and describe the entity "Energy Sources" by the following
relation:
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Energy Source ( GroupName, SourceName, TypeName, CommercialName, Characteristic,,
CharacteristicValue,, Unit,, Characteristic^ CharacteristicValue2,
Unit2, Characteristic^ CharacteristicValuen, ,Unitn)

A record occurrence for this relation is:
(Fossil Fuel, Solid Fuel, Bituminous, Low volatile, Net Calorific Value, 24.5,
MJ/kg, Ash Content, 10, wt%, Sulphur Content, 2.5, wt%, ....,Hydrogen Content,
1, wt%)

=GtoupNams-
Fossil Fue!
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel
Fossil Fuel

=SoarceWasie=
Gaseous Fuel
Gaseous Fuel
Gaseaus Fuel
Gaseous Fuel
liquid Fuel
UtpM F»*J
Lkjmei Fuel
Liquid Fuel

=TypeNarne=
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Matural Gas
Natural Gas
Cmde Oil
Crude Oil
Crude Oil
Crudie Oil

ComrnName=
Type 1
Type 1
Type 1.
Type 1 :

Type 1 =
Typel
Type 1
Type 1

Characteristic
Gross Calorific Value (HHVj
Price per unit energy
Price per umi energy Jvar)
Sulphur Content
Gross Caiotic Value tHHV)
Price p*r uriil enettjy
Price per urst ertergy ty$r) •
Sulphur Content

= U r i i t =
[MJ/MCF]
[$/GJJ
|$/MCF]
[wt %]
[GJ/BSL]
[$/GJ|
[$/BBL]
[wt %]

CornmA
1.08
2.24
2 43
0,00
612
2.94

17.97
1.70

Energy Source

FIGURE A1.8: EEnergy Source Relation
Note: due to the limited space for the figure the characteristics are in the same column

A shorthand notation for the un-normalised relation Energy Source, in which the
inner set of parentheses designates the repeating group, is as follow:

(GroupName, SourceName, TypeName, CommercialName, (Characteristic,
CharacteristicValue, Unit,...))

The first normal form for this relation is obtained by removing the repeating
groups and form two new relations:

INF: Energy Source(GroupName, GroupAbr, GroupText, Grouplcon, SourceName, SourceAbr,
SourceText, Sourceleon, TypeName, TypeAbr, TypeText, CommNameKey,
CommName, CommNameAbr, CommNameText)

INF: ComniNameJValue (CommNameKey, Characteristic, CharacteristicValue, Unit, Observation)
Note: the primary keys are underline

There is a new attribute introduced, CommNameKey, which is the primary key
for the second relation. The selection of the primary key is very important. A
good primary key has certain characteristics:

• Each instance of the key must be unique in order to differentiate each
row in the rows in the table;

• The primary key must always have a value. If a column's value becomes
unassigned or unknown (a missing value) at some point, it cannot be
used as a component in a primary key.

• Primary key value will not change. In databases that use more than one
table, the primary key in one table is often included in other tables as a
reference (foreign key). If the primary key changes, the change must
also be applied everywhere the key is referenced. Using a primary key
that will not change reduces the chance that the primary key might
become out of synchronisation with its references.
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More than one column could potentially serve as a primary key, and each of
these possibilities is called a candidate key. Although a relation (table) can have
many candidate keys, it must have only one primary key. Those candidate keys
not chosen as primary keys are called alternate keys. When a combination of
columns is used as the primary key it is also called a composite key.

In many of the RTDB/CSDBs tables an arbitrary unique order number is used as
the primary key (e.g., FacilityKey, CycleKey, CaseKey). Such an identifier is
factless; it contains no factual information describing the row that it represents.
A primary key that contains facts about a row - a source abbreviation, for
example- is more likely to change because the factual information itself might
change.

It is known that, in a database relation (table) the order of the row is normally
irrelevant. However, if a primary key is defined then the table is indexed and the
index is used for accelerating the access to a given record. In this case, the
records are automatically sorted in the ascending (descending) order of the
primary key. For a factless key, such an integer number given consecutively, the
order in which the data items are introduced is maintained. For an
alphanumerically primary key such as the abbreviation of the energy source this
is not possible.

We can refine further the energy source relation by removing the partial
functional dependencies. It could be seen in the bubble chart (Figure A 1.5) that
there are attributes depending only on GroupName, SourceName, TypeName and
CommName. Based on this observation the Energy Source relation is divided in
four other relations in the second normal form:

2NF: Group (GroupKey, GroupName, GroupAbr, GroupText, Grouplcon)

2NF: Source (SourceKey, GroupKey, SourceName, SourceAbr, SourceText, Sourcelcon)

2NF: Type (TypeKey, SourceKey, TypeName, TypeAbr, TypeText)

2NF: CommName (CommNameKey, TypeKey, CommName, CommNameAbr, CommNameText)

Note: italics was used for foreign keys

For the same reasons as above we introduced the factless primary key GroupKey,
SourceKey, TypeKey and CommNameKey. Some of these keys are also foreign
keys in the other relations.

The relation between these tables is illustrated graphically using a tree approach
(Figure A1.9). A path in the tree could be covered in both directions: top to
bottom or bottom to top. In the RTDB/CSDBs application both situation could
appear:

• for a given sub-type (Low volatile) we want to know the type, source and
group. This is a case of 1:1:1:1 relation between the record of the
relations(tables) CommName, Type, Source and Group, which is solved
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in the data model using the foreign keys TypeKey,
GroupKey (primary keys in the corresponding relation).

SourceKey,

for a given Source (not necessary the top node in the tree) we want to
know the types and subtypes. In this case the relation between the
records in 1:M:M (or 1:M:M:M for the upper node in the tree). To
implement this relation in the data model we have to use a secondary
index constructed based on a composed key (GroupKey - SourceKey,
SourceKey - TypeKey, TypeKey - CommNameKey).

Secondary Index

I
Data Items

Fossil Fuel

o
Nuclear Renewable

Relations

Group

O O O O O O O Source
Solid Fuels Liquid Fuels Gaseous Fuels

o o o ... o
Bituminous Subbituminous Lignite Anthracite

O O - O O
Low Volatile Medium Volatile High Volatile A

t
Primary index

Type

Subtype

FIGURE A1.9: Tree Structure Representation of the Relations Between Energy Source Data Items

This technique permits to reduce the number of data item necessary to construct
a primary key for a relation 1:M:M:M from four to two and to have access in the
tree in both directions.

In the CommName.JValue relation there are also data items depending only
partially of the primary key. In RTDB, we consider that the characteristics to be
recorded in the data base are the same for a given source (e.g. fossil fuel). There
are no differences between the characteristics to be recorded for a bituminous
coal or a lignite or between different types of bituminous coal. Based on this
observations the relation is divided in:

3NF: CommNameJValues (CommNameKey, SourceCKey, Characteristic Value, Observation)

3NF: Source_Charactristics (SourceCKey, CharGroup, Characteristic, Unit, Observation)

As in most database application the third normal form is sufficient. Therefore,
the fourth and fifth database normalisation rules were not applied for the
DECADES databases.
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Implementation Design

The information structure resulted for the conceptual design can be mapped on
different database models in the implementation design step (Figure A 1.10). The
relational database model, which is the most used model nowadays, was selected.
In the relational model no physical connections exists between the different
tables contained in the database. The connections are established during the
interrogation process using the foreign keys.

In addition to the models presented in Figure A 1.10 a new model is under
development: object oriented relational database model. As this model is quite
new and there is no commercially available software for desktop databases it was
not considered for implementing the DECADES databases.

Hierarchical Network

Table x
y—v.

Relational

Table x

FIGURE A1.10: Database Models

Physical Design

Finally, the database management system selected to implement physically the
database was Paradox for Windows. A modular approach was selected and the
information needed to perform comparative assessment studies was divided into
several main databases and sub-databases (see Chapter 7). Tables were designed
for each database, the indexes were created for the primary and secondary keys
defined and referential integrity relations were constructed. Data models such as
the one shown in Figure Al . l l were constructed for each form, report and query
used in by the Data Management System.

FIGURE A1.11: Energy Source Database Models in Paradox

ObjectPAL (the programming language of Paradox) was used to construct
libraries of routines or to add code which performs the different functions of the
DMS. Some of the analytical capabilities are also coded in ObjectPAL.
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DECADES - Graphical Information

The numerical information in the CSDB is complemented by textual or graphical
information for a more comprehensive overview of the various aspects of the
different technologies constituting the energy chain.

CSDB has two categories of graphical information:

Schematics or Diagrams

This type of information includes flow diagrams, block diagrams, process
diagrams, cycle diagrams, etc. for which the following are required:

• Optimum resolution to display the images on the computer screen and to
print them in reports;

• Computer image format that keeps the image size in the database as
small as possible for a given resolution (a dimension between 20 to
150 KB could be accepted);

• Free access to the image for updates and modifications;
• Advanced tools to construct the diagrams, like designing aid tools and

modules library.

There are two categories of computer image formats:
• Picture formats represent the image as a matrix of pixels, and
• Vector formats have the image composed from basic objects (lines, arcs,

circles, rectangles, surfaces, etc.); the stored image contains geometrical
description of the component objects.

The quality of the text in the AutoCAD drawing using the standard AutoCAD
plotter font is not very good (Figure A2.1). It is also difficult to fill the objects
with a colour or a pattern (e.g., a circle) in an AutoCAD wire drawing (not
constructed using AME).

Microsoft drawing image (Figure A2.2) was imported from AutoCAD (exported
from AutoCAD in dxf format) and modified by selecting a true type Windows
font style for the image text (Arial). The optimum font size is 9 points for an
acceptable resolution on a normal VGA screen and similar text size with the
original AutoCAD drawing. Using Word Drawing it is very simple to fill the
objects with different colors.

The equivalent Windows Paintbrush image (Figure A2.3) has a resolution of
640 x 420 pixels. For the same screen resolution, the printed image quality is
very bad. Better screen quality could be obtained if the image is constructed
using Paintbrush or another image oriented tool.
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FIGURE A2.1: AutoCAD v. 12 Image
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FIGURE A2.2: Microsoft Drawing
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FIGURE A2.3: Paintbrush Image
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FIGURE A2.4: Microsoft Drawing on Screen
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Table A2.1 summarizes the sizes of the images presented above. The image
using Paintbrush as OLE server is 4.55 greater than the image using Microsoft
Drawing as OLE server and creates an image of poor quality. Therefore,
Microsoft Drawing is used in CSDB to store diagrams.

TABLE A2.1: Image Formats

Software used
Image
Format

Test
Image
Size
[KB]

Size
Increase

Type Observation

Auto CAD v.12 dwg 22526
Auto CAD v.12 dxf 46808
Word for Windows v.6.0 doc 41472
Paint Brush bmp 136352
Paradox for Windows mb 36664
Paradox for Windows mb 139246

0.00 vector line art image
107.80 vector export format for AutoCAD
84.11 vector Microsoft Drawing format (line art)

505.31 image 16 colors image
62.76 vector OLE server Microsoft Drawing

518.16 image OLE server Paint Brush

The disadvantages ol: combining AutoCAD and Microsoft Drawing are:
1. Diagram is created in one software and exported and modified in

another,
2. MS Drawing is a relatively simple drawing software with limited

possibilities,
3. Two operating systems are used (DOS and Windows).

It is desirable to use only one professional software, running under Windows, to
draw the diagrams, but until now the tests made with Corel Draw 4.0 (which is
an OLE Server but exports the text as curves) and Harvard Graphics for
Windows 2.0 (which is not an OLE Server) were unsatisfactory.
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Photographs

The photographic image (Figure A2.5) was scanned using 150 x 150 dpi
resolution with 16.7 Mil. of colors and occupies 870 KB in TIF format. The
photographic image can be scanned to a higher resolution such as 300x300 dpi
but the space occupied by the picture will be 3.5 MB. Therefore, although the
quality of the image improves it is recommended not to use such high
resolutions.

FIGURE A.2.5: Combined Cycle Co-generation Site
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CSDB - Ad-hoc Queries

One of the advantages of using a data base management system (DBMS) is the
possibility to ask ad-hoc questions about the information in the tables which
compose the data base. The Paradox DBMS uses a Query By Example (QBE)
method of asking questions about data by providing an example of the answer
you are looking for.

In a query you can specify:
• Tables to ask questions about,
• Fields you want to see in the answer,
• Records you want to select,
• Calculations (if any) you want to perform.

You can also use queries to:
• Insert new records,
• Delete records,
• Change values,
• Create new fields.

In a query you can use one or several tables. To ask questions where data is
needed from more tian one table, you must place all the necessary tables in the
query image and then join the tables by their common fields. This is done by
placing matching example elements in the corresponding common fields.

Following are some examples of queries you can use in CSDB:

1. In Figure A 3.1 query we ask what are all the energy sources in CSDB,
with these characteristics and values. The joint elements (EG01,
EG02,...EG05) are used to connect the table in the query. The check
plus is also used to include in the result the energy sources, for which
there are no numerical values in the data base. The result is not
alphabetically ordered.

2. In Figure A3.2 query we ask what are the energy sources from RTDB -
ENERGY which have the carbon content between 40 and 50%. In this
case, the characteristic abbreviation C, was used to specify the
characteristic we are looking for. This practice is recommended, if an
abbreviation is available, because you avoid typing errors or different
modifications in the characteristic name (Carbon content, Carbon
Content, carbon content, etc.). You can also use ellipses (Characteristic
=Carbon..) or like operator (Characteristics = like carbon).
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FIGURE A3.2: Carbon Content Query
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3. In Figure A3.3 query we ask what is the CO2 (EmissionCName)
emission level VI, electricity production (StepLevel = VI) for the
technologies type (x) selected in Cycle 17.

4. In Figure A3.4 query we ask what are the environmental characteristics
(EmissionCName) for the technologies type (x) selected in Cycle 17.

Query: T.QBE
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FIGURE A3.3: CO2 Emissions Query
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FIGURE A3.4: Environmental Characteristics Query
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Energy Sources -CSDB (Summary)
Demonstration Country

Fossil Fuel

Solid Fuel

Gaseous Fuel

Liquid Fuel

Lignite

Bituminous

Sub-bituminous

Natural Gas

Crude Oil

Fuel Oil

Diesel

Rank A
Turkey Low S
Turkey High S
Poland Low S
Greece Low S

Ilinois #6
Drayton - Australia
General Coal
Test Coal for SOx Cont.
Test Coal for Part Cont.
German Hard Coal

Wyoming

Natural Gas 1
Natural Gas 2

Crude 1

Fuel Oil #1
Fuel Oil #5
FC900

Diesel 1

Nuclear

Natural

Reprocessed

Uranium

Rep1

Renewable

Biomass

Ote Geothermal

^ Hydro

Solar

jL Waste incineration

Enerav Crops

Geothermal

Hydro

Solar

Municioa! Waste

Industry Waste

Oak - 50% Moisture
Pine - 50% Moisture

Geothermal 1

Hydro 1

Solar 1

Municipal Waste 1

Industry Waste 1



Wind

Others
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Wind Wind South

~*jg& Energy Electricity Country Mix -1998
Country Mix-2010
Reginoal Grid Mix

Process Heat Heat 1

Mechanical Power Mechanical 1
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Energy Sources -CSDB (Crosstab)
Demonstration Country

Bituminous

Physical

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)

Net Calorific Value (LHV)

Proximate Analysis

Moisture Content

Ash

Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke

Volatile Matter

Ultimate Analysis

Carbon Content

Sulphur Content

Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content

Hydrogen Content

Chlorine Content

Fluor Content

Heavy Metals

Arsenic
Cadmium

Beryllium

Vanadium

Cobalt

Nickel

Chromium

Copper

Zinc

Strontium

Molybdenum

Barium

Mercury

Uranium

Lead

Selenium

Mineral Ash Analysis

SiO2

AI2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

K2O

Na2O

TiO2

SO3

Price per unit of energy

MJ/kg

MJ/kg

wt%
wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%
wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

mg/kg

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

$/GJ

Drayton -
Australia

25.85

9.5

1.2

84.8

1.1

1.8
.97

.6

.03

.01

2.5

General
Coai

26

22.1

7.9

12

66.99
1

1
8

3

.1

.01

German
Hard Coa!

27.25

25.88

8

11

67.38
1

1.4
6

5.05

.18

13.5

.5

1.3

27.5

9.5

25

19.5

20

105

47.5

2.8

245

.2

1.1

53.5

1.6

49.45

27.4

10.04

3.58

3.05

4.06

.9

1

,9

Minois #6

24

22.9

17.6

10.8

45

44.2

55.42

3.44

.79
8.02

3.94

Te$t Coal
;forPart
| Cant

29.06

7.9

16

65.39

2.6

1
4

3
.1

.01

Test Coaf
•ferSQx

Cant

30.45

7.9

9.1

72.29

2.6

1
4

3

.1

.01
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Energy Sources -CSDB (Full)
Demonstration Country

Fossil Fuel
The fossil fuels are responsible for most of the CO2 and other greenhouse emissions attributed to energy and
electricity generation at the World level. More than 60% of SO2 produced in Europe in 1994 are attributed to
electricity production. Although significant quantities of NOx are produced by fossil power plants the main source
of pollution for this gas contributing to acid rain formation is attributed to the transportation sector.

The categories of the fossil fuels is used in the Demonstration Country database are: solid fuels, gaseous fuels
and liquid fuels. Detail description of the energy sources types and subtypes included in the database follows:

Solid Fuel

Lignite

Rank A

Group

Ref.:

Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash

Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content

Turkey Low S

Lignite from Turkey. Used in ELBA power plant.

Group Characteristic Min.

15
4

4.99
39.5

.38

.67
43.77

6.62

.05

.01

Avg.

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max. Observations

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Turkey High S
Group

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke
Volatile Matter
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Nitrogen+Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content

Characteristic

6.02
4.74

48.88
20.16

7.92
23.03
18.56

.65
8.36
2.09
13.4
1.3

Min.

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

wt%
1.89 wt %

1 wt%

wt%
39.67 wt %

3.95 wt %

Max. Observations

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content

12.4

10.59

27.5

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
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Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Cost
Cost

Poland Low S
Lignite fro Poland
Group

Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content
Price per unit of energy
Price per unit energy (var)

Characteristic Min.

29.9
28.64

4.1
.4

6.7
2.7
.05
.01

Avg.

wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
$/GJ
S/t.del.

Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Radionuclides

Radionuclides

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Fluor Content
Po-210

U-238

9.04
30

7.25
32
.64

.5
12

2.5
.01
.13

.29

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
pCi/g

pCi/g

average values for several coals from
Poland
average values for several coals from
Poland

Greece Low S
Greece - Ptolemaida
Group Characteristic Min. •wq.

7.35
5.8
51

16.7
12.5

18
22.1

.5
.78

7.43
1.49

Max.

58
1.55
2.4
23
4.6

Observations

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke
Volatile Matter
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content

20.82

Bituminous

liinois #6
Typical Illinois bituminous coal from USA.
Group Characteristic Min. Max. Observations

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke
Volatile Matter
Carbon Content

24
22.9
17.6
10.8

45
44.2

55.42

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

77.4 wt % max. values are for water and ash free
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Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content

3.44 4.8 wt % max. values are for water and ash free
.79 1.1 wt % max. values are for water and ash free

8.02 11.2 wt % max. values are for water and ash free
3.94 5.5 wt % max. values are for water and ash free

Drayton - Australia
The Australian bituminous coal of 0.86% as-received sulphur content from Drayton mine was selected as th e
reference coal used for the IEA Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Power Plants report. It should be used with
great care in chains with preparation facilitios (the data are given for prepared coal).

Group Characteristic Min. Ava,. Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Cost

General Coal

Group

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content
Price per unit of energy

Characteristic Min.

25.85
9.5
1.2

84.8
1.1
1.8
.97
.6

.03

.01
2.5

Avg.

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

3 $/GJ

Max. Observations

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Gross Calorific Value (HHVi
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content

Test Coal for SOx Cont.
Group Characteristic Min.

26
22.1

7.9
12

66.99
1
1
8
3
.1

.01

Avg.

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content

Test Coal for Part Cont.

Group Characteristic Min.

30.45
7.9
9.1

72.29
2.6

1
4
3
.1

.01

Avg.

MJ/kg
wt%

18 wt%
wt%

4 wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content

29.06
7.9

MJ/kg
wt%
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Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content

German Hard Coal
Group

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Heavy Metals
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis
Mineral Ash Analysis

Characteristic

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Arsenic
Cadmium
Beryllium
Vanadium
Cobalt
Nickel
Chromium
Copper
Zinc
Strontium
Molybdenum
Barium
Mercury
Uranium
Lead
Selenium
SiO2
AI2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
K2O
Na2O
TiO2
SO3

10

.4

Min.

25
23.75

6
65
.7
.8
3

4.5
.05

2
0
.6

0

4
10

10.1
10

10

20

.6

40
0
.2
7
.9

42.6
23.7
4.83

.67
1.19
2.92

.36

.65

.09

16
65.39

2.6
1
4
3
.1

.01

Avg.

27.25
25.88

8
11

67.38
1

1.4
6

5.05
.18

13.5
.5

1.3
27.5

9.5
25

19.5
20

105
47.5

2.8
245

.2
1.1

53.5
1.6

49.45
27.4

10.04
3.58
3.05
4.06

.9
1

.9

20 wt %
wt%

4 wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max.

29.5 MJ/kg
28 MJ/kg

wt%
20 wt %
87 wt %
1.3 wt %

2 wt%
9 wt%

5.6 wt %
.3 wt %

25 mg/kg
1 mg/kg
2 mg/kg

55 mg/kg
15 mg/kg
40 mg/kg

28.9 mg/kg
30 mg/kg

200 mg/kg
75 mg/kg

5 mg/kg
450 mg/kg

.4 mg/kg
2 mg/kg

100 mg/kg
2.3 mg/kg

56.3 %
31.1 %

15.25 %
6.48 %
4.91 %

5.2 %
1.43 %
1.34 %
1.71 %

Observations

other source 3 -13.5

other source 3.4- 9

other source 16.4 - 51

other source

Sub-bituminous

Wyoming
Group

Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis

Characteristic

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash

Min. Avq.

21.98
20.87

24.1
5.7

Max. Observations

MJ/kg
MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
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Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Radionuclides
Radionuclides
Radionuclides
Radionuclides
Radionuclides

Fixed Carbon, Pure Coke
Volatile Matter
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content
Fluor Content
Po-210
Pb-210
Th-230
U-234
U-238

51.2
43.1

52.19
.28

.7
13.2
3.72

.1
.01

1.27
.84
.52
.51
.48

74.5
.4
1

18.8
5.3

wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
pCi/g
pCi/g
pCi/g
pCi/g
pCi/g

max. values are for water and ash free
max. values are for water and ash free
max. values are for water and ash free
max. values are for water and ash free
max. values are for water and ash free
added for chlorine emissions
added for flourine emissions

Gaseous Fuel

Natural Gas

Natural Gas 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Physical Net Calorific Value (LHV) 34.38 MJ/kg
Physical Density .58 .58 .59 kg/m3
Hydrocarbons CH4 88.8 91.8 94.8 vol %
Hydrocarbons C2H4 .1 .45 .8 vol %
Hydrocarbons C3H8 .05 .13 .2 vol %
Hydrocarbons C4H10n 0 .03 .05 vol %
Gases Carbon Dioxide .6 .8 1 vol %
Gases N2 3.3 9.7 vol %
Cost Price per unit of energy 10 $/GJ

Natural Gas 2
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Physical
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Gases
Gases
Gases
Gases
Gases

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
CH4

C2H6

C2H4

C2H2

C3H8

C3H6

C4H10n

C4H10i

C4H8

Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
N2
Hydrogen
H2S

37.49
92.07

.5

.5
0

.04
0

.01

.01
0

.02
0

6.1
.75

0

MJ/m3
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
vol %
mg/m3
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Liquid Fuel

Crude Oil

Crude 1
Group

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Characteristic

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content

Min. Avg.

38
1

.23
85.27

1
1
1

10.5

Max. Observations

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Fuel Oil

Fuel Oil #1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Physical
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Gases
Gases

Fuel Oil #5
Group

Density
Sulphur Content
Tar Traces
Asphalt Traces
Paraffin
Coking Ability
Gases Release (200)
Gases Release (350)

Characteristic Min.

.85

.14
.5

.14
8.8

.9
22.9
62.2

Avg.

g/cm3
wt%
wt%
wt%
% (°C)
wt%
200°C
350°C

Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

FC900
Group

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Hydrogen Content

Characteristic Min.

43
.23

84.77
4
.3

10.7

Avg.

MJ/kg
wt%

85 wt %
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max. Observations

Physical
Physical
Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Heavy Metals
Cost

Gross Calorific Value (HHV)
Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Density
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Vanadium
Price per unit of energy

41.1
38.1

.96
1.5
.23

82.74
4.64

.5

.5
9.89

116.4
2.66

MJ/kg
MJ/kg

1 g/cm3
1.5 wt %

wt%
wt%

6.5 wt %
wt%
wt%
wt%

250 mg/kg
$/GJ
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Diesel

Diesel 1
Group

Physical
Physical
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors

Characteristic

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Density
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Hydrogen Content
NOx
SOx
Dust
CH4
CO

Min. Avg.

42.6
.8

86.1
.4

13.5
.1
.1

.05
1
1

Max. Observations

MJ/kg
g/cm3
wt%
wt%
wt%

g/i
g/i
g/i
g/i
g/i

Nuclear
Nuclear energy has the technical and fue:l resource potential to make a large contribution towards reducing
atmospheric pollutant emissions from electricity generation. Indeed, it is already making a significant contribution,
with almost 17 % of the world's total electricity production from nuclear power plants.

A recent study made by the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA) concluded that today's known
uranium resources will be sufficient to permit all OECD countries to increase their nuclear share of electricity
production up to more than 70% level that currently exists in France. This conclusion is based on the known
resources of uranium recoverable at costs less than US $130/kg (over 3.5 million tonnes), and assuming that the
spent nuclear fuel is not reprocessed and recycled. If estimated resources (1.6 million tonnes) and speculative
resources (9.6 to 12 million tonnes) are added to the known resources exploitable at a cost above US $1307kg, the
total resource base is even more extensive, and expansion of nuclear power could be continued well beyond the
time horizons considered here. Various options, including spent fuel reprocessing and recycling as well as breeder
reactors and other advanced fuel cycles, are being considered in order to expand the nuclear power capacity even
further than that which could be supported by uranium resources, if the need should arise.

Uranium

Natural

Uranium
Group Characteristic Min. Avg, Max. Observations

Isotopic Composition U235 content
Isotopic Composition U238 content

.7
99.3

Reprocessed

Rep1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Isotopic Composition U235 content
Isotopic Composition U238 content
Isotopic Composition U236 content

.7
98.9

.4
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Renewable
Hydroelectricpower, the main contributor of renewable energies to electricity production, produces about 19% of
the world's total electricity production. It is a clean and familiar electricity generation option. Although the resource
availability of hydro energy is finite, untapped resources still exist, especially in developing countries. The total
exploitable hydro potential worldwide is estimated to be about 16000 TWh/a, only one-eighth of which is currently
harnessed. However, exploitation of hydroelectric power is not expected to undergo large expansion at the global
level during the coming decades, partly because of environmental problems due to land use and other local
impacts, and also the related health problems, and partly because of difficulties in meeting the large investment
requirements, particularly for those developing countries also faced with large investment needs in other
development sectors.

At the global level, the resource base of geothermal energy is limited. Those thermal areas within 3000 m of the
Earth's surface are of economic interest for both low temperature heat and electricity generation.

Contributions of other renewable energy sources, in particular solar and wind, are expanding. The theoretical
resource base of both energy sources is immense, being larger than the world's total energy requirements.
However, only a minuscule fraction of the dispersed energy is currently being captured and used for producing
electricity. The future contribution of solar and wind energy to electricity generation will depend largely on the
success of R&D efforts to increase efficiency and to reduce the costs of generation units driven by renewable
energies.

Biomass forms a large energy resource base, especially in developing countries. Biomass comprises vegetative
material, crop residues, animal waste, the waste products from crop plantations and the waste harvests from the
processing industries.

Biomass

Energy Crops

Oak - 50% Moisture
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content

Pine - 50% Moisture
Group Characteristic Min.

9.96
50
.19

25.08
.01
.05

21.65
3.01

.01

Avg.

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

Max. Observations

Physical
Proximate Analysis
Proximate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate Analysis

Net Calorific Value (LHV)
Moisture Content
Ash
Carbon Content
Sulphur Content
Nitrogen Content
Oxygen Content
Hydrogen Content
Chlorine Content

.01

10.38
50
.67

26.55
.01
.09

19.66
3.02

.01

MJ/kg
wt%
wt%
wt%

.2 wt %
wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%
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Geothermal

Geothermal

Geothermal 1
Group Characteristic Min, Avg, Max. Observations

Hydro

Hydro

Hydro 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Solar

Solar

Solar 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Waste Incineration

Municipal Waste

Municipal Waste 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Industry Waste

industry Waste 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

'. Wind

Wind

Wind South
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Other Wind Speed 5 6 7 m/s
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Others
Following the same structure used for primary energy sources an artificial group of energy sources, called Others,
is used to store emission factors associated with electricity, heat and mechanical power production. Several
electricity mixes (e.g., present situation, future mix) may be stored in the database. These emission factors are
used to calculate indirect emissions associated with electricity used by different processes of the fuel chain or in
producing the materials used to construct the energy chain facilities.

Energy

Electricity

Country Mix -1998
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors

CO2
NOx
SOx
Dust
CH4

Country Mix-2010
Group Characteristic Min.

900
1.5

6
.5
.5

Avg.

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Max. Observations

Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors
Emission Factors

CO2
NOx
SOx
Dust

Reginoal Grid Mix
Group Characteristic Min.

850
2
5

Avg.

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Max. Observations

Process Heat

Heati
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Mechanical Power

Mechanical 1
Group Characteristic Min. Avg. Max. Observations

Emission Factors CO2
Emission Factors NOx
Emission Factors SOx
Emission Factors Dust

900
1.5

6
.5

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
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Materials -CSDE3 (Full)
Demonstration Country

High Alloyed Steel
Characteristic
CO2-equivalent

Low Alloyed Steel
Characteristic
CO2
NOx
SOx
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Unalloyed Steel
Correcting for the use

Characteristic

Min.
6000

Min.

2000

of CO (product of
Min.

Avq.
7000

Avq.
2225

8.2
17.6

2500

Max.
7200 g/kg

Max.
g/kg
g/kg
g/kg
kWh/kg

3000 g/kg

iron reduction) for energy

Avq. Max.

Ref. Obs.
3 The main GHG gases to be considered are: CO2

CH4, N2O, CF4 and CFCs.

Ref. Obs.
In ExternE study for wind (UK).

22.2 GJ/t delivered, 26.7 GJ/t primary.
The Switzerland study use -2000 g/kg.

purposes.
Ref. Obs.

CO2 300 g/kg
Energy Intensity 2.7 kWh/kg
CO2-equivalent 1900 2400 2400 g/kg 1170 in a Japanese study. 1900 in Switzerland

study.

Steel Recycled
Characteristic
CO2-equivalent

Min.
1500

Avq.
1000

Max.
1700 g/kg

Ref. Obs.
in DK the value is 700

Cement
0.5 tonne of CO2 are stoichiometrically released during the CaC03 manufactering for each tonne of cement produced
(World Resources 1990-1991, A Report of the World Resources Institute, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK, 1990).

Characteristic Min. Avq. Max. Ref. Obs
CO2

Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Concrete
Characteristic
CO2

NOx
SOx
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

800

Min.
100

140

500

.36
800

Avq.
140

.8
2

.09
150

g/kg

kWh/kg
900 g/kg

Max.
159 g/kg

g/kg
g/kg
kWh/kg

160 g/kg

713 g/kg in a Japanes study. In China the value
is 800-1200. Switzerland (PSI) study use -1000
g/kg.
4.6 GJ/t delivered, 5.6 GJ/t primary

Ref. Obs.
Switzerland study use -100 g/kg. In ExternE-159
g/kg.

Reinforced Concrete
It is assumed that the 3/8 of the stoichiometric amount of CO2 is generated from reduced iron. Reinforced concrete
has been assumed to contain 7% of steel and to use 18% of cement for the concrete production.

Characteristic
CO2-equivalent

Glass
Relevant for solar chains.

Characteristic
Energy Intensity

Mm.

Min.

Avq.
200

Avg.
1.7

Max.
200

Max.

g/kg

kWh/kg

Ref.

Ref.

Obs.

Obs.
This value is for normal window glass. The
(Pyrex) glass shheet used for PV panels require a
higher value.
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C02-equivalent

Glass-fiber reinforced
Characteristic
CO2
NOx
SOx
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Copper
Characteristic
CO2
NOx
SOx
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Aluminium

900

plastic
Min.

Min.

2700

1500

Ava.
2437
20.6
16.9

3000

Ava.
2683
12.2
31.3
4.8

5000

2 g of C02 are stoichiometrically released per kj
Characteristic
CO2
CH4
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Aluminium Recycled

Min.

2500

100% recycled (Switzerland)
Characteristic
CO2-equivalent

Plastics
Characteristic
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Nitric Acid
Use in front-end and part

Characteristic
N2O3
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Fertilizer

Min.

Min.

2000

Ava.
2000

1.6
22.5

20000

Ava.
1300

Ava.
11

3000

1900 g/kg

Max.
g^g
g/kg
g/kg
kWh/kg

3000 g/kg

Max.

g/kg
g/kg
g'kg
kWh/kg

8800 g/kg

Ref. Obs.
In ExternE study (UK).

30.9 GJ/t delivered, 41.0 GJ/t primary

Ref. Obs.
ExtemE (wind)
ExternE (wind)
ExternE (wind)
21.8 GJ/t delivered, 38.3 primary

I of aluminium during the reduction process of aluminium.
Max.

g/kg
g/kg
kWh/kg

23000 g/kg

Max.
1300 g/kg

Max.
kWh/kg

6000 g/kg

iculary in back-end steps of nuclear chair
Min.

600

Relevant for biomass chains
Characteristic
N2O3
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Silicon
Characteristic
Energy Intensity
CO2-equivalent

Lead
Characteristic

Zinc
Characteristic
CO2-equivalent

Min.

11500

Min.

109000

Min.

Min.

Ava.
2.9
.81

1000

Avq.
20
8.6

12000

Ava.
251

181000

Avq.

Ava.
5000

Max.
g/kg
kWh/kg

1400 g/kg

Max.
g/kg
kWh/kg

12000 g/kg

Max.
kWh/kg

181000 g/kg

Max.

Max.

g/kg

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.

i

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.

Ref. Obs.
5000 used in the Switzerland study
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Technologies - CSDB (summary)
Demonstration Country

Solid Fuel Chain

Level : VI Electricity Generation
Coal Steam Boilers

Pulverised
FCO1
FCO2
FLIG
VCOA
FCO1 Unc.
VCOR
VCOH
VCOA1
VCOA2

Pulverized
C6CR
PEGO
SINES

Pulverized
FCO-SOx
FCO-PART

Coal
PC200
PC300
PC300L
PC600
PC200 Uncontrolled
PC300 + ESP
PC300 + ESP +WFGD
PC600
PC600

Coal - VAL
1x600 MW
4x300 MW
4x300 MW

Coal - Control
PC200 Uncontrolled
PC200 Uncontrolled

Energy Source
Bituminous
Bituminous
Lignite
Bituminous
Bituminous
Sub-bituminous
Bituminous
Bituminous
Bituminous

Energy Source
Bituminous
Bituminous
Bituminous

Energy Source
Bituminous
Bituminous

General Coal
Drayton - Australia
Turkey Low S
General Coal
General Coal
Wyoming
German Hard Coal
General Coal
General Coal

General Coal
General Coal
General Coal

Test Coal for SOx Cont.
Test Coal for Part Cont.

Control Type

PART
PART SOx NOx
PART
PART

PART
PART

Control Type

SOx

Control Type
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Technologies - CSDB (summary)
Demonstration Country

Solid Fuel Chain

Level : VI Electricity Generation
Oil Steam Boilers

Conventional
FOIL
VFOL

OSB400
OSB600

Conventional - Control
OSB330 OSB600

Conventional - VAL
SETUB
CARRE
BARRE
TOUT

250 MW
125 MW
65 MW
50 MW

Energy Source
Crude Oil
Fuel Oil

Energy Source
Fuel Oil

Energy Source
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil

Crude 1
Fuel Oil #5

FC900

Fuel Oil #5
Fuel Oil #5
Fuel Oil #5
Fuel Oil #5

Control Type

Control Type

Control Type

Diesel

Conventional Energy Source Control Type
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Test Case Data

1. Technical

Output Capacity (Net)

Output Capacity (Min)

Equivalent Full Power

Forced Outage

Scheduled Maintenance

Unit Spinning Reserve

First Fuel Inventory

Enrichment-Equilibrium

Burnup

Heat Rate - Average Incr.

Heat Rate - Min. Load

Excess Air

SOx Removal Efficiency

Particle Removal Efficiency

NOx Removal Efficiency

SOx Inherent Control

Ash Inherent Control

O2 Content in Flue Gas

2. Economic

Net Overnight Costs

NOC Domestic Fraction

Non-Dep. Domestic Capital Cost

Non-Dep. Foreign Capital Cost

Fixed O&M Costs

Variable O&M Costs

Fuel Costs (Domestic)

Fuel Costs (Foreign)

Economic Lifetime

Construction Period

3. Environmental

Air

CO

CO2

N2O

NOx

SOx

NMVOC

HC1

HF

CH4

Dust

Kr-85

Xe-133

1-131

Co-58

Co-60

MWe

MWe

h/yr

%

days/yr

%

t

% U235

MWd/kg

kcal/kWh

kcal/kWh

%

%

%

%

%

%

% vol 02

US$/kWe

%

US$/kW

US$/kW

US$/kWeyr

mills/kWhe

c/Gcal

c/Gcal

yr

yr

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

F-GT

100

100

6500

1.2

14

0

3480

3480

3

9

0

50

1750

0.27

500

1.5

0.0025

0.05

FCO1

200

67

6500

6

35

10

2190

2490

33

80

98

70

10

50

6

1794

100

46.2

0

665

0

30

5

0.974

1050

0.019

0.88

1.56

0.284

0.43

0.04

0.284

0.78

FCO2

400

133

6500

9

42

10

2170

2470

92.5

90

50

5

20

6

1794

100

35.4

0

80

730

25

5

1111.

0.03

1.7

0.58

2E-6

0.11

0.35

FLIG

588

240

5800

16

84

20

4500

5120

73.2

0

1270

0

1980

4

30

5E-06

1.8

FOIL

400

133

6500

7

42

10

2150

2450

3

23.4

0

60

1190

0.6

786.55

1.79

14.38

0.1

IMPT

1

1

3

0

0

2560

2560

37.2

1.55

0

3000

V-GT

200

200

1500

1.2

14

0

3470

3470

373.9

20

0

0

8.4

0

50

1750

20

2

1.11

0.04

4.4

0.003

0.13

0.07

VCOA

600

200

6500

12

42

10

2160

2460

33

99.8

10

30

886.8

27.2

0

0

46.2

0

80

730
30

5.5

0.96

0.02

2.88

7.7

0.29

0.44

0.05

0.29

0.07

VFOL

600

200

6500

10

42

10

2140

2440

33

828.9

26.6

0

0

23.4

0

60

1190
30

4.5

0.64

0.03

0.03

17.43

0.03

0.03

0.1

VNUC

900

600

7000

8

42

10

110.4

3.4

39

2361

2566

1584.24

18.0488

0

250

36.6

0

0

246
30

7.5

7.2E+13

3.1E+14

4.3E+10

2.8E+12

1E+12
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F-GT FCO1 FCO2 FLIG FOIL IMPT V-GT VCOA VFOL VNUC

Water
H-3

Ag-llOm

Cs-134

Cs-137

Mn-58

H-3

Sb-124

Solid

Bottom ash

Flue ash

Land Use

Others

Noise at Plants Boundary

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

MBq/GWyr

t/MWyr

t/MWyr

m2/kWe

dBA

40
400

3000

350
2000

3000

1370
3400

2600

5.8E+15

1.9E+12

1.2E+11

2.1E+11

1E+11

5.8E+15

4.5E+10

144

4.5E+10

80 80 160
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Technologies - CSDB (Full)
Demonstration Country

Solid Fuel Chain Level: VI Electricity Generation

Coal Steam Boilers

Pulverised Coal

FCO1 Name: PC200 Status*: M Ref.: 41
Small coal facility. Participate control included. External SOx and NOx controls.
Fuel Used: Bituminous General Coal PART

1. Pulverized Coal + Flue Gas Desulphurizatiom Power Plant

The plant is a seawater-cooled, conventional pulverised coal-fired steam plant with limestone/gypsum flue gas
desulphurisation. The net power output is 500 MW and the fuel is a bituminous coal ( Fig1 shows a schematic of
the process).

A boiler module provides steam for a condensing steam turbogenerator. Flue gas from the boiler module, (after
particulate separation in electrostatic prec pitators) is cooled, scrubbed in a flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) unit,
reheated and then sent to the stack. The plant includes all the necessary auxiliary power, water and waste
treatment systems. Sea water is used for cooling in the condenser. The boiler is a conventional drum-type,
utilising natural circulation. NOx control is by combustion measures only.

Table 1-.Summary ofkev results for a fuel cost of 2S/GJ
Plant

Subcritical
Subcritical

Subcritical
Supercritical

SO2
(%)
90
95
90
90

Size
(Mw)

500
500
250
500

Efficiency
(%)
40
40
40
43

Specific Cost
(Ji/kW)

1060
1080
1300
1060

CO2 emissions
(kg/MWh)

830
830
830
770

Power cost
(mills/kWh)

49
50
59
47

(10% DR)

The FGD plant uses the limestone/gypsum process to remove 90% of the sulphur dioxide from the gases exiting
the induced draught fans. In the reference plant, the uncontrolled sulphur dioxide concentration in the stack
gases is about 1900 mg/Nm3 (referenced to 6% 02, dry). This falls to about 190 mg/Nm3 after 90% removal
(Table 1).

The balance of plant includes the auxiliary power supply system, the cooling system and water supply, water
treatment and waste water systems. The auxiliary power supply system provides the power to operate the ESPs,
the FGD and feed pumps plus the numerous other motor drives necessary to the running of the plant. Cooling is
by a once-through sea water cooling system.

2. Efficiency

The estimated plant thermal efficiency is ̂ 0% on a net calorific value basis for 90% sulphur dioxide removal. The
performance of a notional pulverised coal-fired power station without flue gas desulphurisation has also been
estimated. Without FGD, plant net output is increased by 11 MW and thermal efficiency is increased by 1 %.

3. Emissions

Table 2 shows the estimated specific emission rates of the greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide,
in g/KWh. Nitrous oxide values are based on 10 ppmv of the gas at 6% oxygen, dry. Most of the carbon dioxide
comes from the coal, although about 0.5% is released by the limestone.
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Table 2: Specific emissions of stack gases from the PC+FGD plant
g/KWh

Carbon Dioxide 830
Nitrous Oxide 0.06
Sulphur Dioxide 0.6
NOx 2.1
Particulates 0.1

It also shows the estimated specific emission rates of the other potential pollutants in the stack gases. The
sulphur dioxide emissions correspond to around 50% of the limit specified in the current European Directive.

NOx emissions correspond to the European Directive limit of 650 mg/Nm3 at 6% oxygen, dry. Emissions could
be further reduced by using pollution minimum burners, flue gas recirculation, reburning, selective catalytic
reduction (SCR), selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR), or a combination of some of these.

The specific emissions of CO2 and N2O for a typical current technology supercritical plant are estimated to be
770 and 0.06 g/KWh, respectively. Corresponding estimates for ultra-supercritical plant are 730 and 0.06 g/KWh.

4. Costs

The capital cost of the reference plant has been estimated from the plant mass and energy flows and a
breakdown is given in Table 3. For 90% sulphur dioxide removal, the specific cost, including contingency land and
clearance, is estimated to be $1060/kW.

Table 3: Capital cost breakdown

Coal Reception and Storage
Coal Handling
Boiler Plant
Electrostatic Precipitators
Steam Turbine Generator
Cooling System
Water Treatment and Waste Water Plant
Electrical Distribution
Controls and Instrumentation
FGD Plant
Miscellaneous (Buildings,Fire Protection,
Fuel Oil System.Support Systems,
Mobile Equipment, Building Services)

TOTAL
Contingency

Total Plant Cost
Land, Clearance, etc

$ (million 1991)
24
3
124
24
107
11
7
20
11
56

72

458
46

504
25

Total excl Interest During
Construction and Commissioning 529

Specific I nvestment Cost, $/kW 1060

The levelised electricity cost for coal prices up to $6/net GJ delivered has been predicted. These are expressed
in mills per kWh and are based on 90% sulphur dioxide removal. The contributions to the total electricity cost at
10% discount rate are illustrated in Table 4 for a coal price of $2.5/net GJ. Capital and fuel costs dominate. The
total electricity cost is about 50 mills/kWh at the coal price given. Of this, about 20 mills/kWh comes from the
capital charges and 20 mills/kWh from the fuel cost.

Approximate generating costs have been determined for a supercritical plant. The estimated electricity cost
saving compared with the reference plant is around 3 to 4% for coal at $2.5/net GJ. Because of the outline nature
of the examination, this saving should be regarded as indicative only.
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Table 4: Breakdown of generating costs for 10% DR. 90% SO2 removal
mills/kWh

Capital 21
Fixed Operating 9
Variable Operating 1
Fuel ($2.5/net GJ) 22

Total 53

5. Discussion

Limestone/gypsum; the most frequently used process to remove SO2 from PC power station flue gases does not
remove enough SO2 to be compatible with the amine based scrubbing processes, commonly proposed to capture
carbon dioxide (<30 mg/Nm3 required). Similarly, the use of modified combustion technology such as low NOx
burners is not able to reduce the nitrogen oxide content of the flue gas to below about 200 mg/Nm3. Thus, gas
treatment processes aimed at capturing CO2 need to be considered not in isolation, but as part of the overall gas
clean-up process. There may well be an incentive to develop processes which capture all the acid gases,
including CO2.

Comparative evaluations of the economic penalty for capturing CO2 should be compared with processes that
achieve low levels of sulphur and nitrogen oxides. Process efficiency gains derived from using super-critical
steam cycles lead to reductions in the order of 7% of CO2 produced per unit of power generated. The economics
appear to be marginally in favour of supercritical power plant when the coal is priced at an international market
price. A PC power station with facilities to reduce the emission of CO2 is likely to be based on the use of
supercritical rather than subcritical steam.

Technical Characteristics
Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
Particle Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
O2 Content in Flue Gas
High Alloyed Steel Req.
Low Alloyed Steel Req.
Unalloyed Steel Req.
Cement Req.
Copper Req.
Aluminium Req.

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period

Environmental Characteristics
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC

200
67

6,500
6

35
10

2,190
2,490

33
98
10
25

6
1,352

12,220
37,392

348,920
2'.,246.4
',175.2

MWe
MWe
h/yr
%
days/yr
%
kcal/kWh
kcal/kWh

% vol O2
t
t
t
t
t
t

Ref. Observations

Estimated for the operation of this type of technology
Estimated

15 25386 US$/kWe
100 %

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

Used only for abatement calculations

84
84
84
84
84
84

Ref. Observations
Verified with c/Gcal

0.39
1,034.923

0.019
2.921
7.801
0.195

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh

Ref. Observations
1

200 mg/Nm3 limit conf. 88/609/EEC (revised)
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Air
Air
Air
Air
Solid
Solid
Solid

HCI
HF
CH4
Parti culate
Bottom Ash
PART Cont. Waste
Land Requirements

Others Noise at Plants Boundary

0.446 g/kWh
0.046 g/kWh
0.195 g/kWh
0.781 g/kWh

40 g/kWh
400 g/kWh

3,000 m2/MWe
80 dBA

FCO2 Name: PC300 Status*: M Ref.: 41

Small coal plant. Particulate, SOx and NOx controls included. Multiple abatement on HCI and HF
by SOx control.
Fuel Used: Bituminous Drayton - Australia PART SOx NOx

Technical Characteristics Ref. Observations

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Plant Technical Lifetime
Manpower Requirements
SOx Removal Efficiency
Particle Removal Efficiency
NOx Removal Efficiency
HCI Removal Efficiency
HF Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
O2 Content in Flue Gas

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Refurbishment Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period

Environmental Characteristics

Air CO
Air CO2
Air N2O
Air NOx
Air SOx
Air NMVOC
Air HCI
Air HF
Air CH4
Air Particulate
Solid Bottom Ash
Solid PART Cont. Waste
Solid Land Requirements

400 MWe
133 MWe

6,000 h/yr
9 %

42 days/yr
10 %

2,170 kcal/kWh
2,470 kcal/kWh

30 yr
1.4 men/MWe

92.5 %
99.5 %
86.7 %
92.5 %

95 %
5 %

20 %
6 %volO2

Ref. Observations

1,794 US$/kWe
35.4 US$/kWeyr

0 mills/kWhe
4.88 US$/kWe

80 c/Gcal
730 c/Gcal

25 yr
5 yr

ppf Observations
1 \ \ ^ \ * \ ^ www 1 V u Liu I IO

0.989 g/kWh
1,141.911 g/kWh

0.02 g/kWh
0.368 g/kWh
0.576 g/kWh
0.198 g/kWh
0.009 g/kWh
0.002 g/kWh
0.198 g/kWh
0.018 g/kWh

350 g/kWh
2,000 g/kWh

0.25 m2/WIWe
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FLIG Name: PC300L Status*: M
Small lignite plant without controls

Fuel Used: Lignite

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Particle Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

Economic Characteristics

Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime

Environmental Characteristics

Air CO
Air CO2
Air N2O
Air NOx
Air SOx
Air NMVOC
Air CH4
Air Particulate
Air Heat Rejection
Solid Bottom Ash
Solid PART Cont. Waste
Solid Land Requirements
Others Noise at Plants Boundary

Turkey Low S

Ref. Observations

294 MWe
120 MWe

5,800 h/yr
8 %

42 days/yr
10 %

2,250 kcal/kWh
2,560 kcal/kWh

99.8 %
5 %

30 %

Ref. Observations
36.6 US$/kWeyr

0 mills/kWhe
635 c/Gcal

0 c/Gcal
30 yr

R^f Oh^prvstinnQ
r \ C I • Vri/LJoc£l VClLrLJI lo

1.149 g/kWh
V-27.294 g/kWh

0.029 g/kWh
4.021 g/kWh

25.894 g/kWh
0.287 g/kWh
0.287 g/kWh
0.592 g/kWh

4.4 GJ/kWh
685 g/kWh

1,700 g/kWh
1,300 m2/MWe

80 dBA

Ref.: 41

PART

VCOA Name: PC600 Status*: C Available from:

Medium hard coal candidate plant. Particulate control included.
Fuel Used: Bituminous General Coal

1998 Ref.: 41

PART

Technical Characteristics Ref. Observations

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Plant Technical Lifetime
Manpower Requirements
Excess Air
Particle Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

Economic Characteristics

600 MWe
200 MWe

6,500 h/yr
12 %
42 days/yr
10 %

2,160 kcai/kWh
2,460 kcal/kWh

40 yr
1 men/MWe

33 %
99.8 % min. 99.7 to n

10 %
30 %

Ref. Observations

min. 99.7 to meet the 88/609/EEC requirements of 30 mg/Nm3

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Non-Dep. Domestic Capital Cost
Non-Dep. Foreign Capital Cost
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs

f 186.816 US$/kWe
27.19626 %

0 US$/kW
0 US$/kW

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe
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Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Cost Reference Date
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Solid

FCO1

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCi
HF
CH4
Particulate
Land Reqi.

line.

80 c/Gcal
730 c/Gcal
30 yr
5.5 yr

1,997 yr
20.65283 %

0.961 g/kWh
1,050.743 g/kWh

0.019 g/kWh
2.883 g/kWh
7.698 g/kWh
0.288 g/kWh

0.44 g/kWh
0.045 g/kWh
0.288 g/kWh
0.108 g/kWh
1,000 m2/MWe

Ref. Observations

Name: PC200 Uncontrolled Status*: M

Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Bituminous General Coal

Ref.: 41

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
O2 Content in Flue Gas

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period

Environmental Characteristics

Ref. Observations

300 MWe
67 MWe

6,500 h/yr
6 %

35 days/yr
10 %

2,190 kcal/kWh
2,490 kcal/kWh

33 %
20 %
50 %
6 %volO2

Ref. Observations

886.816 US$/kWe
100 %

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Solid
Solid

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Particulate
Bottom Ash
PART Cont. Waste

Ref. Observations

Others Noise at Plants Boundary

0.96 g/kWh
1,049.348 g/kWh

0.019 g/kWh
2.687 g/kWh
6.833 g/kWh
0.288 g/kWh
0.44 g/kWh

0.045 g/kWh
0.288 g/kWh
25.65 g/kWh

40 g/kWh
400 g/kWh

80 dBA
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VCO R Name: PC300 + 1ESP Status*: M
Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Sub-bitumincus Wyoming

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
O2 Content in Flue Gas
Pb-210 Enrichment Factor
Po-210 Enrichment Factor
Th-230 Enrichment Factor
U-234 Enrichment Factor
U-238 Enrichment Factor

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Air CO
Air CO2
Air N2O
Air NOx
Air SOx
Air NMVOC
Air HCI
Air HF
Air CH4
Air Particulate
Solid Bottom Ash
Solid PART Cont. Waste
Others Noise at Plants Boundary

Ref. Observations

300 MWe
67 MWe

6,500 h/yr
6 /o

35 days/yr
10 %

2,390 kcal/kWh
2,650 kcal/kWh

33 %
10 %
20 %

6 % vol 02
670 %
459 %
634 %
533 %
529 %

Ref Observations

8136.816 US$/kWe
100 %

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

18.57732 %

Ppf OhQP»r\/fltinnQ
r\ci • wUoCi vctuui io

0.874 g/kWh
938.984 g/kWh

0.017 g/kWh
1.923 g/kWh
2.472 g/kWh
0.262 g/kWh
0.505 g/kWh
0.052 g/kWh
0.262 g/kWh

13.994 g/kWh
40 g/kWh

400 g/kWh
80 dBA

Ref.: 41

VCOH Name: PC300 + ESP +V/FGD Status*: M

Small coal plant used to test facility the heavy metal calculations

Fuel Used: Bituminous German Hard Coal

Ref.: 41

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
SOx Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

300
67

6,500
6

35
10

2,390
2,650

33
0
5

25

Ref. Observations
MWe
MWe
h/yr
%
days/yr
%
kcal/kWh
kcal/kWh
%
%
%
%
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02 Content in Flue Gas
As Enrichment Factor
Cd Enrichment Factor
Pb Enrichment Factor

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

6 %volO2
1.6 %
1.8 %
3.1 %

Ref. Observations

886.816 US$/kWe
100 %

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

18.57732 %

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Solid
Solid

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Parti culate
Bottom Ash
PART Cont. Waste

Others Noise at Plants Boundary

Ref. Observations
0.769

977.787
0.019
2.691
7.517
0.288
0.713

0
0.288

32.674
40

400
80

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
dBA

VCOA1 Name: PC600

Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Bituminous

Status*: C Available from: 1998 Ref.: 41

General Coal PART

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
Particle Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Non-Dep. Domestic Capital Cost
Non-Dep. Foreign Capital Cost
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Air CO
Air CO2
Air N2O
Air NOx

Ref. Observations

600 MWe
200 MWe

6,500 h/yr
12 %
42 days/yr
10 %

2,160 kcal/kWh
2,460 kcal/kWh

33 %
99.8 %

10 %
30 %

Ref. Observations
886.816 US$/kWe

27.19626 %
0 US$/kW
0 US$/kW

46.2 US$/kWeyr
0 mills/kWhe

80 c/Gcal
730 c/Gcal

30 yr
5.5 yr

20.65283 %

Ref. Observations
0.96 g/kWh

1,050.74 g/kWh
0.02 g/kWh
2.88 g/kWh
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Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Participate

Solid Land Requirements

7.698 g/kWh
0.29 g/kWh
0.44 g/kWh
0.05 g/kWh
0.29 g/kWh
0.07 g/kWh

1,000 m2/MWe

VCOA2 Name: PC600

Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Bituminous

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air

Particle Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Non-Dep. Domestic Capital Cost
Non-Dep. Foreign Capital Cost
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Status*: C Available from: 1998 Ref.: 41

General Coal PART

Ref. Observations

600
200

6,500
12
42
10

2,160
2,460

33
99.8

10
30

886.816
27.19626

0
0

46.2
0

80
730
30
5.5

20.65283

MWe
MWe
h/yr
%
days/yr
%
kcal/kWh
kcal/kWh
%
%
%
%

Ref. Observations
US$/kWe
%
US$/kW
US$/kW
US$/kWeyr
mills/kWhe
c/Gcal
c/Gcal
yr
yr
%

Ref. Observations

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Particulate

Solid Land Requirements

0.96 g/kWh
1,050.74 g/kWh

0.02 g/kWh
2.88 g/kWh

7.698 g/kWh
0.29 g/kWh
0.44 g/kWh
0.05 g/kWh
0.29 g/kWh
0.07 g/kWh

1,000 m2/MWe
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Pulverized Coal - VAL

C6CR Name: 1x600 MW
Medium coal-fiered plant with SOx removal
Fuel Used: Bituminous General Coal SOx

Technical Characteristics
Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Internal Consumption Fraction
Forced Outage
SOx Removal Efficiency
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control

Economic Characteristics

Total O&M Costs
Variation of O&M Costs

Environmental Characteristics

Ref. Observations

600 MWe
0 MWe
9 /o

17.3 %
90 %
10 %
oU %

Ref. Observations
27.612 mills/kWhe

0.01 -

Ref. Observations

PEGO Name: 4x300 MW
coal-fired units without SOx removal
Fuel Used: Bituminous

Technical Characteristics
Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Internal Consumption Fraction
Forced Outage

Economic Characteristics

Total O&M Costs
Variation of O&M Costs

Environmental Characteristics

General Coal

Ref. Observations

300 MWe
0 MWe
6 %

17.3 %

Ref. Observations

25.45 mills/kWhe
0.01 -

Ref. Observations

SINES Name: 4x300 MW
coal-fired units without SOx removal
Fuel Used: Bituminous

Technical Characteristics
Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Internal Consumption Fraction
Forced Outage

Economic Characteristics

Total O&M Costs
Variation of O&M Costs

General Coal

Ref. Observations

300 MWe
0 MWe
6 %

23.2 %

Ref. Observations
23.813 mills/kWhe

0.01 -

Environmental Characteristics Ref. Observations
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Pulverized Coal - Control

FCO-SOx Name: PC200 Uncontrolled

Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Bituminous

Status*: I

Test Coal for SOx Cont.

Ref.: 41

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air

SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
02 Content in Flue Gas

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction
Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Cost Reference Date
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Ref, Observations

300 MWe
150 MWe

5,694 h/yr
6 %

35 days/yr
10 %

2,203 kcal/kWh
2,693 kcal/kWh

33 %
5 %

50 %
6 % vol 02

880 US$/kWe
100 %

50.04 US$/kWeyr
3 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

1,998 yr
18.57732 %

1 Observations

Ref. Observations
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Particulate

Others Noise at Plants Boundary

0.664
891.4
0.019
2.53

• 6.608
0.284
0.346
0.035
0.284

•15.312
80

g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
g/kWh
dBA

FCO-PART Name: PC200 Uncontrolled

Test facility for DECPAC interface

Fuel Used: Bituminous

Status*: M

Test Coal for Part Cont.

Ref.: 41

Technical Characteristics

Output Capacity (Net)
Output Capacity (Min)
Equivalent Full Power
Forced Outage
Scheduled Maintenance
Unit Spinning Reserve
Heat Rate - Average Incr.
Heat Rate - Min. Load
Excess Air
SOx Inherent Control
Ash Inherent Control
02 Content in Flue Gas

Economic Characteristics

Net Overnight Costs
NOC Domestic Fraction

Ref. Observations

500 MWe
250 MWe

5,694 h/yr
6 %

35 days/yr
10 %

2,493 kcal/kWh
3,047 kcal/kWh

33 %
0 %

20 %
6 %volO2

880 US$/kWe
100 %

Ref. Observations
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Fixed O&M Costs
Variable O&M Costs
Fuel Costs (Domestic)
Fuel Costs (Foreign)
Economic Lifetime
Construction Period
Cost Reference Date
Interest During Constr.

Environmental Characteristics

Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air
Air

CO
CO2
N2O
NOx
SOx
NMVOC
HCI
HF
CH4
Particulate

50.04 US$/kWeyr
3 mills/kWhe

665 c/Gcal
0 c/Gcal

30 yr
5 yr

1,998 yr
18.57732 %

Ref. Observations

Others Noise at Plants Boundary

0.898 g/kWh
956.017 g/kWh

0.018 g/kWh
2.514 g/kWh

20.728 g/kWh
0.287 g/kWh
0.41 g/kWh

0.042 g/kWh
0.287 g/kWh

51.074 g/kWh
80 dBA
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A P P E N D I X 11

Assessment of Control Technology

1. Input Data

Fuel

Fuel Type : Bituminous

NLHV [GJ / tonne]: 30.45

Ash Content in Fuel [% weight]: 9.1

Power Plant

Fuel Name : Test Coal for SOx Cont.

Sulphur Content in Fuel [% weight]: 2.6

Plant Name : FCO1 Unc. TC

Plant Size [MW] : 300

Excess Air [%]: 33

Waste Generation Factor [x Ash] : 45.5

Air Pollution Control Device

Heat Rate [kcal / kWh]: 2448.07

Emission Factor [g SO2/ kWh] : 51.95

Retrofit Factor: 0

Name: WFGD1

Removal Efficiency [%] : 90

Excess Reagent [%] : 10

Stack Exit Temperature [°C] : 66.7

Steam Heat Content [kcal / kg]: 725.4

Purity of Reagent [%] : 94

Disposal Costs [$ / tonne]: 10.2

CEI Index for Base Year: 357.6

2. Estimation of the module performance

Fuel Consumption and Emissions

Water Content in Sulphur solids [weight %] : 15

Operating Temperature [°C]: 52.8

Specific Heat Content of Flue Gases [cal / gmole / K]: 8.6

Heat Transfer Efficiency [%]: 53

Cost of Reagent [$ / tonne]: 16.53

Labor Cost [$/year]: 41600

Fuel Consumption [GJ / year]: 199830!>5.81

Emissions Without Control [tonne SO2 / year]: 88635.87

Emissions With Control [tonne SO2 / year] : 8863.59

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Reagent Usage [tonne / hr]: 22.45

Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology [tonne / hr]: 42.78

Solid Waste Generated by Power Plant [tonne / hr]: 4.59
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Power Plant Penalty and Heat Rate

Energy Consumption by Reagent Feed System [kW] : 605.42 Flue Gas Flow Rate at 149°C [m3 / hr]: 1695901.34

Energy Consumption by SO2 Removal System [kW] : 8025.38 Steam Consumption [kg / hr]: 15228.69

Energy Consumption by Flue Gas System [kW]: 1593.19 Available Energy Lost [kW] : 2088.11

Energy Consumption by Solids Handling System [kW] : 182.37 Total Penalty on the Plant [MW]: 12.52

Energy Consumption by General Support Equipment [kW] : 30 Post FGD Heat Rate [kcal / kWh] : 2554.72

Total Energy Consumption by FGD [kW] : 10436.36

Variable Operation & Maintenance Costs

Cost of Reagent [$ / MWh] : 1.24

Disposal Cost of By-Product [$ / MWh] : 1.45

Total Variable Operation & Maintenance Costs [$ / MWh]: 2.69

Total Variable Operation & Maintenance Costs (MW net) [$ / MWh net] : 2.81

Fixed Operation & Maintenance Costs

Reagent Feed System Cost [million $ / year] : 8.32

SO2 Removal System Cost [million $ / year] : 16.14

Flue Gases Handling System Cost [million $ / year] : 5.37

Solids Handling System Cost [million $ / year]: 1.50

Operating Labor Costs [$ / kW month]: 0.23

Maintenance Labor Costs [$ / kW month]: 0.23

Maintenance Material Costs [$ / kW month]: 0.35

Administration and Support Labor Costs [$ / kW month] : 0.14

Total Fixed Operation & Maintenance Costs [$ / kW month] : 0.95

Total Fixed Operation & Maintenance Costs (MW net) [$ / kW month net] : 0.99

Total Capital Requirements

Total Capital Requirements [million $ ] : 49.13

Total Capital Requirements per kW net [$ / kW net]: 170.90

Overnight Cost per kW net [$ / kW net] : 158.94
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Levelized Electricity Generation Costs
1 Economic parameters and calculations of electricity generation for DECADES
2
3
4
5
6
7
o
O

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

c

c

Energy source
Generation technology
Rant status
Rant capacity
Fuel cycle

Rant net thermal efficiency
Equivalent full power in hours per year
Rant life expectancy
Rant economic lifetime
Construction duration
Number of staff
Projected commissioning date
Cost reference date
Real interest/discount rate
Fuel real escalation rate
Fuel net calorific value
Fuel price at pow er station
Fuel price at power station (calculated)
Fuel price at pow er station (inputted)

Total overnight construction costs
Land
Structures and site facilities
Boiler or NSSS
Dedusting
Desulphurization
Denitrification
Steam turbine
Gas turbine
Water conditioning
Electrical engineering
Process control techniqi e
Indirect costs

Subtotal base cost (Calculated)
Owner's cost
Insurance
Spare parts
Contingency

Total construction cost (Calculated)
Interest during construction
Initial fuel feed
Refurbishment time after commissioning
Refurbishment costs
Decommissioning duration
Decommissioning cost
Total investment cost
Investment cost levelized

Selling of by-products per /ear
Fixed O&M cost
Variable O&M cost
Fossil fuel costs (in ref. date)
Fossil fuel costs (in ref. date)
Nuclear fuel costs (inputted)
Feed fuel enrichment (w/o U235)
Discharge burnup
Uranium price
Conversion
Separative w ork
Fabrication
Back end cost
Reprocessing
Credits of U & Pu

Total nuclear fuel costs (c aculated)
Fuel cost levelized

Levelized electricity generation cost

MWe net

%
hours/year
years
years
years

%/a
%/a
GJ/t
US$/t
USS/GJ
US$/GJ

M$
MS
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
MS
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
M$
MS
years
M$
years
M$
US$/kWe
mills/KWh

MS/year
US$/kW.a
mills/KWh
mills/KWh
mills/KWh I
rrills/kWh
%
MWD/MTU
US$/kgU
USS/kgU
USS/SWU
USS/kgU
US$/kgHM
USS/kgHM
USS/kgHM
rrills/kWh
rrtlls/kWh

mills/KWh

Nuclear
LWR
Mature

1000
O/T

33
6570

40
30

7
650

2000
1990

10
0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2000

N/A
N/A
N/A

792
100

10
250

2901
44.66

60
0.7

N/A
N/A

7
3.2

33000

N/A
N/A

7.00

61.5

Nuclear
LWR
Mature

600
O/T

32
7000

40
30

6
550

2000
1990

10
0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

250
380

N/A
N/A
WA

300

250

150
1330

90
50
20

100
1590
526
60
20

100
10

200
3664
52.94

50
0.8

N/A
N/A

3.15
33000

44
6

100
250
550

N/A
N/A

4.94
4.94

65.8

Nuclear
LWR
Mature

600
Recycle

32
7000

40
30
6

550
2000
1990

10
0

N/A
WA
N/A
N/A

250
380

N/A
N/A
N/A

300

250

150
1330

90
50
20

100
1590
526
60
20

100
10

200
3664
52.94

50
0.8

N/A
N/A

3.15
33000

44
6

100
250

700
126

5.89
5.89

66.8

Fossil
Steam
Mature

600

35
7000

30
30
5

440
2000
1990

10
1

26
45

1.73

800

215
17

1720
24.86

20
2.5

17.80
N/A
N/A
WA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
WA
N/A
N/A
WA

21.49

51.7
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72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107 d
108
109 d
110 d
111 d
112 d
113 d
114 d
115 d
116 d
117 d
118 d
119 d
120 c
121 c
122 c
123 c
124
125 c
126 c
127 c
128 c
129 c
130 c
131 c
132 c
133 c
134

Table 2: Interim calculation (cost in US$)

Rant net heat rate
Annual fuel feed
Construction cost
Factor IDC
Real interest factor
Fixed charge rate
Fief, date to commissioning date
Real esc. factor, fuel
Esc. factor to start of op., fuel
Electricity generation costs at start of op.
P.V. of refurbishment costs
P.V. of Decommissioning cost
Investment cost (annual)

O&Mcost
Fuel cost
Total (from annual cost)
Present value factor, O&M
Present value factor, fuel
Present value factor, electricity
Present value, electricity
Present value, O&M & by-product selling
Present value, fuel
P.V. of lifetime cost
Level, el. cost calc. from present values:

investment
O&M
fuel
total

WU/kWh
t

US$/kWe

years

US$/kWe
US$/kWe
US$/kWe
rrills/kWh
rrills/kWh
mills/kWh
rrills/kWh

hours
US$/kWe
USS/kWe
US$/kWe

rrills/kWh
rrills/kWh
rrills/kWh
rrills/kWh

Nuclear fuel cost calculation:
Default data:
Tails content (U5) % I 0.286
Lead/leg time:

Uranium purchase years I -3.5
Conversion years I -3
Enrichment years I -2
Fuel fabrication years I -1
Storage, condit. & disposal years I 30
Reprocessing years I N/A
Credits of Pu & U years I N/A

Conversion loss % I 0.5
Enrichment loss % I 1
Fabrication loss % I 0.5
Spent fuel / Fresh fuel ratio I 0.98

Feed-product ratio I 6.8564706
SWU-product ratio I 3.8960133
Annual natural U feed kg I 175824.89
Annual spent fuel discharged kgHM I 24634.986
Fuel costs at start of op. (excl. first core):

Uranium M$/a I 0.00
Conversion M$/a I 0.00
Enrichment M$/a I 0.00
Fuel fabrication M$/a I 0.00
Storage, condit. & disposal M$/a I 0.00
Reprocessing M$/a I 0.00
Credits of Pu & U M$/a I 0.00

Total fuel costs M$/a I 0.00
Levelized fuel cost nills/kWh I 0.00

Notes: i - input data c - calculated data d--default data

10.91
25.137741

2000
0.396

1.1
0.106

10
1
1

0.0
8.9

2901
46.84
9.83
7.00

63.67
9.89
9.89
9.89

64957.796
639
455

3994

44.66
9.83
7.00

61.49

11.25
16.57197

2650
0.331

1.1
0.106

10
1
1

24.8
11.9

3664
55.52
7.94
4.94

68.40
9.89
9.89
9.89

69209.219
550
342

4555

52.94
7.94
4.94

65.82

0.286

-3.5
-3
-2
-1
30

N/A
N/A

0.5
1

0.5
0.98

6.7388235
3.8026981
113923.08
16240.53

7.00
0.91
7.74
4.58
0.51
0.00
0.00

20.74
4.94

11.25
16.57197

2650
0.331

1.1
0.106

10
1
1

24.8
11.9

3664
55.52
7.94
5.89

69.36
9.89
9.89
9.89

69209.219
550
408

4621

52.94
7.94
5.89

66.77

0.286

-3.5
-3
-2
-1

8
10

0.5
1

0.5
0.98

6.7388235
3.8026981
113923.08
16240.53

7.00
0.91
7.74
4.58
0.00
5.30
0.79

24.74
5.89

10.29
1661538.5

1333
0.269

1.1
0.106

10
1.01

1.1046221

0.0
0.0

1720
26.07

5.36
19.66
51.09
9.89

10.81
9.89

69209.219
371

1488
3579

24.86
5.36

21.49
51.71

20-Dec-99 File:LEGECOST.wk1
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Control Technologies
The description of the algorithms used in the Control Device Sub-module
(CDSM) of ELECSAM for estimating the characteristics of the abatement
technologies for SO., particulate and NOx follows.

Wet Flue Gas Desulphurization

Heat Rate

Heat Rate at Maximum Operating Capacity (HR), kcal/kWh

HR M VMOL 7 + HRAI v {MCU -MOLV)

MCV

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

PORhr =EFS0 .
2

100 LHV

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Hourly Reagent Usage (RUJ, Tonne/hr

100 64 ^ 100 J uiV
100

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

SWCThr =EFS0 . 5 C f . ^ / l 0 0 , ^ + m \ ^ ^ ; - l B 7 1 0 + RU
hr s°2 100^64 100 64 J \ ^ }}

Power Consumption of Control Technology Through Reheat

Flue Gas Flow Rate at 149 °C, (FGFR149), mVhr
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FA
C0.262+ 0.243- ) PSHR- 0.02832-60

122FGFR149 =
149

0.2518Steam Consumption @300 °C, 29 bar (SC), kg/hr

SC=
FGFR149 • 273 • 8.6 • (SET - OT)

(273+149)- 22.4 • 725.4 • 0.53

Available Energy Lost through Steam Consumption (AEL), kW

725.4 -SC- 0.267
AEL=-

HR- 0.577

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Energy Consumption by Reagent Feed System (EC^), kW

_ 230 • RUhr

ECRFS~ 8.527

Energy Consumption by SO2 Removal System (ECSRS), kW

_3Q90PORhr
ECsRS~ 4.726

Energy Consumption by Flue Gas System (ECFGS), kW

_1550-FGFJ?149

ECFGS~ 1649923

Energy Consumption by Solids Handling System (ECSHS), kW

_ 70 -SWCThr
ECSHS~~

16.42

Energy Consumption by General Support Equipment (ECGSE), kW

3 0 P 5

Total FGD Electric Power Consumption (TECFGD), kW

TECFGD = ECRFS + ECSRS + ECFCS + ECSHS + ECGSE
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Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

Penalty =TEC™+^
1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PC c= PS-Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

»j, /-> T u n r PS ~ Penalty
MOLr = MOLr, -

c u p s

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

c=Mcv
c u ps

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum Operating Capacity with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh

PS
M,C M,U p S _ p m a l t y

Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh

PS>u PS-Penalty

Capital Costs of Control Technology

Design Adjustment Factor for Total Capital Requirements (DAFTCR), fraction

DAFTCR = AFTCRcujditives • AFTCRchimney • AFTCRHVabsgrbers • AFTCRreheat • AFTCR#absorhers

Depreciable Capital Costs (TCR) for Control Device, million $

- 0.026 \ —
TCR = 7.159.10-6-P5-^^+28.25\ .2518

0.2518 ' j 1Q6 1+

100 J ^ 100
TCR
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Specific Depreciable Capital Costs (TCR J for Control Device, $/kW

TCRspeciftc=

Overnight Costs (OC) for Control Device, million $

OC=TCR- 0.93

Specific Overnight Costs (OCspedflc) for Control Device, $/kW

specific ~ x ^lxspecific

Plant Depreciable Domestic Capital Costs with Control (CCDC), $/kWnet

PS
CCDC = {CCDU +TCRspecific-Share)-

PS - Penalty

Plant Depreciable Foreign Capital Costs with Control (CCPC), $/kWnet

CCF c =(CCF v +TCR • (l - Share))
PS-Penalty

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

\s V.' I") JJ

Share

Fixed Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Costs

Design Adjustment Factor for Fixed O&M Costs (DAFF0M), fraction

DAFF0M = AFFOMadditives • AFF0Mchimney • AFFOMHVabsorbers • AFF0Mreheat • AFFOM#absorbers

Operating Labour Costs (OLC), $/kW-month

PSY6 LC
\ 197

f PSY LC
OLC=\ — \ -19.7 — DAF

^ 3 0 0 j 12 PS 1000
12 PS -1000 F0M
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Maintenance Labour and Material Costs (MLMC), $/kW-month

. . . . . _ rCi?-O.93-0.046-106 _ . „
MLMC = DAFF0M

12-PS-1000

Administrative and Support Labour Costs (ASLC), $/kW-month

ASLC = (OLC+0.41- MLMC) -0.3

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Costs (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC=OLC +MLMC+ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Costs with Control (PFOMC), $/kWnet-month

DC
PFOMC=(PFOMV f FOMC)

PS-Penalty

Variable Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Design Adjustment Factor for Variable O&M Costs (DAFVOM), fraction

r\ A T? — AT? . AJ7 , ATP . AF • AF
LJnl VOM ~ n l VOM,additive!- n l VOM,chimney n l VOM,HVabsorbers /1"1 VOM,reheat "-1 VOM,#absorbers

Costs of Reagent ( C ^ J , $/MWh

_ RUhrCOR
^reagent ~ _ „ LJ-nrV0M

Waste Disposal Costs (WDC), $/MWh

Variable Operating ;ind Maintenance Costs (VOMC), $/MWh

VOMC = Creagent+WDC

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWhna

PS
PVOMC =(PVOMV -WOMC)

PS-Penalty
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Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

RUb: 100/64 = 100 kg CaCO3 / 64 kg SO2

SWCT^: 100/64 = 100 kg CaCO3 / 64 kg S02; 172/64 = 172 kg CaSO4 * 2
H2O/64 kg SO2; 1.27 = inert accumulation factor

FGFRj49: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients
0.02832 mVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

SC: 8.6, 725.4, 0.53 calculation coefficients
22.4 liter/gmole, conversion factor

AEL: 0. 267, 0.577 calculation coefficients

EC^: 230 kW reference consumption; 8.527 tonnes/hr reference reagent
usage

ECSES: 3090 kW reference consumption; 4.726 tonnes/hr reference SO2

removal

ECFGS: 1550 kW reference consumption; 1649923 mVhr reference flow rate

ECSHS: 70 kW reference consumption; 16.42 tonnes/hr reference waste
generation @85 % solids, including inert

ECGSE: 30 kW reference consumption; 300 MW reference plant size

TCR: 7.159E-6, 28.25, 28.05, 0.026 regression coefficients
0.2518 kcal/Btu to adjust the regression curve to different units

OC: 0.93 reference share of overnight cost

OLC: 300 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
19.7 reference number of workers; 12 months per year;
1000 kW/MW

MLMC: 0. 93 reference share of overnight cost
0.046 reference FGD maintenance labour and material fraction

ASLC: 0.3 reference ASLC share; 0.41 reference FGD maintenance labour
and material fraction
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Dry Flue Gas Desulphurization

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

RE PS-HR-4AS7-10'6
o SCF

100 LHV

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Hourly Reagent Usage (RUte), Tonne/hr

90 64 ^ 100

100

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

SWCTh=EFS0
100 V 64 64 100 64) LHy L WC)

'{ IOOJ

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Flue Gas Flow Rate £tt 149 °C, (FGFRM9), mVhr

EA
fO.262 + 0.243 )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60

FGFRm
0.2518

Energy Consumption by Reagent Feed System (EC^), kW

_ 240- RUhr
ECRFS ^ ~

Energy Consumptior by SO Removal System (EC ), kW
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_ 1370 PORhr
ECsRS~ 4.726

Energy Consumption by Flue Gas System (ECFGS), kW

_810-FGFJ?149
ECFGS~ 1649923

Energy Consumption by Solids Handling System (ECSHS), kW

_ 160-SWCThr
ECsHS~ 17.24

Energy Consumption by General Support Equipment (ECGSE), kW

20 • PS

Total FGD Electric Power Consumption (TECFGD), kW

TEC FGD = ECRFS + ECSRS + ECFGS + ECSHS + ECGSE

Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

Penalty= TECFGD

1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PCC = PS - Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

**™ *4^T PS-Penalty
MOLr=MOLn x -

c u p s

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

MCc=MCuX PS-Penaltyc u ps

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh
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H R M,C
PS

PS-Penalty

Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HR^), kcal/kWh

PS

PS-Penalty

Capital Cost of Control Technology

Design Adjustment Factor for Total Capital Requirements (DAFTCR), fraction

n A v — AF • AF • AF • AF • AF

u/\rTCR — ru. TCR.additves / 1 / TCR,chimney "•* TCR.irfabsorbers /iI TCR.reheat "~l TCR,#absorbers

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

TCR=

0.2518

100 0.2518

106

CAF\

100 \ 100
DAFTCR if PS<750

-0.026

0.2518 10°
-
100 |

100

Specific Total Capital Requirements (TCR . J , $/kW

TCR
TCR _„., =-^-1000specific

PS

Specific Overnight Cost (OC ), $/kW

-TCR -0 9J4
cific~l '-'^specific u-yI *

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), domestic with Control (CCDC), $/kWne|

CCD,C = (CCD,U + TCRsPecific • Share}
PS

PS-Penalty

if PS > 750
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Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWnet

PS

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

CC
Share =

ccFU

Fixed Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Design Adjustment Factor for Fixed O&M Cost (DAFF0M), fraction

— AF • AF • AF • AF • AF
FOM — / i r poM, additives ™-r FOM, chimney / l f FOM,HVabsorbers / i l FOM,reheat •nrFOM,#absorbers

Operating Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

OLC=\-^-\ -15.6 — DAFFOM

12 PS -1000 F0M

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

MTA^ TCR-0.93-0.044-106

MLMC = DAFFnM

12 PS -1000

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

ASLC = (OLC+ 0.39 • MLMC)- 0.3

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC=OLC+MLMC+ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWnM-month

PS
PFOMC ={PFOMV +F0MC}

PS-Penalty
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Variable Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Design Adjustment Factor for Variable O&M Cost (DAFV0M), fraction

DAFVOM - AFVOMaiditives • ̂ FyOM,chimney ' ^^VOM, HVabsorbers ' ^VOM, reheat ' ^^VOM,#absorbers

Cost of Reagent (C^J , $/MWh

_RUhrCOR
^reagent- „ „ 1J/irV0M

Waste Disposal Cos; (WDC), $/MWh

1 1J

Variable Operating and Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh

VOMC = Creagent +WDC

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWhnct

PS
PVOMr = {PVOMa 4- VOMC)

C V ' ' PS-Penalty

Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E- 5 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

RUto: 56/64 = 56 kg CaO / 64 kg SO2

SWCT^: 129/64 == 129 kg CaSO3 * 0.5 H20 / 64 kg SO2

172/64 - 172 kg CaSO4 * 2 H20 / 64 kg SO2

74/64 = 74 kg Ca(OH)2 / 64 kg SO2

FGFRM9: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients
0.02832 mVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors
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ECgj,,,: 240 kW reference consumption; 7.62 tonnes/hr reference reagent
usage

ECSRS: 1370 kW reference consumption; 4.726 tonnes/hr reference SO2

removal

ECFGS: 810 kW reference consumption; 1649923 mVhr reference flow rate

ECSHS: 160 kW reference consumption; 17.24 tonnes/hr reference waste
generation @80 % solids, including inert

ECGSE: 20 kW reference consumption; 300 MW reference plant size

TCR: 8 x 106, 125, 0.026, 2.17 x 10"6 regression coefficients
0.25 18 kcal/Btu to adjust the regression curve to different units

OCspeciEc: 0.914 reference share of overnight cost

OLC: 300 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
15.6 reference number of workers; 12 months per year;
1000 kW/MW

MLMC: 0.914 reference share of overnight cost; 0.044 reference maintenance
labour and material fraction

ASLC: 0.3 reference ASLC share; 0.39 maintenance labour and material
fraction
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Furnace Sorbent Injection
Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

r, RE PS •/#?• 4.187-10"6

PORtr=EFso>SCF
100 LHV

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Hourly Reagent Usage (RUJ, Tonne/hr

RUh=EF<n .SCF--—- —
RE 56 (, ER^\ PS HR-4.187-10

hr s°2 '" 50 64 I 100) r r r T 7 PR

- 6

LHV-
100

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

SWCT. MEFS0SCF.^
hr ^ *°2 100 6 4 J

PS- HR- 4.187-10"6

100 j

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Hue Gas Flow Rate at 149 °C, (FGFR149), mVhr

FA
(0.262+0,243 )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60

^0FGFRU9=
149 0.2518

Energy Consumption by Reagent Feed System (EC ), kW

ECRFS -
290 -RUhr

10.06

Energy Consumption by SO2 Removal System (EC ), kW
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ECSRS -
1080 • PORhr

2625

Energy Consumption by Flue Gas System (ECFGS), kW

280.

1649923

Energy Consumption by Solids Handling System (ECSHS), kW

_210x SWCThr
ECsHS~ 20.695

Energy Consumption by General Support Equipment (ECGSE), kW

WxPS

Total FGD Electric Power Consumption (TECFGD), kW

TEQGD^ECRFS+ECSRS+ECFGS+EQHS+ECGSE

Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

Penalty^ TECFGD

1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PCC = PS -Penalty

Minimum Operating Capacity with Control (MOLC), MW

M™ *,S*T PS-Penalty
M0Lr = MOLT, —

c u p s

Unit Operating Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

PS-Penalty

MCC =MCV
PS

Heat Rate at Minimum Operating Capacity with Control (HR ), kcal/kWh
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PS

'•" PS-Penalty

Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HRAIC), kcal/kWh

PS
HRA, „ — HR,r T, x

PS — Penalty

Capital Cost of Control Technology

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

rPS
-o.ii32n

(6514)1 13.6- (SCF- 2.6) + 17.3
00

PS• 1000 (1+RF_\J_ (1+CAF_\

106 ( looj L3 I, 100 J

Specific Total Capital Requirements (TCRspecific), $/kW

TCR
specific

PS
-1000

Specific Overnight Cost (OCspecific), $/kW

OCspeciflc=TCRspecific -0.891

Plant Capital Cost (.ncluding IDC), domestic with Control (CC ), $/kW {

CCDiC = (cCDiU + TCRspecific • Share}
PS

PS-Penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWnet

CCFiC= (CCF,V +TCRspecific • {1-Share)}
PS

PS-Penalty

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

Share = CCD'U
CC
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Fixed Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Operating Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

LC

300) 12 PS-1000

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

, „ . . . , rO?-0.891-0.042-106

MLMC =
12 PS-1000

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

ASLC = (OLC+ 0.39 • MLMC)- 0.3

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC = OLC + MLMC + ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWnct-month

DC

PFOMC ={PFOMV +F0MC) —
PS-Penalty

Variable Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Cost of Reagent ( C J , $/Mwh

RUhrCOR
C reagent _ _

Waste Disposal Cost (WDC), $/MWh

WDC= hr

PS

Variable Operating and Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh

V0MC=CReagent

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOM.), $/MWh
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PS
PVOMC = (PVOMV + VOMC)

PS-Penalty

Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

RUto: 56/64 = 56 kg CaO / 64 kg SO2

SWCTte: 56/64 = 56 CaO / 64 kg S02; 100/56 = 100 kg CaCO3 / 56 kg CaO
172/64 = 172 kg CaSO4 * 2 H20 / 64 kg SO2

74/56 = 74 kg Ca(OH)2 / 56 kg CaO

FGFRl49: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients
0.02832 inVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

E C ^ : 29O kW reference consumption; 10.06 tonnes/hr reference reagent
usage

ECSRS: 1080 kW reference consumption; 2.625 tonnes/hr reference SO2

removal

ECFGS: 280 kW reference consumption; 1649923 mVhr reference flow rate

ECSHS: 210 kW reference consumption; 20.695 tonnes/hr reference waste
generation @ 80 % solids, including inert

ECRGSE: 10 kW reference consumption; 300 MW reference plant size

TCR: 6514 and -0.11321 reference and scale number related with capital
cost
13.6 fuel sulphur content adjustment factor; 2.6 reference fuel
sulphur content
17.3 reagent use adjustment factor; 1.3 regression coefficient
0.2518 kcal/Btu conversion factor

OCspeciac: 0.891 reference share of overnight cost

OLC: 300 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
10.7 reference number of workers; 12 months per year;
1000 kW/MW
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MLMC: 0.891 reference share of overnight cost; 0.042 reference maintenance
labour and material fraction

ASLC: 0.3 reference ASLC share; 0.39 maintenance labour and material
fraction
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Electrostatic Precipitator

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

RE PS HR- 4.187 -1(T6

PORh=EFPart.ASH-
100 LHV

Waste Disposal

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

RE PS HR- 4.187-lO"6

SWCThr=EFPart-ASH-
100

LHV 1-
WC

100

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Flue Gas How Rate at 149 °C (FGFR149), m7hr

C1 A

(0.262+0.243 )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60
FGFRH9=

149149 0.2518

Flue Gas Flow Rate at Operating Temperature (FGFROT), mVhr

FGFR0T=FGFRug .
149 + 273

Fan Power Consumption (FPC), kW

FPC -1575 IP" 99"6 FGFR°T ft745?

249.05 60-0.02832 0.65
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Total Collection Area (TCA), m2

TCA=

FGFR
-16.667-In 1 -

OT

RE

100

60-0.02832-1000 0.02 + 6.2- SCF

100

FGFR
-16.667-In 1 -

OT

RE

100

60-0.02832-1000 0.21

•0.0929 if SCF < 3.0

0.0929 if SCF > 3.0

Energy Consumption by Transformer - Rectifier (TRPC), kW

TRPC =
TCA-1.94 -10 -3

0.0929
Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

Penalty=
FPC + TRPC

1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PCC = PS -Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

MOLC = MOLV •
PS - Penalty

P~S

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

MCC=MCV-
PS - Penalty

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum with Control (HR ), kcal/kWh

PS

' PS-Penalty
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Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HR^,,), kcal/kWh

HRA1,C = HRAI,U
PS

PS - Penalty

Capital Cost of Control Tech nology

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

TCR=

165
( TCA

I 0.0929)

.0.8431

- 3 8 1 9

106-337
•L47-L02- 1+

RF
100

1 +
CAF\
100 J

Specific Total Capita: Requirements (TCR ), $/kW
'specific-'

7Y"1/?
TCRspeciflc =^-1000

Specific Overnight Cost (OCs . J , $/kW

ciflc = TCRspecifH-0.96

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), domestic with Control (CC ), $/kW

CCDX = (CCA£/ + r c : ^ _ • Share} PS
PS-Penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWn

CCF,C =(CCF,V +TCXspecific (1-Shared-
PS-Penalty

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

Shares-
+ cc
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Fixed Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Operating Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

\ 0 6 LC
OLC=\ — • 1.053-300 ) ' 12- PS-1000

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

( TCA Y'8431

165. _if^_ .381.9

0 . 0 C +
MLMC = 1200 337

12-PS-1000

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

ASLC =0.15- OLC

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC = OLC + MLMC + ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWM-month

PFOMC =(PFOMV + FOMC) —
PS - Penalty

Variable Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Cost of Water (CwaJ, $/MWh

WWRFGFROTCW
PS- 8760 -0.65

Waste Disposal Cost (WDC), $/MWh

WDC=SWCThr-DC
PS

Variable Operating and Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh

VOMC =CWa,er+WDC
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Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWhnei

DC

PVOMC ^PVOMy-VOMC)
PS - Penalty

Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

FGFR149: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients

0.02832 mVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

FPC: 1. 575E- 4 calculation coefficient
99.6/ 249.05 reference pressure drop, in H20
0.65 fan efficiency; 60 sec/min; 0.02832 mVft3

0.7457 calculation coefficient

TCA: -16.667, 0.02, 6.2, 0.21 calculation coefficients
0.0929 mVft2

TRPC: 1.94 E-3 calculation coefficient
0.0929 mVft2

TCR: 165, 381.9, 337, 0.8431 regression coefficients for the calculation of
total direct cost; 0.0929 mVft2 conversion factor
1.47 reference fraction of total capital cost Vs direct cost
1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OCspeciHc: 1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital- cost increase by interest
during construction

OLC: 300 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
1.053 reference number of workers; 12 months per year;
1000 kW/MW

MLMC: 0.04 reference MLMC share account for total collection area
0.01 reference MLMC share account for total direct cost
1.02 the same as in TCR; 0.0929 mVft2

ASLC: 0.15 reference plant ASLC share
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Fabric Filter

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

r-FF -ASH- RE

r — EJF part / i o n
100 LHV

Waste Disposal

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

c w _ __ ._„ RE PS-HR-4.187-lO'6
SWCTh=EFPart-ASH- — -

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Rue Gas How Rate at 149 °C (FGFR.J, ms/hr

FA
(0.262+0.243 )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60

FGFR, AQ=
1 4 9
, AQ= !QQ

1 4 9 0.2518

Flue Gas Flow Rate at Operating Temperature (FGFROT), mVhr

01+273
FGFROT=FGFR149 •

149 + 273

Fan Power Consumption (FPC), kW

FPC = 1575-10.4 1992.4 FGFR0T 0.7457

249.05 60-0.02832 0.65

Total Collection Area (TCA), m2

FGFR0T-104

ACR

Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW
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Penalty =
1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PCC = PS-Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

**™ M™ PS-Penalty
M0Lr =MOLj,

c u p s

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh

HRM,C = HRM,U • — —

PS - Penalty

Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HR^), kcal/kWh

HRAI,C ~ HRAI,U ' ~ — ~ —

PS - Penalty

Capital Cost of Controll Technology

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

.1.02- l + _ • 1 +
100

225000 + - . e . , .
A 0.0929 ) 106-318.4 J I 10

f60184+0.637. FG"R<" Y 3 5 7 -1.65
( 60-0.02832J 106-318.4

Specific Total Capital Requirements ( T C R ^ J , $/kW

TOR
TCR ._ = — ^ 1 0 0 0specific ps
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Specific Overnight Cost (OCspeci J , $/kW

TCI?
_ J ^* specific

specific

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), domestic with Control (CCDC), $/kWnet

PS
CCDX=(CCDM+TCRspecific Share)-

PS-Penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWn

DC

CCF C=(CCF v +TCR • (l - Share))
F,C \ F,U sP,c,f,c V )) pS_penaUy

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

Shares

Fixed Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Operating Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

( PsY'6 LC
OLC+\—\ -L053 —

1^300j 12 -PS-1000

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

MLMC =0.5- OLC

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

ASLC=0A5 • OLC

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC = OLC + MLMC + ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWM-month

PS
PFOMC = (PFOMV + FOMC) •

PS-Penalty
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Variable Operation & Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Cost of Replacement Bags (CBags), $/MWh

_ TCA•CB
Bags ~ BOH PS

Waste Disposal Cost (WDC), $/MWh

PS

Variable Operating and Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh

VOMC=Cwater+WDC

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWhnet

PVOMC =(PVOMn +VOMC) —
PS-Penalty

Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

FGFR149: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients
0.02832 mVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

FPC: 1. 575E-4 calculation coefficients
1992.4 / 249.05 reference pressure drop, in. H20
0.65 fan efficiency; 60 sec/min; 0.02832 mVft3

0.7454 calculation coefficient

TCA: 1.04 effective collection area adjustment factor

TCR: 225000, 5.52 factors for calculating shell cost of FF
357, 318.4 chemical engineering index
3.267 adjustment factor for instruments, installation and auxiliaries
1.815 adjustment factor for cost of bags
60184, 0.637; 1.65 factors for calculating cost of insulation
0.02832 mVft3; 0.0929 mVft2; 0.2518 kcal/Btu conversion factors
1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction
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0Cs Hc: 1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OLC: 300 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
1.053 reference number of workers; 12 months per year;
1000 kW/MW

MLMC: 0.5 reference MLMC share

ASLC: 0.15 reference plant ASLC share
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Hot Side Selective Catalytic Reduction

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

""" 100 LHV

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Hourly Reagent Usage (Ru,J, Tonne/hr

RE [7 PS-HR-4.1S1-10'6

100 46 LHV -1000

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

SWCThr =EFNOx---
RE PS HR- 4187 10-6

100 LHV

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Flue Gas Flow Rate £.t 149 °C (FGFRM9), mfVhr

FA
(0.262+0.243 • ̂ - )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60

1̂ °FGFRHg=
149 0.2518

Rue Gas Flow Rate at Operating Temperature (FGFR0T), mVhr

OT+27 3
FGFR0T=FGFRm-

149+273

Fan Power Consumption (FPC), kW

FPC = L575-10" •
u. 906.7 FGFR0T 1

249.05 60-0.02832 0.7-L341
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NOX Generation (NOG), ppm

.__ , - „ „__. PS-~^--1000-L6992
NOG=EFN Om359' (°T+273) ° " 2 5 1 8

NO

Catalyst Volume (CV), rri

46-273 60- FGFROT
3

FGFRor. LN(1 )

cv= RE NOG + 100- ANS

19838 - 82448 • (OT • L8 + 32J + 0.057 • (OT • 18 + 32J2

Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

FPC
Penalty -

1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PCC -PS-Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

**^T a*™ PS-Penalty
MOLr = MOLj,

c u PS

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

-PenaltyPS

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh

PS
M,C ~ " J V M,U n c n 1M

PS - Penalty

Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HR^), kcal/kWh
PS

PS - Penalty
HRAI,C ~ HR AI,U
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Capital Cost of Control Technology

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

TCR=

>0.6

1.1119.1^1^1 +4.1275-1- " — I +| ^ - | -7.0747
0.427) V ̂ 28.36-8760 ) y 4557424

v

L3708 1.02 +

CVCC (1+CAF)

io0-6 I +Too~J
Specific Total Capital Requirements (TCR . J , $/kW

TCRspecinc = — - 1 0 0 0
specific „ ^,

Overnight Cost (OC), million $

CV • CC
TO?-——

1.02

Specific Overnight Cost (OCspecific), $/kWK

OC i W d f e = —: 1000
specific pS_penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), domestic with Control (CCDC), $/kWm

/ \ PS
CCDtC={CCDV+TCRspecific -Share}

PS-Penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWnei

CCF:C=(CCFU +TCRspecific -(I-Share))-.
PS

PS-Penalty

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

cc
Share = — 4-
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Fixed Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Operation Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

\,500j 12 PS -1000

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

%AT*,r< ( PST6 LCAA O.Ol-OC-106

MLMC=\ +

{50QJ 12 PS -1000 12 PS -1000

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

' LC-1.4ASLC = 03- OLC +
12- PS-1000

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC = OLC + MLMC + ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWnet-month

PS
PFOMC4PFOMV +FOMC)

PS - Penalty

Variable Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Cost of Reagent (Creagent), $/MWh

_RUhrCOR
regent p^

Cost of Catalyst ( C ^ J , $/MWh

„ _cvcc
\s catalyst —

CLPS

Waste Disposal Cost (WDC), $/MWh

CL-PS

Variable Operating and Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh
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VOMC = C regent + C catalyst + WDC

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWh

DC

PVOMC^(PVOMV +VOMC)
PS - Penalty

Factor Definition

POR^: 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor

RU^: 17/46 = 17 kg NH3 / 46 kg NO2

FGFR149: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients

0.02832 rnrVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

FPC: 1.575E-4 calculation coefficient
906.7 / 249.05 reference pressure drop, in. H20
0.7 fan efficiency; 60 sec/min; 0.02832 mVft3

1.341 calculation coefficient

NOG: 0.08, 359 / 46, 1.6992 calculation coefficients
0.2518 kcal/Btu conversion factor

CV: 19838, 82.448, 1.8, 32, 0.057 coefficients for the calculation

TCR: 1.1119, 0.927 coefficients for cost calculation of ammonia handle
system
0.6 engineering scale factor
4.1275, L.25, 2000, 828.36 coefficients for cost calculation of SRS
reactor system
4557424 reference FGFR at operating temperature
7.0747 adjustment factor for calculating cost of dust work, structure,
air heater differential, etc.
1.3708 reference fraction of total capital cost Vs direct cost
1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OCspecfflc: 1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OLC: 500 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
0.7 reference number of workers; 12 months per year; 1 000 kW/MW

MLMC: 1.4 reference number of workers; 12 months per year; 1000 kW/MW
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0.01 reference MLMC share account for overnight cost

ASLC: 0.3 reference plant ASLC share
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Cold Side Selective Catalytic Reduction

Pollutant Removed

Hourly Pollutant Removed (PORJ, Tonne/hr

PORhr=EFNO .IL
hr N°x 100 LHV

Reagent Use and Waste Disposal

Hourly Reagent Usage (RuJ, Tonne/hr

Drr __ RE 17 PS-HR-AISI-I
hr N°x 100 46 LffV-1000

Hourly Solid Waste Generated by Control Technology (SWCTJ, Tonne/hr

SWCT -EF RE

hr ~ N0 100 LHV

Power Consumption of Control Technology and Plant Heat Rate

Rue Gas How Rate at 149 °C (FGFR149), mVhr

(0.262+0 243 — )PSHR- 0.02832 • 60
1SQFGFR1A9=

149 0.2518

Flue Gas Flow Rate at Operating Temperature (FGFROT), mVhr

FGFROT =FGFR49
 OT+273

OT 149 149+273

Fan P o w e r Consumpt ion (FPC), k W

249.05 60-0.02832 0.7-1.341
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NOX Generation (NOG), ppm

on

NOG=EFNO .Q.08.359-(OT + 213) ^2518
NOx 46-273 60 FGFROT

3
Catalyst Volume (CV), m

F G F R o r L N d )
cv= RE • NOG +100 -ANS 2 273

19838-82.448 • (OT • 1.8 + 32) + 0.057 • (OT • 1.8 + 32)2 273+ OT

Total Penalty on the Plant (Penalty), MW

FPC
Penalty =

1000

Plant Capacity with Control (PCC), MW

PC c= PS-Penalty

Plant Minimum Operating Level with Control (MOLC), MW

a *^ r i*™ PS- Penalty
MOLr = MOLj, -

c u p s

Plant Maximum Capacity with Control (MCC), MW

» ^ ™^ PS-Penalty
MCr = MC,, -

c u p s

Plant Heat Rate at Minimum with Control (HRMC), kcal/kWh

PS
M,C - 1±1X M,U n c n ,^

PS — Penalty

Plant Average Incremental Heat Rate with Control (HR^), kcal/kWh
PS

AI'U' PS-Penalty
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Capital Cost of Control Technology

Total Capital Requirements (TCR), million $

TCR =

(
1.91 . 9 4 0 7 . ^

^ 0.895)
\0.6

FGFROT

4839491.52

+7.7925-

•33.3061

CV-1.25 -2000^1
0.6

266.35 • 8760
•1.37 •1.02 + cvcc

106
1+

CAF\

100 J

Specific Total Capital Requirements (TCRspedJ, $/kW

TCR
TCR specific

PS
•1000

Overnight Cost (OC)., million $

CVCC
TCR-

OC =
1.02

Specific Overnight Cost (OC pedJ, $/kWm

OC
PS-Penalty

•1000

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), domestic with Control (CCDC), $/kWm

/ \ PS
sp PS-Penalty

Plant Capital Cost (including IDC), foreign with Control (CCFC), $/kWnet

E/ +TCRspecifw \\-Share))
PS

PS-Penalty

Share of Domestic/Foreign Capital Costs (Share), fraction

CCT
Share =

'£>,£/
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Fixed Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Operation Labour Cost (OLC), $/kW-month

V5OOJ 12-PS-1000

Maintenance Labour and Material Cost (MLMC), $/kW-month

LC-IA O.Ol-OC-106

1
XITIM^ ( PST LCIA
MLMC = 1500 ) 12-PS-1000 12 • PS • 1000

Administrative and Support Labour Cost (ASLC), $/kW-month

LC-1.4
ASLC = 0.3- OLC +

500; 12- PS-1000

Fixed Operating and Maintenance Cost (FOMC), $/kW-month

FOMC = OLC + MLMC + ASLC

Plant Fixed O&M Cost with Control (PFOMC), $/kWnet-month

PFOMC ={PFOMV +FOMC) —
PS-Penalty

Variable Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Cost

Cost of Reagent (Creagem), $/MWh

RUhr-COR
^ regent p^

Cost of Catalyst ( C ^ ) , $/MWh

„ _ cvcc
C catalyst —

CLPS

Waste Disposal Cost (WDC), $/MWh

CV • DC

WDC= C

CL-PS
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Variable Operating end Maintenance Cost (VOMC), $/MWh

VOMC=Cregent + Ccctatyst + WDC

Plant Variable O&M Cost with Control (PVOMC), $/MWhnet

DC

PVOMC = (P VOMj, + VOMC)
V U ' PS-Penalty

Factor Definition

POR. : 4.187E-6 GJ/kcal, conversion factor
hr'

17/46 = 17 kg NH3 / 46 kg NO2

FGFR149: 0.262, 0.243 calculation coefficients
0.02832 mVft3; 0.2518 kcal/Btu, conversion factors

FPC: 1.575E- 4 calculation coefficient
512.4/249.05 reference pressure drop, in H20
0.7 fan efficiency; 60 sec/min; 0.02832 mVft3

1. 341 calculation coefficient

NOG: 0.08, 359/46, 1.6992 calculation coefficients
0.2518k cal/Btu conversion factor

CV: 19838,152.448, 1.8, 32, 0.057 coefficients for the calculation

TCR: 1.9407, 6057.54 coefficients for cost calculation of ammonia handle
system; 0.6 engineering scale factor
7.7925, 1.25, 2000, 9405 coefficients for cost calculation of SRS
reactor system
2848100 reference FGFR at operating temperature
33.3061 adjustment factor for calculating cost of dust work,
structure, air heater differential, etc.
1.37 reference fraction of total capital cost Vs direct cost
1.02 reference adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OCspeciflc: 1.02 reierence adjustment factor for capital cost increase by interest
during construction

OLC: 500 MW reference plant size; 0.6 engineering scaling factor;
0.7 reference number of workers; 12 months per year; 1000 kW/MW
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MLMC: 1. 4 reference number of workers; 12 months per year; 1000 kW/MW
0.01 reference MLMC share account for overnight cost

ASLC: 0.3 reference ASLC share
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACR = air to cloth ratio, mVm2 hr
AEL = available energy lost through steam consumption, kW
Â addiuves = adjustment factor for incorporate additives into process design (FGD),
fraction
AFchimney = adjustment factor for absorber in the base of a new chimney (FGD),
fraction
AFHVabsorber= adjustment factor for High-Velocity absorbers (FGD), fraction
AFrelieat = adjustment factor for reheat (FGD), fraction
AF#absorbers = adjustment factor for number of absorbers (FGD), fraction
ANS = allowable NH3 slip, ppm
AR,., = ash reduction, %
ASH = ash content of fuel, %
ASIR0M

kl = ash content on the output side, %
ASH '"kl = ash content on the input side, %
ASLC = administrative and support labour cost, $/kW-month
BOH = life time of bags, hr
C% jjpg = reagent feed system cost as % of TCR
CAF = cost adjustment factor, fraction
CB = cost of bags, rn2

Cbags= cost of replacement bags $/MWh
CC = cost of catalyst, $/m3

Ccatalyst= cost of catalyst usage, $/MWh
CCDC = depreciable domestic capital costs with control, $/kWM

CCDU = depreciable domestic capital costs without control, $/kW
CCFC = depreciable foreign capital costs with control, $/kWnet

CCFU = depreciable foreign capital costs without control, $/kW
CE = controlled emission, tonne / year
CEIbaseyear= chemical engineering index for the base year of the study
CEFF = cost effectiveness of a given control device, $/tonne pollutant removed
CHC = change in heat content, %
CL = catalyst life time, hrs
COR = cost of reagent, $/tonne
Creagem = cost of reagent, $/MWh

^ capital requirements for flue gas system, million $
= capital requirements for reagent feed system, million $

CRSHS = capital requirements for solids handling system, million $
CRSRS = capital requirements for SO2 removal system, million $
CV = catalyst volume, m3

CW = cost of water, $ / m3

Cwater = cost of wash water, $/tonne
D = distance the material is transported, km
DAF = design adjustment factor, fraction
DC = disposal costs., $/tonne
EA = excess air, %
ECFGS= energy consumption by flue gas system, kW
ECGSE = energy consumption by general support equipment, kW
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EC,̂ ,. = energy consumption by reagent feed system, kW
ECSHS = energy consumption by solids handling system, kW
ECSRS = energy consumption by SO2 removal system, kW
EF = emission factor, kg / tonne coal
EFpm = emission factor for particulate, kg/tonne (solid), kg/1000 1 (liquid),
kg/Nm3 (gaseous)
•EF^m^ emission factor for a given pollutant, kg/tonne-km
ER = excess reagent for pollutant removal, %
FC = fuel consumption, GJ/yr
FGFR149 = flue gas flow rate at 149 °C, mVhr
FGFR0T = flue gas flow rate at operating temperature, mVhr
FOM r = annual fixed O&M cost, constant $
FOMC = fixed O&M costs of control device, $/kW-month
FPC = fan power consumption, MW

= average incremental heat rate with control, kcal/kWh
J = average incremental heat rate without control, kcal/kWh

HRMC = heat rate at minimum operating capacity with control, kcal/kWh
HRMU = heat rate at minimum operating capacity without control, kcal/kWh
LC = labour cost, $/year
LHV = lower heat value of fuel, GJ/tonne
LHVom = lower heat value on the output side, GJ/tonne (solid), GJ/10001 (liquid),
GJ/Nm3 (gaseous)
LHV.n= lower heat value on the input side, GJ/tonne (solid), GJ/1000 1 (liquid),
GJ/ Nm3 (gaseous)
LU = land use for construction of a process, km2

LUF = land use factor for construction of a process, mVMWe (or equivalent unit
for PRENSAM processes)
MCC = maximum operating capacity with control, MWe
MLMC = maintenance labour and material costs of control device, $/kW-month
MOLC = minimum operating capacity with control, MW
MOLy = minimum operating capacity without control, MW
NHC = NH3 consumption, tonne/hr
NOG = NOx generation, ppm
r\ = efficiency of the process (energy recovery) as defused in PRENSAM,
fraction
OCDom = non-depreciable domestic capital costs of control device, constant $
OCFor = non-depreciable foreign capital costs of control device, constant $
OCspecmc= specific non-depreciable capital costs of control device, $/kWnet

OLC = operating labour cost of control device $/kW-month
OT = operating temperature (of absorber), °C
PD = pressure drop, Pa
Penalty = total penalty on plant, MW
PFOMC = fixed O&M costs with control, $/kWnet-month
PFOMU = fixed O&M costs without control, $/kW-month
POR^ = hourly pollutant removed, tonne/hr
POR = annual pollutant removed, tonne/yr
PR = purity of reagent, %
PS = plant size, MW
Qin = energy input, GJ/yr
Qom= energy output, GJ/yr
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RE = pollutant removal efficiency, %
RF = retrofit factor, %
RU te = hourly reagent usage, tonne/hr
RUyr = annual reagent usage, tonne/yr
PVOMC = variable O&M costs with control, $/Mwhnet

PVOM ,̂ = varial, MW
SC = steam consumption @ 300 °C, 418 psig, kg /hr
SFpart= scale for the particulate emission factor (ASH)
SCF = sulphur content in fuel, %
SCF.n = sulphur content of fuel on the input side, %
SCFout = sulphur content of fuel on the output side, %
SET = stack exit temperature, °C
Share = share of domestic (foreign) capital cost, fraction
SHp, = specific heat of flue gases, cal/gmol/K
SR = sulphur reduction, %
SWCT^ = hourly solid waste generated by control technology, tonne/hr
SWCT^ = annual solid waste generated by control technology, tonne/yr
SWPE^ = solid waste generated during resource preparation, tonne/yr
SWPP^ = hourly solid waste generated by power plant, tonne/hr
SWPP^ = annual solid waste generated by power plant, tonne/yr
SWREyr = solid waste generated during resource extraction, tonne/yr
TCA = total collection area, m2

TCR = depreciable capital costs of control device, million $
TCRDom

km = depreciable domestic capital costs of control device, $
TCCFor

km = depreciable foreign capital costs of control device, $
TCRspeclfic = specific depreciable capital costs of control device, $/kWnet

TECFGD = total energy consumption by FGD, kW
TIEC = total incremental environmental cost over planning period (n years), $
TPR = total pollutant removed over planning period (n years), tonne
TRPC = energy consumption by transformer - rectifier, MW
UE = uncontrolled einission, tonne/ yr.
VOM^ = annual variable O&M cost, constant $
VOMC = variable O&M cost, $/MWh
WC = water content in waste product, %weight
WDC = waste disposal cost, $/Mwh
WGF = waste generation factor, kg/tonne (solid), kg/ 1 000 1 (liquid), kg/Nm3

(gaseous)
WWR = wash water required, m3 water/ m3 gas
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Additional Description of Design Modification for
WFGD and DFGD

The base case for the comparison of FGD costs in CDSM was selected as three
absorbers each @ 50% capacity absorbers, use of reheat, no additives, no high-
velocity absorbers and absorbers outside the chimney, three years for
construction and 30 years as economic lifetime, to treat flue gas from a 300 MW
unit. In Chapter 9, Heading Air Pollution Control Devices, the use of the design
factors that allows for consideration of different process designs is described.
Some additional information on the influence of the design factors follows.

Elimination of Flue Gas Reheat

The benefits of flue gas reheat touted in the 1970's were challenged in the 1980's.
A review of the benefits and risks of reheat shows the primary benefit of reheat
to be limited to a slightly increased dispersion of pollutants and reduced
frequency of a visible plume. The major risks appear to be related to use of
bypass reheat ahead of an acid brick liner as well as the creation of a more
corrosive downstream environment with intermediate levels of reheat. The
capital and operating costs of reheat are substantial and are especially
unattractive in comparison with the benefits.

The capital cost of base case with 25 °F of reheat is reduced slightly (2%) by
avoiding reheat, but the O&M cost are significantly reduced so that the overall
levelized cost is reduced by 6%.

Fewer and Larger Absorber Modules

The most significant way to reduce the cost of FGD is to reduce the number of
absorber modules by eliminating spare modules and by using fewer and larger
capacity modules.

With prudent design, operation and maintenance, a FGD system can achieve high
availability without a spare module. Current engineering practice proves good
performance of FGD systems without spare absorbers in the U.S., Japan, and
Europe. A FGD system with fewer modules will require less plan area on site,
and can reduce ductwork costs.

With fewer modules and the elimination of a spare module, maintaining high
levels of reliability and availability requires good process chemistry control and
effective maintenance.

The capital costs with fewer modules or eliminating the spare module are
reduced by economy of scale, elimination of equipment, and reduction of land
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use. The operating and maintenance costs will also be reduced by reducing draft
loss through the system, and the maintenance labour and materials.

Fewer absorber modules and eliminating the spare module can yield capital cost
savings ranging from 18% to 27%, fixed O&M cost savings ranging from 18% to
26%, and variable O&M cost savings ranging from 14% to 24%.

Absorber in the Base of a New Chimney

Space is the greatest limitation at many units that could be required to retrofit an
FGD system. To design the absorber module into the base of a new chimney
will save footprint area, space, and costs.

This arrangement could allow both the absorber and the chimney to be built in
the space needed 1*or either one independently. The design would have the
simplest possible ductwork, with only a straight length of inlet duct and an inlet
isolation damper.

Integrating the absorber into the base of the chimney is not without precedent.
There are several units with these kind of absorbers operating in the world.

This design would only have one absorber. The cost savings for this design are
ranging from 0.4% to 0.6%, however, the space saving is over 50%. The total
cost saving would reach 28% for capital, 27% for fixed O&M and 16% for
variable O&M, wh3n the single absorber module and no spare absorber effects
are accounted for. Reheat has not been included in this case, otherwise the
capital cost is essentially the same for the separate single absorber and the
integrated absorber,

Incorporation of Additives into the FGD System

Several additives have demonstrated performance improvements when added to
the bulk slurry of wet lime and limestone FGD systems. Buffering agents, such
as organic acids, have been added to FGD systems to enhance the liquid-phase
mass transfer, thus improving SO2 removal. Other alkali additives, magnesium
in particular, have been used to enhance dissolved alkalinity, which also
improves SO2 removal. Other additives have been used to control scaling and
improving the operation of lime and limestone systems. Incorporating additives
into the initial design of a FGD system could reduce the capital and operating
costs of a new FGD system.

Dibasic acid and aclipic acid are the two predominate buffering agents in the U.S.
market. These buffering agents can lower the slurry liquid-to-gas ratio. They
have shown 10 to 15% improvements in SO2 removal. The experience shows a
6% saving in capital cost and a 7% in levelized cost for using buffer additives.

Alkali additives, such as magnesium, have the effect of increasing the dissolved
alkalinity of the bulk dilution. Therefore they have increased the liquid phase
mass transfer of SO2 and enhanced SO2 removal. The magnitude of the
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enhancement can be comparable to that produced by the addition of buffering
agents. The cost of magnesium-enhanced system is not available now.

Scale inhibitors tested in the U.S. include thiosulfate or sulphur in situthiosulfate
formation. Many installations of these additives have been successful in
reducing or eliminating scaling by inhibiting the oxidation of CaSO3 to CaSO4.
The additional benefits of installing these additives are the improved reagent use
and sulfite solids dewatering. The primary benefits of these additives are the
reduction in the O&M costs of existing systems and the improvement of FGD
system availability. The cost of scale inhibitors is not available now.

High Velocity Absorbers

Designing the SO2 absorber for higher superficial gas velocity will result in
smaller diameter towers, thus reducing their capital cost. The gas velocity
through a conventional absorber tower is limited by the velocity through the
horizontal mist eliminator. Vertical mist eliminators are used in the high velocity
absorbers (co-current only) to allow the absorbers to operate at a higher gas
velocity.

A concurrent high velocity absorber typically has a flue gas inlet 80 to 100 feet
above grade at the top of the tower. The gas flows downward toward the recycle
tank in the base of the absorber. The tower has a presaturation zone followed by
a mass transfer zone, usually with grid or packing. The spray is injected
concurrently in both zones. At the bottom of the tower, the scrubbed gas makes
a 180° turn to exit the absorber and pass into a vertical mist eliminator.

The capital cost of the concurrent FGD system is 15% less than the base case
FGD system. The capital cost savings are due to the smaller diameter absorbers.
The first year operating costs are comparable to those of the base case. The
concurrent scrubber has a greater auxiliary power consumption, but this
operating cost is balanced by the lower O&M cost associated with a less capital
intensive process. The pressure drop penalty for this case was 2 inches of water.
The liquid-to-gas ratio is 20% greater than the base case.
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A P P E N D I X 14

Installing Paradox Runtime

In order to run the DECADES Tools software you need to have the Paradox
database management system installed on your computer. Therefore, a runtime
(reduced) version of Paradox is provided on the DECADES Tools distribution
CD-ROM. The runtime version allows you to use the software at its full
capacities. Howeve::, if you plan to access directly the information in Paradox
tables, prepare customised reports and/or forms or to develop ad-hoc queries you
may consider purchasing the full version of Paradox.

Note The DECADES Tools 1.0 software was compiled with the version 5.0 of
Paradox and it will not run with other versions without re-compilation.
Therefore, before purchasing Paradox, please check with the IAEA if
support is provided for the version you want to purchase.

01 To install Runtime 5.0
1. Start Windows.
2. Insert the DECADES Tools CD-ROM in the CD-ROM drive.
3. Click the Start button on the Taskbar and choose Run from the menu.
4. In the Command Line text box, type x:\Paradxo\Runtime\install (where x

is the letter corresponding to your CD-ROM drive).
Alternatively you may use the Windows Explorer to locate and double
click the install.exe file.

5. Choose OK. Paradox for Windows Runtime Installation dialog box
opens.

6. Enter user name and company. By default, INSTALL uses the name and
company yau previously entered for Runtime.

7. Choose Continue.
8. Enter the drive and directory where you want to install Runtime

(PFWRUN5 by default). The Custom Application option is dimmed
unless you add custom application files to the disk set. (See
PFWDEV.HLP for details.)

9. Choose Continue.
10. Enter the drive and directory where the following ID API files should be

installed:
• IDA PI program files (for example, the ID API Configuration

Utility)
• IDA PI configuration file (IDAPI.CFG by default)

If you're already using ID API for other applications, specify where those
ID API file:} are installed so that INSTALL can update them if needed.

11. Choose Co dtinue.
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12. Choose Install. INSTALL copies the Runtime files to your hard drive.
When INSTALL displays a New Disk dialog box, insert the appropriate
disk in drive A (or B).

13. Choose OK.
14. Choose Continue to create a group or Skip to proceed without it.
15. Choose Skip to proceed without displaying the README.

The Runtime installation disks contain two README.TXT files. The
README.TXT located on the Runtime Developer's Disk contains last-minute
changes and information for developers. The README.TXT file included on
disk I is a placeholder for the README.TXT file that you as a developer will
write for your application.

INSTALL creates a Runtime group (if you chose to create it in step 9), then
places the Paradox Runtime icons in it.

For instructions on installing Runtime in a network environment, see
"Networking" in PFWDEV.HLP.
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Electricity Planning and WASP

Electricity planning is a decision supporting activity dealing with the future
operation, maintenance and expansion of the electricity sector. Considering the
planning horizon, it can be classified into one of the two main groups, namely
either in the group of short-term planning or in the medium and long-term
planning activity.

The main purpose of the short-term planning is the planning of operation of the
existing electric power system for the coming few hours or days. It may include
also network considerations as combined generation and load flow planning, but
generally these two problems are treated separately or in an iterative way. This
approach uses mainly chronological load curves with only minor consideration
of uncertainties inherent in the load and in the availability of electricity
generating units. Consequently, the models used for solving short-term planning
problems are mainly deterministic.

The aim of the medium and long-term planning is to calculate the optimal
expansion and retirement of the elements of the electricity generating system,
and the calculation of the electricity generation plan for all the time units of the
planning period. The planning horizon goes from 1 week to 20-30 years. Of
course, in order to set-up a realistic but feasible model for this horizon, a number
of simplifications and aggregations have to be adopted. Generally, the operation
and expansion problem of the transmission network is handled separately in
medium and long-term models. Due to the long planning horizon, uncertainties
in the load and in the availability of the elements of electric power system are
generally taken into account, and accordingly probabilistic models and
algorithms are used.

One of the analytical and planning tools widely used for electricity planning is
the Wien Automatic System Planning Package (WASP). Presently, the actual
versions of WASP (WASP-m Plus [1] and WASP-IV [5], [6]) are supported by
the International Atomic Energy Agency, and the latest enhancement of the
package has been co-ordinated also by the IAEA. For further details on the
history and the different versions considering modeling, algorithmic and
information technological variants, see Chapter 1 "Introduction" of Reference
[1].

The WASP model is a least-cost capacity expansion probabilistic model which
ignores all network and interconnection aspects of the planning problem. It has
been developed to obtain the economically optimal capacity expansion plan for
an electric power system taking into account some constraints built-in the model
and specified by the user of the package.
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The model has two main elements, the two opposite sides of the capacity
expansion - electricity generation problem:

• the consumer demand, called load, and
• the electricity generating system consisting of plants, units, fuels, etc.

Concerning the technical characteristics, the maintenance scheduling rules and
the environmental regulations, the main elements of the model are described
with numerical data, and relations among the elements have to be also coded.

Since the first version of the package was released in the beginning of 1970s, the
actual releases of the tool running on PCs preserved partly the mainframe logic
regarding the program structure, the input and output system and the
communication system of the program components called modules.

The model and the built in algorithms have been still evaluated useful, therefore
different variants of the package have been elaborated to PC usage, but its
structure and the basic input-output system have never been touched essentially.

In some PC versions, efforts were given to replace the rigid input system and to
facilitate the users' task in defining the input data. For example, ENPEP [2] uses
a DOS based, full screen input-output user interface, by which the user can
ignore the strict input formats and the repeated definition of some input data
needed by several WASP modules (e.g. the number of periods).

As part of the DECADES Tools, WASP-III Plus was incorporated. An interface
for WASP-IV is under development. The DECADES environment ensures not
only the complete database management options of all the data needed for a
WASP run, but also all the Windows based techniques and elements which make
the users' encoding activity superfluous. For example, in case of a limited
possibility of selection, the user shall not define option numbers (0, 1, 2, ....) or
select one of the numbers, but select buttons having textual explanation are
introduced. Handling different but similar case studies is also a new feature of
the software.

The modules of WASP and their functionality are as follows:

LOADSY: reads input data on the system-level load profile: peak load value,
annual and period ratios of annual and period peak load values,
shape of the load duration curves for all periods of the studied
planning horizon.

FIXSYS: reads the logical and technical input data of the existing
electricity generating system, and its decided changes: obligatory
expansion and retirements of units.

VARSYS: reads the logical and technical input data of the candidate plants
which may serve as possible expansion of the existing electricity
generating system.

CONGEN: generates feasible configurations from the plants described in
FIXSYS and VARSYS modules, satisfying LOLP and reserve
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margin constraints. These configurations are passed to MERSIM
Module to produce their least-cost production plans.

MERSIM: Usin& probabilistic production costing simulation based on
Fourier expansion, this module calculates for all configurations
the most frequently used reliability measures: LOLP (loss-of-load
probability), ENS (energy not served), the electricity generation
of ur its based on optional reordering of the economic loading
order, the optimal production cost, etc. The module produces also
the reserve-levelized maintenance scheduling plan. As a new
feature, the production costing simulation algorithm in WASP-IV
is able to take into consideration multiple group-limitations
concerning yearly constraints of fuel, heat, generation and
emissions of several plants, and the simulation of one pumped
storage plant. The maintenance scheduling option has also been
refined in WASP IV.

DYNPRO: using dynamic programming algorithm, this module selects the
optimal expansion plan using economic and technical attributes
of configurations calculated by MERSIM Module.

REPROBAT: produces reports about the least-cost expansion plan, generation
data, environmental issues.

Each module processes its specific user input data and some processed data of
preceding modules (in the logic of execution order) needed for the computations.
The modules pass the results mainly in binary form to the subsequent modules,
and produce ASCII outputs for the users.

Formulation of the Production Costing Simulation
Problem

Let us introduce some notations in order to setup the simplest probabilistic
model for the produ ̂ tion costing and capacity expansion problem.

Denote by

n: the number of electricity generating units of the electric power system,
C: the installed ce.pacity of unit i,
A.: the random variable of the available capacity of unit i. In a two-state model

A; = c,: with a probability pi and \ = 0 with a probability qx = 1 - pi,
where pt is the probability of the event that the unit / is fully available to
produce electricity during the planning period, qi is the probability of the
event that the unit i is unavailable to produce electricity (qi is called forced
outage rate),

U.: the random variable measuring the unavailability of unit i. Obviously,
Ui = c. — At.. In the above mentioned two-state model, U) = 0 with a
probability pi, and Ut — c{ with a probability qt.
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L: the random variable of the load that the generating system has to fulfil.
Generally, L is given by the load duration curve which is the inverted and
normalized probability survival' function of L.

Using the above notations, the probability of the event that the load exceeds the
total available capacity, i.e. the loss-of-load probability is:

LOLP = Prod JTA,. < L

The LOLP value is a very important reliability index, but it does not provide any
information neither on the possible amount of lacking capacities, nor about the
duration of the shortages. Therefore, we need further details on the distribution
of deficiency resulting from the uncertainties of the load and the generating
system, both.

For this purpose, the other most frequently used index is the energy not served
value (sometimes called: unserved energy). It is the expected value of the
unserved demand:

ENS = E L-

i.e. the expected value (in the probabilistic sense) of the positive part of the
difference of load and the system-level available capacity.

Let us suppose that the order of units defined by their indices is the
predetermined loading order. The general scheme of the probabilistic simulation
considers consecutively hypothetical systems having more and more units. In the
Z-th step, a hypothetical energy not served value is computed by having only the
first I units from the loading order:

ENSt =

Using the unserved energy values obtained in steps l-\ and /, we define the
expected energy generation value (EEG) of unit / as:

EEGl = ENS^ - ENSl

Both ENS and LOLP can be expressed with the random variables L and Ui in the

following way:

1 If F(l) is a probability distribution function of the random variable L, then the corresponding survival function
is G(l)=l-F(l). G(l) tells the probability that L exceeds I, i.e. G{1) = Prob(L>l).
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LOLP = Prob\ > . ( , ; , - U,. )< L | = Pro& L + ̂  Ut >}^ ct

V 1=1 1=1 ,

Similarly to the formulas above, ENSl and EEG, can also be expressed with the

random variables L and Ut . As a consequence, the random variables L+/iUi

i=i

and their probabilistic distribution and density functions play an important role in
the simulation process. These random variables are called equivalent load, and
their inverted normalized survival functions are the equivalent load duration
curves.

The step when the computational algorithm skips from the variable L + Yf/,. to

z+i

L+y^Uj is called convolution (see Breitenberger [3]), whilst the reversed step

is called deconvoluiion.

In the middle and long-term power system probabilistic production planning and
capacity expansion analysis, the load duration based methodology (the
algorithms are called equivalent load methods) is widely used due to its
simplicity, reduced computational effort and many other advantageous features.

The difference within the family of these types of algorithms is the numerical
method used for approximating the initial and the equivalent load duration
curves. Here we list some of these methods: piece-wise linear approximation
method, segmentation method, equivalent energy function method, cumulant
method, mixture of normal distributions, fast Fourier transformation, Fourier
expansion, Laguerre expansion.

Specialities in the WASP Model

The Load
The load must be defined by its normalized load duration curve given either by
points (normalized load magnitudes and duration values) or by the coefficients of
a fifth degree polynomial.

Energy Generating System

The energy generating system consists of two composite hydroelectric plants and
several thermal plants in WASP-III Plus. The inclusion of a pumped storage
plant in WASP-IV has been performed in such a way, that the two hydroelectric
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plants are aggregated to one by the program itself, and the remaining one serves
to the pumped storage plant.

To represent different hydrological situations, wet and dry periods,
hydroconditions are to be defined with their expected time fractions. Minimum
generation and period inflow energy values regulates the possible generations of
the composite hydroelectric plants. The simulation process treats all of the
hydroconditions, and the final results are obtained by weighting the individual
results.

The random properties of the thermal plants are modeled as it is described in
Section "Formulation of the production costing simulation problem and
overview the relevant algorithms", above. However, a two-block representation
is used in the simulation process to ensure a more precise and realistic simulation
of the plants. This gives the opportunity to handle different heat rate values and
cost components belonging to the base and peak blocks of a generating unit, and
to consider spinning reserve obligation.

In addition, upper limits can be defined by fuel-types2 in WASP-III Plus, and
multiple group-limitations for fuel burnt, heat used, total generation and
emissions of several plants can be considered in WASP-IV.

Fixed and Variable System

To have some impressions about the system the user compiled, it is advised in
Reference [1] to run WASP first with one single configuration per year. This
type of system is called fixed system and the corresponding plan is a fixed
expansion plan. This gives the user the chance to check their input data, and
possibly to correct or modify them.

If the user specifies a system with alternative configurations (generated by
CONGEN Module) in some of the years of the planning period, then the system
is called variable system, and the corresponding plan is a variable expansion
plan.

We note that, in & fixed system, candidate units are also involved, i.e. some of the
plants playing role in a fixed expansion plan may be specified in VARSYS
Module.

Loading Order

One of the most important input data for a production-costing algorithm is the
loading order. Basic simulation methods compute the expected energy
generations of the units and the system-level reliability indices, but do not search

2 In fact, the/weZ limits defined in WASP-III Plus are called heat limits in WASP-IV, since the limits are defined
on a base of kcal/day, assuming the same period-limits for the periods of the same length.
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for optimal solution. The optimal or the least-cost plan is obtained by
predetermining an optimal or least-cost loading order, and by the execution of
the production simulation based on the given loading order.

In different versions of WASP, only the base and peak blocks of thermal power
units are included in the loading order. The loading order can be economic, user
defined or one of these two types modified to take into account a spinning
reserve policy. For further information see Section D.8 - "Calculations of
Loading Order in WASP" in Volume 2 of Reference [2].

In order to exhaust the available hydro-energy as much as possible, the base
blocks of the hydroelectric power plants serve as base load blocks, and are
loaded before the thermal units. The final loading points of the peak blocks of
the hydropower plants are determined by some changes and by off-loading some
expensive thermal blocks3.

In fact, hydropower plants have generation limitations. Nevertheless, the above
way of optimizatior of the hydro-energy has been retained and has not been
included neither in the dispatching algorithm of thermal plants associated with
fuel limitations of WASP-III Plus (see Section D.10.5 of reference [1]) nor in the
multiple group-limitation methodology of WASP-IV [6].

In WASP-III Plus, tie initial loading order can be calculated by CONGEN (the
economic one) or can be defined by the user within MERSIM input data. In
MERSIM, the user have an option to modify the given loading order for
considering spinning reserve regulation.

In WASP-IV, the alj^orithm starts from an initial loading order in a similar way.
In order to satisfy the group-limitations, several other loading order (called
strategies) are also generated by moving the units taking role in an unsatisfied
limitation.

Production Costing Simulation Algorithm

WASP also uses a load duration based algorithm, namely the Fourier
(trigonometric) expansion. For further information, see Section D.9.6 -
"Analytical Expressions Used to Represent the Equivalent Load Duration Curve
- Convolutions and Deconvolutions in WASP" in Volume 2 of reference [2].

Dynamic Programming

For determining the least-cost capacity expansion program for medium and long-
term problem, dynamic programming principle is used in the WASP Model.
Years are selected as stages. A state of the system is given by a list (or an array)

3 Therefore, considering the whole system containing both thermal and hydropower plants, we cannot speak
about one single and definite loading order.
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of numbers of all possible units, and the decision (control) variables are the
number of new generating units to be added to the electric power system. The
objective function for any state in a year is the sum of the present value of capital
expenditures, the operating costs and the energy not served cost, decreased by
the salvage value in connection with the actual state.

The Bellmann's dynamic programming principle states that every sub-path of an
optimal path is also optimal between the starting and ending point of the sub-
path. Using this principle, the feasible tree4 can be reduced efficiently.

The least-cost expansion plan is obtained by selecting the state of the last year
having the minimum objective function, and by going back on the optimal path
selected by the algorithm. For further details concerning the objective function
and specific characteristics of the algorithm built-in WASP, see Section D.12
"Economic comparison of Alternative Policies of System Expansion" in Refs [1]
and [4].
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Glossary

General terms1

Abatement: Reducing the degree or intensity of, or eliminating, pollution.

Abatement Cost: Costs which arise from preventing discharges to the environment from an electric
system. It includes both control costs and the cost of "turning off" the emitters, i.e. the lost output
that results from shutting down the source of emissions.

Anthracite Coal: Hard, black, lustrous coal that burns efficiently and is valued for its heating
quality.

Ash: Noncombustible mineral matter contained in coal.

Average Load: Hypothetical constant load in an electric system over a specified time period that
would produce the same energy as the ac tual load would produce for the same period.

Base Load: That part of total demand (load) that does not vary over a given period.

Biomass: Total biological mass or weight of all organisms in a given area.

Bituminous Coal: Soft coal that is high in carbonaceous and volatile matter.

Breeder Reactor: Nuclear reactor so designed that it converts more uranium-238 or thorium into
useful nuclear fuel than the uranium-235 or plutonium which it uses.

Capability: Maximum load which a generator, plant, or system can supply under specified
conditions for a given time interval, with out exceeding approved limits of temperature and stress.

Capacity: Electric power for which a generating unit, plant, or system is rated under the specific
conditions defined by the manufacturer (usually in MWe).

Capacity Factor: Ratio of the average ] oad on a unit or system for the period of time considered to
the capacity rating of a unit or system.

Capital Cost: Cost of all material, equipment and labour involved in the fabrication, installation and
construction of facilities.

Case Study: Detailed analyses (economic, environmental) and planning studies to determine the
need for additional energy sources and their role in the energy plan.

1 These definitions were complied for this m<inual and they may be different from the IAEA's glossary of terms.
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Coal: Black or brownish-black solid combustible substance formed by the partial decomposition of
vegetable matter without access to air.

Coal Gasification: Conversion of coal (a solid) to a gas which is suitable for use as a fuel.

Combined Cycle: Electricity generating system comprising a gas-turbine generator unit whose
exhaust gases are fed to a waste-heat boiler which may or may not have a supplementary burner, and
the steam raised by the boiler is used to drive a system turbine generator.

Constraint: Factor which may present a restriction or limit to the solution of the expansion problem
(e.g., limit on atmospheric emissions).

Convection: Transfer of heat by the circulation of a liquid or gas.

Demand (Electric): Rate at which electric energy is delivered to or by a system, expressed in
kilowatts or other suitable unit, at a given instant or averaged over any designated period of time.

Depreciation: Decrease in the original value of an asset due to use and/or obsolescence.

Depreciation Period: Time during which an asset is depreciated. The depreciation period is equal or
shorter than the economic life of the asset.

Discount Rate: Rate of interest reflecting the time value of money that is used to convert benefits
and costs occurring at different times to equivalent values at a common time; reflects the opportunity
cost of money to a particular investor.

Economic Life: Period of time after which a machine or facility should be discarded of replaced
because of its excessive costs or reduced profitability; the impairment may be absolute or relative.

Electric System: Physically connected electric generating, transmission, and distribution facilities
operated as a unit under one control.

Electricity: Form of energy having chemical, radiant, and magnetic effects.

Electrostatic Precipitator: Removes solids or liquids from air or gas by charging the particles and
attracting them by the opposite charge to a boundary area where they can be collected.

Energy: That which does or is capable of doing work, measured in terms of the work it is capable of
doing (usually in kWh).

Energy Chain: identifies different energy forms passed during the conversion of primary energy,
through secondary or intermediate energy, to final and useful energy and the energy services
provided to fulfil a social need.

Energy Forecast: Prediction of future developments and events in the energy field, taking into
account forecast future values of factors affecting the energy economy.

Energy Planning: Guided by projected energy demands, the sustainability of local resources, an
appropriate fuel mix, and any anticipated changes in the socio-economic structure of the region.
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Enriched Uranium: Uranium in which the amount of uranium-235 present has been artificially
increased above 0.71 percent found in nature.

Exogenous Variable: Determined outside a mathematical system and fed into the system when
required.

Expansion Planning: Schedule of plant additions and network development over a certain period of
time which yields the optimum benefits while satisfying the projected electricity demand with a
certain reserve margin and respecting certain foreseeable constraints.

FGD (Flue Gas Desulphurization): Removal of sulphur oxides, SO2 from the combustion gases of
a thermal power plant before discharge to the atmosphere.

Fission: Splitting of a heavy nucleus into two parts, accompanied by the release of a relatively large
amount of energy.

Fixed Costs: Costs associated with inve stment in plant which do not vary or fluctuate with changes
in operation or utilization of plant.

Fossil Fuel: Any naturally occurring organic fuel, such as coal, petroleum, natural gas, and peat.

Fossil Fuel Plant: Electric power plant utilizing fossil fuel as its source of energy.

Fuel: Any substance that can be burned 1:0 produce heat.

Fuel Chain Analysis: Energy conversion change from the resource level to energy demanded;
enables the evaluation of different supply paths that produce the same amount of final or useful
energy or energy service.

Fuel Cycle: Series of physical and chemical processes and activities that are required to generate
electricity from a specific fuel or resource.

Fuel Reprocessing (Nuclear): Processing of reactor fuel to recover the unused fissionable material.

Gas Turbine: Consists typically of an axial-flow air compressor and one or more combustion
chambers, where liquid or gaseous fuel is burned and the hot gases are passed to the turbine and
where the hot gases expand to drive the generator and are then used to run the compressor.

Geothermal Energy: Underground reservoirs of steam and scalding water found from a few hundred
to 30,000 feet beneath the surface.

Generating Unit: Electric generator together with its prime mover.

Generation: Act or process of producing electric energy from other forms of energy; also the
amount of electric energy so produced.

Heat: Form of kinetic energy, whose effects are produced by the vibration, rotation, and general
motions of molecules.

Heat Rate: Measure of generating station thermal efficiency.
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Hydroelectric Plant: Electric power plant utilizing falling water for the motive force of its prime
movers.

Interest Rate: Applied whenever monetary amounts are moved forward in time; defined as the ratio
between interest chargeable (or payable) at the end of a period of time to the money owned (or
invested) at the beginning of the period.

Joule: Unit of work or energy which is equivalent to one watt per second.

Least-Cost Planning: Provides optimized solutions to resource planning problems taking into
account only direct costs supported by the producers which are reflected by market mechanisms in
the prices paid by the consumers; relies on minimizing an economic objective function under
constraints.

Levelized Costs: Fictitious costs in order to equalize year-to year variations in fixed and variable
costs. For electricity generation, it is representative of the generating characteristics of the plant or
system under consideration and the time-varying costs actually incurred.

Lignite: Low grade coal of a variety intermediate between peat and bituminous coal.

Load: Amount of power delivered at a given point on an electric system.

Load Curve: A curve of loads versus time of occurrence showing in chronological sequence the
magnitude of the load for each unit of time of the period covered.

Load Duration Curve: A curve that portrays the percentage of time during which particular load
levels occur or are exceeded.

Load Factor: Ratio of the average load during a designated period to the peak or maximum load
occurring in that period.

Natural Gas: Naturally occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon and nonhydrocarbon gases and vapors
(e.g., methane, propane, ethane) found in porous geological formations beneath the earth's surface,
often in association with petroleum.

Network: System of transmission or distribution lines to permit multiple power supply to any
principal point on it.

Nitrogen Oxides (NO2): Product of combustion of fossil fuels whose production increases with the
temperature of the process.

Nuclear Energy: Energy liberated by a nuclear reaction (fission) or by radioactive decay.

Nuclear Reactor: Apparatus by means of which a fission chain reaction is initiated, maintained, and
controlled.

Nuclear Power Plant: Electric generating station utilizing the energy from a nuclear reactor as the
source of power.
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Opportunity Cost: Real cost of satisfying a requirement or desire, expressed in terms of the cost of
the sacrifice of the alternative activities.

Particulate: Solid particles released in exhaust gases at fossil-fuel plants during the combustion
process.

Peak Load: Maximum load which musi: be provided by a supply network in a stated period of time.

Peat: Material formed in marshes and swamps form dead plants.

Physical Life: Period of time after which a machine or facility can no longer be repaired in order to
perform its design function properly.

Power: Time rate of transferring energy.

Power Plant (Generating Station): Generating station which locates prime movers, electric
generators, and auxiliary equipment for producing electric energy.

Primary Energy: Energy in the form of its natural occurrence which has not yet been transformed
into other forms of energy (crude oil, natural gas, uranium, coal, etc.).

Prime Mover: Machine which drives an electric generator.

Pumped Storage Plant: Power plant utilizing an arrangement whereby electric energy is generated
for peak load use by utilizing water pumped into a storage reservoir.

Renewables: Energy source that is regenerative or virtually inexhaustible (e.g., wind, geothermal,
and water power).

Run-of-River Plant: Hydroelectric pov/er plant utilizing flow of the stream as it occurs.

Scenario: Internally consistent and reasonably plausible picture of future energy demand and supply.
A scenario is not a forecast but represents one possibility among many possible futures.

Secondary or Intermediate Energy: Energy resulting from a conversion process (refining,
gasification, liquefaction, electricity generation, etc.) of primary energy forms into respective
derivatives, i.e. fuel oil, LPG, charcoal, etc.

Service Life: Period of time that a machine or facility will satisfactorily perform its function without
major overhauls.

Simulation Analysis: General method of studying the behaviour of a real system or phenomenon.
The method usually involves devising a model representing the essential features of the system and
carrying out the solution of the mathematical and logical relations of the model.

Solar Cell: Device which converts solar radiation to a current of electricity.

Solar Energy: Energy transmitted frorr the sun, which is in the form of electromagnetic radiation.

Solar Power: Useful power derived from solar energy.
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Steam-Electric Plant: Electric power plant utilizing steam for the motive force of its prime movers.

Thermal: Term used to identify a type of electric generating station or power plant, or the capacity
or capability thereof, in which the source of energy for the prime mover is heat.

Thermal Efficiency: The ratio of the heat used to the total heat contained in the fuel consumed.

Thermal Pollution (Heat Rejection): Increase in the temperature of water or air resulting from
waste heat released by a thermal electric power plant.

Thermal Power Plant: Any electric power plant which operates by generating heat and converting
the heat to electricity.

Variable Costs: Costs associated with operation or utilization of plant.

Wind Energy: Kinetic energy of the motion of the Earth's enveloping air ocean caused by the Sun's
heating of the atmosphere.

Wind Turbine: Electrical generating windmill.

Database related terms

Association: A logical, meaningful connection between data items; it implies that values for the
associated data items are in some way dependent on each other. The following types of associations
are used:

B ) One-to-onesin p i :
-— — —

B J One-to-m a n y

B J One- to -one

B J One- to -one (Li)

One-to-m a n y (LN)

M any-to-m a n y M N'.

Attribute: Is a property of an entity that was chosen to record. Synonym to data item, used as a
property of real world entity rather than as a data-oriented term. However, since there is a data item
for each attribute, the two terms are often used interchangeably; term use in relational data model.

Client-Server Architecture: The database server contains the shared files along with data-integrity
and validation rules -and also some "intelligence". The client application contains the menus, forms,
report definitions, and program code associated with the user interface. The server performs query
processing as specified by the clients and sends only the information resulting from queries back
across the network to the client. The client/server approach is more reliable and faster for high-
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volume data traffic but more expensive. An example of software designate for client/server is
ORACLE DBMS (starting with version <>.O)

Data: Facts concerning people, places, events or other objects or concepts. We will assume that data
are recorded on some computer medium. Data are often relatively useless to human decision makers
until they have been processed or refined, in some manner.

Data aggregate: Is a collection of data items that is named and referenced as a whole. For example a
data aggregate called NAME might be composed of the data item LAST-NAME, FIRST-NAME and
MIDDLE-INITIAL.

Database: A named collection of interrelated files (relations, tables). Thus a database contains data
occurrences that describe one or more entity classes and the associations between those classes.

Data Element: Synonym for data item.

Data Item: Is a unit fact. It is the smallest named unit of database and therefore the smallest unit of
data that has meaning to a user. Example s of data items are: energy source name, sulphur content of a
specific fossil fuel, net capacity of a facility, etc.

Data Model: Is an abstract representation (a description) of the data about entities, events, activities,
and their associations with an application. The purpose of a data model is to represent the data. There
are three types of models described by similitude with an energy factory:

-external models (called sub schema in DB terminology) - a supervisor from the control room sees
the factory as a set of instruments anc. equipment;
-conceptual models - a general designer engineer sees a factory as a set of physical and
technological processes;
-internal models {schema) - a construction project manager sees the factory as a set of blueprints.

Domain: A set of possible values for an attribute

Entity: Any object or event about which the application chose to collect and store data. It is a
component of the real world. A facility is an entity in our application and we use model of the entity
in the form of data that describe their properties.

Field: Synonym to data item that has a physical, rather than logical meaning; it refers to the column
position within a record where a data item is located.

File: A named collection of all occurrences of a given record type. A file may be visualised as a two-
dimensional array, called aflat file. An example of a flat file arrangement could be a table with
energy sources characteristics. The data item names at the top of the table correspond to attributes.
Each row of the table represents a record occurrence and corresponds to one source entity.

File Server Architecture: The executable portions of the database application run on the client PC;
the network file server(s) simply stores the shared data files and provides licking services. When a
client PC executes a query, the server sends all potential data to the client, which then discards
whatever isn't needed. The client performs data integrity and validity checking, even if the rules are
stored on the server.
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Foreign Key (Cross-Reference Key): Identifies a field or fields in one table that match the primary
key in another table. For example, the GroupKey field in the Groups table is the primary key, and the
GroupKey field in the Sources table is a foreign key.

Information: Data that have been processed and refined and then displayed in a format that is
convenient for decision making or other organisational activities.

Key: Is a data item used to identify a record. There are two basic types of keys: primary key and
secondary key.

Metadata: Is information about the data in an application. It is used by data administrators and
others to develop logical models of an application entities and the associations between those entities.
Metadata is stored and maintained in the application data dictionary.

Primary Key: Is a data item that uniquely identifies a record. The primary key of a record
corresponds to the identifier of a real-world entity. Similar to identifiers, there may be several
possible (or candidate) primary keys for the same record. Also, two or more data items may be
required to identify a record {composite key). Attribute or combination for which no more that one
tuple may have the same (combined) value.

Query by Example (QBE): A method of asking questions about data by providing an example of the
answer you are looking for. If the query is retrieving data from more that one table the link between
tales is made using example elements. The link are of two types:

-exclusive link: in a query by example, the use of example element to retrieve from one table only
those records that match the records in another table (inner join).
-inclusive link: a query whose answer includes all the values in a field of one table, whatever or
not there are matching values in the linked field of other table. Normally in the query the inclusive
operator"!" is used.

Record: A named collection of data items and/or data aggregates. Most applications define a record
type for each entity class. Metadata defining each record type are catalogued in the data dictionary.
These metadata include the record name, description, size (or length), component data items and
aggregates, and identification of primary and secondary keys (described shortly). In addition to the
records describing entities, some records describe associations (relationships) between entities. Often
this type of record (called an intersection record) arises when some event has occurred involving the
associated entities.

Record instant: See tuple.

Referential Integrity: A way of ensuring that the ties between like data in separate tables cannot be
broken. In a referential integrity relation are involved two types of table:

-child table: are the tables that refers to the key field of a different table (parent) for a valid value;
-parent table: are the table whose key field contains data that a different table (child) refers to.

Relation: Term use by relational data model as synonyms for file. A relation is viewed as a two-
dimensional table: each colon contains values about the same attribute, and each cell value must be
simple (i.e., a single value); each column has a distinct name (attribute name), and the order of
column is immaterial; each row is distinct (one row cannot duplicate another row for selected key
attribute column); the sequence of row is immaterial.
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Relational Database: A database design in accordance with a set of principles called the relational
model. Data in a relational database must be organised in separate tables that together comprise a
single database. The separate table are often in a one-to-one ore one-to-many relationship. The link
between tables is done by a common fields. The relation implies two types of tables:

-master table: the primary table of yo jr data model;
-detail table: the table whose records are subordinated to those of master table.

Secondary Key: Is a data item that normally does not uniquely identify a record but identifies a
number of records in a set that share the same property. For example, the data item Group might be
used as secondary key for Source record. Secondary keys arise when data are referenced by
categories.

Table: A structure made of rows (tuple, record) and columns (attributes, fields) which contain data
items occurrence.

Tuple: Term use in relational data model for a collection of values that compose one row of a
relation. A tuple is equivalent to a record instant.

User View: Is a subset of data required by a particular user to make a decision or to carry out some
action.
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